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Machine learning (ML) and cryptography have many things
in common, for instance, the amount of data to be handled
and large search spaces.  e application of ML in cryp-
tography is not new, but with over 3 quintillion bytes of data
being generated every day, it is now more relevant to apply
ML techniques in cryptography than ever before. ML
generally automates analytical model building to continu-
ously learn and adapt to the large amount of data being fed as
input. ML techniques can be used to indicate the rela-
tionship between the input and output data created by
cryptosystems. ML techniques such as boosting and mutual
learning can be used to create the private cryptographic key.
Methods such as naive Bayesian, support vector machine,
and AdaBoost, which come under the category of classifi-
cation, can be used to classify the encrypted traffic and
objects into steganograms used in steganography. Besides
the application in cryptography, which is an art of creating
secure systems for encrypting/decrypting confidential data,
ML techniques can also be applied in cryptanalysis, which is
an art of breaking cryptosystems to perform certain side-
channel attacks.  e aim of this special issue was to create a
volume of recent works on advances in different aspects of
ML applications in cryptosystems and cryptanalysis. We
have selected twenty research articles which deal with dif-
ferent aspects of ML and cryptography.

In the paper entitled “Distributed Outsourced Privacy-
Preserving Gradient Descent Methods among Multiple
Parties,” Z. Tan et al. presented two new outsourced privacy-
preserving gradient descent method schemes over hori-
zontally or vertically partitioned data among multiple

parties, respectively. Compared to previously proposed
solutions, their methods improved in comprehensiveness in
a more general scenario.

In the paper entitled “Survey on Reversible Water-
marking Techniques of Echocardiography,” R. Ghafoor et al.
presented a survey on the comparison of state-of-the-art
reversible watermarking techniques.  e imperceptibility
and payload were balanced through a tradeoff. It has been
observed in the literature that most of the reversible
watermarking methods lack robustness, and very small-scale
robustness has been achieved in this domain of
watermarking.

In the paper entitled “Machine Learning Technologies
for Secure Vehicular Communication in Internet of Vehi-
cles: Recent Advances and Applications,” E. Sayed Ali et al.
provided theoretical foundations for machine learning and
the leading models and algorithms to resolve Internet of
Vehicles applications’ challenges.  is paper has conducted
a critical review with analytical modeling for offloading
mobile edge-computing decisions based on machine
learning and deep reinforcement learning approaches for the
Internet of Vehicles.

In the paper entitled “Fusion of Machine Learning and
Privacy Preserving for Secure Facial Expression Recog-
nition,” A. Ullah et al. presented a novel framework and
proposed an effective and robust solution for facial ex-
pression recognition under an unconstrained environ-
ment; it also helped to classify facial images in the client/
server model along with preserving privacy.  ere are a lot
of cryptography techniques available, but they are
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computationally expensive; on the contrary, the authors
have implemented a lightweight method capable of en-
suring secure communication with the help of
randomization.

In the paper entitled “Protect Mobile Travelers Infor-
mation in Sensitive Region Based on Fuzzy Logic in IoT
Technology,” I. Memon et al. explored the possible flaws
associated with security for IoT environment insensitively
meant for transfer conditions.  ey proposed a novel design
aimed at detecting a spoofing attack that inspects the
probability distributions of received power found for the
regions designed for mobile (moving) users.

In the paper entitled “An Improved Method to Evaluate
the Synchronization in Neural Key Exchange Protocol,” Y. L.
Han et al. proposed an improved method for evaluating the
synchronization of neural networks timelier and accurately.
First, the frequency that the two networks have the same
output in previous steps was used for assessing the degree of
them roughly. Second, the hash function was utilized to
judge whether the two networks have achieved full syn-
chronization precisely when the degree exceeds a given
threshold.

In the paper entitled “ e Effect of the Primitive Irre-
ducible Polynomial on the Quality of Cryptographic
Properties of Block Ciphers,” S. S. Jamal et al. introduced 16
affine power affine transformations, and, for fixed param-
eters, they obtained 16 distinct S-boxes. Here, they thor-
oughly studied S-boxes with all possible primitive
irreducible polynomials and their algebraic properties. All of
these boxes were evaluated with the help of nonlinearity test,
strict avalanche criterion, bit independent criterion, and
linear and differential approximation probability analyses to
measure the algebraic and statistical strength of the pro-
posed substitution boxes.

In the paper entitled “Towards an Improved Energy
Efficient and End-to-End Secure Protocol for IoTHealthcare
Applications,” A. Ahmad et al. proposed local coordination
Expected Message Authentication Code as an extension of
Expected Message Authentication Code. Expected Message
Authentication Code is an asynchronous duty cycle medium
access control protocol. Expected Message Authentication
Code used one important technique of short preamble which
is to allow sender nodes to quickly send their actual data
when the corresponding receivers wake up.

In the paper entitled “Multicriteria Decision and Ma-
chine Learning Algorithms for Component Security Eval-
uation: Library-Based Overview,” J. Zhang et al. developed a
new system based on the reusable components as reusability
of components is recommended to save time, effort, and
resources as such components are already made. Security of
components is a significant constituent of the system to
maintain the existence of the component as well as the
system to function smoothly. Component security can
protect a component from illegal access and changing its
contents.

In the paper entitled “Evaluating Security of Internet of
Medical  ings Using the Analytic Network Process
Method,” X. Huang and Shah Nazir evaluated the security of
the Internet of Medical  ings by using the analytic network

process.  e proposed approach was applied using the ISO/
IEC 27002 (ISO 27002) standard and some other important
features from the literature.  e results of the proposed
research demonstrated the effective Internet of Medical
 ings components which can further be used as secure
Internet of Medical  ings.

In the paper entitled “Secure Framework Enhancing AES
Algorithm in Cloud Computing,” I. A. Awan et al. presented
a framework with key features including enhanced security
and owner’s data privacy. It modified the 128 AES algorithm
to increase the speed of the encryption process, 1000 blocks
per second, by the double round key feature.

In the paper entitled “Convolution Neural Network-
Based Higher Accurate Intrusion Identification System for
the Network Security and Communication,” Z. Gu et al.
followed a deep learning-based approach for the accurate
intrusion detection purposes to ensure the high security of
the network. A convolution neural network-based approach
was followed for the feature classification and malicious data
identification purposes. In the end, comparative results were
generated after evaluating the performance of the proposed
algorithm to other rival algorithms in the proposed field.

In the paper entitled “Android Malware Detection Based
on a Hybrid Deep Learning Model,” T. Lu et al. proposed an
Android malware detection algorithm based on a hybrid
deep learning model which combines the deep belief net-
work and gate recurrent unit. First, they analyzed the An-
droid malware; in addition to extracting static features,
dynamic behavioral features with strong antiobfuscation
ability were also extracted.  en, they built a hybrid deep
learning model for Android malware detection.

In the paper entitled “A Smart Agent Design for Cyber
Security Based on Honeypot and Machine Learning,” N. E.
Kamel et al. presented an introduction of machine learning
and honeypot systems, and based on these technologies, they
designed a smart agent for cyberattack prevention and
prediction.

In the paper entitled “Preprocessing Method for
Encrypted Traffic Based on Semisupervised Clustering,”
R. Zheng et al. analyzed the differences between benign and
malicious traffic produced by benign applications and
malware, respectively. To fully express these differences, this
study proposed a new set of statistical features for training a
clustering model. Furthermore, to mine the communication
channels generated by benign applications in batches, a
semisupervised clustering method was adopted.

In the paper entitled “A Systematic Literature Review on
Using Machine Learning Algorithms for Software Re-
quirements Identification on Stack Overflow,” A. Ahmad
et al. reported a systematic literature review collecting
empirical evidence published up to May 2020.  is review
study found 2,484 published papers related to requirements
engineering and Stack Overflow. e data extraction process
of the review showed that (1) latent Dirichlet allocation topic
modeling is among the widely used machine learning al-
gorithms in the selected studies and (2) precision and recall
are amongst the most utilized evaluation methods for
measuring the performance of these machine learning
algorithms.
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In the paper entitled “Deep Learning-Based Crypt-
analysis of Lightweight Block Ciphers,” J. So proposed a
generic cryptanalysis model based on deep learning, where
the model tries to find the key of block ciphers from known
plaintext-ciphertext pairs.  e author showed the feasibility
of the deep learning-based cryptanalysis by attacking on
lightweight block ciphers such as simplified DES, Simon, and
Speck.  e results showed that the deep learning-based
cryptanalysis can successfully recover the key bits when the
key space is restricted to 64 ASCII characters.

In the paper entitled “Spam Detection Approach for
Secure Mobile Message Communication Using Machine
Learning Algorithms,” L. G. Jun et al. proposed the appli-
cations of the machine learning-based spam detection
method for accurate detection. In this technique, machine
learning classifiers such as logistic regression, K-nearest
neighbor, and decision tree were used for the classification of
ham and spam messages in mobile device communication.

In the paper entitled “Modelling Features-Based Birth-
marks for Security of End-to-End Communication System,”
M. Li et al. proposed a mathematical model, which is based
on a differential system, to present feature-based software
birthmark.  e model presented in this paper provided an
exclusive way for the feature-based birthmark of software
and then can be used for comparing birthmark and assessing
security of end-to-end communication systems.  e results
of this method showed that the proposedmodel is efficient in
terms of effectiveness and correctness for the feature-based
software birthmark comparison and security assessment
purposes.

In the paper entitled “Detection and Blocking of Replay,
False Command, and False Access Injection Commands in
SCADA Systems with Modbus Protocol,” L. Rajesh and
Penke Satyanarayana worked for False Command Injection
attack, False Access Injection attack, and replay attacks on
the Modbus protocol. Initially, a real-time SCADA test bed
was set up, and they envisaged the impact of these attacks on
Modbus protocol data using the test bed. ey proposed and
developed a method (a) to detect replay attacks by incor-
porating timestamp and sequence number in Modbus
communications and (b) a frame filtering module which will
block unauthorized attacks such as False Command Injec-
tion and False Access Injection attacks to reach PLC.
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Industrial control systems (ICS) are being used for surveillance and controlling numerous industrial process plants in national
critical infrastructures. Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system is a core component in ICS systems for
continuous monitoring and controlling these process plants. Legacy SCADA systems are working in isolated networks and using
proprietary communication protocols which made them less exposed to cyber threats. In recent times, these ICS systems have
been connected to Internet and corporate networks for data sharing and remote monitoring. (ey are also using open protocols
and operating systems. (is leads to vulnerabilities of the system to cyberattacks. Cybersecurity threats are more prevalent than
ever in ICS systems. (ese attacks may be external or internal. Modbus is a widely deployed communication protocol for SCADA
communications. (ere is no security in design of Modbus protocol, and it is vulnerable to numerous cyberattacks. In this paper,
we worked for False Command Injection attack, False Access Injection attack, and replay attacks on Modbus protocol. Initially, a
real-time SCADA testbed was set up, and we envisaged the impact of these attacks on Modbus protocol data using the testbed. In
this work, we used local area network (LAN) environment only for simulating the attacks. We assumed that the attacks penetrated
the LAN network. We proposed and developed (a) a method to detect replay attacks by incorporating time stamp and sequence
number in Modbus communications and (b) a frame filtering module which will block unauthorized attacks like False Command
Injection and False Access Injection attacks to reach programmable logic controller (PLC). Numbers of attacks were simulated
and the performance of themethod wasmeasured using attack block rate (ABR). It blocked 97% ofmaliciousModbus transactions
or attacks to reach the PLC. It protects SCADA systems from attackers, which is a core component of industrial control systems.
(e solution enhanced the security of SCADA systems with Modbus protocol.

1. Introduction

Industrial control systems are very crucial for automation of
process plants.(ey are used for surveillance and controlling
a plant [1]. (ese systems are in different forms such as
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems
and distributed control systems (DCS). SCADA system
contains data acquisition servers, display-monitoring and
controlling clients, historian systems, field instruments, and
programmable logic controllers (PLC) [2]. Figure 1 displays
a typical SCADA system [3]. It contains different levels of
connectivity, systems to differentiate the functionality, and

services provided by them. (e physical parameters such as
pressure, temperature, and pump status will be sensed by
suitable sensors and the electrical signal will be passed to
PLC through input-output cards. (e PLC will collect the
data from IO boards, process the data, and send it to human
machine interface (HMI) through a suitable communication
protocol [4]. In old days, these systems were connected in
local area network (LAN). (ey used mostly proprietary
communication protocols. As technology advances, the
SCADA data is required for other applications like enter-
prise resource planning (ERP), energy management system
(EMS), and so forth.(ese systems are connected to Internet
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for remote monitoring and data sharing. (ese systems are
also connecting to corporate highly interconnected networks
for remote monitoring. (e connectivity provides remote
surveillance but opens the doors for attackers. Hence, these
systems are vulnerable to cyberattacks [5–7]. (ese attacks
may be from internal or external sources.

(ere were a number of incidents reported all over the
world on ICS systems. Some of the examples are Malware
Stuxnet attack on SCADA systems in nuclear plants in Iran
in 2010, attack on MaroochyWater in 2000, and so forth [8].
(e U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) In-
dustrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team
(ICS-CERT) released a number of attacks reported on ICS
system. Every year the attacks are increasing. Even though
there are a number of potential areas of vulnerabilities in
SCADA components, cyberattacks to communication pro-
tocols are a paramount issue [9].

1.1. Modbus Protocol and Vulnerabilities. A SCADA system
uses a suitable communication protocol like Modbus, DNP,
and so forth for bidirectional data transfer between HMI and
PLC [10]. Sensors will sense (measure) the parameters and
PLC will collect data from sensors located in the field. (is
data will be transferred to HMI through a communication
protocol [11]. Modbus is most widely deployed communi-
cation protocol in control and automation industry. Modbus
protocol is an open protocol that was designed in the 1970s
[12]. It is a simple request response message protocol at
application layer. Modbus is available on two varieties:
Modbus Serial and Modbus TCP [13]. (e frame format of
this protocol is shown in Figure 2. It contains two parts: (i)
MBAP Header and (ii) Protocol Data Unit (PDU). (e
header contains the required details for transmission like

slave ID, protocol ID, and length of the frame to determine
the boundaries of the frame. If the physical layer is serial
communication, then the nodes participating in the com-
munication are called server and client. (ey are also called
master and slave, if the physical layer is Ethernet (TCP).
Modbus protocol contains the following important fields
[14]:

(i) Function code
(ii) Starting address of register
(iii) Number of registers

In SCADA communication, data acquisition server or
HMI will have Modbus client component (master) and PLC
will have its pair component, that is, server component
(slave), of Modbus protocol. (e master has to send the
Modbus request to slave device to poll the data. (e slave
device will respond to the request with required response
and send it to the master. If the request is not correct, then
the slave will send exception response to the master.
Function code determines the action to be done at Slave.
Table 1 gives the details of various function codes and their
corresponding actions to be performed. (e table contains
frequently used function codes in our testing. Starting ad-
dress and number of registers communicate to the slave how
many tags/registers are to be polled by the master [13, 14].

MMI 1 MMI 2 MMI 3 MMI 4 MMI 6 MMI 7

Work stations Work stations

Server
1

Server
2

Server
3

Server
4

SCADA Servers Historian and Application Servers

FirewallCorporate
LAN

View
Node 1

View
Node 2

SCADA network

Communication 
links

RTU 1 RTU 2

Comm
Server

Device
1

Device
2

Field Devices

Station
1

Station
2

IED Device

Figure 1: A typical SCADA system architecture [3].

Modbus Header Function Code Starting Address No of registers

7 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes1 byte

Figure 2: Modbus frame structure [14].
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Modbus protocol was designed without considering
security aspects because ICS systems were isolated from
outside network in earlier days. (ere was no awareness of
cyberattacks when Modbus was designed. Modbus protocol
lacks various security features described as follows [15–17]:

(i) Integrity of Modbus frame is not checking by peer
devices [18, 19]. (e frame can be modified by any
attacker and peer devices cannot identify this
activity.

(ii) (ere is no facility for maintaining confidentiality of
messages. (e Modbus frames will be transferred in
plain text and any Man-in-the-Middle attacker can
sniff the packet and get the frame information.

(iii) It does not support time stamp for the frames. (is
is one of the crucial problems because peer devices
do not know whether the received response is ob-
tained for the recent query (request) or old query.
Any drastic change may happen due to mismatch of
real-time field values.

(iv) Modbus is an open protocol and it had simple frame
formats. A simple Wireshark tool can be used by
attacker to retrieve the information from the
network.

As this protocol lacks above security features like in-
tegrity, confidentiality, and nonrepudiation, the protocol is
more vulnerable to numerous cyberattacks like Man-in-the-
Middle attacks in the form of False Command Injection
(FCI), False Access Injection (FAI), or False Response In-
jection; replay attack; and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks
[20–22]. Out of above attacks, we concentrated on False
Command Injection, False Access Injection, and replay
attack in this paper. We demonstrated impact of these at-
tacks and proposed and developed methods to block these
attacks to reach PLC and HMI. We considered only local
area network for simulating the attacks.

1.2. Attacks onModbus Protocol. Modbus protocol has been
suffering from a number of attacks as discussed in Section
1.1. In this research, we worked for False Command In-
jection, False Access Injection, and replay attacks as follows.

1.2.1. Replay Attacks. (e Man-in-the-Middle attacker will
store the Modbus messages and will send these messages to
target nodes, that is, HMI or PLC, after some time

intentionally [23]. As Modbus frame does not have time
stamp field, PLC or HMI cannot differentiate whether the
response was obtained for recent request frame or old frame.
(e response in the frame may be old status of field pa-
rameters, but HMI will process the frame and erroneous
values will be displayed on SCADAmimics. In the same way,
the PLC will process the control command and trigger the
actuators. (is will hamper the operations and may lead to
irreversible loss to human life and economy of nation. (is
attack is very distinctive type that looks like accurate data,
but it contains old status [24, 25].

1.2.2. False Command Injection (FCI) Attack. Attacker can
send erroneous commands to the PLC like stop the valves
while pumping is running, start emergency plant shutdown,
and so forth. (e attacker can send command to PLC which
will disrupt the plant [26]. (e aim is execution of arbitrary
commands to take control.

1.2.3. False Access Injection (FAI) Attack. (e attacker can
send false access commands by sending Modbus requests
with trial-and-error function codes and starting addresses. It
will impose load on the PLC and make it busy. (e attacker
can send wrong Modbus requests at very high frequency.
(e PLC will be busy in processing these requests with
exception responses. It cannot respond to legitimate HMI
commands and requests. (is leads to a DoS attack [27].

1.3. Existing Related Works. A number of research scholars
worked for security issues of ICS/SCADA systems, com-
munication protocol security, and cyber security of indus-
trial control systems. (ey also provided some solutions to
these problems. (e literature survey was conducted in a
logical way. Initially, we conducted survey on importance of
security of communication protocols in industrial control
systems. Next, we described the existing works and shortfalls
of those methods to provide security in communication
protocols. (e next paragraph explains the literature survey
on existing works.

Ghosh and Sampalli [28] emphasized the importance of
security of SCADA systems.(ey provided a classification of
attacks based on security requirements and network pro-
tocol layers. In this paper, they organized security schemes
based on current standards, as well as detection and pre-
vention of attacks. (ey also addressed future challenges in
SCADA system security. (e authors highlighted that those
methods for detection of attacks are more available than
methods for prevention of attacks in literature. From this
paper, we can understand that it requires to work on pre-
vention of cyberattacks.

Priyanga et al. [29] developed a novel hypergraph-based
anomaly detection technique with enhanced principal
component analysis and convolution neural network
(EPCA-HG-CNN) to detect deviant behaviors of such
systems. (is method was useful to detect the attacks not for
prevention of attacks.

Table 1: Various Modbus function codes and their actions on data.

Function code Action to be performed
1 Reading of coils
2 Reading of status registers
3 Reading holding registers
4 Reading of input registers
5 Writing to single coil
6 Writing to single holding register
15 Multiple coils: write
16 Multiple holding registers: write
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Qian et al. [30] proposed a method based on machine
learning techniques where nonparallel hyperplane based
fuzzy classifier was used to detect replay and DoS attacks.
(ey informed that hackers even do not need to tamper any
data for replay attack; the only thing they need to do is to
send the data package eavesdropped from the sensors at
another time. (e package cannot be detected to be false
because there is no time stamp in the protocol used in
SCADA systems and the data are in the right form. (is
method detects only the attacks happening, and it cannot
block the attacks. (e solution did not provide any remedy
for these attacks. Li et al. [31] developed methods that are
capable of distinguishing equipment faults from bona fide
cyberattacks like replay attack.(is method was also used for
detection of replay attacks, not for blocking these attacks.

Yusheng et al. [32] explained about various vulnera-
bilities of Modbus protocol. (ey proposed real-time deep
inspection for Modbus TCP traffic in intrusion detection of
industrial control systems based on Modbus protocol. (eir
method consisted of two modules: rule extraction and deep
inspection. (e first part separates the Modbus TCP packet
into network layer, transport layer, and application layer.
(e second module generated normal and abnormal rules
based on the correlation among those three subparts. (e
deep inspection module was used for continually correlating
the classifications to determine whether the normal or ab-
normal rule currently applied is a false positive. It is not clear
how the rules would be updated over time to detect new
attacks or if the rule extraction module could be susceptible
to manipulation on the sliding window process due to slow-
rate attacks. (e paper presented a method to detect the
attacks again, not for their prevention.

Fovino et al. [33] developed a secure Modbus protocol
based on RSA signature and SHA hash but they did not
verify the protocol specific parameters at controller. (e
frame was transferring in plain text format. (ey did not
address all types of attacks on Modbus protocol. Shahzad
et al. [34, 35] developed cryptographic solution using AES,
RSA, and SHA for achieving security in Modbus protocol
and there was no filtering mechanism. (e authors in [36]
used AES and hashing for securing IEC 60870-5-104 and
Modbus in multicasting polling scenarios. (ey did not
consider integrity of the Modbus frames.

Dudak et al. [37] described enhancement of features of
serial Modbus protocol. (ey developed uBUS protocol by
adding some of the protocol specific features. (ey con-
centrated on features of Modbus protocol instead of security
features and attacks. You and Ge [38] developed Modbus
protocol for building security. Erez andWool [39] developed
anomaly detection in Modbus SCADA control registers. (e
method detects irregular changes in Modbus/TCP SCADA
control register values. Hayes and Khatib [40] enhanced
security in Modbus by using hash-based message authen-
tication codes and stream transmission control protocol.(e
authors presented a new method based on stream trans-
mission control protocol (SCTP) and authentication mes-
sages based on keyed-hash functions (HMAC) in order to
provide a security solution for transactions on Modbus TCP
and to establish a mutual authentication mechanism. In this

case, all the solutions are software-based and do not include
an additional hardware for securing the storage of the secret
keys used.

Jung et al. [41] proposed whitelist for SCADA traffic
using repetitive communication characteristics of the
SCADA system. Kang et al. [42] developed techniques for
preparation of whitelist for firewall of SCADA traffic. (ey
provided the concepts of firewall using whitelist generation
only. Barbosa et al. [43] proposed approach incorporates a
learning phase in which a flow whitelist is learned by
capturing network traffic over a period of time and aggre-
gating it into flows. After the learning phase is complete, any
nonwhitelisted connection observed generates an alarm.(e
evaluation of the approach focuses on two important
whitelist characteristics: size and stability. (e applicability
of the approach is demonstrated using real-world traffic
traces captured at two water treatment plants and at an
electric-gas utility. Serkan et al. [44] studied the FDI attack
and simulated the attack in testbed to change the billing
information in smart grid application. (ey explained how
this attack can be simulated and proposed methods to detect
the attack in the network. (ey proposed monitoring
continuously the ARP and IP changes in the network and
alerting the system. (is method cannot block or stop to
trigger the attack; it will alert the system by critical alarms.

Most of the authors [45–47] worked with testbed using
simulation and smart grid domain only. In another section
of studies, mathematical modeling [48] and graphical the-
oretical approach to the network modeling [49] were used
for the detection of attacks. In the majority of researches on
the security of industrial control systems, no implementa-
tion has been done to a real system. Simulation testbed
cannot reflect actual real-time system. Zhao and Smidts [50]
proposed a two-step hypothesis testing method for detecting
and distinguishing replay attacks from other anomalies. (e
proposedmethod was demonstrated using a steam generator
in a nuclear power plant. (is method is suitable for specific
domain NPP, not a general model.

From the literature review, it was understood that cyber
security of SCADA/ICS systems was a paramount issue in
these days. Modbus protocol is vulnerable to cyberattacks; it
needs to provide secure data transfer in ICS systems through
Modbus protocol. (e existing methods were used to detect
the attacks not for prevention of these attacks. (ey did not
provide a complete solution to address all the security at-
tacks of Modbus protocol. (e FCI, FAI, and replay attacks
were less addressed in the literature. (e existing methods
did not provide end-to-end security in Modbus protocol. In
this paper, we analyzed the impact of False Command In-
jection, False Access Injection, and replay attacks on
Modbus protocol using a real-time testbed. After that, we
proposed and developed a newmethod which would provide
end-to-end security to detect and block these attacks. We
simulated these attacks a number of times and performance
was measured using various metrics. In this work, we
simulated the attacks in LAN environment. We assumed
that the attacks penetrated from outside through Internet
connectivity of IT hardware into the LAN (SCADA net-
work). Hence, these attacks were simulated by connecting
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the systems in local LAN. Hence, this study is limited to LAN
connectivity only. We will work for WAN/Internet in the
near future.

(e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the testbed and simulation of attacks on testbed.
Section 3 explains the design and development of the
method. Section 4 describes the testing and results of the
research. (e paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Impact of Cyberattacks on Modbus Protocol

In this section, we described the experimental testbed,
simulation of attacks, and impact of these attacks onModbus
communication.We simulated attacks on a real-time testbed
for analyzing the impact of these attacks on Modbus.

2.1. Testbed Setup. We set up a real-time testbed in our lab
for research. (e testbed was shown in Figure 3. It contains
one SCADA HMI or DAQ Server with Modbus protocol,
one PLC, and one attacker’s PC which was used to simulate
cyberattacks as internal source. (ese systems are connected
in a local LAN switch. We used a Netgear make managed
switch for network connectivity. We also connected a web
server in the same SCADA LAN for providing web interface
of SCADA system.(e web server was connected to Internet
using a public IP address. A laptop was connected to the
Internet and used as external attack simulator. (e details of
the systems are furnished in Table 2. We developed a
SCADA application as shown in Figure 4 for testing. (e
mimic was developed using graphics builder tool of Vijeo
Citect SCADA package which was loaded in SCADA HMI.
(e SCADA package contains Modbus protocol for com-
municating Schneider make M340 PLC. Initially the PLC
was connected directly without gateway PC. (e proposed
module was running in gateway PC which will protect PLC
from the attacks. Detaching the proposed functionality into
separate gateway modules will provide an open and standard
solution which will be used for existing legacy systems and
provides interoperability between multiple manufacturing
vendors.

(e IP address of PLC can be accessed by (1) accessing
host file of SCADA server: IP addresses and domain names
are available in host file of SCADA server system. (is file
lists computer names, IP addresses of SCADA servers, work
stations, PLCs, and alias names for routing within the
network. (2) Web server was connected to Internet to
provide web access and it was connected to SCADA LAN for
updating SCADA values.(e web server contained public IP
address and attacks could access private IP addresses (like
PLC, SCADA server) through accessing this public IP ad-
dress. (3) SCADA systems have been providing remote
access through various tools like remote desktop, AnyDesk,
and so forth. Attacks can access server, PLC using these tools
very easily. Sometimes SCADA systems are distributed
geographically over a large space and RTU/PLCs are con-
necting to SCADA server through GPRS connectivity. At-
tackers can connect to RTU at site and can destroy the
system. Once attacker knows the IP address of PLC by any

method from the methods mentioned above, the system can
be destructed in any manner.

(e SCADA application contained two tanks with water.
(ese two tanks were connected using a pump. If the pump
starts, then the water will transfer from Tank A to Tank
B.We used two Panasonic make level sensors MS-UA11-1 to
measure the tank levels.We developed interlock logic in PLC
like as follows: Whenever destination tank level reaches
90 cm, the pump will stop automatically by logic. (e logic
block will continuously monitor destination tank level and it
compares it with 90 cm value. If the tank level is more than
90 cm, then it will send pump stop command.(e pump will
be in state S0 initially. Whenever the destination tank level is
more than 90 cm, it will be in state S1. (e state diagram was
shown in Figure 5. (e pump will start automatically once
the destination tank reaches zero value. (e pump will start
whenever the destination tank level reaches 90 cm. But the
stop command was sent to pump because of replay attack.
(e solenoids valves are new ASCO make 24VDC
EF8317G35. We used Crompton 0.5HP SP Aquagold 50
Water Pump. (ese transmitters gave 4 to 20mA output
current and connected to Analog Input and Digital Input
modules of PLC. (e start and stop commands of motor
were controlled by PLC through relay contact which is
connected to Digital Output card of PLC.

2.2. Simulation of Attacks. Next, we simulated replay attack,
False Command Injection attack, and False Access Injection
attack on the testbed from attacker’s PC and explained the
procedure in subsequent paragraphs.

2.2.1. Replay Attack. (e Modbus simulator was loaded in
attacker’s PC. We used Ettercap tool to scan the target
devices and bind the MAC address with target IP address
using ARP protocol. Ettercap is a free and open-source
network security tool for simulating Man-in-the-Middle
attacks in the network. It can be used for computer network
protocol analysis and security auditing. Next all messages
between PLC and HMI were routed through this attacker’s
PC. Next, we loaded Wireshark tool to capture the Modbus
packet frames. We stored the frame packets and sent them to
PLC and HMI after some time.

We observed the impact of this attack on fluid transfer
between tanks in the testbed. (e graph in Figure 6 shows

SCADA HMI Attacker′s PC

External Attacker
source

Internet

Web Server
PLC

Gateway PC

LAN Switch

Figure 3: SCADA testbed used for research.
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the normal behavior of pump operations. (is graph was a
trend plot in SCADA package. Whenever destination tank
level reached 90 cm, the HMI sent pump stop command.
Figure 7 displays the effect of replay attack. (e old values of
destination tank level were reported and the pump was
stopped intermediately as per interlock logic running in
PLC.(e destination tank level was reported at HMI as more
than 90 cm and the pump start signal was triggered by HMI;
but this value was not a real-time current value; it was an old
value. But HMI did not differentiate these values and
triggered the command. (e experiment described the effect
of replay attack on Modbus communication.

2.2.2. False Command and Access Injection Attacks.
Next, we simulated False Command Injection by sending
pump stop command, while fluid was transferring between
tanks. Figure 8 shows the graph of the levels of the tanks.
When the data values are correct, the level of Tank A will be
decreasing and Tank B level will be increasing. (e trend of
tank level looks like a ramp signal as shown in this figure.
Next, we simulated False Command Injection to stop the
pump, while fluid was transferring.(en the ramp trend was
stopped suddenly as shown in Figure 9 at 11 : 06 : 28. It
displayed the impact of FCI attack. In this experiment, the
pump was stopped unexpectedly because of simulation of
False Command Injection.

From the above testing, it is concluded that Modbus is
vulnerable to False Command and Access Injection attacks
and replay attacks and it needs to provide a solution for
detection of and blocking these attacks. Section 3 explains
the proposed and developed solution for this problem.

3. Design of Methods

In this section, we describe our proposed and developed
methods for prevention of False Command Injection and
False Access Injection attacks and replay attacks. Initially the
mathematical modeling of the system was presented. Next,
the methodology was proposed and developed.

3.1. Mathematical Modeling

3.1.1. Replay Attacks. In this section, we explain our de-
veloped solution to mitigate and detect replay attacks in
Modbus protocol. Initially we would like to describe the
replay attack in mathematical form. After that, we provide
the actual solution.

Let the Modbus request be MREQ containing PLC slave
ID, function code, start address, and number of registers to
scan.

MREQ � PLC slave ID, function code, start address, number of reg .

(1)

(is request will be initiated by Modbus client module
which will run in SCADA server. SCADA server will poll

DT_TK_L > 90 and
DT_TK_L < 0

DT_TK_L >=0 and
DT_TK_L < 90

DT_TK_L =0

DT_TK_L >=90

S0
(Pump
Stop)

S1
(Pump
Run)

Figure 5: State transition diagram for pump states.

Table 2: Details of testbed in lab.

System Make and
model Specifications IP address Other information

SCADA HMI HP Z420 8GB RAM with Intel
processor 192.168.1.1 Schneider Vijeo Citect SCADAHMI package was

loaded in this system

PLC Schneider
make M340 model 192.168.1.10 PLC logic was written using programming

software, Unity Pro
Attacker’s PC, web server, and
gateway PC HP Z420 4GB RAM with Intel

processor 192.168.1.3 Modbus simulator was loaded

VALVE 1 VALVE 2

VALVE 4

PUMP B

PUMP A

VALVE 3

TANK A TANK B

SUMP TANK

60
30

20

Figure 4: SCADA mimic developed for testing.

Figure 6: Normal operation of SCADA application.
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RTU/PLC using Modbus protocol by sending the above-
mentioned request to it.

Let the Modbus response to this request be MRES con-
taining the following frame structure as shown in Figure 2:

MRES � PLC slave ID, function code, frame length, data value .

(2)

(e PLC/RTU will frame the response to the above
request and send it to DAQ Server. (e DAQ Server will
send Modbus requests to PLC like M1

REQ, M2
REQ, and so

forth.

Mf � M
i
Req, i � 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . . (3)
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Figure 8: Trend on SCADA of Tank B level during normal fluid transfer.
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Figure 9: Impact of FCI attack on level of Tank B.

Figure 7: Replay attack on SCADA operation.
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(e PLC will respond to the requests with responses like
M1

RES, M2
RES, and so forth.

Mr � M
i
Res, i � 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . . (4)

(e response will be correct if response for ith query or
request is matched with ith response. (e response is
invalid, if response for ith query is not matched with jth
response.

M
i
Req ⟶

yields
M

i
Res, response is correct, (5)

M
i
Res ⟶

yields
M

j

Res, response is not correct. (6)

Replay attack detects when (6) occurs at peer device. (e
sequence number in Modbus request is not the same as
sequence number in Modbus response.

To detect the replay attack in Modbus protocol, we
included two parameters in the Modbus frame structure:

(a) Sequence number
(b) Time stamp of the frame

We included a sequence number for each and every
Modbus frame. (e sequence number SEQ_NO_TX of
request frame will be copied in response frame by PLC.
Modbus client module at HMI will check the sequence
number in response frame. If SEQ_NO_RX is matching with
one of the SEQ_NO_TX, then it will accept the frame and
send it to next step; otherwise, it will reject. Next, it will
check the time stamp of response frame. (e time difference
between request frame and response frame will be calculated
and if the difference is more than threshold value it will reject
the frame because the response is a delayed frame.

Each and every frame will have a sequence number in the
request frame. (e PLC will copy this number in response
frame. (e sequence number is a numerical number (in-
teger) which ranges from 0 to 255 and again it will start from
0. (e frame will be changed as follows:

MREQ � Seq no,PLC slave ID, function code, start address, number of reg ,

MRES � Seq no,PLC slave ID, function code, frame length, data value .
(7)

(e HMI will check the sequence number of response
frame. If it matches with the sequence number of request
frame, which was sent recently, then it will accept the frame;
otherwise, it will reject it.

Accept frame if SEQ_NO_TXreq� SEQ_NO_RXres,

reject frame if SEQ NO TXreq ≠ SEQ NO RXres.
(8)

(is method may provide some level of checking but this
is not suitable for the following cases:

(a) When multiple requests are sent to PLC without
waiting for responses

(b) When the sequence number in response frame
matches with request frame but it is after “n” iter-
ations of 255 values

We attended to this problem by implementing time stamp
in the frame. Each and every frame will be time-stamped by
PLC and HMI. As we discussed above, Modbus did not
support time stamp of frame. We add an 8-byte time stamp
field to Modbus frame as shown in Figure 10.(is time stamp
field will be used for checking the freshness of Modbus frame.
Generally, Modbus request and responses are periodic in
nature. Once the plant was commissioned, the data blocks
with tags were fixed. (e HMI will poll PLC with fixed
configuration for every periodic scan time. HMI will send
Modbus requests to PLC with periodic time intervals. If replay
attack was launched, then time stamp of the response frame
would be very much lag of present time. (e module will
detect the time gap, reject the frames, and prevent the replay
attacks. (e threshold for checking the delay of time stamps
can be configured by user. (e module will automatically
adjust this threshold value based on traffic conditions.

In our method, the time delay was calculated between
present current time and time stamp of the frame. If the time
delay or duration was more than threshold value, the frame
was declared as old frame and rejected. (e threshold value
depends on scanning or polling interval and number of data
blocks. If data blocks are high, the PLCwill take more time for
execution of request. (e polling interval may be fixed in
some projects, but it may vary and depends on PLC execution
time for each query. For example, in our project, HMI polls
PLC for every 100ms for each data block. (e data block
contains starting address, number of registers, function code,
and slave ID. (e project contains 4 data blocks for scanning.
(en HMI started first data block at 0ms and PLC took 4ms
for execution of request. HMI received response frame at
64ms with 60ms of transmission delay. Next, PLC may wait
for 40ms and initiate next cycle of scanning or may start
polling of next data block immediately to achieve fast data
acquisition. In the second case, the time duration for one cycle
of data blocks is 60ms in our project. But this time duration is
not fixed and it may vary depending on PLC execution time
for every request and transmission delay which depends again
on data traffic in the network. Hence, it is required to select
optimum threshold value for detecting replay attack.

3.1.2. False Command Injection and False Access Injection
Attacks. (e block diagram for mathematical modeling of the
module is shown in Figure 11. Let the input to the frame
filtering module be Modbus Frame Fi. It contains Modbus
function code (FC), start address (SA), and number of reg-
isters (NR) withMBAPHeader. It can be expressed as follows:

Fi � MBAPHeader||FC||SA|NR{ }. (9)
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(e total input to frame filtering module is FIN which is
sequence of Modbus frames Fi. (e number of frames de-
pends on database in HMI and PLC. Let the number of
requests be N. FIN can be expressed as follows:

FIN � F1, F2, F3, . . . FN . (10)

(e module will pass the frame, Fi , if it satisfies the
configuration of the module; otherwise, it will block the
frame. (e output of the frame filtering module is Fo.

Fo � Fi if Fi matches the configuration,

Fo � 0 if Fi does notmatch the configuration.
(11)

(e total output of frame filtering module is FOUT
consisting of Fi or no frame. It can be expressed as follows:

FOUT � F1, 0, 0, F4 . . . FN . (12)

(e performance of the frame filtering module can be
evaluated by measuring frame rejection rate or attack block
rate, which is defined as ratio of number of attacks blocked to
number of attacks generated as shown in the following
equation:

Attack Block Rate(ABR) �
no.of attacks blocked
no.of attacks generated

. (13)

Let the generated attack frames at input of the module be
Fg; let the number of blocked attack frames be Fb; then attack
block rate can be defined as

%ABR �
Fb

Fg

∗ 100. (14)

In this work, we designed a frame filtering module which
will send only authorized commands and Modbus requests
to PLC. (is module will be loaded in a gateway PC. It is
basically a computer system. Instead of connecting to net-
work, PLC will be connected to this PC.(e communication
module of PLC had one RJ45 port for Modbus interface. (e

port was connected to gateway PC LAN port directly with
LAN cable. (e destination IP address of Modbus driver at
SCADA package was assigned with gateway PC. Hence,
instead of connecting to PLC directly, DAQ Server/HMI will
connect to this frame filtering module in gateway PC.
Generally, every PLC will perform configuration with
memory addresses. (e memory contains the starting ad-
dress and number of registers. For example, analog values
will use holding registers. (e memory range of holding
registers contain from 4× 00001 to 4× 05000. (e holding
register address shall be between these limits; otherwise, PLC
returns exception error.

(e flow chart of this module is shown in Figure 12.
(is module has to be configured using a configuration file.
In the configuration of the device, the user has to provide
the IP address of the Master device, port number of the
connection, allowed function codes, and allowed memory
addresses (register addresses). (e module will be in listen
mode to accept the connection from Master device
(connection from DAQ Server/HMI). It will accept the
connection if the IP address is an authorized one. It will
check the IP address in accept socket call with configured
addresses. If the IP address is not matching with any
configured IP address, then the connection will be dropped
or rejected and the socket will be closed. Next it will check
whether the function code is allowed or not. If it is allowed,
then it will check whether the starting address and number
of registers are within the limits of configured memory or
not. If all the parameters are satisfied, then it will pass the
request to PLC; otherwise, the request or command will be
dropped. In this way, it will protect the PLC from un-
authorized or nonconfigured attacks. Modbus has user
configurable and future use function codes. Attacker can
send malicious commands using these function codes; but
the frame filtering module will not accept those commands
and block them. Even the Modbus requests with allowed
parameters will be accepted and all other requests or
commands will be rejected by this module.

HMI
Input Frame (FIN) Output Frame (FOUT)Frame

Filtering
Module

PLC

Figure 11: Mathematical modeling of frame filtering module.
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Figure 10: Modbus frame structure, actual and modified.
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3.2.OpenSolution. Even though the above solution provides
remedy for the attacks, it changed the frame format of
Modbus protocol. Hence, it is not compatible with other
manufacturing vendors. It does not provide interoperability.
We proposed a solution for this problem. Instead of directly
modifying the Modbus frame by DAQ Server or PLC, two
gateway modules were placed between DAQ Server and PLC
as shown in Figure 13. (ese gateway modules will modify
the frame formats. (e gateway at DAQ Server (called
gateway1) will add the two new fields to the actual, original
Modbus frame (F) initiated by DAQ Server. (e modified
frame (F∼) will be sent to gateway2module.(is module will
remove these fields and send the actual Modbus request (F)
to PLC. (en the PLC will frame the response to the request
and send it to gateway2 module. Again, gateway2 module
will add these new two fields and send them to gateway1.
(is gateway1 module will remove the fields and send actual
response to DAQ Server/HMI. (e checking of sequence
number and time stamp will be carried out at gateway1
module and gateway2 module instead of checking at DAQ
server and HMI. In this way, the gateway modules can be
installed in separate PCs and can be easily interfaced with
existing legacy systems and any Modbus compliant PLC or
device. (e gateway2 PC in testbed can be used for this
purpose and another PC is required for gateway PC1.

4. Results, Discussion, and Feature Scope

Initially we run the system with modified Modbus without
any attack and the system was running normally without
any break for 5 hours. Next, we loaded Ettercap tool,

Modbus simulator in attacker’s PC. We used Ettercap tool
for simulating Man-in-the-Middle attack. We sniffed the
Modbus packet using Wireshark tool. Using Ettercap tool,
we scanned the list of IP addresses in the network. We got
IP addresses and MAC addresses of all systems in the
network. (e attacker’s PC used the MAC address from
previous scan with ARP spoofing, which resulted in linking
of attacker’s PC MAC with IP address of HMI/Server. An
Ettercap filter can be used to modify Modbus TCP frame
originating from HMI and destination to PLC to simulated
MITM attack. In our testing, we stored the Modbus re-
quests which are generated by HMI and sent to PLC after
various time intervals like 10ms, 50ms, 100ms, 200ms,
500ms, 1 sec, 5 sec, 10 sec, 30 sec, 1min, 30min, 1 hr, 3 hrs,
and 5 hrs as shown in Figure 14. We simulated 100 requests
for each time interval. (e threshold value was set at
500ms. (e requests received after 500ms were rejected or
dropped by the module. (e HMI accepted the Modbus
requests with time difference between Modbus frame time
stamp and current time being less than 500ms, and the
sequence number matched. From the graph, it was ob-
served that the number of attacks passing through the
module is high near to threshold value and the number of
attacks was less near to origin because the chance of getting
same sequence number at 10ms is less. (e sequence
number is a cyclic integer value; hence, it will take n ∗ tms
time to reset it to zero or restart the sequence again. Here
“n” is number of Modbus requests and “t” is inter-Modbus
request time. (e chance of getting same sequence number
with less time interval is less; hence, the number of attacks
passing through the module is also less.

Start

Reading Configuration Data

Accept the connection

Reject Frame

NO

NO

NO

NO
YES

YES

YES

IP
Address

OK

FC OK?

Configuration
File

Process
the

Frame

Starting
Address+

No of Tags
Allowed

limit?

Figure 12: Flow chart of the frame filtering module.
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We configured the frame filtering module with the
following configuration as shown in Table 3. It allows
Modbus master connections from 4 IP addresses. Each
Master will be allowed only some of the function codes and
memory addresses. After that, we loaded Modbus simulator
in attacker’s PC. (e simulator can be used for simulating
False Command Injection and False Response Injection
attacks. We simulated false commands (False Command
Injection) using the simulator with function code (FC)� 5,
starting address (SA)� 0× 0001, and value� 1 (ON). (e
simulator used IP address of gateway PC as destination IP
address. (e connection was received at gateway PC. (e
frame filtering module (FFM) rejected the connection be-
cause the IP address (192.168.1.6) was not configured in the
module. Next, we simulated the False Command Injection
attacks by binding the HMI IP address which is configured
in module. We used Ettercap tool to bind the IP address to
target device MAC using ARP protocol. (e connection was
accepted by frame filtering module because IP address of the

connection was impersonated by HMI IP address
(192.168.1.3). But the frame was rejected as shown in Table 4
because it was not matching the memory configuration of
frame filtering module.

Hence, the frame filtering module successfully blocked
97% of attacks.(e results can be described as True Negative
Rate of 3% and True Positive Rate of 97%. (e results are
shown in Figure 14 for three iterations. (e frame filtering
module successfully blocked False Command Injection and
False Access Injection attacks to reach the PLC. (e HMI
and PLC were protected from cyberattacks; hence, the in-
dustrial control system was protected from attackers. In this
paper, we worked for three attacks on SCADA systems. In
the future, we will work for other cyberattacks.

Next, we simulated number of attacks with numerous
combinations of function codes and memory addresses. (e
wrong commands were rejected because of mismatch of
configuration. Table 4 displays example of the commands
simulated and output of frame filtering module. (e table
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Figure 14: Graph displaying number of replay attacks passing through the module with 500ms threshold value.

Table 3: Configuration of frame filtering module.

IP address Function code Starting address Number of registers

192.168.1.1
1 0×10000 100
2 0×10000 250
4 0×15000 300

192.168.1.2 1 0×10000 200
4 0× 25000 50

192.168.1.3 1 0× 02001 4000
3 0× 40000 600

192.168.1.4 2 0× 06000 200
3 0× 70000 1250

DAQ Server Gateway1 Gateway2 PLC/
Controller

MODBUS
Request

Manipulated
MODBUS

Request
Frame-F Frame-F~

Figure 13: Open solution using gateway modules.
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displays the reason for rejecting the frame. (e Modbus
request from IP address 192.168.1.2 was accepted, and
the function code and number of registers are within the
limit as per configuration; hence, the request was ac-
cepted. But the Modbus request from system with IP
address 192.168.1.4 was rejected because of configuration
mismatch. For some Modbus requests, the IP address
and FC were allowed, but the memory access area was out
of configured memory; hence, the frame was rejected.
Next, we simulated 100, 150, and 200 False Command
Injection and False Access Injection attacks in three
iterations of each command or request for 10 ms and the
frame filtering module blocked 98, 148, and 197 com-
mands, respectively, as shown in Figure 15. It only
allowed 2, 2, and 3 commands. (e same experiment was
conducted 100 times. (e mean value of allowed com-
mands in total experiment was 3 commands. We cal-
culated Attack Block Rate (ABR) as given in equation
(14). We acquired ABR value of 97%.

4.1. Overhead of the Solution. (is solution provides security
in Modbus protocol for secure data transmission between
DAQ Server/HMI and PLC, but it adds overhead onModbus
frame length and total time duration. (e overhead on
Modbus frame length and total time duration are explained
in the following sections.

4.1.1. Frame length. We included two fields to the original
Modbus frame. (e size of sequence number is 2 bytes; time
stamp is 8 bytes. Total extra size of frame is 10 bytes. (is
extra byte size is constant for any Modbus frame. Table 5
indicates how much overhead will be added in the Modbus
frame for each type of request.

4.1.2. Time Delay in Total Round Trip Time Duration. As this
solution adds processing time for inclusion/deletion of two
extra fields and checking of sequence number and time
frame, there was a delay in round trip time duration. (e
total round trip time duration was calculated by time dif-
ference betweenModbus command triggered at DAQ Server

and Modbus response processed at DAQ Server. We con-
ducted the experiment 100 times with different poll intervals
from DAQ Server. We got 16ms average time delay for
1000ms poll interval. It is 1.6% overhead in total time
duration.

4.2. Comparison of Solution with Existing Related Works.
(e solution was compared with existing related works.
We took references from literature survey and Table 6
describes the differences. Our solution overheads only
1.6% time delay compared to 66% time delay or latency as
per [51]. It adds 4% overhead on frame size, compared to
291% as per [33].

In this work, we used testbed with local area network
(LAN) connectivity and simulated various attacks by as-
suming that these attacks penetrated through WAN or
Internet into LAN. (is study is applicable to internal
attacks only. In the future, we will work for external
attacks.
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Figure 15: Performance of frame filtering module.

Table 5: Overhead of solution on Modbus frame size.

Sl. no. Type of Modbus request % overhead on Modbus frame
1 Reading coils/registers 4
2 Writing coils/registers 77

Table 4: Output of frame filtering module (A: accept, R: reject).

IP address (A/
R)

Function code
(A/R)

Starting address of
registers (A/R)

Number of
registers (A/R) A/R Reason for rejecting the frame

192.168.1.1 (A) 2 (A) 0×10001 (A) 10 (A) A Frame is accepted
192.168.1.2 (A) 5 (A) 0×10005 (A) 1 (A) A Frame is accepted

192.168.1.3 (A) 3 (A) 0× 40200 (A) 500 (R) R Starting address + number of registers crosses the
memory access limit

192.168.1.4 (A) 4 (R) R Function code 4 is not allowed for this master

192.168.1.6 (R) R IP address of master device not matching the list
of configured addresses

192.168.1.1 (A) 4 (A) 0× 30526(R) R (e starting address is out of memory access
192.168.1.3 (A) 5 (A) 0× 00001 1 R (e memory address is not configured
192.168.1.1 (A) 2(A) 0×10010(A) 25(A) A Frame is accepted
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5. Conclusion

Industrial control systems are using open access networks to
leverage efficiency and are more vulnerable to cyberattacks.
Modbus is most widely used communication protocol in
ICS/SCADA systems, which is one of the core components
in Industrial Control Systems. SCADA systems are suffering
from security issues and are more vulnerable to cyberattacks.
In this paper, we developed an integrated framework so-
lution to prevent the main attacks on SCADA systems. In
this framework, we designed a frame filtering module to
protect PLC from unauthorized access attacks like False
Command Injection and False Access Injection attacks. (e
module successfully blocked 97% of these attacks. Hence, it
protected the PLC from FCI and FAI attacks. We also de-
veloped another module in this framework to detect replay
attacks in Modbus protocol. (e total integrated framework
solution was successfully detected and blocked the attacks to
reach PLC and HMI. (e solution enhances the security for
Industrial Control Systems. In this work, we used Local Area
Network only for simulating the attacks. We assumed that
attacks penetrated through Internet into SCADA network.
In the future, we will work for other cyberattacks andWAN/
Internet environment.
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)e Internet of)ings (IoT) is one of the latest internet evolutions. Cloud computing is an important technique which realizes the
computational demand of largely distributed IoT devices/sensors by employing various machine learning models. Gradient
descent methods are widely employed to find the optimal coefficients of a machine learning model in the cloud computing.
Commonly, the data are distributed among multiple data owners, whereas the target function is held by the model owner. )e
model owner can train its model over data owner’s data and provide predictions. However, the dataset or the target function’s
confidentiality may not be kept in secret during computations. )us, security threats and privacy risks arise. To address the data
and model’s privacy mentioned above, we present two new outsourced privacy-preserving gradient descent (OPPGD) method
schemes over horizontally or vertically partitioned data among multiple parties, respectively. Compared to previously proposed
solutions, our methods improve in comprehensiveness in a more general scene. )e data privacy and the model privacy are
preserved during the whole learning and prediction procedures. In addition, the execution performance evaluation demonstrates
that our schemes can help the model owner to optimize its target function and provide exact prediction with high efficiency
and accuracy.

1. Introduction

)e Internet of )ings (IoT) is the latest internet evolution
which provides multifarious novel digital, smart services and
products by integrating abundant devices into networks [1].
It enables the communication between the physical world
and the cyberspace [2]. IoTsystem contains radio-frequency
identifications, wireless sensor networks, and the cloud
computing [3]. Cloud computing realizes the computational
demand of large-scale distributed IoT devices or sensors
through various machine learning methods. Since IoT de-
vices have tiny memory, the collected data are required to be
stored and managed by the cloud servers [3–5]. Data can be
downloaded from the cloud for different purposes such as
machine learning. However, since there may exist sensitive
data such as physiological data, location data, and some
other data which are closely related to our personal infor-
mation [6], this exposes the data to security breaches.

)erefore, IoTnot only provides convenience but also brings
about security and privacy issues [7]. How to deal with
security, privacy, and trust has been one of the main barriers
in developing IoT in the real world [8, 9]. Most of the
existing work on the protection of sensitive data is based on
the secure communication channels and authorization [10].
In our paper, we focus on the protection of sensitive data in
machine learning or deep learning. )e data can be pro-
tected during the transmission phase, the computation
phase, and the prediction phase. Furthermore, the com-
putation and prediction results’ privacy can also be
preserved.

In machine learning or deep learning, the prediction
function is usually called the decision model. )e model
coefficients’ quality determines the accuracy of the model. In
order to minimize the error of the model, the optimal co-
efficients are indispensable. )is process is called model
learning. Gradient descent methods are effective methods to
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find the optimal coefficients of the decision model, such as
linear regression, hyperplane decision classification, and
neural networks. Gradient descent methods conclude four
types: classical gradient descent method (GD), stochastic
gradient descent method (SGD), minibatch stochastic gra-
dient descent method (minibatch SGD), and momentum.
)rough these methods, the optimal prediction function can
be obtained after several iterations.

In the cloud computing, the cloud server offers huge
storage and computing capacity.)emodel owner initializes
the prediction function, and the training data are distributed
among different data owners who hope to get desired results
with these data by cloud servers without exposing their
privacy. )ese data form an enormous training dataset
which is divided into different disjoint subsets held by
different data owners.)e dataset partition can be horizontal
or vertical. )e number of data owners can be two, even
more than two. As is known to all, the channel transmission
is not secure in our real life. In addition, data owners, the
model owner, and the cloud server do not trust each other.
When they train a decisionmodel together, they worry about
that any other participant may get information from their
own data. So, they encrypt their training data or the decision
model with their own public keys or blind their data to
preserve confidentiality before delivering them to the cloud
server. )e training data and the decision model can be kept
confidential during the whole cloud computing. After fin-
ishing training the decision model, the model owner learns
the model securely based on the training dataset with the
help of the cloud server. At this time, the clients can get the
prediction about their request data from the cloud server
according to this decision model.

At present, although a lot of researchers focus on the data
privacy protection or the model privacy protection when
gradient descent methods are utilized to optimize machine
learning models, few schemes can provide both data privacy
and model privacy at the same time. Beyond that, some
privacy-preserving gradient descent schemes can protect
data owners’ privacy, but they are not applied to an out-
sourcing computation. In addition, the dataset’s partition is
usually horizontal or vertical in the distributed system. In
many previous literature studies, few schemes can be applied
to two different partitioned datasets at the same time. Be-
sides, both training data and the decision model are held
only by data owners rather than the model owner. In fact, it
is more practical that the models are held by the model
owner rather than the data owner. Motivated by the above,
we construct two novel outsourcing gradient descent
methods to solve these problems.

Generally speaking, it is necessary to preserve the privacy
of the training data, the decision model, and the request data
during the model training. Assume that there exists a
training dataset X, and the corresponding label vector is y.
Each row of the dataset represents one sample x with a set of
attributes. By f(x), we denote the prediction function which
maps the sample xi into its corresponding category label yi.
According to the partition of the dataset, each data owner
has part of data samples or part of the attributes. )e model
owner holds the coefficients of the prediction function f(x).

)e target of data owners and the model owner is to
minimize the error of the prediction function and obtain the
optimal coefficients ultimately through the gradient descent
methods. )us, the model owner holds the optimal decision
model. )en, it can provide the client accurate prediction. In
this paper, we focus on outsourced gradient descent
methods over distributed data amongmultiple parties which
conclude data owners, the model owner, the cloud server,
and the client. Both horizontal and vertical partition of the
dataset are discussed. For the horizontally partitioned
dataset, two or multiple data owners hold different samples
with the same attributes, whereas two or more data owners
hold all same samples but with different sets of attributes
when the dataset is vertically partitioned.

1.1. Contributions. To address the privacy when performing
gradient descent methods by multiple parties via the cloud
computing, we propose two OPPGD schemes over hori-
zontally or vertically distributed data. Our main contribu-
tions of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) We design an outsourced privacy-preserving scalar
product (OPPSP) algorithm. )e cloud server
computes the inner product of two vectors encrypted
under different keys securely. For example, one data
owner and the model owner hold one vector, re-
spectively. Both parties first encrypt their own vector
with their own key and send the encrypted vector to
the cloud server.)en, the cloud server computes the
scalar product of these two encrypted vectors.

(2) We propose two secure and comprehensive
schemes to perform OPPGD over horizontally or
vertically distributed dataset, respectively. )e
number of data owners can be two or more than
two. )e prediction functions are linear regression
or neural networks. )e OPPGD schemes are ap-
plied to classical GD, SGD, minibatch SGD, and
momentum. It is worth noting that our schemes are
with higher applicability and practicability con-
trasted with other schemes.

(3) We demonstrate that our OPPGD schemes are
privacy-preserving. )e computational cost and
communication complexities are discussed. )e
analyses show that our OPPGD schemes are with
high efficiency and accuracy.

1.2. Organization. )e remainder of this paper is as follows.
In Section 2, we discuss the related works on privacy-pre-
serving gradient descent methods. In Section 3, we briefly
introduce some preliminaries, Elgamal homomorphic
cryptosystem [11], and gradient descent methods. In Section
4, we describe the system model, problem statements, the
threat model, and the system requirements. We present two
OPPGD schemes and prove their correctness, security, and
complexity in Section 5. )e performance evaluation of the
schemes is analyzed in Section 6. Section 7 makes a con-
clusion on our OPPGD schemes.
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2. Related Works

In this section, we review works on privacy-preserving
gradient descent methods among parties. According to the
existence or absence of cloud servers, the existing works can
be classified into two categories.

2.1. /e Absence of Cloud Servers. Wan et al. [12] presented
the first privacy-preserving scheme for gradient descent
methods. )ey proposed a generic formulation of gradient
descent methods by defining the prediction function f(x) as
a composition g°h(x). )e formulation is used to perform
the specific iteration-based algorithm in linear regression or
neural networks. In our paper, we also use this formulation.
However, the partition of the dataset discussed in their
scheme [12] is only vertical. Han et al. [13] extended the
scheme [12] to the horizontally distributed dataset and
proposed the least square approach to perform gradient
descent methods. Both schemes [12, 13] utilize a secure
scalar product to gain their privacy preservation, but they
cannot be applied to the outsourced model. Gabor Danner
and Jelasity [14] designed a novel fully distributed privacy-
preserving minibatch SGD that can avoid collecting any
personal data centrally. )eir scheme does not require the
precise sum of gradients. A tree topology and homomorphic
encryption are employed to produce a “quick and dirty”
partial sum. )e protocol can resist collusion attacks.
Hegedus and Jelasity [15] adopted differential privacy
technology to solve privacy-preserving stochastic distributed
gradient descent methods. Mehnaz et al. [16] designed two
secure gradient descent schemes over horizontally parti-
tioned data and vertically partitioned data via a secure sum
protocol. Later, they designed a secure gradient descent
method scheme [17] without Yao’s circuits over the arbi-
trarily partitioned dataset. Based on output perturbation,
Wu et al. [18] devised a novel “bolt-on” differentially private
algorithm for stochastic gradient descent.

2.2./eExistence ofCloud Servers. Liu et al. [19] designed an
encrypted gradient descent method. Both data owners and
the cloud server perform operations collaboratively to learn
the target function without leaking any data privacy. )ey
extended their scheme to the outsourced model by utilizing
the BGN cryptosystem. However, their protocol is only
suitable for a two-party scenario. Shokri and Shmatikov [20]
learnt an accurate neural network model without sharing
input datasets by using the stochastic gradient descent
method. After the parameter server initializes the parameter
vector, it updates the parameters with the help of the cloud
server without leaking any privacy. Kim et al. [21] provided a
practical frame for mainstream learning models such as
logistic regression. )ey calculated the gradient descent
method securely by using homomorphic encryption, but this
is inefficient. Since the required bit length of ciphertext
modulus per iteration is too long, it also takes up too much
space. Francisco-Javier et al. [22] realized training super-
vised machine learning over ciphertext. )rough the gra-
dient descent method, the server optimizes the predicted

training model without exposing the data or the training
model. Mohassel and Zhang [23] used the stochastic gra-
dient descent method to construct new and efficient privacy-
preserving machine learning protocols for linear regression,
logistic regression, and neural network. )eir protocol is
involved with a two-server model. Data providers distribute
their private data among two noncolluding servers, while the
servers train models on the joint data through secure two-
party computation techniques. Li et al. [24] also presented a
multikey privacy-preserving deep learning scheme in the
cloud computing environment. )eir protocols realize
outsourced multilayer backpropagation network learning
via the gradient descent methods. Ma et al. [25] took ad-
vantage of two noncolluding servers’ framework to build a
new outsourced model of the privacy-preserving neural
network. However, the model owner can only make pre-
diction rather than learning the model itself.

2.3. /e Other Works on Privacy Preservation for Machine
Learning. Aside from the above privacy-preserving gradient
descent methods, there are also plenty of other works on
privacy-preserving computation over distributed data among
multiple parties under the cloud environment. Liu et al. [26]
constructed an efficient privacy-preserving method to com-
pute outsourced data. )ey [27] also proposed a privacy-
preserving outsourced calculation toolkit, which allows data
owners to securely outsource their data to the cloud for
storage and calculation. Rady et al. [28] designed a new ar-
chitecture that achieves the confidentiality and integrity of
query results of the outsourced database. Yu et al. [29] devised
a verifiable outsourced computation scheme over encrypted
data by employing fully homomorphic encryption and
polynomial factorization algorithm. Chamikara et al. [30]
presented an efficient and scalable nonreversible perturbation
algorithm of data mining without leaking privacy of big data
via optimal geometric transformations. Li et al. [31] proposed
a novel outsourced privacy-preserving classification scheme
based on homomorphic encryption. In their scheme, multiple
parties outsource securely their sensitive data to an untrusted
evaluator for storing and processing. Li et al. [32] devised a
novel scheme for a classifier owner to provide users with the
privacy-preserving classification service by delegating a cloud
server. However, they focus on two concrete secure classifi-
cation protocols: naive Bayes classifier and hyperplane de-
cision classifier. Park et al. [33] described a privacy-preserving
naive Bayes protocol. No intermediate interactions are re-
quired between the server and the clients. Hence, their
protocols can alleviate the heavy computational cost of fully
homomorphic encryption. Li et al. [34] proposed an out-
sourced privacy-preserving C4.5 decision tree algorithm over
both horizontally and vertically partitioned datasets. )ey
used the BCP cryptosystem to present an outsourced privacy-
preserving weighted average protocol. Rong et al. [35] pre-
sented a series of privacy-preserving building blocks for
verifiable and privacy-preserving association rule mining
under the hybrid cloud environment. Li et al. [36] used an
efficient homomorphic encryption with multiple keys to
design an outsourced privacy-preserving ID3 data mining
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solution. Xue et al. [37] built a differential privacy-based
privacy-preserving classification system for secure edge
computing. Yang et al. [38] realized privacy-preserving
medical record sharing in the cloud computing environment.
Kaur et al. [39] devised an efficient privacy-preserving col-
laborative filtering for the healthcare recommender system
over arbitrary distributed data. In our work, we aim at de-
signing outsourced privacy-preserving gradient descent
methods among multiple parties. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there has not been any work which addresses the issue
comprehensively.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce some preliminaries for our
outsourced privacy-preserving gradient descent schemes.

3.1. /e Elgamal Homomorphic Cryptosystem. )e Elgamal
cryptosystem [11] comprises the following algorithms:
preparation, key generation, encryption, and decryption:

Preparation (λ): given a security parameter λ. )e
system generates the public parameter PP as follows.
)e system first chooses a large prime number N and a
random number g less thanN. And it publishes the
multiplicative cyclic group G of prime order N with the
generator g. )e public parameter PP � (Ng)

KeyGen (PP): taking PP as the input, each party Pi

randomly selects a number ski less than N as its private
key and computes pki � gskimodN as its public key.
Encpki

(Mi): Pi selects a random integer ri which is
coprime to (N − 1) and encrypts its plaintext Mi with
the public key pki to generate the ciphertext
Ci � (Ci1Ci2)

Ci1 � g
rimodN

Ci2 � pkri

i mmodN
(1)

Decpki
(Ci): each party Pi decrypts Ci with its secret key

ski and obtains the plaintext Mi. )e decryption
process is

Mi � Ci2C
−ski

i1 modN (2)

Its correctness is early confirmed.

Ci2C
−ski

i1 modN � pkri

i Mi(  g
ri( 

− skimodN

� g
skiri Mi  g

ri( 
− ski modN

� Mi

(3)

)e semantic security of the Elgamal cryptosystem is
based on the hardness assumption of discrete logarithm
problems over finite fields.

3.2. /e Key Conversion System. As for the secure out-
sourced computation over the dataset among multiple
parties, the essential difficulty is how to deal with different

ciphertexts encrypted under different keys which are sent
frommultiple parties. Based on Gentry’s fully homomorphic
encryption [40], we transform the ciphertext under different
keys into the ciphertext under the same key. Take two
parties, Alice and Bob, as an example. Assume that their
respective key pairs are (pkaska) and (pkbskb). For a
plaintext m, its ciphertext encrypted under key pka is [m]pka

.
)e goal is to switch encrypted [m]pka

into a new ciphertext
[m]pkb

which is encrypted under the public key pkb. )e
conversion can be divided into the following steps:

Rekey generation (pkbska): taking pkb and ska as the
input, it outputs the rekey ska � skai 

I

i�1, where
skai⟵Encrypt(pkbskai) is the i-th binary represen-
tation of ska

Reencryption (pkb, [m]pka
): taking public key pkb and

ciphertext [m]pka
as inputs, it outputs m � mi 

I

i�1,
where pi⟵Encrypt(pkb[pi]pka

)

Evaluation algorithm (pkbDΠ, pi
skai): taking the public

key pkb, rekey ska, ciphertext m, and a decryption circuit
DΠ, it outputs [m]pkb

⟵Evaluate(pkbDΠ mska)

3.3. Gradient Descent Methods. Assume that D is the dataset
of data samples, (xiyi)| i � 1, 2 . . . N , where the vector xi �

[xi1xi2 . . . xim] presents the i-th sample’s m attributes and yi

denotes the target attribute. )e goal is to determine a pre-
diction function f(x) such that f(xi) is as close to yi as
possible. )us, when one makes prediction about the test data,
the basic strategy is to make the prediction function to produce
the smaller error. Gradient descent methods are always applied
to search f(x)’s optimal coefficients. )e technique can
minimize the prediction error. )e whole process can be
described as follows. At the beginning, one determines the loss
function L(x), randomly initializes a coefficient vector off(x),
and calculates the current error about the learning dataset. If
the current error is not ideal, one can take the derivative of
L(x) with respect to the vector, modify the coefficient vector,
and update f(x) based on the derivative. )en, one recal-
culates the loss and repeats optimizing its model until the
minimum error appears. To this end, one can generate the
optimal value through several iterations.

)ere are four main gradient descent methods, such as
classical GD, SGD, minibatch SGD, and momentum. In
classical GD, the loss function is determined by all samples
in each iteration which leads to high computational com-
plexity. For SGD, the loss function is determined by a
random sample every iteration which reduces computing
overhead. However, this method has one weakness that,
sometimes, the final coefficient vector may be the local
optimal value rather than the global optimal value.When the
loss function is determined by a batch of random samples
every iteration, the gradient descent method is called
minibatch SGD. )e minibatch SGD has classical GD’s and
SGD’s advantages and overcomes their weaknesses. So far,
SGD is the most widely applied in machine learning. Mo-
mentum is the latest gradient descent method which greatly
improves the accuracy and speed of the prediction. Beside
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the learning rate η, the coefficient vector ω � cω − η∇ω in
momentum contains a new parameter c, the attenuation
rate. However, our schemes can be applied to the above four
main gradient descent methods.

)e error function of every sample xi is E(f(xi)yi) � (12)

(yi − f(xi))
2. Given l arbitrary samples, the loss function is

L �
1
l



l

i�1
E f xi( yi(  �

1
2l



l

i�1
yi − f xi( ( 

2
(4)

)eprediction functionf(x) is a composition function of
two functions g(z) and z � h(x), where g(z) is any dif-
ferentiable function and h(x) is a linearly separable function:
h(xi) � 

m
j�1 ωjxij, where ω � (ω1ω2 . . . ωm) is the coeffi-

cient vector of the prediction function. When l � 1, the
method is SGD, when 1< l<N, the method is minibatch
SGD, whereas when l � N, the method is GD. Subsequently,
we update the coefficient vector ω � ω − η∇ω, where ∇ω �

zLzω and η is a constant parameter called learning rate.When
the coefficient vector is ω � cω − η∇ω, where c is a constant
parameter called attenuation rate, this method is momentum.

For each sample xi, there is a derivative zE(f(xi)yi)zω.
)us, we calculate ∇ω � (zLzω) � (1l) 

l
i�1 zE(f(xi)yi)zω

zE f xi( yi( 

zω
�

zE f xi( yi( 

zf xi( 

zf xi( 

zω

�
zE f xi( yi( 

zf xi( 

zg h xi( ( 

zh xi( 

zh xi( 

zω

(5)

As the function f(x) changes, ∇ω is also different. Here,
we discuss two specific functions used in linear regression
and neural network.

In linear regression, the prediction function for an ar-
bitrary sample xi is f(xi) � 

m
j�1 ωjxij. )en,

zE f xi( yi( 

zω
�

z

zω
1
2

yi − f xi( ( 
2

 

�
1
2
xi yi − f xi( ( 

�
1
2

xif xi(  − xiyi( 

(6)

In neural networks, f(x) is also called as activation
function that is a sigmoid function, (z) � 1(1 + e− αz), or
tanh function, f(z) � (eαz − e− αz)(eαz + e−αz). If the func-
tion is a sigmoid function, the prediction function for an

arbitrary sample xi is f(xi) � 1(1 + e
− α

m

j�1 ωjxij ). )en,

zE f xi( yi( 

zω
�

z

zω
1
2

yi − f xi( ( 
2

 

� −
1
2
α yi − f xi( ( f xi(  1 − f xi( ( 

� −
1
2
α yi − f xi( ( f xi(  1 − f xi( ( 

�
1
2
α xiyif

2 xi(  + xif
2 xi(  − xif

3 xi(  − xiyif xi(  

(7)

)rough the Taylor expansion formula, the function
f(x) can be expanded into a polynomial T(a). )en, we
have

zE f xi( yi( 

zω
≈
1
2
α xiyiT

2


m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + xiT
2



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎛⎝

− xiT
3



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ − xiyiT 
m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎞⎠

(8)

4. Models and Requirements

4.1. System Model. As shown in Figure 1, the system
comprises five entities: data owners, a model owner, a cloud
server, a key conversion server, and a trusty decryption
server. Each entity is described as follows:

Data owner (DO): after receiving the public parameter
PP, each DO generates their own key pair and encrypts
their data.)en, DOs send their respective ciphertext to
the cloud server, depicted as Step 1 in Figure 1. After
MO has finished training the model, one DO can re-
quest the CS and MO to make prediction.
Cloud server (CS): assume that CS can provide DOs
and MO with unlimited computation and storage
service. After receiving vectors encrypted by every
DO and MO, the CS executes the OPPSP algorithm
and finally sends the encrypted results back to DOs as
Step 2.
Model owner (MO): MO holds the target function
which contains the coefficient vector, learning rate, or
the attenuation rate. MO encrypts the target function’s
coefficients with its own key and then sends the ci-
phertext to the CS and executes the OPPSP algorithm.
After receiving ∇ω, MO updates its model until it gets
the optimal coefficients. Moreover, it can provide DO
with prediction services.
Key conversion server (KCS): KCS runs the conver-
sion algorithm and switches different ciphertexts
encrypted under DOs’ respective keys into a new
intermediate ciphertext under the same key, which is
depicted as Step 3.
Trusty decryption server (TDS): assume that TDS is
trusty. It only provides decryption service. TDS will
not conspire with other parties. After receiving new
encrypted results from the KCS as Step 4, the TDS
decrypts these results and performs few computations
to acquire the final results. In the end, TDS sends the
intermediate results back to the MO, as depicted in
Step 5.

In our system model, each entity is semihonest except
TDS. All the entities have some background knowledge of
the attribute names, class names, and the number of their
attributes. Each data owner has a part of the complete
dataset, which can be partitioned horizontally or vertically.
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When the dataset is distributed vertically, all data owners
have the class value vector. )e complete attribute dataset X

is of size n × m, and the target vector y is represented as
follows:

X �

x1,1 · · · x1m

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

xn1 · · · xnm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

y � y1y2 . . . yn 
T

(9)

where yi is xi’s corresponding class value.
For the horizontally partitioned dataset, each data

owner has n samples with all the attributes and the cor-
responding class value, as described in Figure 2. For the
vertically partitioned dataset, each data owner has mi at-
tributes with all the samples and the corresponding class
value. )e data owner Pi’s data can be depicted as in
Figure 3

)e scheme consists of the preparation phase, the
training phase, and the prediction phase. An overview of the
scheme can be described as follows:

Preparation phase: according to the public parameter
PP, DOs and MO generate their respective key pairs.
)ey also share a secret value k in advance. )en, DOs
encrypt their dataset with their respective keys, while
MO encrypts the coefficient vector of its model with his
public key. )en, DOs and MO send their ciphertext to
CS, respectively.
Training phase: CS performs the OPPSP algorithm and
sends the results back to DOs. Next, DOs perform
decryption and send the results to the KCS. KCS
switches these encrypted results and sends the final
results to the TDS. TDS decrypts the results and sends
the results to theMO.MO can update the coefficients to
optimize the model.
Prediction phase: with the help of the CS, the MO
makes prediction for the DO’s query.

4.2. Problem Statement. Let Di be the dataset of data owner
DOi. All datasets are disjoint and composed of the complete
dataset. Each dataset Di � xi

j  ⊂ X is of size pi, where the
integers j ∈ [1pi] and i ∈ [1t]. If the dataset is partitioned

horizontally, xi
j ∈ Rm. If the dataset is partitioned vertically,

xi
j ∈ Rn. MO holds the coefficient vector ω ∈ Rm of the target
function f(x) and the target vector y ∈ Rm

Our goal is to train the MO’s target function with DOs’
datasets. MO needs to get ∇ω to optimize the coefficients of
the target function f(x) after renewing coefficients over
MO’s coefficients and DOs’ datasets. We discuss two kinds
of machine learning methods: linear regression and neural
network. For linear regression, each MO’s task is to obtain
encrypted xi(yi − f(xi)) of every sample xi with the help of

Cloud server (CS)

Data owners (DOs)
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(1) Encrypted data
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Key conversion server

(KCS)

Trusty decryption server
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Figure 1: )e system model.
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Figure 2: Horizontally partitioned dataset.
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Figure 3: Vertically partitioned dataset.
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the CS. For the neural network, each MO’s task is to obtain
xif(xi)(yi − f(xi))(1 − f(xi)) for every sample xi. After
getting the results ∇ω, MO chooses one gradient descent
method to refresh its coefficients. In the end, MO can
provide accurate prediction services about the query
through its optimal target function.

Since each Pi encrypts Di with its public key pki andMO
encrypts its coefficients with its public key pk, CS performs
computations only over encrypted data. TDS performs the
decryption algorithm of the final results, while DO and MO
share a secret value k. )is can prevent the TDS from getting
the information about the coefficients.

4.3. /reat Model. Assume that all the entities except TDS
are semihonest, honest-but-curious. In other words, these
entities follow the protocol, but they may try to obtain as
much as secret information from the message which they
receive.

Consider two kinds of adversaries in this model: an ex-
ternal adversary and an internal adversary. An external ad-
versary may obtain some information, i.e., encrypted data or
encrypted results, during every iteration via public channels.
An internal adversary could refer to a malicious data owner
DO, the model owner MO, the cloud server CS, or the key
conversion server KCS. )e goal of a malicious DO is to
extract the coefficients of target function f(x). An internal
adversary KCS tries to extract the intermediate results and the
MO’s coefficient vector, while the goal of an adversary MO is
to reveal the information of each DO’s partitioned dataset. In
addition, if the CS is an internal adversary, it tries to acquire
MO’s coefficients or DO’s datasets.

4.4. Privacy Requirements. In the outsourced gradient de-
scent schemes, privacy preservation is essential. In our
model, we assume that the cloud server is semihonest. In
order to measure the extent of privacy preservation, now, we
define two privacy preservation levels.

Definition 1. Explicit privacy leakage means that privacy
may be exposed during the computation of the cloud server
or among the message transmission over public channels. If
an outsourced computation scheme can prevent the explicit
privacy leakage, we call it achieving the level-1 privacy.

Definition 2. Implicit privacy leakage means that one’s
privacy may be leaked by deducing from results of the cloud
server. If an outsourced computing scheme can prevent the
implicit privacy leakage, we call it achieving the level-2
privacy.

In our OPPGD scheme, DOs’ data and MO’s coefficient
vector are uploaded to the cloud server in the ciphertext.

Explicit privacy leakage means that DOs’ data or MO’s
coefficient vector and final desired results are leaked during
the scheme. Implicit privacy leakage means that it is im-
possible to deduce DOs’ data orMO’s coefficient vector from
intermediate results. Our OPPGD schemes can realize level-
1 privacy or level-2 privacy.

5. Two OPPGD Schemes

In this section, we present two outsourced privacy-pre-
serving gradient descent schemes over horizontally parti-
tioned data or vertically partitioned data. For simplicity, we
make the following assumptions.When data are horizontally
partitioned, each DO has only one record with all the at-
tributes and the class value. When data are vertically par-
titioned, each DO has one attribute of all the samples and the
corresponding class vector. An outsourced privacy-pre-
serving gradient descent scheme is composed of the prep-
aration phase, the training phase, and the prediction phase.
Now, we first describe the OPPGD scheme over horizontally
partitioned data.

5.1. OPPGD Scheme over Horizontally Partitioned Data

5.1.1. Preparation Phase. )e phase is involved with several
essential algorithms, parameter generation, key pair gen-
eration, and encryption.

Step 1: the system runs Algorithm 1 to generate PP �

(g, N) and SP � k

Step 2: after receiving the PP, DOs, MO, and TDS
operate Algorithm 2 to obtain their own key pair
(pkiski), (pkM skM), and (pk∗ sk∗)
Step 3: DO encrypts its xi and yi to be
[xi]pki

� pkri

i ximodN and [yi]pki
� pkri

i yimodN.
)en, MO encrypts its coefficient vector ω to be
[[ω1]pkM

[ω2]pkM
. . . [ωm]pkM

] by Algorithm 3, where
xi � (xi1xi2 . . . xim) and [ωi]pkM

� pkrM

M ωimodN

5.1.2. Training Phase

Step 4: each DO sends their encrypted [xi]pki
and [yi]pki

to the CS, and MO sends [ω]pkM
to the CS.

Step 5: CS operates Algorithm 4 and obtains the
encrypted scalar product vector S after receiving [xi]pki

,
[yi]pki

, and [ω]pkM
from DOs and MO, where

si � [xi]pki
· [ω]pkM

. In addition, CS also makes some
other computations over some components of ∇ω. To
be specific, CS computes Ii1 and Ii2 in the linear re-
gression model or computes Ii3, Ii4, Ii5, and Ii6 in the
neural network model,
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Input: the security parameter λ
Output: the public parameter PP � g, N , a secret value k

(1) generate a prime N, choose a primitive element g in Z∗N
(2) generate a secret value k

(3) end

ALGORITHM 1: Parameter generation.

Input: the public parameter PP gN  and a secret value k

Output: the key pair (pk sk)

(1) choose sk<N

(2) compute pk � gskmodN

(3) end
(4) return (pk sk)

ALGORITHM 2: Key pair generation.

Input: the key pair (pk sk), a message m, and a random integer ri which is a coprime to N − 1
Output: the encrypted message [m]pk
(1) choose a random integer r which is a coprime to N − 1
(2) compute [m]pk � pkrmmodN, grmodN
(3) end
(4) return [m]pk and grmodN

ALGORITHM 3: Encryption.

Input: two encrypted vectors [a]A and [b]B, where a � (a1a2 . . . am) and b � (b1b2 . . . bm)

Output: encrypted scalar product s

(1) CS computes s � 
m
j�1 [ai]A · [bi]B

(2) end
(3) return s

ALGORITHM 4: Outsourced privacy-preserving scalar product.

Input: an encrypted message [m]pk, its corresponding key pair (pk sk), and ciphertext grmodN

Output: m
(1) compute: m � [m]pk · g− rskmodN

(2) end
(3) return m

ALGORITHM 5: Decryption.
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I1′ � g
2skirixiyimodN

I2′ � g
skMrMxi 

m

j�1
ωjxijmodN

I3′ � g
2skMrMxiyiT

2


m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠modN

I4′ � g
2skMrMxiT

2


m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠modN

I5′ � xi pki
s
3
i � g

3skMrMxiT
3



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠modN

I6′ � xi pki
yi pki

si � g
skMrxiyiT 

m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠modN

(10)

Step 6: CS sends the above encrypted results to the DO.
After receiving encrypted scalar product S, DO per-
forms decryption operation. )e TDS and the MO
perform decryption as shown in Algorithm 5
Step 7: once DOs receive encrypted results Ii1Ii2 or Ii3,
Ii4, Ii5, Ii6 from CS, DO runs Algorithm 5 to get the new
ciphertext:

kI′
′

1 � kxiyi pk∗

kI′
′

2 � kxi · 
m

j�1
ωjxij

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

pk∗

kI′
′

3 � kxiyiT
2



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

pk∗

kI′
′

4 � kxiT
2



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

pk∗

kI′
′

5 � kxi T
3



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠modN⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

pk∗

kI′
′

6 � kxiyiT 

m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

pk∗

(11)

Step 8: DO blinds above ciphered data with the security
parameter k to be kI1′kI2′ in the linear regression model
or kI3′, kI3′, kI5′, kI6′ in the neural network model.
Step 9: DO sends these blinded encrypted results to the
KCS.
Step 10: KCS operates Algorithm 6 to convert the
blinded encrypted results kI1′, kI2′ or kI3′, kI3′, kI5′, kI6′ to

be new results kI1′ and kI′
′

2 in the linear regression
model or kI′

′

3 , kI′
′

4 kI′
′

5 , and kI′
′

6 in the neural network
model,

kI∗1 � kxiyi

kI∗2 � kxi 

m

j�1
ωjxij

kI∗3 � kxiyiT
2



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

kI∗4 � kxiT
2



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

kI∗5 � kxiT
3



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

kI∗6 � kxiyiT 
m

j�1

ωjxij (12)

which are all encrypted under the TDS’s key pk∗

Step 11: subsequently, the KCS sends the above in-
termediate results kI′

′

1 , kI′
′

2 or kI′
′

3 , kI′
′

4 , kI′
′

5 , kI′
′

6 to the
TDS.
Step 12: TDS runs Algorithm 5 and gets where

Ii1 � xi pki
yi pki

� g
2skirixiyimodN

Ii2 � xi pki
si � g

2skiri+skMrMxi 

d

j�1
ωjxijmodN

Ii3 � xi pki
yi pki

s
2
i

� g
4skiri+2skMrxiyi 

m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

2

modN

Ii4 � xi pki
s
2
i � g

3skiri+2skMrM xiT
2



m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠modN

Ii5 � xi pki
s
3
i

� g
4skiri+3skMrMxi T

3


m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠modN

Ii6 � xi pki
yi pki

si

� g
3skiri+skMrxiyiT 

m

j�1
ωjxij

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠modN

(13)
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and then TDS makes some simple computations: kl1 �

kI∗2 − kI∗1 � k(xi 
m
j�1 ωjxij − xiyi) in the linear re-

gression model or kl2 � kI∗3 + kI∗4 − kI∗5 − kI∗6 �

k(xi 
m
j�1 ωjxij − xiyi) in the neural network model to

get the final results kl1 or kl2
Step 13: TDS sends kl1 or kl2 to the MO.

5.1.3. Prediction Phase

In this phase, DO requests prediction with the help of
the CS and MO.
Step 14:MO receives kl1 or kl2 and removes the security
parameter k to obtain different ∇ω of each sample xi

Step 15: then, the MO chooses one gradient descent
method and then optimizes its coefficient vector
through Algorithm 7

Step 16: each of the DO encrypts a query feature vector
[qi]pki

, and the MO encrypts its optimal coefficient
vector [ω]pkM

Step 17: each of the DO and MO sends [qi]pki
and

[ω]pkM
to the CS, respectively.

Step 18: finally, MO, CS, and DO operate together to
help the DO to extract the prediction results by op-
erating subprotocol prediction (Algorithm 8).

5.2. OPPGD Scheme over Vertically Partitioned Data. )e
OPPGD scheme over vertically partitioned data is a little
different from the OPPGD scheme over horizontally parti-
tioned data. After receiving [xi]pki

, [yi]pki
, and [ω]pk, CS

executes Algorithm 4 n times in the first scheme, whereas CS
operates Algorithm 4 nm times in the second scheme. )is is
because one record’s m attributes are sent to the CS by its DO,

Input: the ciphertext [ms]pko
of the message ms with the original public key pko, the decryption circuit DΠo

of the original encryption,
and the target key pk∗

Output: the ciphertext [ms]pk∗ of the message ms.
(1) compute: [ms]pk∗←Evaluation (pkbDΠo

[ms]pko
[sko]pk∗)

(2) end
(3) return [ms]pk∗

ALGORITHM 6: Ciphertext conversion.

Input: the update information ∇ω, the coefficient vector ω, the learning rate η, and the attenuation rate c

Output: the renew coefficient vector ω’

(1) compute ω’ � ω − η∇ω or ω’ � cω − η∇ω
(2) end
(3) return ω’

ALGORITHM 7: Renewing the coefficient vector.

Initialization: DO’s encrypted query feature vector [qi]pki
, the corresponding key pair (pki, ski), MO’s encrypted coefficient vector

[ω]pkM
, and the corresponding key pair (pkM, skM), where qi � (qi1qi2 . . . qim) and ω � (ω1ω2 . . .ωm)

Target: prediction result pr′
Step 1: DO and MO send [qi]pki

and [ω]pkM
to the CS, respectively.

Step 2: CS computes pr, whereas
pr � 

m

j�1[qij]pki
[ωij]pkM

�


m

j�1g
skiri+skMrM qij · ωijmodN

Step 3: CS sends pr to the MO.
Step 4: MO runs Algorithm 5 and decrypts pr with its key pair (pkM, skM) and obtains pr � 

m
j�1 gskiri qijωijmodN

Step 5: MO sends pr to each DO.
Step 6: MO runs Algorithm 5 to decrypt pr with its key pair (pkM, skM) and gets access to the desired prediction result:
pr′ � 

m
j�1 qij · ωijmodN

ALGORITHM 8: Subprotocol prediction.
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respectively. In addition, when the KCS receives the blinded
encrypted results, it needs to add blinded encrypted results
together m times to get the inner product of a record and the
coefficient vector. For simplicity, we omit the same steps of the
OPPGD scheme over vertically partitioned data as the steps of
the OPPGD scheme over horizontally partitioned data.

5.3. Scheme Correctness. Now, we prove the correctness of
our proposed OPPGD scheme over horizontally partitioned
data. )e correctness of the other scheme can be verified in a
similar manner.

Theorem 1. MO can correctly obtain ∇ω to update its co-
efficient vector.

Proof. After receiving [xi]pki
, [yi]pki

, and [ω]pk, CS com-
putes an encrypted scalar product S, where
si � 

m
j�1 gskiri+skMrωjxijmodN. For linear regression, CS

calculates I1 and I2, whereas for the neural network, CS
calculates I3, I4, I5, and I6. After receiving the encrypted
results from the CS, each DO decrypts the message sent from
the CS and obtains I1′ and I2′ or I3′, I4′, I5′, and I6′ in linear
regression or the neural network, respectively. )en, it
blinds these encrypted results with k to be kI1′ and kI2′ or kI3′,
kI4′, kI’5 , and kI6′ and sends them to the KCS. Consequently,
KCS converts the ciphertext into kI′

′

1 and kI′
′

2 or kI′
′

3 , kI′
′

4 ,
kI′
′

5 , and kI′
′

6 under the key pk∗ of the TDS. TDS decrypts the
above intermediate results through Algorithm 5 to produce
kI∗1 and kI∗2 or kI∗3 , kI

∗
4 , kI
∗
5 , and kI∗6 .)en, it computes kI∗2 −

kI∗1 or kl2 � kI∗3 + kI∗4 − kI∗5 − kI∗6 and generates the final
results kl1 or kl2 for linear regression or the neural network.
Ultimately, after the MO receives them, he removes the
security parameter k and obtains ∇ω � xi 

m
j�1 ωjxij − xiyi

in linear regression or ∇ω � (12)α(xi yiT
2(

m
j�1 ωjxij) +

xiT
2(

m
j�1 ωjxij) − xiT

3(
m
j�1 ωjxij) − xiyiT(

m
j�1 ωjxij)) in

the neural network which are equal to equation (3) or
equation (5), respectively. )en, MO can achieve accurate
∇ω □

6. Privacy and Complexity Analysis

We will analyze the privacy, computational cost, and com-
munication overhead of the OPPGD scheme over horizon-
tally partitioned data.We can perform analysis of the OPPGD
scheme over vertically partitioned data in terms of the privacy,
computational cost, and communication overhead in almost
the same way. For simplicity, we omit the latter.

6.1. Privacy Analysis. According to the definitions of two
different privacy levels in Section 4.4, we conduct the privacy
analysis of our proposed OPPGD scheme over horizontally
partitioned data.

Proof. Upon the hardness assumption of the Diffie–Hell-
man problem, our proposed OPPGD schemes achieve level-
1 privacy against any probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary. □

Proof. Now, we show that our scheme can preserve MO’s
model privacy and DO’s data privacy.

In Step 3 of Algorithm 3, MO and DO hide their input
via Elgamal encryption. After receiving [xi]pki

, [yi]pki
, and

[ω]pk, the CS runs Algorithm 4 and obtains the encrypted
scalar product S. Especially, MO’s and every DO’s encrypted
input are gskMrMωmodN and
gskiriximodNgskiri yimodN 

n

i�1. Upon the hardness as-
sumption of the Diffie–Hellman problem, although CS
knows MO and DO’s public keys gskimodN and
gskrmodN, it is still impossible for them to acquire their
secret keys ski and sk. Since the randomness ri and r are
chosen by DO and MO, respectively, any adversary who
attempts to solve {gskiri yimodN, gskMrMωmodN} from the
public keys {grimodN, grMmodN} will have to be faced
with two instances of Diffie–Hellman problems. )us, DO’s
xi and yi and MO’s ω will not be exposed to other parties.
When the KCS performs Algorithm 6 to convert the
encrypted results {I1′I2′, I3′I4′, I5′, I6′}, it receives MO and DO’s
secret keys encrypted under the TDS’s public key. However,
TDS is a trusty decryption server, so KCS cannot obtain
TDS’s secret key, which means KCS knows nothing about
MO and DO’s secret keys and their private value. So, the
encrypted results {kI1′kI2′kI3′kI4′kI5′kI6′} cannot leak any secret
information. Next, TDS runs Algorithm 5 and obtains
encrypted ∇ω. However, without the secret value k, TDS
cannot obtain ∇ω. Hence, MO’s model parameters will not
be exposed.

Since MO’s coefficient vector, gradient ∇ω, and DO’s
data will not face the privacy problem, our OPPGD schemes
can provide level-1 privacy. □

Theorem 3. Upon the hardness assumption of knapsack
problems, our OPPGD schemes can provide level-2 privacy
against any probabilistic polynomial-time adversary.

Proof. After receiving the encrypted results from the CS,
DOs run Algorithm 5 to generate new encrypted results
under MO’s key. For linear regression, DO knows {I2′,
gskrmodN, xiyi}. For neural networks, DO knows {I3′I4′, I5′,
I6′, gskrmodN, xiyi}. However, with the knowledge of the
information, it is still impossible to acquire ω.)is is because
that the knapsack problem is assumed to be difficult: given a
scalar product z and a vector a, it is hard to find vector b that
satisfies z � ab

Consequently, MO’s coefficient vector and gradient
results ∇ω cannot be deduced from the intermediate results
all over the scheme.

)erefore, we conclude that our schemes can achieve
level-2 privacy. □

6.2. /eoretical Efficiency Analysis. Now, we carry out the
theoretical efficiency analysis of the schemes. We consider
the situation for linear regression. Assume that the MO
chooses the SGD method to update its coefficient vector
within one epoch. In essence, MO optimizes its coefficients
within several epochs. In the following, we analyze the
feasibility of our proposed schemes in detail in terms of
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computational cost and communication overhead. Both
computational cost and communication overhead are shown
in Table 1

6.2.1. Computational Cost. Assume that the dataset contains
n records, each of which hasm attributes, and one class value
in the OPPGD scheme over horizontally partitioned data. In
Step 3, DOs and MO operate Algorithm 3 O(mn + n) and
O(m) times, respectively. )us, O(mn + n + m) multiplica-
tions are required. In Step 5, CS performs OPPSP to calculate
encrypted scalar product S. It requires 3mn multiplications
and O(n(m − 1)) additions. In Step 7, DO performs nm
decryptions to generate the encrypted results which are under
theMO’s key. In Step 8, DO needsO(2mn) multiplications to
blind encrypted results with the security parameter K. In Step
10, KCS performs O(2mn) multiplications to convert the
encrypted results into new results. In Step 12, TDS performs
O(2mn) decryptions and makes mn subtractions to obtain
the final results. In Step 14, MO performs O(mn) multipli-
cations and obtains ∇ω. MO operates SGD to update its
coefficient vector by executing O(m) times of multiplications
and additions. In Step 16, both DO and MO perform O(m)

encryption operations to encrypt their query and the optimal
coefficient vector. In Step 18, in order to generate prediction
results, CS performs O(mn) multiplication and O(m − 1)
additions, while both DO and MO perform one encryption
operation, respectively.

6.2.2. Communication Overhead. Next, we analyze the
communication complexity of each entity in our proposed
schemes. In Step 4, DO and MO communicate with CS n

rounds and one round, respectively. It takes

O((2nm + 2m)|N|) bits to transmit. In Step 6, since CS sends
the encrypted results to DOs, its communication overhead
required is O(n). So, it requires O(2nm|N|) bits. Moreover,
in Step 9, when each DO sends blinded encryption results to
the KCS, the communication overhead is O(n). )us,
O(2nm|N|) bits are required to be transmitted. In Step 11,
KCS sends new intermediate results to TDS via O(1) round
with O(nm|N|) bits. In Step 13, the communication over-
head between TDS and MO is O(1). It costs O(nm|N|) bits
to transmit. In Step 17, DO and MO send the encrypted
feature vectors to CS, respectively, with the communication
overhead of O(2) which costs O(2nm|N|) to transmit. In
Step 18, O(2) communication cost is required for the DO to
obtain its desired prediction results, while O(2nm|N|) bits
are transmitted. Hence, the communication cost of the
scheme is O(3n + 7) in total.

Table 1: Complexity cost of the proposed OPPGD scheme.

Phase
Preparation Training Prediction Total

Computation cost

DO Multiplications O(mn + n) O(3mn) O(2m) O(4mn + n + 2m)

MO Multiplications O(m) O(mn) O(m + 1) O(2m + mn + 1)

Additions O(m) O(m)

CS Multiplications O(3mn) O(m + 1) O(3mn + m + 1))
Additions O(mn − n) O(m − 1) O(mn + m + n − 1)

KCS Multiplications O(2mn) O(2mn)

TDS Multiplications O(2mn) O(2mn)

Additions O(mn) O(mn)

Communication overhead Total round O(n + 1) O(2n + 2) O(4) O(3n + 7)

Total bits to transmit O((mn + 2m)|N|) O(6nm|N|) O(4nm|N|) O((11nm + 2m)|N|)

Table 2: Running time of the OPPGD scheme with the dataset of n tuples.

Tuples KeyGen (ms) Encryption (ms) Training (ms) Prediction (ms)
1000 279.47 293.07 31146.57 0.06
2000 559.03 585.97 31338.61 0.06
3000 838.42 878.63 31507.91 0.06
4000 1117.97 1172.11 31677.20 0.06
5000 1397.61 1464.20 31846.51 0.06
6000 1677.09 1756.98 32015.80 0.06
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Figure 4: )e running time in the KeyGen algorithm.
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7. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of the OPPGD
scheme over horizontally partitioned data by using a custom
simulator built in JAVA. )e running time of the OPPGD
scheme over vertically partitioned data can be evaluated in a
similar way.)e scenario we focus on in our paper is the data

are partitioned among multiple data owners, and the target
function is owned by the model owner. )e model owner
can not only train its model over data owner’s data but also
provide users with predictions. To the best of our knowledge,
no other prior work in the literature discusses this scenario.
So, we present detailed performance evaluation of our
schemes rather than comparing them to previous works.
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Table 3: )e running time of the key generation algorithm and the evaluation algorithm based on the key dimension.

Key bit-length KeyGen (s) Evaluation (s) Training (s)
2048 bits 40 31 31.8
8192 bits 480 180 180.8
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)ere are five entities in the scheme: the model owner MO,
the data owner DO, the cloud server CS, the key conversion
server KCS, and the trusty decryption server TDS.

We run the data owners DOs and the model owner MO
on a laptop with Intel Xeon(R) E5-1620 3.50 GHZ CPU
processor and 16GB RAMmemory.)e cloud server CS, the
key conversion server KCS, and the trusty decryption server
TDS sides are operated on a computer with Intel(R) Core
(TM) i7-4770 3.40GHz CPU processor and16GB RAM
memory.

In our experiments, DO’s data X are represented as one
n∗m matrix, where n ranges from 1000 to 6000 and m � 50.

We evaluate the computational efficiency of our OPPGD
schemes without considering communication latency. We
simulate four stages: the KeyGen algorithm, the encryption
algorithm, the training phase, and the prediction phase. As
the data size n changes, the corresponding time cost is also
different. When the key bit-length is 2048 bits, the running
time of each stage of the schemes with the number of data
tuples can be seen from Table 2. )e calculation of the
OPPGD scheme is mainly in the training stage, while the
calculation cost of the rest stages is very low. We use the
histogram to explicitly present the running time in the
KeyGen algorithm and the encryption algorithm in Figures 4
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Table 4: )e total time cost of each entity in the OPPGD scheme.

Tuples DO (ms) MO (ms) CS (ms) KCS (ms) TDS (ms)
1000 52.48 13.09 41.95 26.09 28.43
2000 104.93 26.13 83.89 52.19 57.67
3000 157.38 39.18 125.66 78.28 86.5
4000 209.83 52.23 167.76 104.38 115.34
5000 262.28 65.27 209.43 130.47 144.17
6000 314.73 78.33 251.31 156.57 173.01
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and 5. )e running time in the KeyGen algorithm, the
encryption algorithm, and the training phase is shown in
Figure 6. In addition, when the data dimension is 6000, the
running time mainly verified in the KeyGen algorithm, the
evaluation algorithm, and the training phase based on
various key bit-lengths is different. So, we simulate these
stages and the running time, as shown in Table 3 and
Figure 7. When the key bit-length is 2048 bits, the total
running time of each entity in our OPPGD scheme is shown
in our Table 4. According to the variation of the tuples or key
bit-lengths, the running time of each party is shown in
Figure 8

8. Conclusion

Massive work on the protection of sensitive data of IoT
devices is based on the secure communication channels
and authorization. In our paper, we focus on the pro-
tection of data which are collected by the IoT devices,
stored, and calculated on the cloud end and the privacy of
the machine learning model which is held by the MO.
Gradient descent methods are employed comprehensively
to train a machine learning model in the cloud computing
environment. In order to preserve data privacy and model
privacy during the cloud computing, we propose two
secure schemes to perform outsourced privacy-preserving
gradient descent methods over a horizontally or vertically
distributed dataset. )e proposed schemes enable the
model owner (MO) to train its learning model and obtain
the optimal coefficient vector based on the dataset owned
by the DO with the help of CS, TDS, and KCS. After the
MO improves its model, it can offer prediction service to
the DO. Both the privacy of the MO’s model and DO’s
dataset can be protected. Complexity and performance
evaluation are also given in detail. In the future work, we
will try to optimize our system to reduce the number of
entities.
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In critical domains such as medical and military, reversible watermarking (RW) has been used. In the medical domain, different
modalities are used to store patient information. *e current study focuses on the application of RW in echocardiography data.
Mostly, RW is applied to protect patient data without affecting the quality of the decoded image. *e RW methods are
benchmarked as per imperceptibility, robustness, and payload. *e survey presents a comparison of state-of-the-art RW
techniques. *e imperceptibility and payload are balanced through a tradeoff. It has been observed in the literature that most of
the RW methods lack robustness, and very small-scale robustness has been achieved in this domain of watermarking. Different
types of RW, i.e., fragile, semifragile, and robust methods, are being compared and reviewed. Mostly, fragile methods are
developed on the error-expansion techniques built on histogram shifting-based approach. In this study, several RW methods are
compared and the results are presented.

1. Introduction

Medical imaging (such as echocardiography and ultra-
sonography) holds vital details about the patient. Echo-
cardiography with its different flavors is eminent for
rendering information regarding the size and shape of the
heart, identification of cardiological risks, pumping ca-
pacity, and location and severity of tissue damage [1–3].
*e information comprised by these modalities is out-
standingly critical that makes it very challenging for video
processing and image processing. It ultimately results in a
strong urge for lossless and robust data hiding for such
data processing [4, 5].

Continuous advancements in technology have done a
marvelous job transforming every facet of human life, and
the quest for further improvement and technological ad-
vancement is perpetual. Computer technology, with all its
power, has shrunk into palms with the advent of smart-
phones and other handheld devices. *is has completely

revolutionized the communication and data processing
domains with an ever-increasing data transfer volume. In the
information technology jargon, this transfer could be broken
into Store, Retrieve, and Transmit.

One of the biggest beneficiaries of this transformation is
the medical domain which has benefited tremendously over
the years with the innovations in information technology.
Health information technology (HIT) has gained popu-
larity, and many health institutes are exploiting informa-
tion technology for storing patient’s information. *is
electronic medical record (EMR) holds complete infor-
mation about a patient’s current and past ailments, labo-
ratory test data, medical imaging results, diagnosis, and
drug information, etc. All these data can be transformed
into a single database that can be stored, accessed, and
transmitted to other medical institutions as per require-
ment. *is encourages a paperless environment and en-
ables different stakeholders to access complete information
about the patient with a single mouse click.
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*is digitization of medical records potentially poses a
threat to the data integrity from both intentional or unin-
tentional changes and misuse which has increased the
tendency of attacks on digital data [6]. Manipulation, un-
authorized access, deletion, and distribution of medical data
are increasing [7, 8]. Patient data theft crimes are on the rise,
and this can have a severely adverse effect on the efficacy of
telemedicine and E-health applications [9, 10].

Although techniques like DICOM (Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine) mitigate many of these risks
that arise during transmission of digitized medical data, the
overhead of extra information makes it a lesser candidate if
the same is to be transmitted over public networks or low
bandwidth connections [10].

All the data protection techniques such as cryptography,
steganography, and watermarking, etc., have their own
advantages, but for authentication of medical data [11],
watermarking has been the most popular and robust
technique adopted [12]. A digital identification mark or
message is embedded into the cover medium, i.e., the digital
medical data like images, videos, text, etc. *is not only
secures the data authenticity but also nullifies any ownership
disputes [8, 12, 13]. When used in conjunction with cryp-
tographic techniques, digital watermarking provides a highly
resolute solution against data tampering [10]. Another perk
is that it is a well-established research area and the appli-
cation spans over various prominent areas such as broadcast
monitoring. *erefore, a lot of research onus has been to-
wards the medical image and video watermarking to secure
the communication of highly confidential patient data.
Modern data hiding techniques and their application clas-
sification are shown in Figure 1. A general framework of the
digital watermarking technique for medical images is pre-
sented in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). *e data embedding process
requires a cover image, digital watermark, and a non-
compulsory secure key. *e output of this embedding
function will be a watermarked image that can be trans-
mitted or stored as per requirement. When the watermark is
extracted, the encoding process is generally performed in a
reverse order to extract the embedded data. *ese data are
subsequently used to authenticate the original content and
for tamper detection [15, 16].

An efficient watermarking system must ensure certain
attributes that are pivotal in ensuring data security. *ese
parameters or attributes are generally conflicting and require
a certain degree of compromise made between them by the
watermarking algorithm [9]. *e four major characteristics
are capacity, security, perceptibility, and robustness. In this
paper, we aim to review reversible data hiding techniques
which are being utilized for hiding information in echo-
cardiography (ultrasound) for the security of healthcare
systems.

2. Literature Review

In 2019, Kaw et al. [17] submitted an RDH scheme using
optimal pixel repetition for securely hiding information.
It results in a histogram invariant stego image. High
robustness is achieved from statistical attacks due to

histogram invariance. PSNR acquired after experiments
is 42 dB for 1.25 bpp payload by applying the scheme for
X-ray.

In 2018, Geetha and Geetha [18] proposed a scheme for
hiding data utilizing expansion on prediction error on image
points obtained by integer-integer wavelet transform (I-
IWT). Subbands are used in this technique for employing
I-IWT, and embedding of secret bits is done on subbands.
52.6 PSNR is obtained for 75285 bpp payload for an X-ray
image.

In 2020, spatial domain-based method was proposed
by Dutta et al. [19] for watermarking. By exploiting
spatial redundancy of vastly correlated pixels, this
technique achieved robustness and visual quality. Ac-
curate reversibility is demonstrated even in error-prone
transmission channels. Parah et al. [20] purposed a re-
versible and high capacity system that utilized the pixel
repetition technique. *e proposed system has the ca-
pability of detecting tampering by using Block Checksum
Embedding. Experiments were carried out on CT scans
and witnessed an average of 46 dB PSNR as an output for
a 1,96,608-bit payload.

Bhardwaj and Aggarwal [21] proposed an encrypted
RDH algorithm based on hierarchal absolute moment block
truncation coding. Hierarchical AMBTC is used to obtain a
table having a high mean, low mean table, and bitmap se-
quence table. Encryption is done at a first place through a
homomorphic-based cryptosystem, and then, every grey
pixel having a high mean table is utilized for data embed-
ding. In addition to that, each pixel having tables with low
mean and bitmap sequence (except zero (0) value) is utilized
in the embedding process without any underflow or over-
flow issue. Investigational outcomes showed that the pro-
posed method was performed possessing a peak embedding
rate of 1.80 bits per pixel and 49.89 dB PSNR value. Geetha
and Geetha presented the RDH technique with high em-
bedding capacity without degrading the quality of the cover
image [22].

Interpolated points of the cover image are predicted by
employing the Rhombus Mean Interpolation technique. For
the discovery of tampering and authenticity of the content,
the patient’s data as secret information along with checksum
for the nonoverlapping of 2× 2 pixel block are inserted. *e
results for the CT scan depicted that 42.398 dB PSNR
achieved 1.5 bpp payload.

In 2014, Acharjee et al. [4] proffered the technique of
watermarking for echocardiograph video. After computing
the motion vector of two adjacent frames, the image is
watermarked. Results showed SSIM between the original
and restored frames (2–6) was between 0.9902 and 0.9943
whereas PSNR of the original and recovered frames for the
same number of frames was between 163.95 dB and
165.23 dB.

Dey et al. proposed a DWT-DCT-SVD-based technique
for watermarking intravascular ultrasound video [23].
Watermark embedding is achieved by splitting IVUS video
into frames and with the employment of discrete wavelet
transformation (DWT) along with discrete cosine trans-
formation (DCT) followed by singular value decomposition
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(SVD). *e extraction process involved the application of
inverse of both DWT and DCT along with SVD. *e as-
sessment of the proffered technique is done through PSNR
along with the correlation coefficient. 50.8122 PSNR
achieved between the original IVUS video and watermarked
video, and the correlation coefficient was 0.9990 between the
original and watermarked video. *e reversible water-
marking technique was presented by Fadoua and Hamid
[24] for the security of medical video. Patient identity is
embedded into the host video, for that matter polynomial
transform methods were utilized for the identification of
optimal frames in each video shot. After experimentation
average, PSNR and NC obtained are 61.4394 and 1.0000,
respectively, for the frame size 120×120.

3. Methodologies

In this section, three types of watermarking techniques are
discussed, i.e., spatial domain, frequency domain, and hy-
brid domain methods. *ese methods are mostly classified
into fragile, semifragile, and robust techniques. In Table 1,
the methods are being summarized.

3.1. Spatial Domain

3.1.1. Watermarking with Tamper Detection and Retrieval
Using Lossless Watermarking with LSB Modification. In
2012, Agung et al. proposed a reversible technique based on

Convert channel

Watermarking

Fragile watermarking

Fingerprinting

Robust techniques

Copyright marking
Anonymity

Modern data hiding
techniques

Steganography

Linguistic
steganography

Technical
steganography

Figure 1: Classification of modern data hiding techniques [14].
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Figure 2: Watermarking. (a) Embedding and (b) extraction process [15].
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LSB modification for watermarking the medical images [25].
Liew’s design-based technique [26] used in this paper in
terms of original LSBs is embedded in the region of interest
by utilizing run-length encoding. Jasni’s scheme [27] for
temper detection and watermark recovery is also the base of
this technique. Synopsis of the technique is presented as
follows.

(a) Image preparation: for experimentation, images of
ultrasound (8 bit) with a resolution of 640× 480 pixels are
used. *e image is segregated into RONI and ROI. For
temper detection and recovery, ROI is utilized for water-
marking. RONI is utilized for embedding the original LSBs
for the reversibility of the watermark. For generalizing, the
static sizes of samples of ROI along with RONI are used as
demonstrated.

*e red rectangular region depicts the ROI in Figure 3.
For achieving the best precision of temper localization and
better quality of the recovered image, smaller block size of
6× 6 is used instead of 8× 8. A mapping (A⟶ B⟶
C⟶ D⟶ . . .⟶ A) sequence prepared for subjecting
ROI to embed watermark is one to one block mapping, and a
specific block is denoted by each symbol. Information for the
reconstruction of every previous block is injected in the
adjacent next block [27].

B
→

� (kxB)modNb  + 1, (1)

where k denotes the prime number and Nb is the repre-
sentation of total blocks that exist in ROI. A distinct integer
1, 2, 3, . . . , Nb  as B is allocated to each ROI block. Raster

scan {left-right top-bottom} is utilized for the allocation of a
number to every block. After that, RONI is split into 6×1
pixel blocks. *e compression of actual LSBs is done by
applying RLE, and a block in the region RONI is then
utilized for embedding the resultant package of RLE.

(b) Watermarking procedure in ROI: the watermarking
technique is based on Jasni’s scheme [27] with a block size of
6× 6 pixels in ROI. Ahead of inserting the watermark, the
native LSBs are removed and each one is set to zero. Each
6× 6 block is segregated further into 3× 3 pixel subblock. For
every single subblock, a watermark of 3× 3 bits consists of an
authentication watermark of a 2-bit and recovery watermark
having 7 bits (r).

Create a watermark v for every single subblock after
calculating the average intensity of block (Avg_B) and its
subblock (Avg_Bs) as

v �
0, if AvgBs>AvgB,

1, otherwise.
 (2)

*e watermark p is generated as

v �
1, if AvgBs is odd,

0, otherwise.
 (3)

*e watermark (v, p, r) is then embedded for every
single subblock in its LSBs as illustrated in Figure 4.

(c) Embedding in the RONI: the actual LSBs are stored in
RONI after compression. *ese stored values are then used
for the image restoring process. Removed LSBs are depicted
as a 640× 480x1-bit binary LSB matrix. For achieving higher
embedding capacity, an RLE-based compression is used. A
matrix having LSBs is split into 3× 3 bit LSB blocks first, and
then, all the bits of the block are converted into decimal
according to the demonstration mentioned in Figure 5.

*e decimal value range is 0–511(9 bits). An acquired
collection of converted values of every single LSB block is then
subjected to a raster scan, and obtained data run is then utilized
as an input of RLE. *e result of the RLE process will be a
package containing the run value (RV) and run count (RC).

Each 12-bit RLE package of injected into 6×1 pixel block
in the RONI. RV range is 511, so 9-bit storage is required
whereas RC is limited to 7, for that matter only 3 bits are
required. A complete scheme for the RLE package having 12
bits in RONI is depicted in Figure 6.

Established from the experiments, second LSB (LSB 2)
needs to be used to avoid storage issues and embedding all
the RLE packages in RONI.

(d) Identification of tamper and recovery: the presumed
image is decomposed into RONI and ROI and ROI is split
into 6× 6 pixel block. Each block of ROI is then further

Table 1: Different types of watermarking.

Watermarking
type Characteristics

Fragile *e fragile methods are mostly used in application where content authentication is desired. Detection of forgeries/
tempers, unauthorized processing, and transmission is carried out using fragile methods of watermarking.

Semifragile Application which has privacy constraints along with content authentication uses semifragile methods.

Robust *e method of watermarking is used in situation where protection of copyright and digital rights management is
desired. *ese kinds of watermarks survive malicious/nonmalicious attacks on the marked media.

Figure 3: Locations of ROI and RONI [26].
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divided into subblock of 3× 3 pixels. As proposed in [27], for
every subblock, parity bit p and authentication bit v will be
extracted. After adjusting the block’s LSBs to zero, calculate
the average intensity of block (Avg_B) and its subblock
(Avg_Bs). Populate the parity bit p′ and authentication bit as
v′ and compare these bits with the extracted bits p and v for
the authentication of the block whether it is tempered or not.
Tempered blocks will be revived by spotting recovery blocks
utilizing the continuous pattern of the mapping which is
utilized in the preparation of the image. As illustrated in
Figure 7, letA be a block that is tempered. For the recovery of
the block, information embedded in the block B will be used.
For every single subblock in A block, substitute 7-bit MSB
containing recovery data acquired from its corresponding
subblock in the block B.

(e) Restoring the actual LSBs: after splitting RONI into
6×1 pixel block, the block of RONI which is utilized for
injecting each RLE package will be extracted and decoded as

shown in Figure 6. A collection of decimal values in the
range of 0–511 will be obtained after decoding RLE. Each
decimal value will be transformed into a binary number of
3× 3×1 bits. *is whole procedure is opposite to the one
illustrated in Figure 6. A matrix containing 3× 3×1 bits will
be the 3× 3 pixel block’s LSBs. After dividing the image into
3× 3 pixels block by using a raster scan, each 3× 3×1 bit LSB
is then restored to each block of the image.

*e second LSB used to embed RLE packages cannot be
restored because that was not stored. Due to one of the
qualities of ultrasound that nearly every pixel value of
RONI is depicting black having value zero, the second LSB
is set to zero for every pixel with a value less than 3 to
boosting the PSNR of the recovered image. For the case of
ROI, it can be claimed that every pixel is reversible.
MATLAB is used for the implementation purpose to
evaluate the watermark reversibility as well as to spot the
tamper and repossession of the image.

Block

1 1 0

0 0 1

0 1 1

9 bits Decimal 
value

1100010 395

Figure 5: Decimal conversion of 9-bit LSB block [25].

RV1 RV2 RV3 RV4 RV5 RV6

RV7 RV8 RV9 RC1 RC2 RC3

LSB 1

LSB 2

Figure 6: Embedding of an RLE package into a RONI block [25].

Avg_As

v p r1

r2 r3 r4

r5 r6 r7

Block A (target block) Block B

Figure 4: Watermarking in ROI [25].
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Results illustrated the PSNR of the watermarked image is
above 46 dB which means that the technique can originate
watermarked images with lower deterioration and identical
to the actual.

From the reversibility point of view, the results depicted
in Figure 8 show that the technique is reversible for that
region which comprises the ROI, but the RONI-acquired
image is close to the original due to the inclusion of the
second LSB. Temper detection results showed that the
scheme performed 100% for temper localization whereas for
sharpening attack it performed 99%, and for brightness and
contrast adjustment attacks, the performance was between
60% and 98%. Recovery performance was 100% in terms of
recovery and PSNR for the area <20%. For the manipula-
tions containing sharpening adjustments, brightness ad-
justments, and contrast adjustments, the recovery rate was
low (6%–48%). Further improvements are desired to make
this scheme completely lossless for a wider range of
attacks.

3.1.2. ROI-Based Tamper Detection and Recovery for Medical
Images Using Reversible Watermarking Technique.
Al-Qershi and Khoo [28] coined a technique comprised of
difference expansion for reversibly embedding watermark in
ultrasound images. Embedding is done into changeable and
expandable groups, and difference groups are distinguished
by the location map. *is technique can be utilized for
hiding information related to the patient, authentication of

ROI, locating the area tempered inside the ROI, and re-
covery of the tempered regions. After splitting the original
image into ROI, RONI, and border regions, RONI is used for
embedding payload through 2D-DE. *e location map is
generated which is then used at the extraction phase. *e
payload is the combination of the following:

(a) Patient’s information
(b) ROI’s hash message for authentication
(c) ROI pixels for locating tempering
(d) Recovery along with the LSBs of pixels located

border of the image

(a) Embedding phase:

(i) After decomposition of the image into ROI,
RONI, and border

(ii) By utilizing the MD5 algorithm a hash message
“H” is computed for ROI after dividing it into
16×16 pixels

(iii) Bits of ROI pixels “P” and LSBs of border pixels
“L” are collected

(iv) *e patient’s information “D” is appended in
these collected bits “P” and “H” along with the
hash message “H”

(v) After the concatenation of bits in the previous
step, the payload is formed by compressing
string through Huffman coding

(vi) RONI is utilized to embed payload in it using
2D-DE [29]

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Images utilized for the experiment [28]. (a) Ultrasound 1 (888× 666 pixels), (b) ultrasound 2 (888× 666 pixels), (c) ultrasound 3
(704× 576 pixels), and (d) ultrasound 4 (640× 480 pixels).
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(vii) *e location map generated is then appended
with the coordinates of ROI and after com-
pression embedded in border pixels LSBs

(b) Extraction phase

(i) For extraction, the location map is populated
along with the extraction of ROI coordinates by
decompressing the bitstream collected from
border pixels.

(ii) RONI is identified by utilizing ROI coordinates.
(iii) Extraction of the payload is done from RONI

which is disintegrated into H, P, L, and D parts
after decompressing.

(iv) For the authenticity of the image, the hash is
calculated for the ROI and matched with the
extracted one. If values are different, that shows
tempering.

(v) *e tempered part is recovered by dividing the
ROI into 16×16 pixel block, computing the
average of each block, and replacing with the
average value of corresponding pixels of
extracted ROI “P”. Bits of L are utilized to re-
cover LSBs of border pixels.

*e proposed technique is experimented using four
DICOM images shown in Figure 7 having different sizes of
the ROI and distinct data sizes of patients.

Reversibility can be assessed with the help of pixel-by-
pixel comparison of the original and recovered image
whereas tempering can be located by the comparison of hash
values collected at the embedding phase and extraction
phase.

Temper detection and recovery were demonstrated by
replacing some pixels from RONI with pixels in ROI. During
extraction, the scheme successfully located the tempered
region and recovered area which is shown in Figure 9.

*e embedding results with variant sizes of ROI and
patient’s data sizes are illustrated in Table 2.

Results illustrated that technique performed well with
regard to PSNR, increased capacity of embedding, and re-
versibility in case of no major tempering.*e abovementioned

technique performed very well in terms of higher hiding ca-
pacity as well as visual quality by utilizing hiding techniques
that provide higher embedding roam to compensate for the
issues of ROI size and image size. Further improvements in
terms of multiple-ROI concept can also be incorporated for
facilitating medical informatics.

3.1.3. Harris Corner Detection and Fuzzy C-Means. In 2013,
Debalina Biswas proposed a method that uses a clustering
method for the recognition of the pattern known as fuzzy
c-means (FCM) [30]. In this technique of clustering, one set
of data can belong to two or even more than two clusters. It
also permits the data when they belong to more than one
class; then, its membership function degree will vary be-
tween 0 and 1.

*ere is a rare advantage of the FCM that linguistic
variables can be grading based on pro-rata data and after the
accurate analysis fit easily in the domain of the discrete. FCM
uses an iterative approach to reduce the function of the
dissimilar and computes the centers of the cluster. After
updating, the centroid within the pixels set will be shifted to
the right location.

*e membership matrix, uij is used for the membership
degree for the points of data of xi cluster which starts from



c

i�1
uij � 1, ∀j � 1, . . . , n, (4)

performance index (PI) which is used for the center of
cluster and matrix of membership is provided as given
below:

J(U, c1, c2, . . . , Cc) � (i � 1, . . . , c)Ji

� (i � 1, . . . , c) (j � 1, . . . , n)uij
∧m

dij2 .
(5)

Euclidian distance (dij) is between the data point and the
center of the cluster. *e weighting exponent is m which
belongs to [1, infinity]. *ere are two conditions which can
be used to reduce the function of dissimilarity given below:

(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Actual image and (b) watermarked image [27].
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ci � 
(j � 1, . . . , n)uij

m
xj

uij
m . (6)

(a) FCM algorithm: following are the steps:

(i) *e matrix which is used for the membership is
initialized randomly.

(ii) Using equation (3), centers of clusters are
calculated.

(iii) Using equation (2), dissimilarity function is
computed. Halt if the perfections in the results
are below the taught pixel of the line of the
threshold.

(iv) Using equation (4), a new matrix of membership is
calculated and then the steps are repeated.

(b) Alpha blending: this blending technique is used to
blend the first image source with the pixel equivalent in the

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Temper detection and recovery [28]. (a) Watermarked image, (b) image after tempering, (c) temper detection, and (d) recovered
image.

Table 2: Embedding results with variant sizes of ROI.

2K 6K 10K
ROI
size

Payload
(bits)

Capacity of hiding
(bpp) PSNR Payload

(bits)
Capacity of hiding

(bpp) PSNR Payload
(bits)

Capacity of hiding
(bpp) PSNR

Ultrasound 1
4% 169,424 0.287 37.01 209,520 0.354 36.42 246,768 0.417 36.07
8% 260,704 0.441 35.99 299,760 0.507 35.54 335,312 0.567 35.28
12% 395,680 0.669 35.63 436,528 0.738 35.60 n/a n/a n/a
Ultrasound 2
4% 155,808 0.264 37.46 194,816 0.329 36.81 230,112 0.389 36.46
8% 245,376 0.415 36.45 283,872 0.480 36.09 319,024 0.539 35.86
12% 376,368 0.636 36.13 417,056 0.705 36.09 n/a n/a n/a
Ultrasound 3
4% 122,848 0.303 41.88 163,136 0.402 40.13 200,176 0.494 39.15
8% 207,776 0.512 39.36 245,824 0.606 38.34 281,200 0.694 37.75
12% 263,984 0.651 38.24 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
Ultrasound 4
4% 82,832 0.270 41.25 119,088 0.388 39.81 153,968 0.501 38.57
8% 151,552 0.493 38.84 191,024 0.622 37.94 n/a n/a n/a
12% 190,912 0.622 38.10 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
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second image source. Following is the execution of the alpha
blending:

pixel � alpha ∗ (source pixel of first image) +(1 − alpha)

∗ (source pixel of the second image).
(7)

For the blending of the images, the blending factor is
taken from the first image that is why it is known as alpha
blending [31, 32]. *e range which is used for the alpha in
the algebraic is between 0.0 and 1.0. Using this technique,
watermark is generated which is given as follows:

(WII) � alpha∗ (CI) +(1.0 − alpha)∗ (WI), (8)

where WII is the watermarked image, CI is the selected
image, and WI is the selected equivalent image. *e output
of the process is shown in Figure 10.

(c) Embedding process of watermarking: in the em-
bedding process of watermarking, the grey medical image
segmentation is applied using fuzzy c-means. *en, the
binarization is employed on the image. From the image,
which is binarized, an open binary area is used to clean the
smaller objects. For the detection, Sobel edge is employed.
*en, the algorithm of Harris corner detection [33, 34] is
practical. *e maximum diameter is taken, and based on
the points of Harris, the center is calculated.*e boundary
is marked between the region of the noninterest (RONI)
and region of interest (ROI) based on the circle which is
drawn on the diameter and the center point. Water-
marked image size is used to select an area from the RONI.
*e alpha blending technique is used to embed the
watermarking on the area which is selected.

(d) Discussion and results: for the study of the effect of
watermark embedding on the medical images, results were
compiled and shown in Figure 11.

Section of RONI is exploited for the insertion of the
watermark using the alpha blending technique shown here.

(e) PSNR applied on the signal of watermark: PSNR
between the watermarkedMRI image and the original image
is 28.8255, and PSNR between the watermarked IVUS image
and the original image is 23.504.

3.1.4. Protection of Ultrasound Image Sequence: Employing
Motion Vector Reversible Watermarking. With the induc-
tion of new techniques for medical imaging, the diversity
of imaging modalities has increased twofold. Every mo-
dality has its own requirements for a reversible water-
marking strategy to be employed for data safety for HIS. In
2019, Habib and Al-Fayez [36] presented an approach for
digital security of ultrasound imaging videos or image
sequences using motion vectors. Motion vector prediction
is a popular technique in video compression and utilizes a
comparison between two images or frames for providing
data compression at the encoder side. *is is a very
promising and computationally inexpensive (when large
blocks are used) method for videos and image sequences
that have a low relative motion rate between frames such
as ultrasound imaging.

*e proposed methodology, after a histogram pre-
processing stage (to minimize overflow/underflow), subjected
the image sequence to a full search block-matching algorithm
(BMA) with a 16×16 block size. *e magnitude of the cal-
culated motion vector designated as MVi,j, where I is the ith
frame and j is the jth motion vector of the frame, is used to
define an embedding threshold value. *ese horizontal and
vertical magnitude values MVH and MVV of the motion
vectors, selected on the basis of the threshold value, are used
to calculate the phase angle using θ � tan− 1 (MVV/MVH )

which is subsequently used for data embedding. *e side
information about the frames that were calculated during
histogram modification and motion estimation is also em-
bedded alongside the watermark. *is ensures accurate data
extraction at the decoder/extraction side and increases the
robustness.

*e authors have been able to achieve infinite PSNR
between the sending and receiving side images, meaning
both were identical after data extraction. PSNR value of the
original versus the watermarked image was around 41 dB
with an SSIM of about 0.92. *e maximum embedding
capacity achieved was 0.29 bits per block, and the ratio of
side information to the watermark data was about 1.65%
which is highly promising. *e downside, as mentioned by
the authors, is the applicability of the algorithm being
limited to large block sizes only as reducing the block size
not only increased the computational overhead but also
involved adding large amounts of side information data
mandatory accurate retrieval.

3.2. Frequency Domain

3.2.1. A New Approach to Fully Reversible Watermarking in
Medical Imaging with Breakthrough Visibility Parameters.
Ale�sat et al. formulated a reversible scheme for water-
marking of medical images based on the alloying advantages
of different three conventional approaches—zero, reversible,
and RONI watermarking [37]. *e basic purpose of com-
bining different approaches is to eradicate the disadvantages
and exploit the strengths of the approaches. *e input media
is split into different two categories RONI and ROI; RONI is
the zone of the image where minute variations do not affect
the medical information as a whole. Area, other than RONI,
falls under the umbrella of ROI.

*e identification of RONI is based on the pair’s
comparison of neighbor vectors where vectors consist of
the pixel’s values of rows along with columns. A com-
parison between neighbor vectors is made in each direc-
tion. A threshold is used to differentiate between the
boundary of ROI and RONI. For experimentation for this
technique, the defined threshold has 10% similarity based
on the different tests [38]. *e sample utilized for exper-
imentation purposes in this study contained RONI of size
11%.

(a) Watermark concealment.

(i) After the detection of ROI, it is subjected to the DT-
CWT transform.

(ii) Select DT-CWT numbers LL.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 11: Watermarking embedding process in IVUS [35].

Size of watermark

Watermark Final watermarked
image

Original image Selected RONI

Watermarked image using alpha-blending technique

EPR EPR

EPR

Figure 10: Alpha blending technique [30].
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(iii) Determine the arithmetic average of coefficients
(∅LL).

(iv) *e random location of pixels comprising the same
number of pixels as a watermark is identified in the
LL coefficient region. Locations must not be too
close to the edge of the image.

(v) Let Ri(x, y) be the ith random location, then
neighboring region comprising 7× 7 pixels is
elected by placing Ri(x, y) at the center.

(vi) A feature image F equivalent to watermark size.*e
average of neighboring 7× 7 block selected for the
ith random location must be equal to the individual
averages of feature image F. *e following formula
is utilized to create matrix B from feature image F:

B(x, y) �
1, if F(x, y)≥∅LL,

0, if F(x, y)<∅LL,
 (9)

where ∅LL is the arithmetic average of LL band
coefficients.

(vii) A secret share is generated which is used as a
watermark to RONI by combining matrix B and a
watermark as shown in Figure 12.

(b) Watermark extraction.

(i) Region of noninterest and region of interest of the
image which is watermarked are isolated.

(ii) LL subband of coefficients is selected after the DT-
CWT transformation with RONI.

(iii) *e same seeding process would be repeated with
the help of secret key S for the generation of the
same random pixels within the LL region as in the
embedding process.

(iv) For each Ri(x, y) location, by keeping Ri(x, y) at
the center and selecting the neighbor 7× 7 pixels,
the average is obtained.

(v) *is value is utilized at the time of feature image
which must be of the size of the inserted watermark.

(vi) *e feature image is then used to create binary
matrix B from the same formula used in the
concealment process. *e public share will be
generated by the combination of the binary matrix
B and Figure 13.

(vii) For the extraction of watermark, logical OR op-
eration is performed created in the present process
with the undisclosed share and free share.

(viii) *e utilization of the process depicted in Figure 12.
Reduction of watermark than its actual size.

Reversible contrast mapping is utilized for the reversible
watermarking. RCM utilization required segmentation of
the image into a group of two pixels called pairs. For the
transformation, pairs are utilized:

x′ � 2x − y,

y′ � 2y − x.
(10)

However, (x, y) are the original and (x′, y′) are the
values that are transformed. To avoid the underflow over-
flow, put a limit on the transformation subdomain.

(c) Watermark embedding.

(i) Pixels (x′, y′) are isolated in the region of
noninterest.

(ii) For every value of (x, y) if the values of the x and y
belong to the domain and if its conformation is
based on the odd value of pixels, then the pair is
exposed to transformation. *e new value of x LSB
is set as “1” and LSB of the new value of y is possibly
utilized for data insertion.

(iii) If the values of x and y belong to the domain and if
its conformation is not based on the odd value of
pixel, then the new value of x LSB is set as “0” and
LSB of the new value of y is possibly utilized for
insertion of data.

(iv) If the values of x and y do not belong to the domain,
zero is assigned for LSB and the actual value is
persisted. *e locations identified for bits above are
utilized to embed a watermark in RONI.

(d) Watermark extraction.

(i) To the new values of x and y, the region of non-
interest is isolated.

(ii) For every new value of x and y, apply steps (iii)–(v):
(iii) If the new value of x has LSB of 1, then LSB of y´ is

appended after retrieval in the watermark sequence.
LSBs of both transformed pixels are set to zero, and
the original values are filled by taking the inverse
form of transform.

(iv) If the LSB of the new value of x is zero and the pairs
have their LSBs set to one and are in the domain,
then the LSB of the new value of y is appended to the

Figure 12: Reduction process [38].

Pixel

matrix B
Public share

Secret share

Public share ⊕ secret share

0 1 0 1

Figure 13: Cookbook for public share and secret share [37].
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sequence of watermark and the original pair is
returned by fixing the LSB of new pair to one.

(v) If the new value of x has its LSB zero and the new
pair having LSB one is not in the domain, original
values are filled by replacing the LSB of the new
value of xwith the concerned value from the already
having sequence of the watermark.

For examination purposes, experiments are performed
using 6000 selected medical images from the database which
contains 60,000 medical images [38]. Test images consist of 9
different modalities including ultrasound.*e average PSNR
obtained is 81 when the RONI size was 10% of the original
image. *e average SSIM obtained is 0.999974. For exten-
sively testing the proposed technique, it can be tested on a
larger medical database.

3.2.2. Detection of Accurate Tamper in Region of Interest.
In 2014, Eswaraiah proposed a watermarking technique for
medical images [5, 39, 40]. In the medical images in the form
of different shapes, there is an area of the region that is of no
interest to the physician. In this work, those medical images
are considered which contain a single ROI. *e border of the
image is the pixels outermost three lines. Pixels are divided
into three respective sets: pixels of ROI, pixels of border, and
pixels of RONI. For authentication purposes, SHA-1 tech-
nique is used to calculate the ROI hash code. Any kind of
change in the code of hash will be quickly identified. Areas of
medical images ROI are divided into 4× 4 blocks and those of
RONI are divided into 8× 8 blocks, so they do not overlap.
Now the ROI blocks are plotted to the RONI blocks. *is is
done to embed the information to be recovered.*e following
equation is used:

BRONI � k × BROI( modNb  + 1. (11)

Lastly, the ROI information and value of hash are
implanted into the pixels of border LSBs.

(a) Algorithm for the embedding: medical images are
divided into sections of 3 which contain pixels of region of
interest, pixels of border, and pixels of region of noninterest.
SHA-1 technique is used to calculate the ROI hash value.
ROI area is divided into the blocks of 4× 4. RONI is divided
into the blocks of 8× 8. Map each individual block of ROI on
the area of RONI. In this way, the data to be recovered are
embedded. Secret key ROI information and the value of the
hash are used for encrypted. Pixels of the border are used for
the bits of encryption to be embedded. Now the medical
image can be sent to remote locations.

(b) Algorithm for the extraction: pixels of the border are
used for the encryption bit extraction. Decryption is applied
to get the ROI information and value of the hash. SHA-1
technique is used to calculate the value of the hash of ROI.
Both values of the hash will be compared, and if the values get
equaled, the process of extraction will be stopped. ROI is
divided into the blocks of 4× 4 and RONI into the blocks of
8× 8. For each block of ROI, steps are repeated so that the
block of ROI which is tampered will be identified.*e value of
variance and average for each block will be calculated. If both
variance and the average value of the blocks are not equaled, it
means it is tampered and replaced with the pixel bits.

3.2.3. A Novel Texture Quantization-Based Reversible
Watermarking Scheme for Information Health Systems.
In 2017, Turuk and Dhande [41] presented a novel approach
for making transactions of information via health infor-
mation systems (HIS) more secure. An argument in the
favor of digital watermarking is a promising solution aptly
suited for securing HIS data from sniffing and snooping by
unauthorized users. *e proposed novel approach used a
hybrid method that utilized a combination of image
quantization and its texture treated as a feature to hide
patient data segmented into multiple watermarks. *e
preliminary feature extraction was done using a discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) with a “HAAR” mother wavelet,
and further quantization approach for transform coefficients
was presented by the authors which were the most note-
worthy contribution.

*e proposed method first used a level 2 DWTto find the
downsampled coefficients from the cover image, as depicted
in Figure 14. As DWT is very effective in segregating the
textured areas and edges, it provides a good basis for im-
proving the imperceptibility of the watermark addition.
Figure 15(a) shows an example of the level 2 DWT being
applied to a CTmodality image. To increase the robustness,
the energy of each decomposed subband was calculated
using the following equation:

ek �
1

NkMk

 i  j Jk(i, j)


 , (12)

where k points to the approximation and subbands at a
certain decomposition level while Jk is the subband coeffi-
cient of dimension NkMk. A texture map was generated by
obtaining a relationship between the spatial change and the
energy variance by combining coefficients of the lowest
matrix of the subband (LL) with the energy as given below:

txtFeaturesr(i, j) � Wr(i, j) 2 + var LLd

i

2
  + 1,

j

2
  + 1 , LLd

i

2
  + 2,

j

2
  + 2  . (13)

*is texture map is used to calculate the threshold
value to preserve the most prominent edge features and
texture details. Based on this threshold value, all

subbands apart from LL are used to embed the watermark
data. As wavelet coefficients obtained are real numbers,
their mapping to binary watermark data involved a
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quantization function Q(f ) and its variation was defined
as follows:

Q(f) �

0, if floor
f

Δ
 is even,

1, if floor
f

Δ
 is odd,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

where Δ� 2L in which L is the decomposition level. As the
same constant value is being added and subtracted, to
ensure data integrity, a tracking key was used to signify
the coefficient sign change and duplicate coefficients.
Watermark data were created using the BCH error-
correcting code which ensures data integrity. In the
experiment, the watermarked data were performed which
comprised of a caption, an ECG signal, the physician’s
electronic signature, and ICD-10 diagnostic data. *e
researchers were able to embed a maximum of 22,600 bits

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f ) (g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure 15: Evaluating the watermarking imperceptibility. (a–e) Original images. (f–j) Watermarked images [42].

(a) (b)

Signature & index

Caption & ECG

LL2

LH2

HL2

HH2

LH1 HH1

HL1

(c)

Figure 14: DWT of CT modality image and texture areas and texture map of the subbands [41].
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with a PSNR of 53.60 along with encouraging numbers
for both MSSIM and UIQI. *is was a major improve-
ment considering the contemporary methods and made
this research a major contribution to reversible medical
image watermarking.

3.2.4. A Hybrid Cryptography-Based Watermarking Tech-
nique for the Secure Transmission of Medical Data for Tel-
ehealth Applications. *akur et al. [43] presented an
approach employing a hybrid cryptographic-watermarking
methodology for the applications of telehealth. Logistic
maps, which were initially employed for modeling animal
populations, have been extensively studied as an effective
cryptographic tool as they provide pseudorandomness and
chaotic behavior. *e researchers used two-dimensional
logistic maps to encrypt the watermarked host image en-
abling secure transmission/communication.

In a bid to improve imperceptibility, the authors used a
combination of three transform domain techniques, i.e., DCT,
DWT, and SVD, on the host image. *e watermark image was
subjected to DCTand SVD only to get a singular matrix S1. In
the first step, a 2nd level “Haar” DWT is performed on the host
image resulting in the approximate image (cA1) and the co-
efficient matrices. cA1 is further transformed using DCT and
the resulting matrix is singularized using SVD (matrix S). SVD
matrices are used for watermark embedding (based on gain
factor α), and inverse DCTand DWTare performed to get the
final watermarked image. *e inverse resultant matrix of DCT
was then obtained.

(a) *e host image which is of size 512× 512 read as
Cwimage and the image which is watermarked of size
(256× 256) read as WMimage

(b) Utilize the second level of DWT on the DWT cover
(c) Utilize DCT which will provide B
(d) Utilize the SVD on B which provides S
(e) For the image of watermark, utilize DCT on

WMimage to provide D
(f ) Utilize SVD on the D which will provide S1
(g) Using the gain factor, embed the watermark image in

the cover; now utilize the inverse of DWT, the in-
verse of DCT, and the inverse of SVD to get wa-
termark with the cover image

(h) Using private key, encryption is applied to the
Wdimage

*e time of encryption and decryption of the proposed
method and survival against different attacks were tested in
the experiments, and all parameters and the results were
highly promising for the proposed method. NC, SSIM, and
PSNR were greater than 74.61, 0.998, and 0.900 dB, re-
spectively, which proved that the proposed method is a
highly secure and robust methodology for telemedicine
applications. In the start, the MRI image of the brain having
size 512× 512 and the size of the part of the body between the
neck and abdomen 256× 256 is taken as cover and water-
mark image, respectively.

*e proposed algorithm is implemented using MATLAB
R2013a on a 64-bit machine having a Core-i5 processor and
4GB RAM.

3.2.5. A Novel Robust Reversible Watermarking Scheme for
Protecting Authenticity and Integrity of Medical Images.
In 2019, Liu et al. [42] presented a technique for protecting
medical imaging content from tampering. *e methodology
was based on an improved ROI- and RONI-based reversible
watermarking technique that ensured the integrity of both
regions and avoided the spatial segmentation of the image.
*e watermarking scheme consisted of four major proposals
for improvement. *e first was slantlet wavelet transform-
(SWT-) and singular value decomposition- (SVD-) based
reversible watermarking method which provided watermark
robustness which ensured the lossless recovery of both ROI
and RONI. *e second generation of the watermark is based
on a combination of integrity and authenticity data for
increased image security.

*is included the hash value of the hospital logo as the
validity of data and the information of tamper detection for
both the image and the ROI. *irdly, a grouping of integer
wavelet transform (IWT) and block truncation coding
(BTC) was used for encoding tamper recovery data of ROI
which offered a great compromise between the recovered
visual quality and embedding capacity. Finally, there was no
image segmentation in the domain of spatial and water-
marks embedded in the whole image which mitigated any
additional security risks.

Watermark generation consisted of a generation of
authenticity data (SHA-1 hash of hospital logo), tamper
detection (SHA-1 hash of image), tamper localization (CRC-
16 based error-checking of ROI), and tamper recovery in-
formation. *e watermark was embedded using SWTwhich
offers better spatial and frequency localization as compared
to DWTand hence better imperceptibility versus robustness
results. An added layer of SVD, which was utilized for
selecting the significant (from the generated singular matrix)
values for watermarking, reinforced the watermark
robustness.

*e authors performed experiments on various image
modalities that included 200 medical images and 40 each of
X-ray, CT, ultrasound, and fundus images. All the experi-
ments demonstrated high levels of imperceptibility with an
average PSNR of 41.2995 and SSIM of 0.9607.*e robustness
of the scheme was also commendable as the average of the
mean BERs of all experiments was 0.0476, and NCCs were
0.9624. *e scheme also performed better than the spatial-
domain methodologies when subjected to various attacks.

3.2.6. Spiral Order Technique Reversible Watermarking.
In 2018, S. Lakshmi and Ayyappan [44] proposed a method
of data hiding which is reversible in nature in the medical
images using spiral order. *e order of traversal is depicted
in Figure 16. It is suitable to use for images that are con-
fidential in nature as the patient data are very important to
hide the data in the medical images using this technique. In
the grayscale image, there are no data present in the region of
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the background, and to hide the data, this region can be
utilized. For the embedding of data modification, a histo-
gram is utilized, and to hide the data, spiral order is applied.

(a) Using spiral order to hide data: the cover image is
read first for the hiding of data and then spiral order is used
to convert it into the form of a vector. To hide the infor-
mation, positions are identified first. *ere are four stages
involved: take the first row from the rest of the rows, the last
column from the rest of the column, the last row from the
rest of the rows, and the first column from the rest of the
columns. *e results of the technique are presented in
Figure 17.

(b) Modification through histogram: the difference be-
tween the adjacent pixels is calculated. It will be close to zero
as these are closely packed. *e high point will be the most
occurred value of difference. In three ways, pixels are altered
depending on the difference value how much it is above or
below the high point.

(c) Recover the information: the bit of text can be
extracted using the following equation:

B �
0, if |Yi − Ai − 1| � PP,

1, if |Yi − Ai − 1| � PP + 1.
 (15)

*e values of the pixels of the image were originally
reconstructed using the following equation:

Ai �

Yi + 1, if Yi − Ai − 1


> PP andYi < Ai − 1,

Yi − 1, if Yi − Ai − 1


> PP andYi> Ai − 1,

Yi, otherwise.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

(d) Experiments and results: PSNR and MSE are the
performance metrics to be applied to the medical images. To
check the similarity among the images, SSIM is used. Im-
provement in the results with the proposed method is shown
as follows.

3.2.7. Hybrid Estimate Reversible Watermarking. In 2018,
Fatima proposed estimate-based hybrid reversible water-
marking [44] in the domain of medical images. It is a four-
step process that contains cover image, processing of the

images, encoding using watermarking, and lastly decoding
using watermarking.

(a) Encoding using watermarking: break the original
image which consists of four phases in encoding through
watermarking. *e image is taken as input and then it is
further divided into subblocks of 8× 8, and for each indi-
vidual block, representation of four phases is used. A pre-
dictor of three different types is utilized for the expected
value of the pixel. A window of 3× 3 is used in both per-
pendicular and parallel directions so that the initial position
of the pixel varies. Pixels in the neighboring are used for the
variance calculation, and as a result, predicted values are
found out. To improve the quality of the results, projected
error is also calculated.

(b) Utilizing sliding window four-stage representation:
taking two as the size of the step, the window glides through
the image cover. *e center value of the pixel is to be
projected. *e context of projection will include eight values
of adjacent pixels. *e projection will be accomplished by
using eight values of adjacent pixels to calculate the variance.
Projection values in the range are found out and replaced
with the value of a pixel in the center.

(c) Division of the image using four stages: blocks are
divided into 8× 8 of the image which is taken as input, and
on each individual phase, hybrid prediction is applied to find
out the pixel projection value. 8 adjacent values of pixels are
used to compute the variance which is used to find out the

(a)

(b)

Figure 16: Spiral order technique [8].
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value of projection. *e procedure is repeated for the rest of
the blocks. Encoding and decoding are done on the phases.

(d) Hybrid projection: the reason to use hybrid pro-
jection is to lessen the distortion in the image which occurs
owing to reversible watermarking. Here, the position is
found out to embed the watermark. According to the dif-
ferent adjacent ranges of the variance, three types of pro-
jection are used. *e projection comes in the range of 0–10
considered as low range of variance, 10–40 as a medium
range of variance, and greater than 40 as a high range of
variance. Mean projection is utilized for a low range of
variance, the trimmed mean projection is utilized for a
medium range of variance, and MED projection is utilized
for a high range of variance. For the computation of the
variance, mean projection is used. For the calculation of the
variance, trimmed mean projection uses the 8 adjacent pixel
values. For finding the projection value, the mean of the
values sorted is utilized.*e window is slid over the image to
calculate the variance. Change in the context of the pro-
jectionmeans the order of sorting is changed in the encoding
and decoding. Variance is computed using the following
equation:

σ x �
1
8

(i � 1, . . . , 8)(xi − μ), (17)

where xi represent the adjacent pixel values and µ
represents the mean. To define the projection pixel value of
the center, the following equation is utilized:

C′ �


8
i�1

Xi

8
, if σ x ≥ 0 and σ x < 10,


6
i�3

Ki

4
, if σ x ≥ 10 and σ x < 40,


3
i�2

KMi

2
, if σ x > 40.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(18)

All four corners of the window are utilized for the MED
projection.KM is the total count of the values when arranged
in order of increasing.

(e) Error of prediction: the input image is used for
finding the projection value of the image. Projection error is
computed between the image original version and the
projection image, and when the error is expanding, data will
be embedded into the image.*e value of the edge is set over
the error of prediction and depends on how the edge of
encoding and decoding is done.

(f ) Process of embedding: edge values lie in the range of
the error of prediction. If the text fits within the range, then
the edge values are utilized; otherwise, the values of error
projection will be moved left.

(g) Message digest 5 algorithm: for the secure transfer of
the data, MD5 has been used which generates a 128-bit value
of hash. *is value of the hash is represented in the hexa-
decimal number. Further, this value will be converted into
the binary form using LSB embedding. For the secure data
transmission, both hash values should be matched the one
which is extracted and text bit.

(h) Extraction: a decoder is used to recover the original
image and data which were embedded. For the full retrieval
of the data, it is important to match the hash values of the
extracted data and text bit. *e original image is recovered
by adding the error of the original projection and the value
of projection.

(i) Experimental results: PSNR and the capacity of
embedding performance metrics are used for reversible
watermarking. Both are inversely proportional to each other.
A higher value of PSNR means the quality of the image is
good. A medical image of size 256× 256 is used. Testing is
important for the complete recovery of the image. *e re-
sults are shown in Table 3.

3.2.8. Reversible Watermarking for Medical Video.
Faduao and Hamid proposed the reversible watermarking
technique for medical videos by exploiting the polynomial
transformation methods [24]. Polynomial transformation
methods are used for the identification of suitable watermark
regions. *e cover video is initially fragmented into keyframes,
and subsequently, these frames are shattered into substantial
components for opting suitable regions for watermarking.

After selecting the keyframes of individual video shots,
their location is persisted in key information K.

Polynomial transform is applied to the selected key-
frames to obtain a textured region. After dividing the texture
component into 8∗8 blocks, the watermark wi bit is inserted
in k blocks FBi(FBi, . . . , FBk).

Watermark insertion is done by the following equation:

FB∗i � FBi 1 + wi ∗ S( , (19)

where S is the strength of watermarking. Watermark blocks
are used to construct the watermarked texture. Original
structure parts and watermarked texture are combined to
obtain a watermarked image Iw.

Similar action with inverse logic is applied for the ex-
traction of the watermark.*e watermarked video is divided
into shots. Key information K (as provided before) is utilized
to determine the keyframe from the individual shot with its
location. Polynomial transform was applied to disintegrate
the watermarked frame Fw into the best regions: water-
marked texture. *e watermarked texture component is
segmented into 8∗8 blocks to get the altered frame’s blocks
FB∗(FB∗, FB∗k).

w∗i � FB∗i /FBi is utilized to compute the new coefficients
(w∗11, w∗88). If w∗i < 0, then watermarki � 0 bit; else,
watermarki � 1 bit, and this way, watermark is constructed.

Two optimized frames as keyframes from individual
video shots of echocardiography are used. 512× 512 is frame
size medical video whereas the watermark size is 120×120.
*e vital ingredient for these tests is opted experimentally
and fastened on S� 0.1 for this particular technique. Fig-
ure 18 demonstrates the sample frame of the original
medical video and two watermarks, which are utilized for
visual illustration.

PSNR and NC are used for performance assessment of
the abovementioned scheme. For shot 1 and shot 2 obtained,
PSNR results are 60.1278 dB and 60.4540 dB, respectively,
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whereas for NC result obtained for the same both shots are
1.0. Hence, the performance of this technique was without
exhibiting any apparent variance between actual and
watermarked videos. Besides, it addressed the watermark
capacity problem as well.

For the evaluation of the robustness of the technique,
watermarked frames were subjected to 3 different attacks: JPEG
compression,median filtering, and histogram equalization.*e
techniques illustrated above are compared in Table 4.

4. Conclusion

In today’s era, the protection of the data is crucial to
overcome the problems of tempering, integrity, and au-
thentication of data and the rights of ownership. A

comprehensive survey of reversible watermarking tech-
niques of echocardiography was presented. *e increasing
spectrum of a threat to digital security demands consistent
efforts for safeguarding data integrity. *e intricacy of
conflicting performance parameters in data hiding and re-
versible watermarking makes it difficult to put forth a
comprehensive technique. *is provides heaps of room for
improvements in this field in the near and far future.

Data Availability

*e detailed results which cannot be included in this
article due to the length of the article will be available on
the authors’ website after the acceptance/publication of
the article.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 18: (a) Ultrasound, (b) watermark 1, and (c) watermark 2 [24].

Table 4: Comparison of reviewed watermarking techniques.

Articles
Parameters

Reversible Robust PSNR (dB) NC SSIM Temper detection Recovery Media type
Turuk and Dhande [41] ✓ ✕ 53.64 ✕ ∼1 ✕ ✕ Images
*akur et al. [43] ✓ ✓ 74.60 0.910 0.999 ✕ ✕ Images
Habib and Al-Fayez [36] ✓ Semifragile Inf ✕ ≈0.92 ✕ ✕ Video
Faduao and Hamid [24] ✓ ✓ 60.2909 1.0000 ✕ ✕ ✕ Video
Agung et al. [25] ✓ ✕ 58.5 ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓ Images
Al-Qershi and Khoo [28] ✓ ✕ 37 ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓ Images
Ro�cek et al. [37] ✓ ✕ 81 ✕ 0.999974 ✕ ✕ Images
Liew and Zain [26] ✓ ✓ 23.5042 ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓ Images

Table 3: Medical image capacity and PSNR.

Positive threshold Heart Brain Kidney Liver Ultrasound
Embedding capacity
2 0.0007 0.0058 0.0048 0.0050 0.0010
5 0.0047 0.0065 0.0079 0.0060 0.0014
7 0.0048 0.0070 0.0230 0.0068 0.0015
10 0.0052 0.0074 0.0250 0.0076 0.0120
15 0.0396 0.0098 0.0312 0.0085 0.0170
PSNR
2 74.31 73.67 75.25 72.88 63.13
5 64.51 72.17 68.07 63.21 60.66
7 63.94 66.18 64.80 59.11 55.40
10 61.95 58.41 59.43 54.35 55.35
15 53.86 50.21 52.45 48.75 43.89
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Recently, interest in Internet of Vehicles’ (IoV) technologies has significantly emerged due to the substantial development in the
smart automobile industries. Internet of Vehicles’ technology enables vehicles to communicate with public networks and interact
with the surrounding environment. It also allows vehicles to exchange and collect information about other vehicles and roads. IoV
is introduced to enhance road users’ experience by reducing road congestion, improving traffic management, and ensuring the
road safety. +e promised applications of smart vehicles and IoV systems face many challenges, such as big data collection in IoV
and distribution to attractive vehicles and humans. Another challenge is achieving fast and efficient communication between
many different vehicles and smart devices called Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X). One of the vital questions that the researchers need
to address is how to effectively handle the privacy of large groups of data and vehicles in IoV systems. Artificial Intelligence
technology offers many smart solutions that may help IoV networks address all these questions and issues. Machine learning (ML)
is one of the highest efficient AI tools that have been extensively used to resolve all mentioned problematic issues. For example, ML
can be used to avoid road accidents by analyzing the driving behavior and environment by sensing data of the surrounding
environment. Machine learning mechanisms are characterized by the time change and are critical to channel modeling in-vehicle
network scenarios. +is paper aims to provide theoretical foundations for machine learning and the leading models and al-
gorithms to resolve IoV applications’ challenges.+is paper has conducted a critical review with analytical modeling for offloading
mobile edge-computing decisions based on machine learning and Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) approaches for the
Internet of Vehicles (IoV). +e paper has assumed a Secure IoV edge-computing offloading model with various data processing
and traffic flow. +e proposed analytical model considers the Markov decision process (MDP) and ML in offloading the decision
process of different task flows of the IoV network control cycle. In the paper, we focused on buffer and energy aware in ML-
enabled Quality of Experience (QoE) optimization, where many recent related research and methods were analyzed, compared,
and discussed. +e IoV edge computing and fog-based identity authentication and security mechanism were presented as well.
Finally, future directions and potential solutions for secure ML IoV and V2X were highlighted.
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1. Introduction

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and computational
systems’ rapid development opened new scientific research
in smart traffic safety with comfort and efficient solutions.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been widely used to optimize
traditional data-driven approaches in different research
areas [1]. AI-based on the Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X)
system obtains information from various sources, i.e., car,
train, bus, etc., and enables to increase the realization of
drivers and forecast to avoid accidents. +is progression has
directed to the opportunity to understand smart driving,
which was built on the idea of copying real driving com-
portment, while avoiding human mistakes and bringing
comfortable safety to drivers. Many services have been
invented from crowd and light road traffic to adapting traffic,
a legacy from self-based vehicle systems to the IoV [2]. IoV is
addressed to change the interaction between the vehicles,
roadside stations, on-board stations, and environments to
communicate data and multimedia between various net-
works. +e motivation of IoV is to be adopted and build the
human-vehicle-roadside onboard IoT Connected services
within the various vehicle and different networks.

Machine Learning (ML) is responsible for a wide range
of AI applications. +e ML techniques are unsupervised,
supervised, and reinforcement learning. In the unsupervised
ML scheme, training depends on untagged data. It tries to
find an adequate representation of untagged data. While, in
supervised learning, it learns from a group of labeled data. In
supervised learning, regression and classification schemes
train the discrete and continuous data for prediction and
decision-making. Reinforcement learning (RL) studies from
the learning agent’s activities from the consistent reward to
capitalize on the notion of cumulative rewards. +e Markov
Decision Process (MDP) is a sample of RL [2].+is scheme is
a perfect technique for taking many issues’ research prob-
lems in vehicular networks, such as in collaborative opti-
mization of oil consumption for a specific area and optimum
path forecasting of electric vehicles and minimizing traffic
congestions.

Given the importance of the use of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) in IoV, as it provides smart models in most of its
applications, this paper contributes a brief concept on one of
the AI methods known as machine learning and the pos-
sibility of its use in several specific aspects related to the IoV
network. In IoV networks, edge computing and caching
problems are the most considered challenges requiring an
intelligent optimization method. Edge computing and
caching challenges are related to many factors, i.e., channel
condition, dynamic communication topology, and resource
allocation management. In the IoV network architecture,
artificial intelligence is in a separated layer responsible for
virtual cloud infrastructure. +e AI layer act as an infor-
mation management brain. Deep neural networks are ML
algorithms developed to make decisions according to
learned IoV resource actions [3].

+is paper has conducted a critical review with analytical
simulation for offloading mobile edge computing decisions
based on learning and Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)

technologies for vehicular communication in (IoV). We
have considered a typical IoV network architecture with one
IoV Edge-Computing (IoVEC) and one mobile user. +e
tasks of the device arrive as a flow in time. Our analytical
model performs the offloading decision process of the task
flow as aMarkov Decision Process (MDP).+e optimization
object minimizes the weighted sum of offloading latency and
power consumption, which is decomposed into the reward
of each time slot.

+e rest of the paper is organized as follows; the study
background and motivation are presented in Section 2, where
systematic technical knowledge and motivation of secure ML
in the IoV field were discussed. A brief concept of AI in IoV is
reviewed in Section 3 by considering using AI in multimedia
and IoV edge-based and Vehicle-to-Everything’s Internet
communications. Section 4 provides a clear concept about the
contribution of AI to enabling QoS and QoE optimization,
where QoS manages and controls resources of the IoV net-
work by setting various priorities for each data type, while
QoE discusses the measurement of the overall system ho-
mogeneity and stability of service. Section 5 provides a de-
tailed description of using machine learning algorithms with
IoV in different aspects.+emost common use cases ofML in
IoV applications are presented in Section 6. Section 7 gives a
brief review of the possible future research directions and
potential ML solutions in IoV. Finally, the conclusion is
presented in Section 8.

2. Background and Motivation

Due to the significant research and technology development
in wireless communication, the traditional ITS has to care
about the vehicular communication field. Recently, the
numbers of vehicles have increased due to transporting huge
numbers of people from region to region. +is increment in
the number of vehicles would create issues such as crowding
and accidents on the roads.+is issue could be considered as
one of the main problems in daily life. Most of the general
form of vehicular networking is known as the vehicular ad
hoc network (VANET) [4]. VANET consists of Vehicle-to-
Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Roadside (V2R) communi-
cations to transfer the vehicles’ information. +e VANETs’
communication depends on the Roadside Unit (RSU) to
support Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WAVE).

+e Roadside Unit (RSU) along the roadwork acts as
wireless access points’ support communication to the ve-
hicles inside its coverage area [5]. +e hybrid vehicular
network architecture, interacted with the cellular commu-
nication architectures, will operate the cellular communi-
cation services, i.e., voice, in collaborations. Due to the
current trend to connect vehicular networks to information
centers and the need to exchange data, IoV allows enabling
Internet access among on-road vehicles. One of the essential
IoV applications is to improve the features of VANETs to
reduce various issues in urban traffic and accident envi-
ronments [6]. IoV enables the vehicular road networks to
interconnect with different wireless network technologies
i.e., Wi-Fi and 4G/LTE for V2I, IEEE WAVE for V2V and
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V2R, MOST/Wi-Fi for V2S, and CarPlay NCF for V2P. It is
useful to provide a comprehensive presentation to ML’s
concepts in IoV and explain the areas that could contribute
to these networks’ development [7].

In recent years, the arising need to introduce artificial
intelligence technologies in IoV applications has been facing
some challenges. +ese challenges are related to making
particular decisions and forecasting different aspects of IoV,
such as traffic monitoring and management, big data pro-
cessing, energy and resource management, and intelligent
interaction with users to provide high-quality services [6, 7].
Several studies have been conducted on using artificial in-
telligence techniques such as machine learning to develop
solutions to most of these challenges [8]. Due to the current
developments in the field of AI, especially in using machine
learning techniques to make intelligent decisions in several
IoV applications, it is useful to provide a comprehensive
presentation to study some concepts of using ML in IoV and
explain the areas that could contribute to the development of
these networks.

3. Artificial Intelligence Methods in the
IoV Network

AI technology is more related to the layer responsible for
presentation and functionalities in the IoV-layered archi-
tecture. A term of virtual cloud infrastructure can describe
this layer and be responsible for storing, processing, ana-
lyzing the information received from the IoV network, and
decision-making based on the analyzed information. In IoV,
the computation and analysis are provided by Big Data
Analysis (BDA) and Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC)
systems which are used as an information management
center [9]. According to the IoV applications, many services
can be provided by the IoT cloud environment, requiring
intelligent service management.+e smart cloud-computing
servers provide many smart services, i.e., safety, traffic ad-
ministration, entertaining, and subscription, which are the
foundation of elegance in IoV.+e cloud servers based on AI
enable the procedure and develop AI in Real-Time (RT)
massive data traffic to provide a smart decision for intelligent
customer services. +e Vehicular Cyber-Physical System
(VCPS) is considered a vehicular network model that
concerns disseminating information using next-generation
Internet [10]. VCPS depends on AI technology to provide
smart processing in huge data traffic utilizing fog and cloud
computing for civilian and safety applications.

In IoV networks, edge computing and caching prob-
lems are the most considered challenges requiring an in-
telligent optimization method. Edge computing and
caching challenges are related to many factors, i.e., channel
condition, dynamic communication topology, and re-
source allocation management. AI in IoV provides an
intelligent approach to solve most of these challenges. +e
use of ML offers a means of interaction to the IoV envi-
ronment and enables the creation of an agent that learns
challenging factors to optimize the overall IoV network

utilization [11]. Q-learning and deep neural networks are
ML algorithms developed to make decisions according to
learned IoV resource actions. In the IoV network archi-
tecture, the presentation of artificial intelligence in a
separated layer is responsible for virtual cloud infra-
structure. +e AI layer acts as an information management
brain [10, 11]. +e AI layer in IoT architecture consists of
big data analysis, cloud computing, and expert systems. It
plays an essential task in storing, processing, and analyzing
the information received from the coordination layer and
takes decisions according to the network status.

3.1. Artificial Intelligence Methods for IoV Multimedia
Communication. +e deployment of IoV in multimedia
communications requires a device that allows data exchange
and communication with other surrounded devices.+is can
be achieved by any technology such as Personal Area
Networks (PAN), the Internet of +ings (IoT), and Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN). Data exchange’s scalability and
flexibility are quite important for IoV by integrating sensors,
vehicles, humans, actuators, machines, etc. +e sensor in
intelligent IoV enhances vehicle and traffic systems’ safety,
while harmonized traffic data transfer in the IoV system
network enhances vehicular system efficiency. However, the
amount of energy consumption, required capacity, green
buffer-awareness, and message exchange through IoVs may
compromise severe data transfer risk [12]. AI based on self-
driven vehicles encourages several types of applications with
many benefits of intelligence. Especially for the increase in
the amount of data and complexity, which the algorithms
will be processing, it is precise and effective for future di-
rections. As growing, the high traffic information in IoVs
required a smart utility, followed to efficiently monitor and
manage the demand for intelligent IT technologies [13].
With the rapid evolution in digital technologies, the de-
velopment of multimedia depends on the IoV system, and it
needs a portable device to collect a voluminous amount of
information for aiding and guiding the specific trend for
analyzing the transportation industry by IoT-based
platforms.

Figure 1 shows the structure of multimedia communi-
cation through sensor nodes in the IoV system. Its structure
consists of three main parts for IoV data and information
network techniques and models. +e data and information
network techniques and models are redeveloped with the
central server. +e inter and intravehicle network connec-
tions among various sections are executed by transferring
urgent and sensitive data throughout the vehicle via adaptive
and smart wireless communication. +e vehicle’s client
enables QoS monitoring [13, 14]. In this structure, the IoV
traffic can be arranged based on the category containing
sensitive/standard, prestored, real-time, or high-definition
resolution, respectively. To accomplish the real-time and
jitter-tolerant data and information exchange with low
buffer storage and scarce power supply, it should be fortified
to tolerate the raw unprocessed data and information into
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the regular and synchronized format with good and clean
visibility.

3.2. Intelligent IoV Edge-Based Algorithm. IoV Edge Com-
puting (IoVEC) is a new technology that enables vehicles to
communicate with cloud computing to directly deliver cloud
services from the network edge and support delay-critical
IoV applications. It could be achieved by placing computer
servers at radio access points or base stations. In edge
caching and computing platforms, AI trains and deploys
powerful ML models at the edge servers and mobile devices.
Edge AI techniques changed the structure of the semicon-
ductor industry [15]. In IoV, the Edge Information System
(EIS) plays a vital and unique role. It is able to help the key
functionalities of intelligent vehicles, from data acquisition
and data processing to actuation. Data processing in the
network edge can satisfy the low-latency requirement for
mission-critical tasks and save an amount of communication
bandwidth. +e AI edge-based IoV typically has high spatial
locality for road conditions, map information, and temporal
locality for traffic conditions. On the contrary, with big
sensing data, intelligent vehicles are facing tremendous
computation burdens [12, 15].

Offloading computation and load balancing are the most
critical factors that determine the maximum system utility in
IoV. Cooperative edge caching and edge computing can
serve to improve the performance of these factors. But in-
deed, the edge computing and caching policies are limited in

dynamic systems’ applications such in IoV networks. AI
cognitive capability helps develop edge cognitive computing
architecture to provide dynamic computing service [16]. AI
cognitive capability will improve energy efficiency and user
experience since it is able to interact with other IoV com-
ponents to perform efficient resource management, as
shown in Figure 2. IoV architecture-based AI algorithms
enable the perception of vehicular environment informa-
tion’s real-time behavior by interacting with the environ-
ment according to the current state related to offloading,
cooperative caching, and edge computing [15, 16].

+e IoV edge-based AI architecture can efficiently drive
the edge computing resources depending on cooperative
caching to manage edge computing policies. Such edge-
based AI architectures can use deep ML algorithms for
efficient IoV resource management. Other considerations
related to system utility are IoV network mobility and ve-
hicles’/RSUs’ handover mechanisms. +ese considerations
are significant factors that significantly affect temporary
storage resources [15]. +erefore, it is necessary to the trade-
off between the accuracy of the prediction, the temporary
storage of content on the move, and the handoff imple-
mentation. AI enables the prediction of handover and in-
telligent sharing of allocated bandwidth and edge caching.

3.3. Artificial Intelligence Methods for Vehicle-to-Everything.
In vehicular applications, AI enables executing tasks intel-
ligently, such as enhancing the Plug-in Electric Vehicle
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(PEV) charge, minimizing fuel consumption, enhancing
location-based services, and traffic congestion rectification.
+e traffic flow information can be obtained from multiple
sources such as induction loops, crowd sourcing-based
information services and vehicles, and Closed-Circuit
Television (CCTV) cameras [17]. Modeling precise and
accurate traffic exchange prediction procedures utilizing
legacy traffic flow prediction mechanisms is a vital prob-
lematic issue. AI techniques have been extensively used for
modeling estimation mechanisms in research areas such as
robotics, data science, computer vision, natural language
processing, and medicine. AI used the data-driven method
that facilitates it more efficiently to tackle little and multi-
media data. +e aims of V2X technology to transportation
systems are to enhance safety and efficiency by sharing data
among vehicles, infrastructures, and walkers. V2X schemes
received a tremendous amount of use in academia, industry,
and governments.

+ere are three fundamental aspects of a V2X commu-
nication system: road safety, energy efficiency, and traffic ef-
ficiency [18].+e V2X scheme is based on sharing information
among Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V), Vehicle-to-Self (V2S), Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P),
and Vehicle-to-Road side units (V2R). V2X is an evaluation
technology for vehicular networks. AI with V2X can enable
new approaches to applications such as traffic flow prediction
and management for real-time data, location-based applica-
tions, vehicular platoons, data storage in vehicles, autonomous

transport facilities, and congestion control. +e most widely
utilized AI techniques are Heuristic Techniques, Robotics,
Game-+eoretic Learning, Expert Systems, Evolutionary Al-
gorithms, Turning Test, Logical AI, Planning, Schedule and
Optimization, Natural Language Processing, Swarm Intelli-
gence, Inference, Fuzzy Logic, andMachine Learning [19]. One
of the ML-based V2X is autonomous driving where AI is used
to enable essential features of human driving. ML in V2X can
play a critical role in enhancing safety and efficiency of in-
vehicle networks [18]. Modern machines have widely applied it
for applications such as competing at the highest level in
strategic games, autonomous vehicles, understanding human
speech, and intelligent network routing in content delivery
networks.

Other considerations are related to security in V2X
applications. AI provides many security mechanisms for
routing protection against threats and attacks. In addition,
the AI swarm intelligent algorithms protect against mali-
cious vehicle attacks. A DL-based technique for anomaly
detection in V2X vehicles provides a means of security
against different kinds of attacks, i.e., Denial of Service
(DOS), rushing attacks, gray hole, and Sybil attacks. +e
research work presented by Abdallah Moubayed (2020)
reviews the concept of using machine learning in fifth
generation (5G) IoV for security issues, in addition to
discussing various challenges faced by V2X communications
[20]. +e study presents the considerations related to V2X
security and privacy and illustrates different kinds of attacks
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related to authentication, confidentiality, data integrity, and
accountability. Zeinab El-Rewini (2020) provided a three-
layer automotive security framework considering the issues
of control, communication, and sensing [21]. +e frame-
work enables eavesdropping, jamming, and spoofing attacks.

Moreover, it has the ability to detect different com-
munication layer attacks in the V2X network such as
spoofing, man-in-the-middle, and Sybil attack; the research
is also providing a survey on using the machine and deep
learning for cybersecurity solutions and V2X network se-
curity. Haji M. Furqan (2019) had introduced an intelligent
security framework for V2X communication based on the AI
radio brain model to enable learning information from
higher network layers and radio environment [22]. +e
security framework detects the vehicle condition and con-
siders the channel information to decide the best-suited
security level. In this scheme, decision-making depends on
vehicle conditions related to location, environment, utility,
time, and application. In automotive V2X, traffic safety is an
important issue that needs to make data classification and
enable secure permitting of the autonomous vehicle. +e
defensible decision to pass another vehicle is a critical issue
according to its dynamic behavior. Jean-Philippe Monteuuis
provided a misbehavior classifier related to data classifica-
tion for multiple road users using machine learning algo-
rithms [23].

Another V2X traffic issue is location spoofing, which can
cause traffic congestion. So (2019) reviewed practical
spoofing attacks that can pay to pass the security checks in
the V2X application layer [24]. +e study proposed three
physical layer checks to ensure the detection rate and de-
crease false positives, in addition to enabling comprehensive
evaluation of the performance of the security for several
types of attacks. +e misbehavior detection is depending on
machine learning to security checks at the application layer
using the VeReMi datasets which are enhanced datasets for
several types of attacks. Kang (2016) used the Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) based on Deep Neural Network
(DNN) for V2V and V2I networks [27]. +e proposed study
uses unsupervised Deep Belief Network (DBN) pretraining
schemes to train the parameters of the DNN to optimize the
learning efficiency. +e IDS-based DNN enables to train
high-dimensional CAN packet data afterwards, in order to
extract the statistical properties of normal and attack packets
to identify the attack. +is method provides security features
against hacking packets and identifies any malicious attack
to V2X networks. Table 1 presents a brief summary of
different research works considering the use of AI tech-
nology in Vehicle-to-Everything’s security issues.

4. Artificial Intelligence-Enabled Quality of
Experience Optimization (QoE)

In IoV, QoE provides measurement deals with network
performance and perception, in addition to IoV application
experience. +e QoE considers the IoV experience to ensure
high quality of data transmission by continuously measuring

the QoE of the network and updating. For IoV end users and
due to the rapid change of IoV communication topology, the
user’s quality of experience is considered as one of the main
challenges in IoV networks [28]. +e flexible and scalable
connection between integrated components of the IoV
system i.e., vehicles, sensors, actuators, humans, and ma-
chines, is vital for IoV, which must fit with the requirement
of user perception enhancement to decrease the power
consumption. Moreover, to improve transportation systems’
safety and traffic data exchanging in vehicular networks,
power and buffer-aware QoE/QoS via IoV came with a high
risk of quality compromise during sensitive IoV applications
i.e., in the medical field. For such reason, cost-effective
power and buffer-aware QoE optimization solutions for
designing and deploying the IoV are required. Quality of
Service (QoS) in IoV is related to the routing path quality,
impact of velocity, position of vehicles, and network to-
pology. +ese aspects mainly affect IoVs’ energy efficiency
[29]. +e QoS optimization with energy efficiency regarding
the IoV network efficiency is about developing a solution to
the multiattribute decision-making and being able to opti-
mize many IoV network operations.

AI techniques have changed the landscape of the IoV
through multimedia communication. It improves the overall
IoV network by efficiently optimizing the route selection to
obtain stable transmitting multimedia content in the IoV
system [14, 29]. AI can also help develop energy and buffer-
aware optimization mechanisms to optimize the QoE and
QoS during multimedia communication in the IoV system.
Machine Learning (ML) techniques can provide a frame-
work to analyze the QoE services with the high level of
optimization. ML will help in assessing and examining the
faults and quality degrading factors prospected from im-
portant collected information by IoV systems to enhance the
IoV user’s satisfaction, in addition to evaluating the QoS by
considering several impacts to the IoV network related to
communication, energy, and resource management opera-
tions [14].

4.1. Buffer-Aware QoE/QoS Optimization. Due to the high
demand for video traffic in IoV networks, the development
of intelligent solutions must fulfill the expectations and
ensure maximum Quality of Experience (QoE). +e opti-
mization of QoE during multimedia communication in the
IoV system can be obtained by deploying a novel algorithm
based on the buffer allocation mechanism, which enables
controlling the high peak variable rate of multimedia by
allocating the proper buffer size in IoV. +e buffer aware
QoE optimization must consider the requirements related to
energy and video rate adaptation. In IoV applications based
on video transmission, the dynamic adapting coding rate of
the requested videos can ensure that optimizing the QoE by
the encoding rate depends on the video content itself.
Machine learning algorithms provide automatic video
processing with the additional complexity given by the data’s
temporal dimension [30]. ML can achieve different video
processing schemes in pixel level or higher-level
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representations obtained after additional preprocessing of
raw images. +e ML schemes enable the optimization of the
process of buffer allocation and dynamic video-rate
adaption.

In IoV networks, it is challenging to achieve QoS and
efficiency for multimedia streaming, especially in high-
mobility features. +e buffer-aware streaming approach will
allow users to play multimedia streaming over the IoV
network. AI-based buffer-aware QoS adopted for vehicle
streaming services to evaluate multimedia content preloaded
by IoV servers according to the user’s mobility information.
A buffer-aware QoS streaming approach over the IoV
network can provide various priority levels of streaming
service [31]. ML will evaluate vehicle mobility’s direction
and speed, the strength of IoV signals, and the size of media
content stored in the buffer to optimize the quality of
streaming service on the IoV network.

4.2. Energy-Aware QoE/QoS Optimization. Energy man-
agement in IoV systems is considered one of the main
challenges faced in IoV applications. It is very important to
effectively manage the power resources during communi-
cation in the IoV system. In most IoV applications, the
Electric Vehicles’ (EVs) charging and discharging time
negatively impact the QoE. Power-aware QoE Optimization
in Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) networks expresses the degree of
satisfaction with the State of Charge (SOC) and charging the
cost of using an EV [32]. In the charging schedule, the
service of enough CSs is an important QoEmetric, especially
in the peak charging hours. AI-based charging scheduling
schemes must consider the QoE optimization. +e QoE of
vehicles in the IoV network with a higher vehicle’s mobility

and limited coverage area of RSU can be degraded and can
significantly affect communication quality by decreasing
flow satisfaction. In addition, any growth in energy con-
sumption in RSU leads to inefficient IoV energy network
management [33]. Moreover, due to the limited IEEE
802.11p-based vehicular communication bandwidth, pro-
viding a fair share of network resources among vehicles will
face a crucial problem related to flow management [34]. AI-
based energy management schemes provide an intelligent
decisions’ controller to overcome energy operation’s com-
plexity by providing efficient solutions. Table 2 presents the
key points of most related works in AI technologies that use
the IOV QoS/QoE optimizations.

5. Machine Learning Algorithms in the
IoV Network

Machine learning has different models, classifications, and
training methods widely used for prediction problems and
intelligent managing. In IoV applications, Reinforcement
Learning (RL) will provide guidance behavior to promote
resilience and scalability. It can give path selection or route
optimization in IoV networks. +e use of ML with the
Software Defined Network (SDN) in IoV can ensure delay of
minimization and throughput maximization as the opera-
tion and maintenance strategy. Together, ML and SDN will
improve the IoV network performance with stable and
superior routing services [35]. +ey can ensure optimal
routing policy adaptation according to sensing and learning
from the IoV environment to achieve better utilization.
Figure 3 shows the functions of ML that can be deployed in
the IoV networks. In the domain of IoV network security,

Table 1: Summary of artificial intelligence methods in secure Vehicle-to-Everything networks.

Year Source Security approaches Features Advantages Challenges Citations

2020 ArXiv
NSL-KDD data mining;
Cloud Security Alliance

(CSA)

Machine learning in
fifth generation (5G)

IoV

Security issues related to
softwarization, software-
defined perimeter, and

virtualization

QoS performance and
scalability and cost in
secure V2X dynamic

networks

Abdallah
[20]

2020 Elsevier

Controller Area Network
(CAN); IDS; Security-Aware
FlexRay Scheduling Engine
(SAFE); Hardware Security

Module (HSM)

AI-based V2X
automotive security

framework

Detects sensing and
communication layers’

attacks

Cybersecurity in fully
autonomous V2X

El-Rewini
[21]

2019 arXiv
Intelligent V2X security
(IV2XS); physical layer

security (PLS)

Cognitive security
based on context-
aware proactive

security

Security decision-making
according to vehicles’
channel conditions

Identify the best-suited
level of security. Furqan [22]

2019 WiSec’19 Basic safety messages
(BSMs).

Misbehavior
detection based on
ML for secure V2X

traffic

Detects spoofing attacks in
the V2X application layer

Identify and detect the
V2X location spoofing So [24]

2018 IEEE
MinMax, MLP, Adaboost,

and Random Forest
misbehaving classifiers

V2X traffic safety-
based ML algorithms

A misbehavior classifier
for vehicle data
classification

Secure decision for
V2X traffic safety

Monteuuis
[26]

2016 PLoS
ONE

Controller Area Network
(CAN) and IDS

Intrusion detection
system (IDS) based
on deep neural
network (DNN)

Extract the statistical
properties of normal and
attack CAN data packets

Identify malicious
attack to V2X networks Kang [27]
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ML with the SDN brings some unique advantages to the
deployments of security solutions. For security issues, the
centralized control on the software layer with API access will
be convenient to develop ML software interaction with the
SDN data plane to provide statistical reports to the appli-
cation layer upon vehicles’ requests [36].

In Cognitive Internet of Vehicles’ (CIoV) applications,
i.e., automatic driving, automation and connectivity are very
important in self-driving aspects which should be sufficient
of intelligence to reduce road accidents. ML can take control
of vehicles to enable error-free driving. CIoV allows cloud-
based ML into a transportation system for security risks and
privacy issues [37]. In CIoV cognition and control layer, ML
provides strategic services for different function levels, i.e.,
driving behaviors, health monitoring, and pattern and
emotion analysis, in addition to network resource allocation
and optimization. To improve driving safety and efficiency
in the IoV transportation system, deep learning (DL)
schemes provide intelligent decision-making to evaluate the
critical, influential collision probability factors and risk of
possible accidents in the IoV [38]. Different DL techniques
can be used for collision prediction and accident forecasting,
i.e., Genetic Algorithms (GA), Neural Networks (NN),
Fuzzy logic, and Support Vector Machine (SVM).

5.1. ML-Based Edge Caching Mechanisms for IoV. +e op-
erational excellence and cost efficiency in IoV depend on the
caching and computing design. To efficiently improve the
QoS for applications, edge caching placements and com-
puting offloading at the vehicles and the RSUs can ensure
efficient QoS. Machine learning provides schemes to tackle
problems encountered in caching, computing, and

communications for IoV. ManyML schemes can be used for
edge caching in IoV [39]. It provides relatively right caching
decisions, IoV traffic levels’ classification prediction, and
content demand in supervised learning. Unsupervised
learning can be applied to the edge caching design by
clustering numbers’ vehicles into different groups according
to their behavioral and data request history information
[40]. +e ML-based clustering scheme can predict the data
demand depending on the entire vehicle group’s interests or
social relations.

+e reinforcement learning scheme such as the Q-
learning technique will enable distribution cache replace-
ment strategy according to the content popularity. More-
over, it can estimate the unknown popularity of caching
contents. IntegratedMobile Edge Computing (MEC) servers
in the IoV network will help reduce the workload at roadside
stations and make the vehicle requesting content perform
data and computation offloading during its movements such
as mobility-aware caching and computational scenario, as
shown in Figure 4. +e use of deep Q-learning will optimize
the parameters of caching and computing for resource al-
location. DeepQ-learning will determine the optimal actions
from the collected status of MEC and RSU servers in ad-
dition to each vehicle’s mobility, channel information,
caching contents, and computing [39, 40]. +ese actions are
forwarded to vehicles. Deep Q-learning will select the best
set of caching activity for RSU, MEC, and vehicles to serve
the requesting and compute the offloading tasks for the IoV.

Integration of ML with edge caching has challenges
related to data processing and analysis. +e diffusion and
high density of data are challenges for the learning and
training process. In addition, insufficient computing re-
sources can manipulate the high-dimensional information

Table 2: Artificial intelligence methods in IoV QoS/QoE optimization.

Year Source Approaches Features Advantages Challenges Citations

2020 Sensors Reinforcement learning;
centralized Q-learning

Energy optimization with
5G vehicular social networks

Maximize the
energy efficiency
and optimization

Ensure
communication

quality and reduce
delays

Park and
Lim [33]

2019 IJEAT SDN-based ML (BAT
algorithm)

Prioritize the data packets in
IoT cloud storage Enhance traffic QoS

Traffic delay reduction
in IoT multimedia

applications

Hasan et al.
[28]

2019 Elsevier
Fuzzy-enabled algorithms for
buffer and power-aware QoE

optimization.

AI-based multimedia
communication mechanism

and IoV-based QoE
optimization framework

Improve
multimedia

streaming for end
users

QOE optimization for
multimedia

communication in IoV
Sodhro [14]

2018 IEEE
QoE-based ML for video
admission control and
resource management

Extracting the quality-rate
characteristics of unknown

video sequences

Improve the service
and quality level
delivered to end

user

Guarantee a minimum
service quality level

Islam et al.
[30]

2017 EAI

Many-to-one matching game;
Stable Matching Algorithm
(SMA); Pareto Optimal

Matching Algorithm (POMA)

Traveling plan-aware
scheduling scheme for EV
charging in driving pattern

Improve the QoE in
vehicle power grid

networks

QoE enhancement in
EV industry

Bozkaya
and

Canberk
[34]

2016 Science
PG Fuzzy QoS Enhance energy efficiency in

IoV
Optimize energy

QoS
Trade-off between QoS
and energy efficiency Hu [29]
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that cannot provide precise buffering decisions. To strongly
cooperate ML at the IoV network edge to enhance the edge’s
smart duties, it requires an effective learning approach for
massive high-dimensional information that is established to
offer a precise estimation of the buffered information at the
IoV network edge. Moreover, ML schemes’ deployment in
IoV applications will extract much sensitive and critical
information, and if there is any leakage of information, it can
cause serious confidentiality, security, and privacy concerns
[40]. For these concerns, an edge-caching system must be
secured by security and privacy-preserving schemes and
should be developed in different system levels, i.e., trans-
mission/collection, data processing, data access, and storage
levels for both edge networks and vehicles.

5.2. Deep Reinforcement Learning-Based Offloading
Algorithm. +e execution of computing-intensive applica-
tions on resource-constrained vehicles still faces a challenge
related to offloading the IoV system. Deep Reinforcement
Learning (RL) will provide an intelligent offloading system
for vehicular edge computing. Integration of Deep RL with
vehicular edge computing helps to schedule offloading re-
quests and allocate IoV network resources. Deep RL opti-
mizes the scheduling and resource allocation in IoV to
maximize the QoE. In IoV, vehicles calculate utility values
related to their available RSUs and pass the offloading re-
quests to the roadside stations. +e stations perform task
scheduling and resource allocation and inform the RSUs.

RSUs are able to receive all vehicle offloading tasks to
perform computation offloading. +e deep RL algorithms
help to optimize the offloading decision by intelligent task
scheduling. Figure 5 shows the deep reinforcement learning-
based task offloading framework. Offloading requests are
scheduled in the task according to the action-value function
Q. RSU is selected by vehicles from the available accessing
list with probability ε and largest Q-value of the current
action-value function [41]. +e use of deep RL in IoV off-
loading optimization will be guaranteeing their venue of
network operators by ensuring cooperative offloading in the
IoV network, which will maximize the QoE of vehicles.

In IoV offloading computing, optimization parameters
are related to the offloading ratio Ґi for each task. +e ve-
hicle’s utility value constraints are related to the limitations
of vehicle’s CPU and memory resources. Offloading opti-
mization depends on how to minimize the function task
latency and energy costs [42]. +e cost function can be
calculated as follows:

Function � 
N

i�1
Li + wi Ei( , (1)

where N represents the number of tasks, Li is denoted for
latency cost, and Ei is denoted for energy cost, and wi is
denoted for the weight ratio between latency and energy
cost. Each offloading decision is taken depending on the
resource unit time slot. +is means the flow of scheduling
tasks is a sequence in time. For the sequence of N, tasks
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arrive during a limited observing time Lobs, and the cost
function F can be calculated depending on the reward
function R(t) by

Function � 

Lobs

t�1
c

t− 1
R(t) , (2)

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 …….. Task N
Vehicle tasks' request

Memory resource
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Figure 5: Offloading decision optimization-based deep reinforcement learning.
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where R(t) is the reward of time slot t and c denoted for the
reward discount ratio to describe affection of rewards of the
future time slot on the overall cost function. +is total cost
function can be used to make policy network training. Deep
neural networks will provide a policy for mapping from
perceived states of the IoV environment to the probabilities
of actions to be taken. +e policy network-based deep RL
training will achieve optimized computing via each time slot
[42]. +is will minimize the weighted sum of offloading
latency and power consumption cost and ensure offloading
decision optimization. Figure 6 presents the average cost for
power consumption versus probability of task arrival, and
Figure 7 shows the average cost for task latency (in Seconds)
for different ML for IoV architecture vs. task arrival
probability.

+e Markov Decision Process (MDP) method is com-
pared with three various techniques i.e., Local, IoVEC, and
Random. Local means the zero-offloading technique where
all tasks are performed in the vehicle on-board device.
IoVEC is known as an integrated IoV edge computing server
where a full-offloading procedure has to be maintained and
performed. Finally, a random technique selects offloading
randomly.

In IoV-based edge computing, vehicles act like clients
connecting over the edge-computing node on the roadside
without accessing a remote cloud. In this scenario, the off-
loading decision for heterogeneous resources is considered a
complex operation. +is is because the environment of ve-
hicular edge computing is changing each time and requires that
offloading decisions be re-computed, which will delay pro-
viding services. In addition, for vehicular service, the task
execution progress cannot guarantee fairness offloading
queuing. Deep RL provides a unique decision algorithm to
achieve intelligent vehicular-controlled services based on an
edge computing model [43]. It helps to learn the service off-
loading knowledge and the observation functions related to
environmental data of vehicular mobility and the edge com-
puting nodes. +e offloading decision model is trained at the
powerful edge computing nodes and distributes the decision
information to the vehicles for services offloading. During
decisionmodel training, vehicles transmit the parameters to the
roadside station edge-computing node for updating the nec-
essary offloading decision periodically.

5.3. ML for Dynamic and High-Mobility IoV. IoV networks
may have dynamic features in many aspects, i.e., topology,
traffic, and wireless propagation channels, due to their
mobility. An efficient learning and dynamic prediction must
provide a degree of optimization in routing, traffic load, and
assisting the channel estimation module-tracking channel
variations [44]. Machine learning (ML) methods lead to
better results for modeling the dynamic changes of vehicular
channels and optimizing vehicle routing and traffic flow. ML
systems integrated into RSUs help to estimate traffic patterns
by collecting information about vehicles. ML can provide
intelligent IoV routing protocol with critical information for
a highly dynamic environment. It was able to predict the
network capability of paths to optimize vehicle route

selection based on vehicle mobility and transmission ca-
pacity. In dynamic IoV, RSUs-based ML can predict the
vehicle’s moves and direction [45]. +e prediction is
depending on the information provided by the vehicle when
it moves from RSU to another which will help RSUs to
enable estimation of the traffic flows.

5.4. ML-Based Decision-Making in IoV. In recent years,
Autonomous Vehicle (AV) growth generates a novel
tendency to implement several intelligent approaches and
methods to enhance adaptive decision-making efficiency
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and quality.+e combination of AI, ML, RI, and IoV offers
high-efficient control systems that can be exploited in
various applications to accommodate more adaptive,
automatic, and robust embedded systems [46]. Decision-
making in IoV networks requires intelligent algorithms to
handle the processes related to driving environment
perception, path planning, strategy network control, and
resource management. For an intelligent driving vehicle
system, a module that integrates the path, behavior, and
motion planning is needed to operate in a highly opti-
mized decision-making algorithm. In addition, the de-
cision-making algorithm must take into account the
operations of vehicle control. It must be able to predict
and learn the information related to vehicle platform
faults, trajectory, and energy [47]. +ese considerations
deal with vehicles’ platform, as shown in Figure 8. For
cognitive driving, localization, semantic understanding,
and sensor fusion contribute to the decision-making
process.

Furthermore, the intelligent vehicles and IoV systems’
applications face the decision-making challenges associated
with collecting and distributing IoV big data to vehicles and
interested users to enhance road intelligence experience, in
addition, in making decisions related to traffic managing,
road congestion, and safety. Huge volumes of big data re-
quire a more robust and intelligent mechanism in decision-
making procedures to reduce road congestion and improve
traffic operations in addition to challenges related to useful
communication links between different types of vehicles and
smart devices and security and privacy problems [48]. Many
machine learning methods can be used to contribute to
solving the above challenges where these methods enable to
model channels in different IoV network scenarios. In ad-
dition, it provides intelligent solutions to avoid road acci-
dents by smart learning and analysis of the driving
environment using the data collected from the sensors since
IoV networks are interested in exchanging messages ev-
erywhere and sharing content between smart vehicles [49].
ML-based smart resource management for IoV networks has
become crucial to decide the policy of the connection
method of power control, selection, and resource allocation
and assignment.

5.4.1. Network Control. Higher IoV network performance
demands efficient solutions for network operation and
optimization. ML in the network domain will leverage ML
abilities for new network management for IoV applications.
+e capabilities of ML will provide an efficient way for
intrusion detection and performance prediction. Besides,
ML enables the IoV network to make intelligent decisions
for network scheduling, and adaptation depends on network
characteristics and environment [50]. ML algorithms will
facilitate the IoV network to classify and predict traffic
patterns and network states. In general, the use of ML in
communication networks promises to achieve many solu-
tions for different networking aspects, i.e., data collection
and analysis, clustering decision-making and prediction, and
model construction validation, in addition to network

deployment and interference, as shown in Figure 9 [51].
Because of the IoV characteristics, which depend on the
Internet, data and traffic prediction, analysis, and classifi-
cation are the most critical aspects related to IoV network
control.

(1) Traffic Prediction. Data collection and analysis are related
to collecting a large amount of representative network data
and the ability to characterize the network factors. Based on
the IoV application, data collection can be gathered from
different network layers. According to the IoV network state,
offline data collection with high quality is required for data
analysis, while online data collection will enable learning
network performance and adaptation [52]. For IoV critical
applications, data analysis needs to find a proper network
feature, i.e., to predict the best network traffic performance
by analyzing the historical data. Data collection and analysis
need to prepare network data by normalization, dis-
cretization, andmissing value completion.ML is an excellent
choice to help extract the network feature. For IoV networks,
ML plays an essential role in traffic prediction and network
management [53]. Accuracy in traffic volume estimation in
IoV networks is considered as one of the main factors that
impact the performance analysis of network operations, i.e.,
resource allocation, network routing, congestion, and data
streaming control.

(2) Traffic Classification. Traffic classification represents the
need for IoV network applications to be matched with the
Internet traffic flow. In IoV, the Internet traffic classification
is an essential aspect of efficient network quality of service
and quality of experience. Moreover, in the network edge,
accurate Internet traffic classification is a critical challenge
and an essential component of the network security domain.
In this case, network traffic classification’s importance is to
recognize the vehicle network applications and control the
traffic flow as needed to balance value or prioritize each
other. In the security issue, traffic classifications provide a
means of intrusions and malicious attack detection [53].
ML-based statistical features will give a classification sce-
nario to the more realistic situation for IoV network traffic
for network control and security. Moreover, it achieves
efficiency, adaptability, and performance enhancement.

(3) Traffic Management. Other considerations related to
network control are network traffic monitoring and man-
agement. In the IoV network, to ensure efficient network
optimization, ML enables to adapt the dynamic Internet
traffic in IoV and maximize the QoS/QoE without com-
promising end user experiences. ML provides an adaptation
of real-time network conditions and maximizes the user
experience [53]. ML can help to overcome the shortcoming
of classical TCP congestion control algorithms by classifying
a packet loss due to congestion or link errors. ML ap-
proaches will be easy to customize best-suited congestion
control schemes that can adapt to unique network re-
quirements. ML can systematically prospect important in-
formation from data held by vehicles and automatically
identify very complex links, allowing vehicles to monitor
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their environment intelligently and use data for training
purposes [53, 54]. ML enables predicting and adapting to the
evolution of environmental features, including wireless
channel dynamics and traffic and mobility patterns, and
configuring the network, which gives the high possibility to
control and manage the network traffic.

Other ML solutions relate to developing accurate
channel models in different environments and reducing path

loss. +ese solutions lie in predicting IoV topology and
treating severe interference from other IoVs using naviga-
tion data and vehicle connectivity. In IoV applications,
Internet traffic may be impacted by the weakness of wireless
communications [54]. ML technologies can assess wireless
conditions without the need for a large number of datasets.
Using ANNs’ methods, an RSS prediction can be performed
in an IoV environment.
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Figure 9: ML for the IoV network control cycle.
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5.4.2. Location Prediction. Automation is considered one of
the essential advantages of the IoV network. +e vehicles
contain a perception system to be able to object detection
and prediction. In most applications, vehicles’ behavior
depends on sensory data and the ability to classify the objects
in the surrounding environment. +ese factors help develop
autonomous vehicle applications using efficient vehicle
behavior prediction and decision-making [55]. +e intelli-
gent prediction will help to optimize the decision-making of
vehicle trajectories to avoid any risks. Self-driving and au-
tonomous IoV depend on location prediction. +e predic-
tion requires information about the position of the vehicle
itself and the behaviors of the surrounding vehicles, in
addition to the road geometry and traffic rules. Different
vehicle behavior prediction models are developed i.e., in-
tention trajectory, maneuver-based, and interaction-aware
models [56]. +ese kinds of models are categorized as input
representation and output types’ criterion, as shown in
Figure 10. In recent years, researchers have tried to use the
ML prediction methods to optimize location prediction
precision.

ML uses recorded vehicle historical mobility patterns to
predict the next location prediction according to mining
trajectory patterns. +is strategy is depending on the
availability of enough historical trajectory data. To gain
accurate prediction, ML provides an efficient method to get
rid of the problem of suffering from the data sparsity and
little historical trajectory and the impact of unknown dy-
namic contexts, traffic flows, and weather. ML enables the
incorporation of this contextual information into the vehicle
movement prediction. ML helps to model the contextual
information characteristics between the trajectories and
builds a learning model by integrating, for example, the
neural network with the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
to predict the next location, as shown in Figure 11 [57]. +e
LSTM can easily incorporate heterogeneous features by
integrating the trajectory variables to predict the following
location effectively.

5.4.3. Intelligent Resource Management. Since IoV applica-
tions depend on the IoT, it is found that resource manage-
ment in this technology is facing many challenges, especially
in large-scale IoT networks. +ese challenges are related to
massive channel access, power allocation, interference
management, energy management, and coexistence between
V2V or V2I and IoT traffic. Massive channel accessing causes
overloads to networks and congestion [58]. For resource
management, there is a need to develop proper load balancing
and access management techniques. +e crowded vehicles
traveling over the roads make interference problems which
requires efficient power allocation and interference man-
agement techniques. In the IoV, the IoT’s nature is charac-
terized by continuous data traffic, which leads to high energy
consumption. Moreover, the harmonious coexistence be-
tween the V2V or V2I-existing networks and IoT traffic re-
quires intelligent resource management [58, 59]. ML
algorithms play an essential role in addressing the mentioned
challenges related to resource management.

ML can make classification, regression, and density
estimation for intelligent resource management to exploit
data traffic and develop automated solutions for IoV ser-
vices. ML provides the intelligent prediction for unknown
IoV system parameters and system behavior, i.e., RL can
control system actions from anonymous monitored system
behavior during network activities. Moreover, ML provides
suitable solutions for helping careful channel and power
allocation and extracts the network parameters to make
decisions for CSI, traffic characteristics, and demands of the
vehicle’s users [59]. Deep learning promises smart solutions
to characterize the inherent relationships between the IoV
system input and output to develop a traffic control system
to optimize the network management and scheduling
adaption [50]. +is will help to optimize the IoV network
QoE.

Another consideration related to the ML use in resource
management is maximizing the overall network capacity and
guaranteeing the best QoS. Q-learning can attain a sub-
stantial regulation and strategy by utilizing the network
learning policy to accomplish smart resource control, as-
signment, and management with the continuous valued
activities. It can be employed to obtain an optimal resource
allocation approach in V2V communications to maximize
the long-term expected accumulated discounted rewards,
where the Q function is approximated by a deep neural
network [50]. +e following equation can find the optimal
policy with Q values:

Qnew st, at(  � Qold st, at( 

· +α rt+1 + cmaxsεSQold st, at(  − Qold st, at(  .

(3)

+e observed state is represented by sεS, where S rep-
resents the state space, t denoted for time, st is an agent state,
and at represents action. +e Q-learning can be deployed by
what is known as Actor-Critic (AC) learning algorithm
which is discussed in [50] by (Wang in 2017). +e frame of
AC learning consists of actor and critic parts which are
responsible for control strategy adoption with action se-
lections based on the tested network status and the entered
policy of the environment parameter reward function, re-
spectively, as shown in Figure 12. +is mechanism enables
the IoV vehicles to make decisions based on their learned
policy strategy [60]. Each of IoV communication link will
observe the current network state, i.e., resource block al-
location, channel quality, and QoS requirements to enable
selection of actions related to resource block assignment and
power level according to the policy strategy to provide a new
IoV network state.

6. Machine Learning Applications in IoV

ML contributes to many IoV applications related to
emergent message transmission for road safety and dan-
gerous activities. In addition, ML provides new smart
solutions for IoV services and entertainment. To minimize
the overall energy consumption of the computational fa-
cilities and vehicles, while satisfying the delay constraint for
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traffic offloading, ML technology in data mining, pattern
recognition, processing, and cognitive computing is an
alternative for decision making, which will open new

opportunities for intelligent IoV networks, i.e., in driver
safety, smart transportation, and autonomous driving
applications.
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6.1. Intelligent AutonomousDriving. Machine learning plays
a vital role in vehicle intelligent driving applications, making
vehicles perceive and estimate to manage the vehicle driving
system efficiently. ML makes the vehicles self-automated
which will improve the society by reducing road accidents.
In general, self-driving vehicles are very closely associated
with IoV. +e combination of the IoT with ML and smart
computing will provide an intelligent driving system. Ma-
chine learning algorithms in self-driving enable IoV to
predict the possible changes in the surrounding driving
environment and provide different tasks i.e., object detection
and identification, in addition to prediction of another
vehicle’s localization and movement [61]. Many ML algo-
rithms can be used to provide the mentioned tasks. Re-
gression algorithms provide a localization scheme to develop
prediction and feature selection models for self-driving
vehicles. Clustering algorithms provide a way to model
approaches such as centroid-based and hierarchical for
intelligent localization [61, 62]. Decision matrix algorithms
will help identify, analyze, and rate the performance of
relationships between sets of values and information for
intelligent decision-making.

To enable self-driving vehicles, intelligent decision-
making must process streams of observations coming from
different vehicle devices, such as cameras, radars, LiDAR’s,
ultrasonic sensors, GPS units, and sensors. +e information
gathered by these sources helps the vehicle’s ML-based
computer to make driving decisions, as presented in the
study proposed by Hussain (2020) [58]. Decision-making
can take place by the modular perception-planning-action
or by the End2End learning fashion. +e modular percep-
tion-planning-action uses the AI and deep learning meth-
odologies to make various learning and nonlearning-based
components. End2End learning is based on deep learning
which performs the direct mapping from sensory data to

control commands. End2End learning can also be formu-
lated as a backpropagation algorithm scaled up to complex
models [63]. Such deep learning-based algorithms will be
able to find a route between the vehicle start position and the
desired location, which represents path planning. It is able to
consider all possible obstacles present in the surrounding
environment and find out a trajectory free of the collision
route.

6.2. Deep Learning for Driver Safety and Assistance. Due to
the increasing number of accidents and the urgent need to
reduce road accidents and improve traffic safety, modern
vehicles are equipped with sensors and connected to high-
speed mobile communication networks. +e vehicle sensors
allow collecting a large amount of data used in vehicle safety
analysis procedures. +e data are analyzed in real time by AI
algorithms in the autonomous driving systems’ applications
to reach a high level of safety through several designs. It
enables the designing of the road safety index and its pre-
diction of parameters such as street engineering, human
behavior, and traffic flow. +e description of road safety by
deep learning will predict the real-time road safety index
based on the deep dense neural network. Moreover, ML
helps to learn the association between visual entities and city
characteristics to estimate road safety based on image
processing [64]. +e extraction of associations between
captured pictures and estimated road safety with multiple
cross-domain factors can achieve high prediction accuracy
of the road safety index (SI). +e real-time road safety index
estimation will enhance vehicle safety. +e road SI can be
defined as a number used to inform the public about the
area’s safety, as published by Abdallah in 2018 [65]. +e
safety index can be calculated based on the traffic accident
rate per 100,000 inhabitants Ra as follows:
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TD error
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Figure 12: AC learning algorithm for IoV resource management [60].
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SI � (1 − Ra)∗ 100. (4)

Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are quickly being
established for self-directed vehicles which are considered
driver safety and assistance methods. ML and embedded
computing are considered the main driving factors en-
abling the development [65]. ML will enable driver assis-
tance systems to perceive obstacles, objects, lanes,
pedestrians, and other cars and predict obstacle trajectories
and targets. ML helps to detect and to track the obstacle to
avoid collision and for path planning. Vehicle camera-
based deep learning improves quality enhancement and
cost reduction of blind spot prediction rather than radar
[66], as proposed by Ball and Tang (2019). It uses a
lightweight and computationally effective Neural Network
(NN).

6.3.ML in Smart Transportation. Intelligent transport is one
of the most important vehicle Internet applications, as it
covers several applications including improving track,
parking lots, avoiding and detecting accidents, and other
applications related to infrastructure. ML technologies serve
to develop advanced models of ITS. In general, traffic
congestion is one of the most important problems faced by
transportation systems in urban areas, especially in cities
that contain high vehicle density [67]. +e use of ML with
smart transport systems provides optimization for traffic
network configuration. Another smart transportation ap-
plication in modern cities is parking. Smart cities try to find
an intelligent parkingmethod to provide reservation services
and select parking for vehicles. IoT and ML technologies
enable free parking methods. ML helps manage parking for
different drivers. It can classify parking according to drivers’
requirements, i.e., regular drivers or those with special
needs. +e IoT helps to exchange the mapping of parking
information to the vehicles or for mobile users through
cloud servers [68]. Moreover, IoT will improve traffic
monitoring, live location streaming, and vehicle perfor-
mance monitoring.

Since the IoV network consists of multiple types of smart
vehicles, transport data processing of these numerous ve-
hicles in real time requires an intelligent schedule and data
processing mechanism [68]. Distributed systems provide an
efficient and fast method for such a situation. +is needs to
deal with big transportation data collected from heteroge-
neous sources of database solutions. ML-based SQL database
enables smart database queries and flow data processing. ML
will allow the balance between the algorithms’ accuracy and
the size of the data and determine the circumstances in
which it becomes useful to implement distributed systems.
For transportation route optimization, ML provides reliable
predictions to make routing decisions [69]. ML enables a
clear understanding of available route options, associated
energy, and environmental costs in real time. ML provides
predictability of changes that can help convoy operators
choose vehicles and methods that save fuel costs, while
maximizing efficiency [70].

7. Secure Vehicular Network towards 6G

Cyber-physical security is one of the hot research areas in the
Internet of +ings, which is also a thoughtful subject in
vehicular communication. +e attack and malicious activ-
ities of vehicular networks cause thoughtful damage that
threatens passengers’ safety in vehicles and affects network
performance. +e vehicular systems usually need many
severe strains in the ML-based security scheme. +e precise
restraints of the vehicular system can be presented as
follows.

7.1. Vehicle Speed. One of the most critical parameters of
the vehicular system is the high mobility of vehicle nodes
and the network dynamics. Communications between
nodes regularly go down, making the system security and
authentication quite hard [71]. +e system traffic is
abruptly flapping with the rapid change and dynamic of the
network topology which seriously disturbs the intrusion
detection and security algorithm and schemes of the
packets [72]. Additionally, the vehicle speed results in the
random mobility of vehicles, which delays and disturbs the
performance of the security and authentication data
exchange.

7.2. Diversity Framework. +e Vehicule-to-Vehicle (V2V)
topology is structured with different nodes and a dynamic
network, which is implanted with various network re-
sources. +e main challenge is to study the different re-
sources among vehicles to guarantee security and
authentication schemes. As an instance, in the storage-
constrained, processing, and energy vehicular system, the
challenge is to optimize and capitalize the security guarantee
which can be resolved by neural network or fuzzy logic or
game theory [73].

7.3. Network Size. +e volume of the Internet of vehicular
nodes grows rapidly. +ousands of nodes in vehicles are
probable to be linked to the huge IoTnetwork in near future
[74]. +ough, no present worldwide group or body offers
security for such a huge rapidly changing network. Addi-
tionally, the growing volume of the Internet of Vehicular
network grows both the processing and network protocol
that lead the growing security protocol traffic, which grows
the error detection and network latency.

7.4. Confidentiality Obligation. Always there is a compro-
mise between privacy and security in the Internet network,
especially in IoT and IoV. In IoV, vehicle nodes’ authenti-
cation and confidentiality are usually designed and modeled
by security algorithms. Without data privacy assurance, the
security scheme is usually hungry for resources to distin-
guish and differentiate anomaly and error from flow data
[75].
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7.5. Fast Response Prerequisite. Unlike legacy networks, the
Internet of vehicular networks needs an instantaneous
handle to cope with the rapid and dynamic change network,
i.e., news broadcasting, fast rescue, and avoidance of acci-
dents. Such network needs fast response requirements for
the Internet of vehicular network such as low-latency
communication channels and real-time prevention of attack
techniques [76]. To overcome these problematic issues,
many solutions and mechanisms have been anticipated in
the literature. Interfering and sniffing are two main vul-
nerabilities in IoV; Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Scheme
(ECDSA) and vehicular Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
have been suggested to be the two primary intrusion
techniques to guarantee privacy during communication
from vexatious activities [46, 76].

Nevertheless, the vexatious activities include the pseudo
spoofing, the wormhole attack, the packet drop attack, the
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack, the spurious data intrusions,
and the reiteration intrusions that can counterfeit identity,
broadcast junk packets, and kidnapping vehicle nodes to
penetrate and stealth elliptic curve digital signature algo-
rithm and public key infrastructure [77]. Many vexatious
attitude recognition techniques have been invented [71, 73].
Some works suggest that infiltration and attacks can be
drawn with machine learning techniques from rapid and
high-diversity network traffic [75, 78]. +e attack prevention
mechanism for legacy networks is typically achieved by
determining the normal state from flooding-emulated
packets. In the highly rapid Internet of the vehicular net-
work, the present emulated packets are not useful for in-
novative intrusions in such a dynamic environment. +e
legacy machine learning technologies, such as association
rules, autoregressive, and classification, are widely used in
the abovementioned works for intrusion detection. Recently,
ML has proposed to be the promising machine learning and
data mining utilities for enhancing the authentication,
privacy, and attack prevention performance on the Internet
of vehicular networks.

7.6. Authentication Technology in the IoV. Authentication
algorithms for IoV networks are considered essential for
network and communications’ security purposes. Several
studies dealt with the concept of certificates to determine
the identity of vehicles. Other studies have used anony-
mous credentials and designated an unknown identity
IoV area for the vehicle that allows access to it safely with
the possibility of hiding the information. A hiding vehicle
information mechanism is adopted by specifying the
unknown identity to achieve safety against any attack by
any malicious vehicle that tries to steal vehicle infor-
mation in the IoV network [79]. Despite this mechanism’s
efficiency in maintaining the confidentiality of vehicle
information, it is facing a delay issue in processing
identity and is wasting a large amount of identity storage
resources. Finding an effective anonymous authentication
method in IoV, while reducing its computational cost is a
big challenge. AI mechanisms can provide solutions to
improve the anonymous authentication system by

reducing account costs through a contextual tracking
mechanism to manage IoV network vehicles and units on
the roadside. Liu et al. (2018) proposed a mechanism
based on the safe communication between vehicles and
units on the side of the road using machine learning
technology [80]. +e study relies on creating a Certified
Short Signature Model (CLSS) that works with the re-
gional management strategy to design an anonymous and
efficient anonymous authentication scheme for IoV. +e
study achieves a highly efficient model in terms of the
interaction between vehicles and roadside units compared
to traditional plans. +e proposed CLSS scheme is secure
under adaptively chosen message and ID attacks in the
random oracle model.

On the contrary, issuing identity certificates to enable
privacy protection is more efficient. Still, it is the re-
sponsibility of the RSU, which increases the operating cost
and causes the greater consumption of network resources
to operate and configure RSU. In addition, the resource
management processes related to vehicle verification and
requesting authentication take a lot of time [80]. Aggre-
gated authentication technology can reduce time delay, but
it also contains frequent authentication problems and re-
quires a large amount of authentication information. An
authentication protocol is known as Distributed Aggregate
Privacy-Preserving Authentication (DAPPA), proposed by
Zhang (2017), enables to authenticate the vehicles in the
vehicular network by providing a multiple trusted au-
thority based on an identity-based aggregate signature
mechanism [81]. +e aggregation of vehicle signatures in
one of the verified messages reduces storage needs and
resource management costs. A smart adaptive data ag-
gregation study by Islam et al. (2016) presents a method to
enable data communication between distributed mobile
vehicles on vehicles unknown to other vehicles or IoV
locations [82]. +e adaptive data aggregation depends on
machine learning to analyze data and extract information
for the drivers, enabling fully automated switching of
different vehicle sensors and data fusion processes’
adaptation.

In general, the AI technologies in IoV develop secure
management processes and achieve intelligent, fast authen-
tication and progressive authorization. AI enables to provide a
light authentication scheme in addition to a comprehensive
authentication and authorization system. Machine and deep
learning can enhance IoV security by investigating valuable
information and providing self-adaptation for certification
and authorization. In IoV channel communication, the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) enables developing a
lightweight authentication system to identify vehicles based
on their pseudorandom arrival in the time domain or the
frequency range via multiple sensors. Hasan et al. (2020)
provided a fast authentication mechanism for large-scale IoV
that depends on the identical unique Pseudo-Random Binary
Sequence (PRBS) for vehicle access time slots or access fre-
quencies [83]. +is mechanism can be used to verify the
authentication of vehicles to the IoV network base station
access. Figure 13 shows the possible lightweight authentica-
tion scheme based on SVM for IoV secure authentication.
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+e decisions taken by the SVM are a function of the
support vector machine network. +e output decision is
according to several linear combinations of the middle
layer nodes. +e layer nodes correspond to the inner
product between the input sample and support vector that
enables the selection of the most suitable optimized
communication mode [83]. +is module provides a fast
authentication scheme by directly specifying access times
or frequencies and the progressive protection of trusted
communications without the need for a complex account.
+e PRBS between each vehicle and the gateway can be
obtained by utilizing their unique features by the SVM.+e
PRBS between each vehicle and the IoV base station can be
obtained by utilizing their unique features based on the
SVM. +e selected features are measured by channel in-
formation estimation. +e separation between the dense
data and sparse data is enabled by an SVM-based quan-
tization technique. +is technique reduces the wrong de-
cisions by diminishing the measurements near the
boundary [84]. +e lightweight authentication scheme
based on the SVM ensures higher similar binary sequences
acquired on both IoV base stations and vehicles because of
the channel reciprocity.

7.7. Fog-Based Identity Authentication. In IoV applications,
the fog-computing concept reduces the burden on the traffic
control center. All computing components in IoV, i.e., the
roadside and vehicle units, are well suited to the concept of
fog computing and enable the communication and inter-
action between vehicles and clouds [85]. Due to several fogs’
possibility, the vehicle identification certification system’s
security is essential to enhance the security issues related to
the fog nodes. +e fog-based identity authentication scheme

presented by Song (2020) provides two authentication levels:
vehicles outside the fog and the other for the security
monitoring of the rest of the vehicles. +e scheme uses deep
learning for security monitoring to conduct real-time se-
curity in the IoV [86].

A reliable and secure IoV fog mechanism based on
machine learning develops access security authentication
and security timing detection for vehicles that need to join
IoV. When using vehicle safety certification and timing
detection mechanisms, it is very important to pay attention
to the fog head replacement frequency to reduce resource
consumption and time delay and detect the manufactured
vehicles to access the fog legitimately [87]. AI-based coding
algorithms provide intelligent solutions that ensure the
exchange of information for vehicles that leave and join the
IoV fogs. Machine learning technologies enable the de-
tection of malicious vehicles that use legal personalities to
join the fog. In general, most current fog-based IoV se-
curity mechanisms, such as authentication, encryption, and
access control, are relatively weak solutions. AL and ML
technologies provide a defensive scheme for the fog-IoV
environment enabled to secure related operations such as
activities monitoring, misuses identification, and threats
and vulnerabilities detection in accessing processes
[88–91].

Table 3 summarizes the key factors regarding secure IoV
communications.

8. Future Directions and Potential Solutions

It is well known that artificial intelligence plays a vital role
in most IoT applications that depend on perception and
predictions of events. As one of these applications, IoV
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Figure 13: IoV authentication scheme based on the SVM.
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networks require the development of smart algorithms to
manage intelligent technology, such as self-driving cars. Self-
driving cars are a high-risk test for machine learning au-
thorities, as well as a test case for social learning in technology
management [92–96]. In IoV applications, the convergence
between machine learning and the Internet of+ings promises
future progress in efficiency, accuracy, and improved resource
management. +e use of machine learning with IoV provides
high performance in communication and computing to
achieve efficient control, management, and decision-making
processes [92, 97]. ML allows the extraction of big sensory data
to get better insights into the range of problems associated with
the IoV and the surrounding environment and the ability to
make critical operational decisions. It also promises soon to
upgrade vehicle networks’ performance and make them more
interactive with other things’ Internet applications. Using ML
in the IoV enables interaction between the cyber and physical
components together and can significantly improve the effi-
ciency and reliability of processes and systems [97]. Moreover,
machine learning offers smart solutions to enhance decision-
making in the event of cyber attacks.

ML provides solutions for many ITS applications, es-
pecially in 2D level realization and forecasting. However, it
can develop AI techniques that can develop collaborative
mobility applications based on the description of realistic 3D
objects and 4D perception for autonomous driving [98]. For
different IoV applications, such as driving managements,
route, and localization prediction, smart ITS camera devices
can create holograms to provide 3D object visualization. Due
to the hybrid ITS context, the combination of data from
different resources to improve 3D visualization accuracy is
an exciting potential solution and critical future research
direction. +e 5G of the IoV network is expected to provide
some AI technologies to provide network management
completely smart and provide innovative services [89, 90].
However, the Sixth Generation (6G) is expected to pack

machine learning techniques an essential role in its opera-
tion through self-reconfiguration on demand to ensure a
doubling in network performance and service types [99]. ML
techniques can provide the 6G network model that can
rapidly respond to IoVmanagement processes by learning in
real-time the network’s state.

9. Conclusion

Machine learning (ML) helps analyze big data in IoV net-
works, enabling intelligent forecasting and decision-making.
Various potential applications have been indicated for the
use of ML to improve the performance of IoV networks. ML
technologies offer beneficial solutions in addressing con-
gestion problems in high-density IoV networks to achieve
quality services and experience. Moreover, the scope of
employing machine-learning technology in network man-
agement and control, data flow, site forecasting, and re-
source tools across different layers of communication
networks were discussed. In general, we find that, in most
automated learning applications, performance depends on
the amounts of data available and that must be large enough.
Recently, parallel computing capabilities and machine
learning methods have been developed to build smart in-
tegrated systems for IoV networks. +is development can
build intelligent systems with immense parallel processing
capabilities and energy efficiency to prepare solutions for
various operations associated with the IoV, such as multi-
dimensional signal/image processing and wireless
communications.

Data Availability

Data used to support the findings of this study are already
available in the manuscript.

Table 3: Summary for secure IoV communications.

Year Source Approaches Features Advantages Challenges Citations

2020 IEEE Fog-based identity
authentication (FBIA)

Fog-based identity
authentication scheme
and deep learning

IoV real-time security
monitoring

Dual authentication
levels for access

authentication and
vehicles’ timing detection

Song et al.
[86]

2020 IEEE SVM-based classifier Authentication
scheme based on SVM

Secure access frequencies
and progressive protection

of trusted
communications

Fast authentication
mechanism for large-

scale IoV

Hasan
et al. [83]

2018 IEEE
Certificateless Short

Signature Scheme (CLSS)
and ML

Anonymous
authentication

scheme-based ML

Secure communication
between vehicles and

roadside units

Security under adaptively
chosen message and ID

attacks

Liu et al.
[80]

2017 IEEE

Aggregate privacy-
preserving authentication
protocol; Multiplicative
Secret Sharing (MSS)

technique

Distributed aggregate
signature mechanism

Secure vehicular network
authentication and trusted

authority

Trade-off between
security and storage
resource management

Memon
et al. [81]

2016 Elsevier

Smart Adaptive Data
Aggregation (SADA);

machine learning-based data
fusion and analysis

Adaptive data
aggregation-based ML

Secure data exchange
between vehicles

Fully automated
switching to unknown

vehicle

Islam et al.
[82]
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)e interest in Facial Expression Recognition (FER) is increasing day by day due to its practical and potential applications, such as
human physiological interaction diagnosis and mental disease detection. )is area has received much attention from the research
community in recent years and achieved remarkable results; however, a significant improvement is required in spatial problems.
)is research work presents a novel framework and proposes an effective and robust solution for FER under an unconstrained
environment; it also helps us to classify facial images in the client/server model along with preserving privacy. )ere are a lot of
cryptography techniques available but they are computationally expensive; on the other side, we have implemented a lightweight
method capable of ensuring secure communication with the help of randomization. Initially, we perform preprocessing
techniques to encounter the unconstrained environment. Face detection is performed for the removal of excessive background
and it detects the face in the real-world environment. Data augmentation is for the insufficient data regime. A dual-enhanced
capsule network is used to handle the spatial problem. )e traditional capsule networks are unable to sufficiently extract the
features, as the distance varies greatly between facial features.)erefore, the proposed network is capable of spatial transformation
due to the action unit aware mechanism and thus forwards the most desiring features for dynamic routing between capsules. )e
squashing function is used for classification purposes. Simple classification is performed through a single party, whereas we also
implemented the client/server model with privacy measurements. Both parties do not trust each other, as they do not know the
input of each other. We have elaborated that the effectiveness of our method remains unchanged by preserving privacy by
validating the results on four popular and versatile databases that outperform all the homomorphic cryptographic techniques.

1. Introduction

Facial expressions contain the most important nonverbal
and rich emotional information in social communication
[1]. People communicate with each other through verbal and
nonverbal communications [2]. Nonverbal communication
involves facial gestures, eye to eye contact, facial expressions,
and paralanguage [3]. According to an earlier research, while
communicating, 50 percent of the information is conveyed
through facial expression, 40 percent through voice, and 8

percent through language. Apart from that, due to the rapid
progression in technology, we spend most of the time on
electronic devices that carry a variety of software interfaces
that are tense, primitive, and nonverbal. )erefore, facial
expression recognition should further improve to have a
more natural and intelligent human–machine interaction.

Facial expression recognition is used in various domains
like Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS), psychology, human-
machine interaction, behavioral science, intelligent trans-
portation, and interactive games [4]. It can help monitor the
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abnormal expressions in the crowd at public places to avoid
any crime. It can also be helpful in the service industry to
timely capture the feedback of customers and it can provide
timely treatment of patients by looking at the real-time
expressions of the patient at the hospital. According to
Ekman and Friesman [5], there are six basic expressions:
happiness, surprise, disgust, fear, sadness, and anger (some
researchers have termed neutral expression as the seventh
expression). )ese expressions are conveyed almost among
all species.

Facial expression recognition is widely studied by var-
ious researchers. Despite the available research, robust FER
is yet an open and challenging task [6, 7] However, most of
the recognition algorithms do not consider inter-class
variations caused by the differences in facial attributes of the
same individual. Hence, mostly, expression classification is
done through facial expression information along with
identity-related information [8, 9]. )e main drawback it
carries is that it affects the overall generalization capability of
FER systems, thus resulting in degradation of performance
on unseen identities [10]. An efficient FER system plays a
vital role in the treatment of patients by observing their
variable behavior patterns. Happiness expression depicts a
healthy and positive mental state while sad and angry
demonstrate an unhealthy mental state. Different mental
diseases like autism or anxiety are detected due to the
emotional conflicts of a particular patient. An important
application of FER is E-health care; nowadays, almost 0.3
billion people are suffering from depression, which can also
lead to suicidal tendencies if they are not treated timely and
effectively [11]. In general, mental health treatment faces a
lot of barriers like financial cost, social stigma, and shortage
of accessible options. Normally, the clinical staff interviews a
patient for identifying symptoms of depression via verbal
and nonverbal indicators. Patients are asked to fill a ques-
tionnaire for the measurement of depression severity [12].
For timely detection of depression symptoms, an AI-based
system will help in entrenching barriers for timely and ef-
fective treatment.

In this paper, we use a combination of different tech-
niques to develop a robust model. Initially, we implement
different preprocessing techniques to fine-tune and remove
highly uncorrelated information in the images. Face de-
tection is performed using facial attributes due to the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) )e human face has a unique structure,
with the most important local facial parts, such as eyes,
mouth, nose, helping us to detect the face in an uncon-
strained environment. So, the partness map or the response
map of five different parts is used in the method. (2))e face
adheres to spatial arrangements like the hair being above the
eyes and lips below the nose. Hence, the faceness score has
been derived from the response configuration. (3) )e face
hypothesis is performed for the estimation of more accurate
face locations. Our contribution is to introduce special at-
tributes supervision to discover facial part responses. We
adapt Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network
(DCGAN) for data augmentation. It helps us in the dem-
onstration of realistic data augmentation and improvement
in the generalization performance in the low-data regime.

For an accurate and robust FER, feature representa-
tion of the facial images is the most important step. A
considerable amount of research has been done over local
and global feature extraction [13]. Fan et. al [14] sug-
gested a model, i.e., MRE-CNN, which aimed to enhance
the learning power of the convolutional neural network
by considering both the local and global features. Li and
Deng [15] introduced the DLP-CNN framework in which
the discrimination power of deep features is enhanced
while maximizing the interclass scatter and by preserving
the locality closeness. Still, they are unable to find the
relative relationship between the local features. A face is
composed of a certain structure where every part has a
relative relationship with the other parts. To address this
issue, we propose a method that is capable of spatial
transformation due to the action unit aware mechanism
and thus forwards the most desiring features for dynamic
routing between capsules. Finally, the squashing function
is used for classification purposes. We also faced the
challenge of achieving classification while having client/
server as mutually distrustful of disclosure of the private
contents of the facial images and without presenting the
result to the server. )ere are many practical and po-
tential applications, but the main focus is to capture
useful and discriminative features. )e better feature
representations can help to improve the overall efficiency
of the system. An appropriate, flexible, and effective facial
expression recognition system will add benefit to the
industry. )ere are a lot of standard cryptophic tech-
niques just like secure multiple-parties communication
and homomorphic encryption, but they were computa-
tionally way too expensive. )us, we have provided a
practical solution to the aforementioned problems. We
assess the effectiveness and performance of the intro-
duced model on the Extended Cohn-Kanade, MMI,
Oulu-CASIA, and Real-world Affective Faces (RAF)
databases. Figure 1 shows some sample images from the
CK + database.

)e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We propose a network, which is capable of finding
the active relationship between the features from
different local regions. Spatial information is also
introduced by having prior knowledge of the
probability of an object’s existence.

(2) Implementation of a simple FER without using the
cryptographic techniques having high computa-
tional complexity.

(3) Simultaneously achieving the same classification
accuracy as that of a conventional algorithm (non-
privacy-preserving).

)e organization of the next sections is as follows. In
Section 2, we provide the problems with the existing
methods. In Section 3, we elaborate on our novel archi-
tecture with the underlying information. Section 4 com-
prises the results and analysis. Finally, we provide the
conclusion of our research and explain the direction for
future work in the last section.
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2. Related Work

)e main goal of FER is to capture the meaningful features
that are discriminative and descriptive, and invariant to
facial variations such as occlusion, illumination, pose, and
other identity-related details. )ere are two main methods
available for feature extraction: (1) handcrafted method and
(2)deep-learning-based method. Nowadays, deep learning
methods are gaining remarkable results. However, earlier,
mostly facial expression recognitions were based on hand-
crafted/human-engineered features such as Histograms of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) [16], n-dimensional scale-in-
variant feature transform (n: sift) [17], and Local Phase
Quantization (LPQ) [18]. )ese methods are used for the
extraction of global as well as detailed information of an
individual face. However, the information obtained is from
the overall facial region, and it ignores the expression
changes in the local regions, which contain the eyes, nose,
and mouth. )ese methods perform pretty well in a lab-
controlled environment where subjects pose expressions
under constant illumination, stable eye gaze, and head pose
movement. Existing handcrafted approaches demonstrate
comparatively less recognition accuracy. Efforts are exerted
for manually extracting the desired discriminating features
that are linked to expression changes. Considering in-the-
wild scenarios deep learning methods for the robustness of
facial expression recognition have been implemented
[19–22]. However, deep representation is affected just be-
cause every facial attribute of a particular subject carries a
hefty number of variations such as gender, ethnicity, and age
of the particular posing expressions. It holds a very big
disadvantage, i.e., the generalization capability for anymodel
is highly and negatively affected; as a result of unseen objects,
the performance of facial expression recognition is de-
graded. Although quite a lot of work has been done toward
improving the performance of FER, alleviating the influence
of inter-subject variations is still a challenge and an open
area of research.

Several techniques have been implemented by reducing
intra-class variations and by increasing the interclass dif-
ferences, which further increases the discriminating prop-
erty of the features extracted for FER in the real-time

scenario [23]. Identity-Aware CNN (IACNN) proposed that
by reducing the influence of identity-related information
with the use of expression and identity-sensitive contrastive
losses, the facial expression recognition performance can be
enhanced [24]. )e island loss has been proposed for
extracting the effective discriminative features for FER [25].
Moreover, in [26], with the use of residue learning the
person-independent expression representation has been
learned. However, this technique was computationally
costly, and due to the same intermediate representation used
for the generation of neutral images for the same identities, it
also was unable to disentangle the expression information
from identity information. However, in [24], due to large
data expansion caused by the compilation of training data in
image pair forms, the effectiveness of contrastive loss is
heavily affected [25]. Similarly, in [27], a fixed identity has
been proposed for the transfer of facial expressions to fix the
influence of identity relative information. )e problem
persists with the methods as the efficiency of FER depends
on the expression transfer procedure. In short, it has been
noticed that FER based on the deep learning methods has
outperformed the traditional handcrafted methods. How-
ever, there is still a gap in deep learning because very few
studies have employed facial depth images in the deep
networks as an input. Compared with the existing models,
the main goal is to design a network that can be fully adopted
for the decomposition of the facial region, easy to imple-
ment, and is robust.

Different researchers have implemented different
methods to ensure privacy. In [28], the privacy-preserving
data classification was done with the use of Principal
Component Analysis for feature extraction, and for classi-
fication, the nearest neighbor was used. However, it failed to
perform in the presence of nonlinear facial variations. Fisher
Linear Discriminant Analysis has been proposed in [29] and
it had less error rate compared to PCA. However, it did not
work well for maintaining the privacy of the discriminative
features of a specific class in the multimodal class. Hence,
LFDA was proposed to overcome the deficiencies in the
FLDA. )e work in [30] meets the privacy requirements by
hiding the test image and achieving results using the Paillier
Homo-morphic encryption [31]. In the research work in

Angry Contempt Disgust Fear

Happy Sadness Surprise Neutral

Figure 1: Different facial expressions’ samples taken from CK+database.
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[32], the author proposed EPOM that achieves the goal of
secure integer number processing without resulting in
privacy leakage of data to unauthorized parties. In [33], it has
been proposed that subprotocols can dramatically reduce the
number of messages exchanged during the iterative ap-
proximation process based on the coordinate rotation digital
computer algorithm. Due to the large keys for the encryption
as well as decryption, it involves computationally intensive
operations such as a large number of exponents. Meanwhile,
it also has a limited number of operations during the
classification of data, which makes the client/server com-
municate even a lot more with each other. Hence, our
proposed method can achieve true recognition rate even in
the presence of the privacy protocol, which uses randomi-
zation and is capable of intense multiplication and addition.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Preprocessing. Preprocessing is very important as it
aims to capture the meaningful features, align, and nor-
malize the most needed visual information conveyed by
the facial image. Every real-time image is affected by
nonlinear facial variations, i.e., varying illumination, the
difference in the contrast between the foreground and
background, and irrelevant head poses. )erefore, to get
the maximum possible semantic meanings of the features
for further training the deep neural network, we need to
perform some preprocessing techniques. )is step is used
for the elimination of highly uncorrelated data in the
image.

3.1.1. Face Detection. Face detection is one of the vital steps
in the FER because of the excessive background, and there is
still highly uncorrelated information in the image even taken
from a few benchmark datasets. Most of the datasets have an
almost frontal view and high-resolution images. So Viola
and Jones algorithm [34] is used in most scenarios.

Faceness-net has been used in this paper. A full image is
provided as an input image to the convolutional neural
network for generation of partness map.)e partness map is
generated for different facial parts like eyes, nose, mouth, etc.
Facial attributes are further categorized to distinguish it
from other parts, just like how hair can be blond, black,
wavy, straight, etc. )erefore, in the next stage, face pro-
posals are much more refined, so that the usefulness of facial
attributes are explored for learning an optimized and robust
face detection. A CNN is trained over uncropped images and
is used for obtaining face part detectors without any explicit
part supervision.)e faceness score is evaluated based on the
face part responses and considering the spatial arrangements
associated with them. After the generation of face proposals,
a strong face detector is trained and it outperforms all other
methods.

In Figure 2, the face is divided into five important parts,
where eyes, nose, and hair are much more effective as
compared to mouth and beard, which can be partially oc-
cluded. )erefore, the combination of facial parts gives
much better results compared to individual facial parts.

3.1.2. Data Augmentation. As far as the deep neural network
is chosen for FER, data augmentation is used to produce
much better results by providing a large amount of data. It is
effective in the generalization capability of the model as
many of the publicly available datasets are not large enough
to validate the results more efficiently. Large training data
yield to a well-trained model.

)ere are some standard methods of data augmentation
like skewing, rotating, shifting, changing the color scheme,
resizing the image, and enhancement of image noise [22]. To
automatically learn the augmented data in the low-data
setting, we have used Deep Convolutional Generative
Adversarial Network (DCGAN). It is used for the alleviation
of the overfitting problem over the on-the-fly data. )e
samples provided as input are randomly cropped from all
the four sides and then a horizontal flip is performed for
making a dataset ten times bigger than the original one.

3.2. Dual Enhanced Capsule Network (DE-Capsnet). )e
entire network has been shown in Figure 3, where the model
is divided into portions. Firstly, we have to preprocess the
images to avoid the uncorrelated information linked to the
facial image. )en, we have two modules for further pro-
cessing. In the first part, the box with the purple dashed line
is attention aware of action units and consists of deep
convolutional layers for the extraction of the enhanced
features maps, and this has been termed as enhancement
module 1. In the later part, with the use of dynamic routing,
those enhanced feature maps are encoded between capsules,
and the process of decoding is done by the fully connected
layers (the process has been shown in the green dashed
lines). At the end, the squashing function is used for the
recognition of facial expressions.

VGG19 is used in enhancement module 1 because it is
very much robust in object classification besides having a
simple architecture. For a better understanding of the de-
scription, each stage is having multiple convolutional layers
followed by a max-pooling layer. In the first 2 stages, each
stage is having 2 convolutional layers. Whereas in the last 3
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Figure 2: Impact of different facial parts to face proposal (indi-
vidual or as a combination).
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stages, each stage is having 3 convolutional layers, respec-
tively. We do not retain the last 3 layers as we have to get the
feature maps.

To achieve the attention map, we have used the gen-
eration method by Li et al. [35]. Furthermore, we have made
appropriate adjustments to the datasets used in our work for
getting the key facial landmarks. Figure 3 shows the facial
image with blue facial landmarks along with the attention
map. Action unit’s centres are obtained with key facial points
by using scaled distance. To make sure that the scales must
be the same among all the facial images, the facial images are
resized. Hence, for making the shifting distance among the
images as much adaptive as possible, the measurement
reference is used to indicate the shift in the distance. To
locate the action unit, centres of the inner corner distance
have been used as scaled distance. For each action unit, the 7
pixels in the nearby area have been taken in the experiments,
as a result, size of each action unit area is 15×15. Hw is
assigned as the higher weight, which is the closest point to
the action unit centre.

Hw � 1 − 0.07md. (1)

)e Manhattan distance is termed as md to action unit
centre. Hence, those areas that are having higher values in
the attention map correspond to the active areas of action
units in facial images, and an attention map will further
enhance them.

After the generation of attention maps, the maps are
further forwarded to stage 3 and stage 4, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.)e featuremaps which are generated after the pooling
layer of the second stage are multiplied with the attention
map of the first stage, and after that being parallel with the
convolutional layers of the third stage. Hence, the results
obtained after the convolution are added element by element
and then forwarded to the max-pooling layer of the current
stage as an input. A similar operation is done at the fourth
stage by jointly combining the convolutional layers with the
attention map. Here, we explain the reason behind using

attention maps; it is just because all areas are not equally
important for facial expression recognition.

After the enhancement module 1, we get 512× 7× 7
feature maps. For the dynamic routing the feature maps are
further fed between primary capsule layers and face capsule
layers. )ree fully connected layers are used for decoding
and reconstructing the facial image. )e nonlinear function,
i.e., the squashing function is used for facial expression
recognition, which is defined in equation (2) as follows:

uk �
jk

����
����
2

1 + jk
����

����
2

jk
jk

����
����
, (2)

where k is used for the capsule, and uk and jk are output and
input vectors, respectively. Lm is the minimizing margin loss
and Lr is the reconstructing loss used for updating the
parameters in the network. Total loss is defined as Lt. Loss
function expressions are defined in the equations (3)–(5),
respectively.

Lm � Icc max 0, b+
− ucc

����
���� 

2
+ λ 1 − Icc( max 0, ucc

����
���� − b−

 
2
,

(3)

Lr � fc − f( 
2
,

(4)

LT � Lm + 0.0005Lr( 
2
,

(5)

where cc is termed as the classification category and for that
particular category the indication function is denoted by Icc.
)e upper and lower boundaries are represented by b+ and
b−, respectively. )e f represents the original image, whereas
fc represents the reconstructed image. )is classification is
based on one party; the training and testing phase is done by
that party. However, we propose a method through which
the server will be in charge of training, and testing will be
done by both parties collaboratively.
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Figure 3: Overview of the proposed method.
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3.3. Information Security. A security algorithm is informa-
tion-secure in the sense that its security springs purely from
scientific theory. )e thought of information secure com-
munication was initiated by the applied scientist, Shannon;
he further added that the one-time pad system records
excellent security subject to the subsequent two conditions
[36]:

(1) )e key that randomizes the information ought to be
random and will be used one time

(2) )e length of the key had to be as long as the length
of the information

Even if any rule randomizes its parameter and the above
conditions are satisfied, it is still hard to unmask the pa-
rameters even if an adversary is having exceptional com-
putation power; e.g., if the random pace is the same as the
message space, and is adequate to 1024−bits, then prior and
posterior probabilities are the same, i.e., there is no par-
ticular advantage to urging posterior probability than prior
probability.

3.4. Privacy Preserving Security. )emain theme is to ensure
secure operation between the client and the server. Both of
them want to communicate with each other, and for that
purpose need to compute uTv + p. Where u is a vector
known to client and v is a vector known to server with p

being a scalar. However, only client will know the outcome
of uTv + p.

Where u input to client is composed of integers and v

input to server is composed of floating points. Since we tend
to perform integer random numbers, the process of con-
version into integers is achieved by scaling the elements of
the vector v, and it is approximated to the nearest integer.
We use the scaling factor s that is large in (uTsv + s∗p).
First client adds random numbers in the vector v and server
does few operations and returns the result to client. So, the
operation is made valid by first scaling the scalar p and
vector v by scaling the factor s, then the outcome is divided
by that scaling factor.

So one thing is for sure, i.e., the server won’t know
anything about the client input and the same will be the
case with the client. )e client will just get to know
about the result without having any knowledge about
server vector and scalar. Hence, the above process is
called a two-party protocol, which is completely in-
formation secure. Figure 4 demonstrates that any un-
known input face image of any identity can be applied to
synthesize a realistic equivalent face image of any other
image.

3.5. Facial Expression Recognition Based on Privacy
Preserving. )e first step of every procedure is to mark the
basic requirements and then fulfill them accordingly. )e 3
requirements meeting with this process are as follows:

Requirement 1: without using more sophisticated
public encryption system.

Requirement 2: hide a sample of client input data and
server split result.
Requirement 3: hide server classification parameters
and client will be unaware of means of database.

To explain this, let us break down the traditional as-
sessment phase into four steps as follows:

Step 1. Find test image difference.

test � test + b, (6)

where test is a difference test image, test is a testing image,
and b is mean of database.

At the start, the client cannot send test image due to
privacy issues. )erefore, the client only sends the image
with the noise vector, n ∼ ∈ Zn ∗ 1 having the same size as
the test image. Since the server only receives the noise vector,
it receives no information about the test image vector. So the
difference noise vector is given as

n � n + b. (7)

However, the difference between test image and noise
image is just known to them. Let’s represent it as

r � n − test � n − test. (8)

Step 2. Illustration of the lower extremity difference.

a � B
T ∗ test, (9)

where B is the transformation matrix, a is a low dimensional
vector corresponding to test. However, the server needs to
project a low-dimensional vector with noise image given
below:

a � B
T ∗ n. (10)

Step 3. Euclidean distance calculation.

Edi � a − ji

����
����
2
2, (11)

Privacy preserving for
secure FER

Alex (happy) Mia (happy)

Mia

Mia Alex Jules Malcom Mery Ray

Database

Figure 4: Application to an input face image of any identity to
synthesize a realistic, expression-equivalent output face image of a
target identity.
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where ji is the training image (low dimensional) and Edi is
the Euclidean distance and i � 1, 2 . . . ..N.

Step 4. Calculation of distance length to match the test
image in the known section.

Edi � Edi − mi, (12)

where the matching training image is denoted bymi, but it is
hard for the server to calculate the original distance Edi

because the server doesn’t know the r vector and the test
image. So, in order to attain the matching image, the server
will send all the Edi, with a random number ri for each Edi

where
Edi � Edi + ri � Edi + mi + ri. (13)

Now the client can calculate the actual distance from the
above equation as

Edi � Edi − mi + ri( . (14)

It is to make sure that only client knows the mi; if the
server gets to know about that, then he can calculate Eu-
clidean distances between the provided test images and
training images. )us, the server will be able to find the
expression corresponding with the test image and ultimately
it will effect privacy.

3.6. Privacy Analysis. In this part of the research, we are
interested in knowing whether our method is susceptible to
any privacy leakage. Our method is based on the compu-
tation of both parties and therefore the only single possibility
of privacy leakage can be the interaction between both the
parties. To prove that our method does not leak unwanted
information to a client or server, Goldreich’s Privacy defi-
nition is used [37]:

3.7. Definition of Secured Privacy for Both Parties’
Computation. )e protocol we use for security should not
disclose the hidden information to a third party (semi-
honest) except the information that can be triggered by
looking at the input and output of those parties.

Our primary purpose is to verify whether the pro-
posed two-party calculation satisfies the definition of
privacy or not. In the above four steps, it is clearly
mentioned to the client and the server about their inputs
and outputs. )erefore, we have to make sure that both of
them don’t infer other than the known inputs and outputs
so that the proposed method would make sure that
privacy is assured.

)e client’s ultimate goal is to make sure that the server is
unaware of the test image and also just keep away the
classification result. On the other side, the server had to keep
the classification parameters away from the client. )e client
will just share the noise image initially, instead of sharing the
true/original image; however, the size of both the images will
remain the same. So, the server will know the size, and it will
not be a privacy leakage. In return, the server also shares the
random Euclidean distance obtained with the help of a

random integer. Hence, information-theoretic security is
achieved.

4. Results and Discussion

We have used four most popular databases for populating
the results. )ese databases are CK+ [38], MMI [39], Oulu-
CASIA [40], and RAF [23]. )e RAF is used for large posed
and real-world expressions, as the first three don’t have large
posed expressions. So to check the robustness of our method
over large posed expressions, we have used the RAF data
base.

4.1. Description of Databases. )e Extended Cohn-Kanade
database is the widest and the most popular database used
in facial expression recognition. It contains 593 video se-
quences, which do vary from 10–60 frames with a shift
from neutral to other expressions. )ere are a total of 123
subjects who performed different expressions, the ages of
the subjects ranging from 18 to 30 years. Out of the 123
subjects, most of them are females. A total of 327 video
sequences out of them are categorized into seven expres-
sions. )e core reason behind the algorithms not being
uniform over CK+ is that it doesn’t provide specific
training, validation, and test sets.

)e MMI database is laboratory-controlled and 75
subjects have performed 2900 expressions, both video se-
quences and static images with high resolution, out of which
326 video sequences are obtained from 32 subjects.)eMMI
database is different from CK+ as it uses onsets, offsets, and
apex phases. In the sequences, the neutral expression is
performed at the start of every sequence and reaches the
peak and then returns back to the neutral expression. )is
database has very challenging conditions, i.e., it takes care of
large inter-personal variations; every subject is performing
different nonuniform expressions while wearing glasses,
mustaches, etc.

)e Oulu-CASIA database consists of 2880 images
from 80 subjects for six expressions; most of them are males
aged between 23 and 58 years. )is database is specially
designed to tackle the problem of illumination due to
environmental changes. It consists of two different imaging
systems; the first one is Near Infrared (NIR), whereas the
second one is Visible Light (VIS). )ere are 3 different
variable illumination scenarios: the first one is normal
indoor illumination; the second one is used for weak il-
lumination considering the scenario where just the com-
puter display is on; and the third one is having all the lights
off, i.e., dark illumination.

)e Real-world Affective Faces Database is used, which
consists of 29672 great, diverse real-world facial images.
)ese images are downloaded from the Internet based on the
approach of crowdsourcing; 40 annotators are used for
independently labeling each image. )is database consists of
the large variability in different subjects’ gender, age, eth-
nicity, varying lighting conditions, head pose, eye gaze,
occlusions, and post-processing operations, which helps us
to validate our network over versatile databases.
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4.2. Implementation Details. )e facial image is first pre-
processed using face detection, data augmentation, and illu-
mination normalization for fine-tuning of the image. )e
highly uncorrelated data are removed in order to process them
further for a high-quality result. )en, the landmark detection
is used to identify the key facial points. After that, VGG19 is
used as a backbone of the network, where feature maps of
512× 7× 7 are obtained after the 1st enhancement module.
)en, 256× 6× 6 feature maps are obtained from 2× 2 con-
volutional kernels having the stride value of one; those feature
maps are further forwarded to primary capsule layers with an
8D capsule and 32 convolutional layers. )ere are 3 routing
iterations which are then executed between the primary capsule
layers and the Face Capsule layers. Every expression is having
16D Capsules, where all the lower capsules forward infor-
mation to the above capsule.)enwith 3 fully connected layers,
we use the squashing function for further classification. Adam
optimizer is used for learning with a rate of 0.0001.)e value of
b+ is 0.9 and b− is 0.1. Furthermore, the batch size is set to 16
and the maximum iteration is set to 300. Our whole network
training is end to end.

In the Extended Cohn-Kanade database, we take the last
frame to three frames and consider the first frame as a
neutral expression for data selection. )e subjects have been
divided into a group of 10, and a 10-fold cross-validation is
performed. Table 1 shows the average accuracy rates com-
pared with other existing state-of-the-art methods. Our
image-based method achieves the highest accuracy of 98.95
percent against sequence-based techniques that extract the
features from a sequence of images or videos.

In theMMI database, we take three frames from themiddle
of each sequence that is associated with peak information and
develop a dataset consisting of 624 images. Afterward, the data
augmentation is performed and then distributed among 10 sets.
For experimentation, the 10 cross-fold person independent
validation is performed using the first frame, i.e., neutral ex-
pression, and it takes three peak frames from every frontal
sequence. Table 2 shows the dominance in the average accuracy
rates compared with other existing methods.

In the Oulu-CASIA database for training and testing, we
use the last three frames from every sequence. A 10-fold
cross-validation is performed just like CK+ in which based
on the subject, each fold is completely disjointed with all the
remaining folds. Table 3 shows the average accuracy rates,
which outperform all novel methods. It achieves the highest
accuracy of 91.2 percent.

Just like other databases in the RAF database, we per-
form a 10-fold cross-validation too. Table 4 shows the av-
erage accuracy rates of our method on the RAF database. We
first obtained the true positives, false positives, true nega-
tives, and false negatives, and then over 10 folds we cal-
culated the F1 score and precision per class. Figure 5(a)
shows the per-class precision and Figure 5(b) shows the per-
class F1 score on the following databases.

4.3. 9reats to Validation. )ere are a few factors that can
enhance the robustness of facial expression recognition.
While validating our approach, there are some limitations to

the existing publicly available novel databases. )e recog-
nition of the expression with a closed mouth is less accurate
as compared with the expression with an open mouth.
Considering the agreement of facial expressions by face
angles, we noticed that perceived arousal from the frontal
face is more than compared with the shift in face angle. )e
happiness, disgust with closed mouth, and surprise remains
unaffected with the face turned away. Furthermore, the

Table 1: )e performance comparison of different approaches on
the CK+database.

Method Accuracy
LBP TOP [41] 88.99
HOG 3D [16] 91.44
MSR [42] 91.40
STM-explet [43] 94.19
DTAGN [44] 97.27
3D-CNN-DAP [45] 92.4
NMF-SSCCA [46] 97.3
FER-MPI-SFL (baseline) [47] 98.2
(Ours) 98.95

Table 2: )e performance comparison of different approaches on
the MMI database.

Method Accuracy
LBP TOP [41] 59.51
HOG 3D [16] 60.89
CSPL [48] 73.53
STM-explet [43] 75.2
DTAGN-joint [44] 70.3
3D-CNN-DAP [45] 63.4
FER-MPI-SFL (baseline) [47] 83.1
(Ours) 89.31

Table 3: )e performance comparison of different approaches on
Oulu-CASIA database.

Method Accuracy
LBP TOP [41] 68.1
HOG 3D [16] 70.6
STM-explet [43] 74.59
Atlases [49] 75.52
DTAGN-joint [44] 81.46
FN2EN [50] 87.71
PPDN [51] 84.59
FER-MPI-SFL (baseline) [47] 87.39
(Ours) 91.2

Table 4: )e performance comparison of different approaches on
RAF database.

Method Accuracy
E2E-FC 23.99
AIR [52] 67.37
NAL [53] 84.22
IPA2LT (EM [54] +CNN) 85.30
IPA2(LTNET) (baseline) [55] 86.77
(Ours) 97.15
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effective valence near the frontal is conveyed more by the full
left-side profile rather than the full right side profile. It is
because of this reason that the left hemiface observes a more
spontaneous response than the right hemiface. )e facial
expression analysis can be enhanced by the facial motion
information if the image is subtle or degraded. )e dynamic
neutral expression with the blinking of eyes or chewing is
also a threat. Moreover, the dwell time is also a key factor; it
takes more time over eyes than the mouth. However, the
dwell time over the mouth of happy expression is relatively
high. With an increase in the intensity, it can also be noticed
that the accuracy is also increased, whereas the dwell time
and round trip is decreased. Overall, the response time of

females is faster than males even in a low-intensity envi-
ronment. In the end, it was also concluded that the dwell
time of the female eye is more than that of the male.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a state-of-the-art archi-
tecture that is robust and effective. A facial image is first
preprocessed using different techniques to counter the
problems of the excessive background, limitation of data,
varying illumination, pose-variation, and occlusion. )e
facial image is fine-tuned and then forwarded to a dual
enhanced capsule network that is capable of handling the
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Figure 5: Performance metrics on four databases. (a) Per-class precision on four databases. (b) Per-class F1 score on four databases.
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spatial transformation. It uses action units aware mecha-
nism, which helps to locate the active areas, which can help
in better facial expression recognition. )e feature repre-
sentation ability is enhanced due to multiple convolutional
layers and it helps to capture the key information present in
the particular structure of the face. We performed the
privacy preservation with the help of a randomization
technique, which added the benefit of less computationally
expensive. It also performs secure communication between
the two untrusted parties.

Different databases have different sets of pictures under
varying conditions. As a result, class imbalance occurs due to
the inconsistency in expression annotations. So a cost-
sensitive layer can be enhanced for training the deep neural
networks. Meanwhile, a powerful, deep neural network can
be designed to have prior knowledge of the change in the
local environment, which is capable of predicting specific
parameters and inherently handling and recovering facial
occlusions without any intervention. Furthermore, to im-
prove the robustness of the FER, it can be fused with other
models. )e incorporation with other modalities like depth
information from three-dimensional face models, neuro-
sciences, cognitive sciences, infrared images, and physio-
logical data can be a good future research direction.
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*e Internet of *ings (IoT) is susceptible to several identities, primarily based on attacks. However, these attacks are controlling
for IoT due to extraordinary growth in consumers’ density and slight analysis with low power access nodes. In this work, we
explore the possible flaws associated with security for IoTenvironment insensitively meant for transfer conditions. We proposed a
novel design aimed at detecting a spoofing attack that inspects the probability distributions of received power founded for the
regions designed for mobile (moving) users. Additionally, we examine the influence on the Confidentiality Scope of targeted
consumers in the absence and presence of observer. Our approaches were done through simulation results used for three diverse
regions. Grounded on outcomes, we suggest an algorithm called MTFLA, which will guarantee detection and protection
techniques intended to protect vastly sensitive areas, i.e., wherever the chance of an attack is maximized.We provide a comparison
among various security algorithms prepared for the energy consumption of different patterns. Simulation results revealed that the
proposed algorithm for protection (MTFL) is verified to be energy-proficient (secure garnering). It decreases the energy pre-
requisite for encrypting the data. We evaluated our techniques over simulation results for sensitive region information built on
fuzzy logic.

1. Introduction

With the development of portable (Mobile) gadgets and
applications, an intense growth in data rates demanded
through consumers has tired a depiction of wireless com-
munication. *is can be accomplished with the help of
installing small cells (or access nodes) in plenty of regions of
the huge stream of traffic required to accomplish every
consumer with high-frequency data necessity [1]. Minor
cells have minor analysis (coverage) and little power access
nodes and take applicability on behalf of indoor and outdoor
scenarios. Consequently, IoT appears to be an auspicious

(promising) approach and has provided the scholars with a
new platform to explore the possible advantages of this
technology [2]. In IoT, the consumers are nearer with their
access nodes [3]. However, the identification cannot be
accomplished infinitely; there has to be an essential con-
straint (limit) on the level of identification. IoT presents an
innovative analysis (coverage) scenario and can be utilized
by the cell users in homes, educational zones, roads,
shopping malls, workplace buildings, and so forth. *e
Internet of *ings (IoT) represents a major and significant
component for the 4.0 industrial revolution, and its
implementation requires extensive research to ensure
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correct operation [4]. *e overall structures and challenges
of IoT are mainly in security. *e adjacency among the
consumers-BSs and the open nature of the wireless channel
will produce security alarms for the consumers [5]. *us,
security is dominant in IoT. Consequently, IoT has several
complex security challenges when achievements are being
made to recover spectral adaptability by captivating into
consideration deployment challenges [6]. *e DTN gives
consistent interchangeable widespread scope of systems that
do not have great execution qualities. DTN can interconnect
vehicles locally where current systems administration con-
vention cannot arrive at the goal. For between-vehicle
correspondences, there are various kinds of correspondence,
for example, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infra-
structure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P), and Vehicle-
to-X (V2X) interchanges [7]; IEEE 802.11p supports those
communications in outside situations. It characterizes up-
grades to 802.11 essential to the help of Intelligent Transport
System (ITS) applications. *e innovation works on 5 :
9GHz in different prompting situations to rapidly moving
vehicles. *ere are various works for IOTs. In [8], the au-
thors presented the Message Suppression Controller (MSC)
for V2V and V2I correspondences. *ey thought about
constraints to control the message concealment progres-
sively. But still a secure parameter stays utilized to determine
the term of message disguise. Towards taking care of this
issue, the researchers presented Enhanced Message Sup-
pression Controller (EMSC) [9] intended for Vehicular-
DTN (V-DTN). *e EMSC is an extended adaptation of
MSC [10] and can also be exploited to be used for divergent
system conditions. In any case, many control bundles were
conveyed in the system. Security and confidently in IoT are
important towards anticipating vindictive authorities
undermining street wellbeing frameworks based upon the
IoT structure, possibly making genuine disturbance traffic
streams or wellbeing dangers. A few authors have proposed
group head measurements which can help with recognizing
malevolent vehicles and alleviating their consequence (ef-
fect) by rejecting their access to bunch (cluster) assets [11].
[12]. Security of the wellbeing messages may be accom-
plished by authentication [13]. Ensuring security for data
transmission and storage became one of the biggest concerns
and challenges of IoT [14]. To create the procedure of ap-
proval quicker, vehicles towards the correspondence scope
of a Road Side Unit (RSU) can be gathered to a single bunch
(cluster) and group head is chosen to verify every one of the
vehicles accessible in the group. Arrangement of groups in a
dynamic IoT and determination of bunch (cluster) head
assumes a significant job remains chosen. In [15], a bunch
(cluster) head choice measurement is processed dependent
on vehicle bearing, level of availability, an entropy worth
determination from the portability of hubs in the system,
and a doubt level dependent on the unwavering quality of
nodes’ bundle handing-off. Vehicles are allotted verifiers,
which are neighbors by lower doubt regard. Verifiers screen
the system conducting the vehicle and affirm whether it is
directing bundles and promoting portability and traffic data
that is reliable with the verifier’s perspective on the area. *e
doubt of an incentive for hubs that carry on anomalously is

then naturally expanded, while it is diminished for hubs that
perform dependably. Along these lines, the reliability of a
hub is represented by the bunch (cluster) head choice
procedure. *e accompanying area is comprised of the
investigations completed by different authors pursued by an
examination of the current existing modules, the systems
utilized by them, and their relative qualities and short-
comings. In [1], the authors center on taking care of the
traffic and the executives issues just in urban territories. *e
strategy utilized by the authors to anticipate clog depends on
on-course data and they separate the variables influencing
traffic into two classes: physical volume of thick traffic
implied for present day and outside happenings. *e sig-
nificant spotlight is on the last class. *e key patterns that
add to the traffic clog issues in India are evaluated in [2]. *e
settings and inadequacies of the current strategies and
projects have been looked into and a lot of suggestions have
been proposed to handle these difficulties. Just the climate
information and variables influencing traffic and the exec-
utive issues are thought about in [3] and the framework
utilized is Hadoop and Â library. To extend and explore
traffic obstructing, a lot of exploratory foreseen atmosphere
esteems have been used. Information perturbation tech-
niques are utilized to deal with the characteristic proportion
between the mining utility and protection assurance. Dif-
ferent strategies are utilized for information mining; how-
ever, the imperatives must be fulfilled.*ere have just been a
lot of research studies that led to improving stopping
proficiency at shut parking areas which are paid parking
areas and bolster reservation of parking spots. *ere are
online applications that give shrewd stopping administra-
tions in shut parking garages. Be that as it may, writing is
exceptionally rare as to another and basic kind of parking
area, the open parking areas which do not bolster reser-
vation, uninhibitedly accessible for a constrained measure of
time, and are regularly put outside possessing a lot of room.
Along these lines, there still exists an exploration hole to
improve stopping proficiency at an open parking area. It is
accepted that the driver conduct could be proficient
whenever improved choice help to drivers is advertised. *e
areal size of the regularly enormous open parking areas
could be decreased by improving stopping productivity
alongside diminished clog and CO2 emanations. In [16], the
network disintegration-based methodologies were utilized,
for example, sparsified solitary worth deterioration and
particular worth decay; they are two of the most widely
recognized strategies used to address the issues. In [12], Dvir
and Vasilakos are acquainted with decrease usage and in-
corporate the presentation of SVD in applications, for ex-
ample, content recovery frameworks. In [10], framework
disintegration strategies on a psychological oppressor in-
vestigation framework have been proposed. In [13], dete-
rioration techniques are involved and additionally utilized in
a basic segment methodology proposed to partition infor-
mation into numerous networks. In [15], Memon et al.
proposed highlight determination and its essentialness for
breaking down the information later on. In [16] and Liu
et al.’s work, it was depicted that performing decay strategies
and highlight choice is perhaps the best approach for order
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and evacuating highlights have less contorted or annoyed
qualities. In [6], secure multiparty calculation (SMC) in-
formation utilizes conventions to encode, for example, total
security and association without uncovering delicate in-
formation to the experts. In [13], fuzzy logic and its en-
rollments capacity forced on genuine information have
demonstrated a product increment. In [5], the authors have
recommended the requirement for an intelligent urban
transportation approach to stay away from specially
appointed mediations to dispense with mayhem and per-
plexity. *e authors have a progressively reasonable, down
to earth, and comprehensive way to deal with the issue of
urban traffic clog. *e observing and displaying framework
created in Netherlands for the forecast of traffic and di-
rection in dealing with the equivalence are portrayed in [6].
*e fuzzy AR system has been examined and handled by a
bunch (cluster) calculation to foresee and oversee blockage
in fast systems in [7]. A practical, continuous application to
inform the explorers of the present traffic conditions on a
given specific fix of the street has been proposed in [8]. *e
exhibition of the expectation calculation has been improved
by utilizing Apache Spark and Hadoop structure. In [9], the
authors have attempted to reclassify the worldwide pa-
rameters utilized for traffic expectations, for example,
thickness and speed, to foresee traffic blockage all the more
precisely under heterogeneous states of traffic. In [10], a
system to foresee traffic particularly under Indian conditions
has been created. Fuzzy logic (FL) is the logical fundamental
method of thinking, which is rough instead of being precise.
Several studies have been conducted regarding fuzzy logic
methods including their usage in resource scheduling to
improve the reliability of cloud computing [17] or in the
medical area for diagnosing coronary heart disease [18], in
addition to their implementation in hardware-based max-
imum power point tracking controller for PV systems [19].
*e significance of FL stems from the fact that most methods
of human thinking and particularly good judgment thinking
are rough [16]. FL utilizes semantic factors to depict the
control parameters. By utilizing generally basic phonetic
articulations, it is conceivable to portray and get a handle on
extremely complex issues. A significant property of the
phonetic factors is the capacity of depicting uncertain pa-
rameters. As discussed previously, packet transmission in-
side the system is principally worked in two modes, that is,
impromptu and foundation. In impromptu mode, there is
no requirement for a focal facilitator though in foundation
mode organizer incorporated methodology for transmission
is utilized [8]. In many building applications, topologies are
of prime significance. *e essentials of these topologies are
got from chart hypothesis, a part of science, comprised of
many particular diagrams, for example, complete chart,
work, and completely associated diagrams [16].

*e key objective of this research is the following:

(1) To propose a mechanism that protects against
interference

(2) To propose MTFLA that will ensure detection and
protection mechanisms

*e paper further discusses related work concerning
different topologies such as the theoretical model, scalability
model, and survivability models present in IoT communi-
cation technologies in Section 2, followed by the developed
analytic model for probability distributions for different
patterns, which is described in the proposed method in
Section 3. Experiments and evaluations and conclusion are
placed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Related Work

A homogeneous node with equivalent energy is supplied
with a clustering-based fuzzy logic. *is article considers
measurements as fuzzy inputs, for example, resting energy
and the number of neighboring nodes. Nodes were most
likely to remain selected as per the cluster’s heads. When the
heads of the cluster are decided and the number of control
messages received decreases, the same heads of the cluster
stay for another round as heads of the cluster, and the third
round begins and new ones are selected [13]. *e algorithm
that clusters homogeneous nodes that have equal energy is
provided in [20]. *is article considers the number of
neighbors resting energy and nodes as per fuzzy outputs.
After selecting the heads of the cluster, each head of the
cluster estimates its energy to determine howmany rounds it
can do. *is is finished adaptively. Finally, after the end of
the period of the cluster head, the selection is reheld and
novel heads of clusters are selected. *is article’s technique
differs in three areas from the previous two. First, clustering
on heterogeneous nodes with inadequate energy is done in
this article. Second, in the preceding methods, the fuzzy
parameters were resting energy than the number of
neighbors of a node, towards which the distance to the base
station is added.*irdly, as soon as the power of cluster head
exceeds a constant threshold, elections are held and novel
heads of clusters stay chosen. *e suggested determination
approach is only contrasted with those clustering hetero-
geneous nodes as reasonable evaluation by those clustering
similarly energy homogeneous nodes. In what follows, al-
gorithms are explained in the simulation section which are
compared to the proposed method and some other related
works. FBUC [20] is the first algorithm that was proved to be
an enhancement on EAUCF [21]. Unlike EAUCF, at the very
beginning of the clustering process, FBUC designates a
threshold so that the system can decide which of the sensor
nodes can be chosen for the impermanent cluster head based
on fuzzy logic to develop the random figure in a way so that
it can interact with its neighboring nodes. If the imper-
manent cluster head energy in the neighboring region is
more supplementary than further sensor nodes, it will be
named as the last head of the cluster. But if its energy is less
than one of its neighbors’ though, if there is a small amount
of energy compared to individual neighbors, then it will be
detached due to the list of impermanent cluster heads,
resulting in another cluster head existence selected. Clearly,
for each round, the clustering process is repeated causing the
supplementary loss of the network’s energy. FEMCHRP is
presented in [22] as a fuzzy protocol. *is approach chooses
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as clusters diverse network zones to include all nodes in the
clusters. Using fuzzy logic, it then selects each of the cluster
heads. *e existing energy and the length of the base station
are the fuzzy engine’s input criteria. *at protocol permits
the sink to use fuzzy logic to pick multiple cluster headers
(CHL).*erefore, themaximum resting energy also distance
to the leader of cluster heads of the base station remains
chosen. Every leader of the cluster can send data either
directly or through other head leaders of the cluster to the
base station. Clustering here is done by centralized tech-
niques of clustering. However, this increases the number of
packets that had been acknowledged. Besides, holding and
repeating two elections for every round, there will be a
reduction in energy consumptions compared to that of
before. Also, one clustering method benefiting from fuzzy
logic was discussed in DUCF [23]. While that technique had
been capable of selecting the best nodes in every round as
cluster heads, holding elections in every round results in
energy consumption reduction. Another fuzzy clustering
method is the next IFUC algorithm. Clusters are formed and
subsequently entirely the neighbors of every node are de-
fined. For every cluster, the chances of each node being
chosen as per cluster head will be recognized concerning
inputs, for example, resting energy, distance from the base
station, and nodes’ degree, which is similar to that node’s
quantity of neighbors. Regardless of selecting the best nodes
as per cluster heads, reiterating the process of clustering in
every round increases the number of messages sent and
received and subsequently increases the networks. In [23],
the authors emphasize which methods to set each round’s
time dimension, prolong the network’s lifetime, and in-
crease the amount, which is referred to as the quantity of
wireless figures packets sent to the sink node. A lifetime and
throughput purpose associated with each round’s time
duration is deducted. To improve the performance of
cluster-based wireless sensor networks, these functions can
be used in terms of lifetime and throughput in which the
interest-associated nodes individual store adjacent nodes in
the incline direction to the sink, end only the nodes that have
the greatest energy will be selected for next-hop data transfer
when transmitting the data. In [24], the authors put onward
minimal energy path that preserves the algorithm of to-
pology control (MPTC). How does MPTC solve the de-
linquent of greater energy efficiency due to the closed
regions that were discussed in SMECN [25]? Nevertheless it
continues to maintain on slightest one lowest energy path
across each pair of nodes in a communication network. *e
information confidentiality, accessibility, and transparency
are included in the data security and privacy while ensuring
that data are not accessible by any illegal party and illegal
processes. To comply with regulatory and organizational
policies, data privacy can be stated as the proper usage of
information. *e fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic (FL) were
developed in [26]. For data protection and processes, FL
[5, 8, 9] was found to be useful. In modeling, control, de-
cision-making, and automation, there are many successful
applications of FL. For systems [22, 26–28], FL is also used to
model uncertainties. Adequate results can be achieved by
developing FL systems with few inputs. However, founding

FL systems with numerous inputs was found to be difficult.
Complexity difficulties arise as soon as the FL framework has
several inputs [2, 9, 27, 29]. In FL systems, the scope of fuzzy
knowledge base (FKB) increases as the number of inputs and
input fuzzy sets increases [6, 8]. It has been found that HFL
systems [7–9, 23–25, 27, 29] can overwhelm the problems
associated with such a large FKB. HFL systems have been
used in this research manuscript to improve the classifi-
cation o+ data while simultaneously reducing fuzzy IF-
THEN FKB rules of HFL data classification systems [1]. *e
usage of an HFL system recovers data security and man-
agement. In [26], by adding relay nodes, the researchers
suggested a cost-effective and energy-efficient model for IoT.
A model of energy-aware IoTdesign can be used to find the
optimal number of relay nodes and their position. *e
proposed scheme, using the integer linear programming
model, minimizes the energy consumption for both bio-
sensor nodes and network nodes and also reduces instal-
lation costs. *e researchers in [26] demonstrated that
MNCs’ placement would have a major impact on energy
efficiency and IoT’s lifetime work. *e authors also sug-
gested three separate routing schemes for the positioning of
MNC by proper metric collection. *ey showed that,
through effective MNC placement, the network lifetime
could increase to 47 percent. *e authors suggested an
energy-efficient routing protocol for IoT, RE-ATTEMPT
[15]. Biosensor nodes are located according to their level of
energy. *e biosensor nodes of high energy are deployed
near the MNC, while MNC is located in the center of the
human body. Emergency data is transmitted directly (single-
hop) to MNC throughout the transmission of routine data
through multihop communication. *e authors proposed
iMSIMPLE routing scheme for IoT in [22]. High perfor-
mance, energy efficiency, and supported body posture
movement were achieved through the proposed routing
scheme. Multihop connectivity is used to improve the ef-
ficiency of power. *rough the intermediate node (for-
warder node), sensing data from biosensor nodes is
transmitted to MNC. Forwarder node selection is based on
the cost function. Co-LAEEBA is suggested to have a col-
laborative data routing system with limited route loss for the
IoT [30]. Based on data priority, multihop and single-hop
routing systems are used. A relay-based efficient cooperative
networking system for IoT was developed by researchers in
[31]. An evaluation method of energy efficiency (EE) and
packet error rate (PER) were tested for separate relay nodes.
For IoT, a routing algorithm has been proposed to enhance
incremental cooperative critical data transmission in static
IoT emergencies (EInCo-CESat). *e proposed algorithm
might have achieved enhanced network stability and re-
duced packet error rate (PER) and high throughput at high
energy utilization costs [29].

3. Attack and Security Requirements

*ree processes are needed to identify threats, challenges,
and requirements to design and evaluate a new security
model [5]. In this section, we reject safety regulations and
attack situations in-vehicle networks as well as necessary.
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3.1. Attack and Security 'reats. *e following attacking
situations are believed to be plausible in this article: Bogus
Message: the purpose behind this type of attack is to transmit
incorrect information to the network.

Message alteration occurs when incorrect information is
provided or when node-passing information is modified
[16]. *e requirement involved in this attack is message
integrity.

Obstacles: mobile/immovable obstacles, as security
threats, can form a NLOS case that blocks direct vehicle
contact and prevents vehicles from testing their neighboring
nodes properly [30].

3.2. Security Requirements. *e purpose of this work is to
design a scheme in IoT to provide a secure environment.*e
following criteria must be fulfilled by a program of secure
messaging in an IoT:

Authentication: vehicle’s replies to any incident should
be based on authenticated communications. *erefore, first,
it is necessary to authenticate the senders of the messages
[26].

Message integrity: the integrity of the message should be
checked as the message could be modified between the
moment of sending and receiving, and it should be com-
pletely balanced to what it is received. In a broader sense, the
message’s credibility often requires equal reliability. *at is
why those messages produced in a closed space and time are
more accurate. It should be noted that the dispatcher may be
authentic though the message contains data that has been
manufactured.

Privacy: the privacy message in IoT is decided by the
request situation. Confidentiality can be achieved through
the adoption of public or symmetric key encryptions to
ensure communication security.

4. Proposed Method

*e proposed model gets to the accuracy and reliability of a
sender of the event messages by the execution of fuzzy logic.
After getting an event message from encompassing vehicles,
first, it checks the validation of the sender utilizing the
confirmation module. It utilizes ID verification to assess the
sender of the occasion message whether it is approved or
not. At the same time, it checks the lifetime of the occasion
message ascertaining the contrast between the aging time of
the message incorporated into the occasion message and the
present time. By performing fuzzy logic, it removes the
precision level of the area of the occasion incorporated into
themessage on the off chance that it exists in the nearest mist
hubs a while later. Next, it assesses the trustworthiness
dependent on experience, credibility, and a precision level of
an area, where experience and believability are needy upon
past direct cooperation and area confirmation utilizing
separation and time, separately. At last, in light of the se-
riousness level of trust esteem, the basic leadership module
settles on occasion message whether it is adequate or not.
Since the fuzzy logic is the primary methodology received in
this work, a short portrayal of the technique and hidden

explanations behind embracing this methodology are
exhibited in the accompanying segment. Every module will
be clarified and talked about in detail in this manner.

Why fuzzy logic? In contrast to old-style speculations, in
the fuzzy hypothesis, every component can have a degree of
enrollment. *e fuzzy set hypothesis is additionally ready to
reflect dubious and insufficient data by a characterized set
participation as potential dissemination. Besides, it depends
on the idea of guessing instead of exact conclusions. *e
fuzzy logic is progressively being embraced in a few ap-
plications in numerous ventures because of its capacities to
manage estimation thinking. Plus, it is easy to get a handle
on reasonably, tolerant of information imprecision, and
adaptable, which is propelled by a characteristic language.
Incorrectness, deficiency, and imprecision of the system data
sent by every hub demonstrate that we can utilize the fuzzy
logic hypothesis in-vehicle condition since it is a promising
man-made brainpower innovation with solid execution in
the basic leadership frameworks. Since an enormous number
of terms are utilized for portraying, the radio sign is fuzzy
[26] and as a result of the inalienable quality of fuzzy logic to
handle vulnerability and imprecision, the fuzzy logic is
received in this work.

4.1.VerificationModule. In the proposedmodel, we suppose
a module to check the sender’s vital need for any security
structure. Certain data associated with the transmitting
center point are extremely basic in IoT. Such data can be ID
information of the senders despite their features and regions.
It is also essential to confirm all events, in which consumers
are conversing or data is being swapped all through the
framework. *e level of endorsement of vehicles is checked
by confirmation, which shields the IoT from Sybil attacks by
giving a particular character to each vehicle. As a particular
model, a vehicle may ensure that it is a lot of vehicles, which
makes a dream that there is a blocked road. Obstruct
avoiding can manage this fake information and foresees the
mind flight. Outside procedures can be used by control
checks to give certified and trustworthy confirmation to
distinguish attacks. Such exterior systems can be ordinary
law usage pros. In [30], it is demonstrated that approval
ensures that the sender of a message is precisely recognized.
*e authors therein introduced ID confirmation, property
approval, and zone affirmation to check the ID of the sender,
properties of the sender, and the stated circumstance by the
sender, independently. In the proposed arrangement, we use
ID affirmation to survey the sender of the event message
whether it is endorsed or not. ID affirmation empowers a
vehicle to perceive the transmitter of a message in particular.
*is affirmation in like manner empowers a vehicle to be a
bit of the framework. At the point when the ID check is
executed keeping up a key good way from express attacks,
for instance, emulate and fake centers, will be an essential
task. *us, the modernized support proposed by the IEEE
1609.2 standard [32] is grasped in this work. In this standard,
the security organization relies upon elliptic twist cryp-
tography (ECC), open key affirmations, and the all-inclusive
community key establishment (PKI).
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4.2. Lifetime Checking. As a result of the high conveying
ability of vehicles and subsequently high exceptional lead,
the lifetime of the message is a critical issue in IoT. Towards
the day’s end, fresh messages are stronger than old/ended
messages in the vehicular condition. Note that the lifetime is
the time intermission between the event time and end time
of the event message. To oversee old/ended messages as
abundance messages, the proposed structure first checks the
lifetime of the event message. *us, the structure determines
the differentiation between the event (Time E), which is
joined into the message, and the here and now (current).
Moreover, dependent upon the sort of event message and the
current situation with the vehicular condition, the edge time
for the event message (Time edge) will be evaluated. For
example, it should be set at a colossal motivator under small
traffic circumstances or minimal under thick traffic condi-
tions. In case the event message is exorbitantly old/slipped
by, it will remain discarded. Else, it will be sent to the
resulting stage to additionally be checked.

Definition 1 ((region k-anonymity) [44]). Accept that
there occurs a flexible customer whose territory headings are
(K, K− 1). If the customer and on any occasion other
k−N(a−1) customer cannot be isolated by region’s infor-
mation after the theory for this customer, we can say that the
k customers’ zones satisfy region k− 1 lack of clarity. *e k
customers’ information shapes a customer mystery set. Note
that the least rectangular region which joins all the zone k-
anonymity customers is known as the region k− 1 lack of
definition region. It is not elusive in Figure 2 that the
rectangular box is a baffling area with an obscure customer
set where N� 12. Formally, we use N to address a territory
and N− 1 the lack of clarity area. As such, as demonstrated
by explicit benchmarks, k− 1 can be divided into discrete
rectangular lack of definition regions, addressed. It should be
clarified that they are title disperse anonymity regions.

All the subhaziness areas of reliable mystery region in
Figures 1 and 2 represent the status when the obscure
territories are repartitioned, autonomously.

Definition 2 (central location of the anonymous region). *e
location of the two diagonals of a rectangular subanonymity
region is said to be its central location, which is represented
by coordinates. We will take the central location as a fake
location to issue location service requests by replacing the
subanonymity regions.

4.3. Sequence Estimation of Mobile Users. In an uplink
transmission system, a subframe holds two training se-
quences, the 3rd and the 10th training sequences, used for
frequency offset estimation. *e signal received by the k
subcarrier ofmth training sequence of ith subframe is shown
in the following formula:

Γ(u)
i � 

Na−1

k−0
Ri(u) +(3, k)R

(u)
i (10, k). (1)

*e frequency offset estimation calculated by formula [7]
is shown in the following formula:

ε(u)
i �

arg Γ(u)
i 

14π
. (2)

*e estimating range discussed previously is only ±0.07,
which is a very small scale, while the algorithm described in
literature [7] can only improve the accuracy of frequency
offset estimation. *e frequency deviation considered in the
high-speed situation is roughly 0.107, which means that
these methods that were discussed previously cannot reach
the estimation range condition. Improved estimating
method of frequency deviation is employed to enhance the
estimation range, which is shown in the two following
formulas:

f
∧
i � argmax Mi,M(λ)(f) , (3)

Mi,m(λ)(f) �


Nu−1
k�0 R

S
i,m(λ)(k)



 ZSi,m
(λ, k)




2

���������������


Nu−1
k�0 s

(λ)
i,m(k, f)




4

 , (4)

where RS
(m)(k)m is received training sequence, and (k, f ) is

frequency-domain signal of m on subframe i.
m(i) is training sequences hold frequency offset for

subframe i, which is also the frequency-domain signal of m
on subframe i; and fi is the estimate of the residual frequency
deviation of the preceding frequency offset estimation. Al-
though the algorithm, which performs maximum likelihood
calculation on a single training sequence, discussed in the
literature [23] might obtain batter estimating performance
and the range is larger in the high-speed motion scenario, its
estimating accuracy is low. Meanwhile, this literature also
draws on the idea of joint estimation to improve the esti-
mating accuracy, which imposes the training sequence
calculation on training sequence on one path and imposes
phase, different computing on two training sequences on the
other path and then carries out correlation calculation on the
two paths. *at is the idea of a united algorithm. According

Figure 1: After the partition of the k-anonymity region (sensitive
region).

Figure 2: Before partition of k-anonymity region.
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to literature [27], the normalized frequency offset estimate is
calculated out via frequency offset estimating, which is
shown in formulas (5) and (6).

ε(u)
i � ε∧(u)

i + 15v
2∧(u)
i , (5)

where ∈(u)
i is calculated out by phase, different computing of

two training sequences.

v
∧(u)
i � argmin ε∧(u)

i +
2v

(u)
i

15
 ε≈(u)2

i , (6)

where V
(u)
i is the estimation of the frequency offset achieved

by the maximum likelihood calculation of single training
sequence symbol and v ∈Z, where Z is the set of all integers,
the series of the maximum likelihood estimation algorithm
[24, 25, 28, 33] of the method discussed in the literature is
−0.5≤ ε(u)

i ≤ 0.5, and the range of phase difference is
−0.07≤ ε(u)

i ≤ 0.07. *ough the frequency deviation esti-
mation range of this method is relatively large and the es-
timating accuracy is high, its high computational complexity
is not easily employed in an actual communication system.
Table 1 depicts fuzzy rules in the algorithm.

4.4. Time Estimation ofMobile Users. Using the technique of
the cyclic prefix for frequency estimation, in the time-di-
vision mode of LTE uplink multiuser transmission system,
all users’ cyclic prefix and the corresponding data of its other
part must be obtained. Obtaining a cyclic prefix is a method
of extracting and reconstructing. And then dispose of the
cyclic prefix received by receiving terminal through formula
(7) to obtain phase shift owing to a frequency deviation:

Γ(u)
I � 

M−1

m�0


N−1cp

n�0
ri nTS + T0(m)( Si(u)(m, n). (7)

*erefore, the final frequency deviation estimate is
shown in the following formula:

εΛi �
<Γ(u)

i + vcp

2π
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ × 1500, (8)

where vcp is an integer. *e frequency offset range of cyclic
prefix auxiliary is given according to formula (8).

(i) 0.5≤V
(u)
i ≤ 0.5, which reaches the requirement of a

large frequency deviation estimating range in high-
speed railway situation.

However, if there are huge delays in the channel or
another influencing factor, the cyclic prefix may be some-
what mixed, which reduces the accuracy of the frequency
offset estimation. Consequently, there is a new frequency
offset estimating algorithm defined in literature [8], which
reduces the impact of multipath in a Rayleigh channel sit-
uation. So, L defined as phase estimating length is shown in
the following formula:

L(b) �
1 − b

p
Ncp,b � [1, p − 1], (9)

where p is phase estimating coefficient whose value is 16
when the cyclic prefix is relatively longer, or its value is 8
when the cyclic prefix is comparatively shorter. *e range of
the frequency offset estimate is [−L, −1]. Choose L(b) and
L(b + 1) to estimate frequency deviation starting from b.
*en describe the two estimates computed as eb and eb + 1,
where eb is estimating frequency deviation according to L(b)

which is defined as a cyclic prefix, which is shown in the
following formula:

E(b) � εΛ − εΛ 2/εΛ2
b

( 
b+1 . (10)

Plug eb and eb + 1 into formula (10), and if E(b)≤ e− 4, it
is considered as meeting the laboratory criteria in the phase
estimating length.*en value L as L(i), and let εb.*en, bwill
autoincrease 1, which may be calculated repeatedly. e− 4 is
the coefficient, which may be modified owing to the change
of actual situation. Table 2 depicts fuzzy rules in MTFLA.

*e method defined in literature [33] explains other
paths interference to some extent.

4.5. Fuzzification Process. *e AND logical operator is used
for connecting input linguistic variables. *e triangular and
trapezoidal membership functions to map crisp (input)
values to fuzzy sets is used by the proposed model. *e fuzzy
numbers H, A, and L represent High, Average, and Low
correspondingly. Initially, the membership function of the
fuzzy number H is shown as

Table 1: Fuzzy rules in algorithm.

Number of
neighbors

Distance to
BS

Remaining
energy Protection

Low Low Low Medium
Low Medium Low Medium
Low High Low Very low
Low Low Medium Medium
Low Medium Medium Low
Low High Medium Very low
Low Low High Medium
Low Medium High High
Low High High High
Medium Low Low High
Medium Medium Low Medium
Medium High Low Very low
Medium Low Medium High
Medium Medium Medium Medium
Medium High Medium Low
Medium Low High High
Medium Medium High Medium
Medium High High Low
High Low Low Medium
High Medium Low High
High High Low Low
High Low Medium Very high
High Medium Medium High
High High Medium Medium
High Low High Low
High Medium High Low
High High High Very low
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MH(x) �

0 x< a1

x − a1

a2 − a1
a1 ≤ x≤ a2

1 x> a1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (11)

Next, the membership function of the fuzzy number A is
computed as

MA(x) �

0 x≤ b1

x − b1

b2 − b1
b1 <x≤ b2

b3 − x

b3 − b2
b2 <x< b3

0 x≥ b3

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (12)

Finally, the membership function of the fuzzy number L
is derived by

ML(x) �

0 x> c1

c1 − x

c1 − c2
c2 ≤x≤ c1

1 x< c2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (13)

Fuzzy-based clustering algorithms, after selecting mul-
tiple fuzzy inputs, calculate a convinced probability for every
sensor node and formerly pick the nodes in the clusters by
comparing these figures. *e significant idea is that clus-
tering steps are both fixed and replicated for every round
from the start to the end of the lifetime of the network in the
methods described above. On the other hand, repeating the
clustering cycle for every round increases the number of
messages and energy consumption due to the diverse ar-
rangement of mobile nodes in networks of moving nodes,
which eventually reduces network life. *is paper grants a
fuzzy logic-based algorithm for cluster nodes (M).

4.5.1. 'e MTFLA

(i) Determine the number of neighbors founded on the
power of the acknowledged signal.

(ii) Specify constraints, for example, “residual energy,”
“distance from the base station,” and “quantity of
neighbors,” for every node and transfer them to the
implication engine.

(iii) Find the inference engine output (chance) and
compare the probability of every node with those of
its neighbors. Select a node by the maximum chance
in each neighboring radius as the head of the cluster.

(iv) Transmit data of every node to the head of the
cluster and from there to the base station. At the
beginning of the 2nd round, the nodes after the
preceding round are reselected as per heads of the
cluster and there are no elections.

5. Experiments and Evaluations

5.1. Simulation Parameters. In this section, we give a
comprehensive description of the simulation parameters
and path losses information due to the deployment reason.
Our proposed method is to protect the user information. We
implemented our proposed method using Matlab software
and OPNET Modeler version 10.5 simulation software [34].
Moving through sensitive regions and communication ac-
complishes the accuracy with decreasing the range as shown
in Tables 1 and 2. Table 3 shows the simulation constraints.

6. Results and Discussion

*e proposed method has been analyzed and verified by
several sensitive regions. We divided our evaluation into the
three subparts based on areas of mobile users. *e proba-
bility of coverage mobile users during moving on the smart
environment shows that region 1 has low protection because
fewer mobile users meet inside the region, and medium
security in the 2nd region meets the number of mobile users.
Finally, the number of users communicating with each other
gets high protection during the various moving regions
shown in Figure 3. In the case of less use of communication
in the sensitive region, there is a chance for more attacks
because, with fewer users, the attacker can easily guess the
user identity. Our proposed method builds the number of
users communicating with each other while creating a
sensitive region. Figure 4 shows distance varied with the
users to increase communication range and high-level
protection against the spoofing attack. For the number of
users communicating with each other within the sensitive
region, if the user has less coverage, this means distance is

Table 2: Fuzzy rules in MTFLA.

Distance to BS Meet several mobiles Protection
Low Low Very low
Low Medium Low
Low High Medium
Medium Low Low
Medium Medium Medium
Medium High Medium
High Low Medium
High Medium High
High High Very high

Table 3: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Total bandwidth 6MH
Z location of the base station (100, 100)
Number of nodes 100
Data packet size 6000 bits
Eelec 50 nJ/bit
εmp 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4
εfs 10 pJ/bit/m2
Initial energy 1 J
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high to region, increasing chances of a spoofing attack.
Figure 5 shows output protection-sensitive region infor-
mation of the fuzzy laws of our method when the number of
users increases coverage probabilities, raising a high level of
privacy protection [35].

We compare our method with the existing method
[36], and it has been found that the proposed method’s
packet dropped less than the existing method. *is is
because more users communicate with each other within
the coverage sensitive region as shown in Figure 6. In
Figure 7, we also compare our method with the existing
method in terms of packet delivery, so our method’s
packet delivery ratio is more than 90%, but that of the
existing method is less than 90. Finally, we compute the

sensitive region probabilities in the number of nodes. Our
method is more stable and has more protection due to the
exposed region by comparison with the existing method as
shown in Figure 8.

7. Conclusion

*e objective of this paper is to propose a novel scheme for
the protection against spoofing which makes use of
probability distributions of received power signal based on
the regions for the cell user. In addition to this, we inspect
the influence on the targeted user’s secrecy frequency in
the absence and presence of the observer. We have eval-
uated our techniques via simulation outcomes for sensitive
regions’ information based on fuzzy logic. Grounded on
results, we have suggested mobile travelers’ fuzzy logic
algorithm (MTFLA) to protect highly sensitive areas, that
is, where the chance of attacks will be maximum, and
provided comparisons with various security algorithms
made for the energy consumption of diverse patterns.
Based on simulation outcomes, it is concluded that our
proposed algorithm for protection (MTFLA) is verified to
be energy-proficient (secure harvesting) as it has decreased
energy requirement for encrypting the facts resulting in
low computational time.
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*e data used to support the findings of this study are
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'e synchronization between two neural networks bymutual learning can be used to design the neural key exchange protocol.'e
critical issue is how to evaluate the synchronization without a weight vector. All existing methods have a delay in evaluating the
synchronization, which affects the security of the neural key exchange. To evaluate the full synchronization of neural networks
more timely and accurately, an improved method for evaluating the synchronization is proposed. First, the frequency that the two
networks have the same output in previous steps is used for assessing the degree of them roughly. Second, the hash function is
utilized to judge whether the two networks have achieved full synchronization precisely when the degree exceeds a given
threshold.'e improvedmethod can find the full synchronization between two networks with no information other than the hash
value of the weight vector. Compared with other methods, the full synchronization can be detected earlier by two communication
partners which adopt the method proposed in this paper. As a result, the successful probability of geometric is reduced.'erefore,
the proposed method can enhance the security of the neural exchange protocol.

1. Introduction

It is vital to ensure the information and communication
security in the network society. 'ere are a lot of techniques
that can achieve the purpose. 'e most commonly used are
symmetric cryptography and asymmetric cryptography. 'e
efficiency of asymmetric cryptography is lower than the
efficiency of symmetric cryptography. Hence, the asym-
metric cryptography algorithm is used to construct a key
exchange protocol, and the obtained key is used to encrypt
and decrypt with symmetric cryptography algorithm.
However, the algorithms of key exchange are mainly based
on number theory, which requires massive computation and
memory. 'erefore, there is a novel approach to obtain a
symmetric key by neural networks, which is called the neural
key exchange. Two neural networks can achieve synchro-
nization through mutual learning. 'ey get the common
input vector and send the output of their own to each other.
'en, after synchronization, the equivalent weights of the
two networks can be used as the symmetric key, which can
be used to encrypt and decrypt in the later session.

One of the critical issues in neural key exchange is how to
evaluate the degree of the synchronization of the two neural
networks while with no weights information of the other
party. 'e methods to calculate the cosine of the weights
vector and the Euclidean distance of the weights vector
cannot be used in practice because there is no information
about the weights vector of the other party. Deolecki et al. [1]
proposed a method to evaluate the degree of synchroniza-
tion by calculating the frequency of the equivalent output in
fixed previous learning steps of the synchronization process.
However, there is a delay to find full synchronization be-
tween the two networks in their method, which means that
the two networks still continue learning while they have
achieved full synchronization. 'e active attacker will reveal
extra information from the additional learning steps. Liu [2]
proposed amethod to evaluate the synchronization of neural
networks by using hash function. 'eir method can find the
full synchronization precisely. However, their method will
increase the communication traffic and decrease efficiency.
Exceptionally, if the hash function is used untimely, there
will be substantial communication traffic. It is necessary to
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find the full synchronization of the two networks early and
finish the learning. 'e earlier the full synchronization is
found, the less information the attacker can obtain.

'e motivation of this work is to enhance the security
and improve the efficiency of neural key exchange protocol
by improving the method for evaluating the synchronization
between two neural networks. In the existing synchroni-
zation evaluation methods, such as the hash function
method and the frequency method, there is a large delay in
the judgment of the full synchronization. Due to the large
delay, the probability of the neural key exchange protocol
being broken by the geometric attacker increases. 'e ef-
ficiency of neural key exchange protocol is also reduced by
the large delay. What is more, the frequency method also has
the possibility of misjudgment. When misjudgment occurs,
both communication partners have to perform the neural
key exchange protocol again. Consequently, the synchro-
nization evaluation method plays an important role in
neural key exchange. In this paper, an improved method to
reduce the delay and misjudgment rate is proposed. 'e
advantages of the hash function and the method based on
the output of neural networks are combined. 'erefore, the
contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) It proposes an improved method to evaluate the
synchronization of the neural networks. 'e im-
proved method can find full synchronization pre-
cisely and timely. 'e improved method can reduce
the delay.

(2) It proposes an algorithm to search for the optimal
parameter of the improved evaluation method. 'e
binary search is also used. 'anks to the optimal
parameters, the misjudgment rate of the improved
method is reduced. 'e experimental results show
that the delayed steps of the proposed method are
lower than other methods, and the misjudgment rate
is almost zero. 'e security of neural key exchange
which adopts the improved method can be
enhanced.

'e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 'e
related work is given in Section 2. 'e neural key exchange
protocol is presented in Section 3. 'e method proposed in
this paper is presented in Section 4. 'e results and dis-
cussion of the proposed method are presented in Section 5.
'e conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Neural networks have been applied to cryptography widely
[3–7]. A lot of work has been carried out for it. In this
section, the development and current state of the neural key
exchange are reviewed as follows.

Key exchange protocol based on neural networks was
first proposed in [8] and implemented with simple pa-
rameters. 'e authors analyzed the security of the protocol
with naive attackers. To accelerate the synchronization of
neural networks, the authors also presented the bit-packages
techniques and generalized the protocol. Klimov et al. [9]
analyzed the protocol proposed in [8] and explained why the

two communication partners could achieve full synchro-
nization of weights.'eir results show that the naive attacker
cannot achieve full synchronization with the two commu-
nication partners even though the same structure of net-
works, input, and learning rules is used.'en, they proposed
three types of attacks, which were the genetic attack, the
geometric attack, and the probabilistic attack. 'e three
types of attacks can break the protocol with simple pa-
rameters in [8]. However, the security of the neural key
exchange protocol depends on the structure parameters of
the neural networks. Hence, increasing the parameters can
resist the genetic attack, geometric attack, and probabilistic
attack. Shacham et al. [10] proposed a cooperating strategy,
which can cooperate with the genetic attack, geometric
attack, and probabilistic attack, so that the success proba-
bility of attackers is not affected by the depth of the synapse.

Ruter et al. [11] made a comparative analysis among
genetic attack, geometric attack, and majority attack. 'e
simulation results show that the neural key exchange pro-
tocol is a security with increasing the depth of the synapse.
Besides, they proposed a method that queries were used
instead of the random common input, which can improve
the security of neural key exchange protocol. Santhana-
lakshmi et al. [12] applied the genetic algorithm in the
synchronization of neural networks to search optimal
weights as the initial weights. 'is method can accelerate
synchronization by reducing learning time and steps. Later,
the authors analyzed the performance of the protocol
proposed in [12]. 'ey analyzed the parameters of the ge-
netic algorithm and tree parity machine [13]. 'eir results
show that security can be improved by increasing the
number of the hidden layer of the tree parity machine. Allam
et al. [14] proposed an authenticated key exchange protocol
by using a preshared key as the boundary of learning, which
is called the neural cryptography secret boundaries (NSCB)
protocol. 'e NCSB protocol adopted the dynamic learning
rate and random walk learning rules. 'e advantage of
NCSB is that it can improve the security of neural key
exchange without reducing efficiency. Chourasia et al. [15]
proposed a vectorized neural key exchange protocol. Pal
et al. [16] proposed a new learning rule, which can accelerate
the synchronization and increase the randomness of the key.
Dong and Huang [17] generalized the tree parity machine by
using the complex value. Édgar et al. [18] proposed a method
to search the optimal structure of the tree parity machine,
which makes the neural key exchange protocol more effi-
cient and secure.

Ruttor et al. [19] adopted the cosine similarity to evaluate
the degree of the synchronization between two neural
networks. It can judge full synchronization precisely by
using the weights of Alice and Bob. However, Alice or Bob
has no information about the weights of the other party in
practice.'e Euclidean distance method which needs weight
cannot be used in practice too. Doleci et al. [1] show that the
frequency with which both communication partners have
the same output can be used to evaluate the synchronization.
'e simulation results show that the relationships among the
frequency method, cosine similarity, and Euclidean distant
are very high. Gupta and Deshmukh [20] applied the
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protocol proposed in [8] to encrypt and decrypt the image
secret sharing. Sarkar [21] applied the session key generated
by the synchronization of multilayer perceptron to wireless
communications. Shishniashvili et al. [22] proposed a
technique to use parts of the weight vector instead of the
entire weight vector as the session key. 'e synchronization
between two neural networks can also be used as error
reconciliation in quantum key distribution protocols [23].
Niemiec [24] proposed a novel method that the tree parity
machine is used to correct errors taken place during
transmission in quantum key distribution protocol. 'e
influence of parameter variation on security and the in-
fluence of different learning rules on efficiency are analyzed
in [25].

'ese schemes introduced above mainly adopted the
following four methods for evaluating the synchronization:
the cosine similarity, the Euclidean distance, the hash
function, and the frequency that the outputs of both partners
are equal. 'e strengths and weaknesses of the four methods
are listed in Table 1.

We analyzed the methods from four aspects: delay, extra
traffic, misjudgment, and practicality. 'e indicator delay
means that the method cannot find the full synchronization
in the first place. Only after many steps of true synchro-
nization have taken place, the synchronization is deter-
mined, and the neural key exchange is completed. 'e
indicator extra traffic means that the communication traffic
is increased by the delay. 'e indicator misjudgment means
that the neural key exchange is completed, while the true
synchronization is not achieved, which fail to exchange the
key. 'e indicator practicality means that whether the
method can be used in practice. In the cosine similarity
method and Euclidean distancemethod, there is no delay, no
misjudgment, and no extra traffic. Although they have so
many advantages, their fatal disadvantage is that they are not
practical. Because the weight vector of the other network is
not available. 'e hash function method and the frequency
method are practical. But there is also delay and extra traffic
when the two practical methods are used. 'e key issue of
the hash functionmethod is when to use the hash function. If
the hash function is used too early, it will lead to inefficiency.
If the hash function is used too late, it will reduce the security
of neural key exchange. 'ere is also misjudgment when
using the frequency method.

In conclusion, the evaluation of the synchronization of
neural networks is a serious matter affecting the security of
the neural key exchange. In this paper, we combined the
advantage of the output of neural networks and the hash
function. We presented a synchronization evaluation
method which can improve the security of the neural key
exchange.

3. Neural Key Exchange Protocol

'ere are two communication partners called Alice and Bob
in the neural key exchange protocol. Both of them own a tree
parity machine, which is a special feedback neural network
[26]. 'e two tree parity machines can achieve full syn-
chronization by mutual learning. And then, the identical

weights of the tree parity machines can be used as a session
key to encrypt/decrypt or as a seed to generate a secret key.
'e neural key exchange protocol contains five main phases,
which are the initialization phase, calculating phase,
updating phase, evaluating phase, and completion phase.
'e flowchart of the neural key exchange protocol is shown
in Figure 1, and the detail of each phase is described as
follows.

3.1. Initialization Phase. Alice and Bob initialize their tree
parity machine with the same parameters. 'en, they ran-
domly generate the weights vector and initialize their
weights, respectively.

3.2. Calculating Phase. Alice and Bob receive the common
input vector at each learning step. 'ey calculate the output
of the tree parity machine and send the result to each other.

3.3. Updating Phase. After receiving the output of another
party, they compare whether the two outputs are equal. If
equal, Alice and Bob update their weights according to the
special learning rules, such as Hebbian learning rules, anti-
Hebbian learning rules, and random walk learning rules.
Otherwise, it goes to the calculating phase.

3.4. Evaluation Phase. If the weights are updating success-
fully, Alice and Bob need to judge whether they have
achieved full synchronization. 'e evaluation algorithm of
the synchronization degree between Alice and Bob is used
here. If the full synchronization is achieved, the protocol
goes to the next phase. Otherwise, it goes to the calculating
phase.

3.5. Completion Phase. Alice and Bob generate their key
according to the weights. 'ey finish the process of neural
key exchange.

4. Proposed Method

In this section, we propose an improved method to evaluate
the synchronization between two neural networks and an
algorithm of searching for the optimal parameter of the
method. Both the improved method and the algorithm are
described in phases. 'e algorithm for each phase is also
presented.

Table 1: 'e strengths and weaknesses.

Method Delay Extra
traffic Misjudgment Practicality

Cosine similarity × × × ×

Euclidean
distance × × × ×

Hash function √ √ × √
Frequency √ √ √ √
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4.1. *e Improved Method to Evaluate the Synchronization.
'ere are four methods that can evaluate the synchroni-
zation, which are the cosines of the weight vector, the Eu-
clidean distance of the weight vector, the frequency of the
equivalent outputs, and the hash value of the weight vector.
'e shortcomings of the methods above are discussed in
Section 1. And it is analyzed through simulation in Section 5.
'erefore, it is important to evaluate the synchronization of
the neural networks more accurately and timely. An im-
proved method which can find the full synchronization in
the first place is presented here. 'e parameters used in this
paper are listed in Table 2.

'e main idea of the improved method is judging the
degree of synchronization roughly by calculating the fre-
quency that both Alice and Bob have equal output. 'e hash
values of the weights are calculated based on the degree. And
then, whether the weights are equal is judged precisely by
comparing the hash values. Hence, the process of evaluating
the synchronization between Alice and Bob can be divided
into two main phases, which are the rough evaluation phase
and precise evaluation phase.'e flowchart of the evaluating
algorithm is given in Figure 2. 'e detail of each phase is
described as follows.

4.1.1. Rough Evaluation Phase. Both Alice and Bob have no
information about the weight vector of each other. 'e only

information is the output delivered on a public channel.
However, the frequency that Alice and Bob have the same
output can be used to evaluate the degree of synchronization.
'e calculating algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Start

End

Start

Generate random
common input vector 

 Common
input vector 

 Common 
input vector

Initialization Initialization

 Calculate the output  Calculate the output

Output Output

Are their output
 equivalent? 

NoNo

Are their weights
 equivalent? 

Update the weights by the learning rules

Yes

NoNo

KeyKey

YesYes

End

Figure 1: Neural key exchange protocol.

Table 2: Parameter description.

Parameter Description
K 'e number of hidden layer neurons
N 'e number of input neurons of the perceptron
L 'e depth of the synapse
s Previous learning steps
W 'e weight vector of neural networks
m 'e number of learning steps in synchronization
τA

m 'e result of Alice in mth steps
τB

m 'e result of Bob in mth steps
am 'e result of whether τA

m � τB
m

bm 'e average am, am−1, . . . , am−s+1
t 'e threshold of the degree of synchronization
sync 'e status of synchronization
A 'e communication partner Alice
B 'e communication partner Bob
H 'e hash function
hA 'e hash value of W of Alice
hB 'e hash value of W of Bob
left 'e low limit of binary search
right 'e high limit of binary search
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'e Algorithm 1 accepts s, m, and am as the input and
output the frequency bm. 'e variable s is a natural number
that should be set a proper value. 'e variable m is the
learning steps. If Alice and Bob have the same output in mth

steps, then am � 1. If Alice and Bob have different outputs in
mth steps, then am � 0. If the learning steps m is less than s,
the frequency is calculated by equation bm � (1/s) 

m
j�1 am.

If the learning steps m is larger than s, the frequency is
calculated by equation bm � (1/s) 

m
j�m−s+1 am.

'en, we compare bm with the threshold value t. If bm < t,
the process of evaluation will be terminated and return the
status sync with −1. sync � −1 means that Alice and Bob
have not achieved full synchronization and will continue to
learn with each other. sync � 1 means that Alice and Bob
have made full synchronization and will stop the process of
synchronization. If bm > t, it will go to the next phase.

4.1.2. Precise Evaluation Phase. Only if the degree of syn-
chronization exceeds the threshold value, it starts this phase.
'en, Alice and Bob evaluation whether they have achieved
full synchronization with the help of the hash function.
Here, we take Alice as an example to show how the full
synchronization is judged. 'e other party, Bob, should
perform the same operation as Alice. 'e evaluation algo-
rithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

'e Algorithm 2 accepts t, bm, W, hB as input and output
the synchronization status sync. 'e variable t is a threshold
value that should be adequately selected and set.'e variable
bm is the output of Algorithm 1. 'e variable W here
represents the weight vector of Alice. 'e variable hB is the
hash value of the weight vector of Bob. At the beginning of
Algorithm 2, Alice compares the output of Algorithm 1 and
the threshold value. If bm ≥ t, Alice calculates the hash value
of its own weight vector and compares it with the hash value
of the weight vector of Bob. If hA � hB, the status sync will be
returned with 1. Otherwise, the status sync will be returned
with −1. If bm < t, the status sync will also be returned with
−1.

While the precise evaluation phase is completed, the
neural key exchange protocol obtains the status of

Calculate the degree of synchronization

Is the degree exceed
 the threshold value? 

Calculate the hash value of weights

Is the hash value same
 with the other party’s?

Yes

sync = 1sync = –1

No

sync = –1

End

Output sync

No

Yes

Start

Send the hash value to another party

Figure 2: : 'e evaluation of the synchronization.

Input: s, m, am

Output: bm

Step 1: if s<m, then
Step 2: calculate bm � (1/s) 

m
j�m−s+1 am

Step 3: else
Step 4: calculate bm � (1/s) 

m
j�1 am

Step 5: end

ALGORITHM 1: Rough evaluation.

Input: t, bm, W, hB

Output: sync
Step 1: if bm ≥ t, then
Step 2: calculate hA � H(W)

Step 3: if hA � hB then
Step 4: sync � 1
Step 5: else
Step 6: sync � −1
Step 7: end
Step 8: else
Step 9: sync � −1
Step 10: end

ALGORITHM 2: Precise evaluation.

Input: none
Output: left, right
Step 1: let s � 25, left � 25
Step 2: calculating the number of misjudgment
Step 3: while the number does not exceed 0
Step 4: left � s

Step 5: s � s + 50
Step 6: calculating the number of misjudgments
Step 7: end
Step 8: right � s

ALGORITHM 3: Boundary searching.
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synchronization. 'en, if sync � 1, which means that Alice
and Bob have achieved full synchronization, the neural key
exchanged protocol will be finished. If sync � −1, which
means that Alice and Bob have not achieved full synchro-
nization, the neural key exchange protocol will continue
until the two communication partners have achieved full
synchronization.

4.2. *e Algorithm for Finding the Optimal Parameter.
'e optimal s must satisfy two conditions. First, there is no
misjudgment. Second, the delay in finding the full syn-
chronization is kept as small as possible. In the later section,
we have shown that the number of delayed steps in finding
full synchronization increases linearly with the increment of
s, and the number of misjudgments decreases with the in-
crement of s. Hence, the minimum s which makes no
misjudgment occur can be used as the optimal s. Here, an
algorithm for searching the optimal s is proposed. 'e al-
gorithm contains two phases: boundary searching phase and
binary searching phase. 'e detail of each phase is described
as follows.

4.2.1. Boundary Searching Phase. At the beginning, we let s

start with 25. And then, if the number of misjudgments for
given s exceeds 0, s will be increased by 50 each time until the
quantity equals 0. 'e detail can be seen in Algorithm 3. It
accepts no input and output the parameters left and right,
which will be used in the next phase.

4.2.2. Binary Searching Phase. 'en, the binary searching
method is adopted to select the optimal s. 'e detail can be
seen in Algorithm 4. It accepts the parameters left and right
as the input and output the optimal s. 'e purpose of the
algorithm is to find the minimum value, which makes no
misjudgment occur between left and right quickly.

5. Results and Discussion

In this section, we analyzed the method proposed in [1] and
the method proposed in [2] through simulation experi-
ments. And we also analyzed the performance of the method

proposed in this paper. 'e comparative analysis between
the proposed method and other methods has also been
made. All the algorithms are implemented in python. 'e
code environment used in this paper is shown as follows: the
computer is Sugon W560-G30. 'e operating system is
Ubuntu 20.04 LTS with 64 bits. 'ememory is 62.6 GiB.'e
CPU is Intel® Xeon(R) Sliver 4110CPU@2.10GHz with 4
core and 32 threads.

5.1. *e Optimal Parameter. 'e idea of the method pro-
posed by Dolecki et al. [1] is to calculate the frequency that
Alice and Bob have the same output in previous s steps.
Here, we show that the misjudgment will occur if the pa-
rameter s is not chosen properly. 'is is because there is
some probability that the case where all of the outputs are
equal between Alice and Bob in previous s steps, though
Alice and Bob have not achieved full synchronization. In
addition, the less the s is, the larger the number of mis-
judgment is. For example, as s increases from 25 to 225, we
simulated 10000 samples for different combinations of K, N,
and L: 3-101-1, 3-101-2, 3-101-3, 3-101-4, 3-101-5, 3-101-6,
and 3-101-7 (Figure 3). For each combination of K, N, and
L, the number of misjudgment decreases with the increment
of s. While for a fixed s, the number of misjudgment in-
creases with the increment of L.

We also show that the method proposed by Dolecki et al.
[1] has a delay in finding the full synchronization of two
neural networks. 'erefore, if the full synchronization is
achieved at the current step, while the two communication
partners have one or more output that is different in pre-
vious s steps, the frequency will be less than 1. Hence, the
learning between Alice and Bob will continue until there is
no different output between Alice and Bob in previous s

steps. For example, for K � 3, N � 101, and L � 3, if s � 75,
the steps using cosine of weight vectors are 558, while the
steps using frequency are 603. 'ere are 45 delayed steps
(Figure 4(a)). If s � 125, the steps using the cosine of weight
vectors are 397, while the steps using frequency are 496.
'ere are 99 steps that delayed (Figure 4(b)).

We use the cosine of the weight vector to find full
synchronization at the first place and record the current
steps.We also record the steps when their method judges full
synchronization. 'en, we compare the two steps and cal-
culate the delay. We set five different values for s: 25, 75, 125,
175, and 225. We set several different values for K, N, and L:
3-101-1, 3-101-2, 3-101-3, 3-101-4, 3-101-5, 3-101-6, and 3-
101-7. We simulate 10000 samples and calculate the average
delayed steps for each case. In Figure 5, whenK, N, and s are
fixed, the number of average delayed steps decreases with the
increment of L. 'is is because of the misjudging that has
been analyzed before. When K, N, and L are fixed, the
number of average steps increase linearly with the increment
of the parameter s.

'erefore, selecting an optimal s is very important for
evaluating the degree of synchronization. We use the algo-
rithm proposed in Section 3 to select the optimal s for each
combination of K, N, and L. 'e results are shown in Table 3.

Input: left, right
Output: the optimal s

Step 1: while right − left< 2
Step 2: s � (left + right)/2
Step 3: calculating the number of misjudgment
Step 4: if the number exceeds 0, then
Step 5: left � s

Step 6: else
Step 7: right � s

Step 8: end
Step 9: end

ALGORITHM 4: Binary searching.
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5.2. Security Analysis. 'e delay in finding the full syn-
chronization of neural networks may cause a security issue
of neural key exchange. And the higher the number of
delayed steps is, the less secure the neural key exchange is.
'at is, because the delayed steps can enhance the ability of
the attacker. In this section, we made a comparative analysis
of delayed steps and security among the method proposed in
[1, 2] and this paper.

'e evaluating method proposed in [1] is to use the hash
function when the learning steps exceed the step threshold,
which is the average learning steps of the fixed K, N, and L.
'e method proposed in this paper is to use the hash
function when the rough degree of synchronization exceeds
the degree threshold. 'e degree threshold means the av-
erage degree calculated by the rough evaluation phase while
full synchronization occurs. In Table 4, the step threshold
and the degree threshold were obtained by averaging 10000
simulations.
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'e delayed steps of each method are compared in
Table 5. 'e parameter K is fixed as 3 and N is fixed as 101.
'e corresponding thresholds used in the simulation are
presented in Table 4. 'e delayed steps are calculated by
averaging 10000 simulations. However, the number of
delayed steps in all three methods increases with the in-
crement of L. 'e number delayed steps of the method
proposed in this paper is the smallest among the three
methods for each L (Table 5).

'en, we use the geometric attack to test the security of
the neural key exchange protocol which adopts the evalu-
ating method proposed in [1, 2] and this paper, respectively.
We execute 10000 simulations for each method. 'e success
probability of a geometric attack is shown in Table 6. For
each method, the success probability decreases with the
increment of L. When L increases to 4, the probability is very
low. When L exceeds 4, the geometric attacker cannot break
the neural key exchange protocol. For the fixed value of L,
the probability of our method is the lowest, while the
probability of the method in [1] is the highest. For example,
the probability of our method is 25.52% lower than the
method in [1] and 4.66% lower than the method in [2].

However, the probability gap between our method and
the method in [1] decreases with the increment of L. 'e
same phenomenon also occurs between the method in [2]
and our method. 'is is also consistent with the conclusion
in [9] that the success probability of geometric attack is
reduced exponentially as L increases.'emain reason is that
the average delayed steps of each method grow more slowly
than the average learning steps required for the two neural
networks to achieve full synchronization. When the value of
L is increased from 1 to 7 by 1 in each step, the corre-
sponding average learning steps required are 42.87, 141.97,
301.94, 517.77, 791.12, 1106.95, and 1482.51, and the average
delayed steps is showed earlier in Table 5. 'e average
learning steps required for the two neural networks to

achieve full synchronization go up exponentially as L in-
creases (Figure 6).

While the average delayed steps of each method only go
up linearly as L increases. Since the average delayed steps
grow more slowly than the average learning steps, the
proportion of average delayed steps in average learning steps
is decreasing. For example, when L is 1, the percentage of
average delayed steps in the number of averaging learning
steps in [1, 2] and methods are 78.54%, 28.78%, and 13.46%,
respectively. When L is 5, the percentage of average delayed
steps in the number of averaging learning steps in [1, 2] and
methods are 38.17%, 17.62%, 5.36%, respectively.'e impact
of the delayed steps on the security of neural key exchange is
decreasing. In Figure 6, our method has the slowest increase
in the number of average delayed steps. While the number of
average delayed steps in [2] is faster than that in our method
and slower than that in [1]. 'is is why the success

Table 3: 'e optimal s.

K N L 'e optimal s

3 101 1 43
3 101 2 101
3 101 3 158
3 101 4 217
3 101 5 351
3 101 6 454
3 101 7 518

Table 4: 'e parameters used in the experiment.

K N L Step threshold Degree threshold
3 101 1 42.78 0.59
3 101 2 141.97 0.72
3 101 3 301.94 0.80
3 101 4 517.77 0.85
3 101 5 791.12 0.85
3 101 6 1106.95 0.89
3 101 7 1482.51 0.90

Table 5: Comparison of the delayed steps.

Method
'e delayed steps

L � 1 L � 2 L � 3 L � 4 L � 5 L � 6 L � 7
Reference
[1] 33.67 82.69 129.80 178.72 302.39 393.23 446.70

Reference
[2] 12.34 33.41 64.27 99.00 139.42 177.20 225.26

Ours’ 5.77 10.51 17.72 25.44 42.40 71.73 79.87

Table 6: Success probability of geometric attack.

Method
Probability

L � 1 L � 2 L � 3 L � 4 L � 5 L � 6 L � 7
Reference
[1] 53.05% 5.90% 0.48% 0.01% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Reference
[2] 32.19% 4.01% 0.37% 0.01% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Ours’ 27.53% 3.41% 0.32% 0.01% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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probability of geometric attack of our method is lower than
that in [1, 2].

6. Conclusion

'e evaluation of synchronization is a significant part of the
neural key exchange. 'e timing of finding full synchro-
nization has a substantial impact on security. In this paper,
an improved method to evaluate synchronization between
two neural networks has been proposed.'e combination of
frequency that both the two communication partners have
the same output and the hash function is used. 'e algo-
rithm for finding the optimal critical parameter is also
presented.'e proposed method has been implemented and
tested in the neural key exchange protocol.'e experimental
results show that the delay in finding full synchronization
using the method in this paper is less than the method in
[1, 2]. 'e neural key exchange protocol using the proposed
method is more resistant to the geometric attack than them.
'erefore, the security of neural key exchange protocol can
also be improved by using the proposed method. However,
there are still a few delays in finding full synchronization. In
the future, two main aspects need to be further improved.
One is to reduce the delay further. 'e other is to stop the
long-time synchronization and start a new synchronization,
which is a short-time synchronization with high probability.
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Substitution boxes are the only nonlinear component of the symmetric key cryptography and play a key role in the cryptosystem.
In block ciphers, the S-boxes create confusion and add valuable strength. 'e majority of the substitution boxes algorithms focus
on bijective Boolean functions and primitive irreducible polynomial that generates the Galois field. For binary field F2, there are
exactly 16 primitive irreducible polynomials of degree 8 and it prompts us to construct 16 Galois field extensions of order 256.
Conventionally, construction of affine power affine S-box is based on Galois field of order 256, depending on a single degree 8
primitive irreducible polynomial over Z2. In this manuscript, we study affine power affine S-boxes for all the 16 distinct degree 8
primitive irreducible polynomials over Z2 to propose 16 different 8 × 8 substitution boxes. To perform this idea, we introduce 16
affine power affine transformations and, for fixed parameters, we obtained 16 distinct S-boxes. Here, we thoroughly study S-boxes
with all possible primitive irreducible polynomials and their algebraic properties. All of these boxes are evaluated with the help of
nonlinearity test, strict avalanche criterion, bit independent criterion, and linear and differential approximation probability
analyses to measure the algebraic and statistical strength of the proposed substitution boxes. Majority logic criterion results
indicate that the proposed substitution boxes are well suited for the techniques of secure communication.

1. Introduction

'e exchange of digital data through the Internet has revo-
lutionized the communication parameters over the years. But
this rapid communication also provides opportunities to access
this digital data illegally. For this reason, the security of this
content on the Internet has become a serious challenge for the
researchers of different fields. To counter the emerging chal-
lenges of security, cryptography and steganography are used to
hide the secret information whereas watermarking is used for
copyright protection. In this manuscript, we discuss cryptog-
raphy and relevant aspects of this field. For convenience,
cryptography is divided into two types named symmetric key
cryptography and asymmetric key cryptography. In symmetric
key cryptography, two parties share secret information and
keys during encryption and decryption procedures.'e private
key is shared by both sender and receiver. In addition to this,
block ciphers and stream ciphers are two main branches of

symmetric key cryptography. In 1949, Shannon gave the idea of
block cipher and some examples of block ciphers are Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) [1], Data Encryption Standard
(DES), International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA), and
many more [2, 3]. In AES, there is availability of three different
key sizes such as 128, 192, and 256 bits, whereas in DES, the
only available key size is 56 bits. 'e AES has 10, 12, and 14
rounds for key sizes of 128, 192, and 256bits, respectively. All
these rounds have four basic steps, that is, subbyte, shift row,
mix column, and add round key. Subbyte is the step which
substitutes the plaintext data with substitution box (S-box).
'is S-box is the only nonlinear part of block cipher used in
different well-known cryptosystems. It is used to create con-
fusion to make plaintext data obscure for any attacker and
hence S-box is an integral part of any cryptosystem. S-box is a
function which has input and output from the Galois field.'e
Galois field is a finite field having order 256 and denoted by
GF(28).
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1.1. Related Work. S-box is used to create confusion as
observed in AES, International Data Encryption Algo-
rithm (IDEA), DES, and many more cryptosystems [4]. It
is an established fact that the strength of block cipher
depends on the standard and quality of S-box. Due to the
necessary immersion of S-box to generate nonlinearity,
intricacy persuades different researchers to design strong
S-boxes to enhance the security level of cryptosystems.
Among different available methods, the algebraic struc-
ture-based construction of S-boxes has much more at-
tention.'ese S-boxes have strong cryptographic features
and are robust against linear and differential
cryptanalysis.

In the literature, different structural advancements
are viewed to improve the quality of S-boxes. 'e alge-
braic complexity of AES S-box has been improved with
the extension of this S-box, that is, affine power affine
(APA) [5]. Furthermore, the symmetric group S8 has also
been applied to AES S-box to improve the quality and
numbers of S-boxes [6]. Similarly, the application of
transformation using binary gray codes on AES S-box
gives Gray S-box [7]. In [8], S-boxes are constructed by
using the projective general linear group (PGL). More-
over, the construction scheme of chaotic S-boxes using
DNA sequence and chaotic Chen system is given in
[9, 10]. Different analytical, algebraic, and chaos-based
techniques for the construction of S-boxes are given in
[11–16]. Conventionally, AES uses a polynomial of 8
terms which have all the required properties and im-
proves the security for AES. But the Gray S-box has a
255-term polynomial. Moreover, residue prime, Xyi, and
Skipjack S-boxes are frequently used for the encryption
and decryption schemes [17, 18].

It is assumed that the model of Boolean functions and
primitive irreducible polynomial has an impact on the
strength of S-box. In [19], different primitive irreducible
polynomials have been used to identify the effect of
primitive irreducible polynomial. To investigate this fact,
we want to study all the primitive irreducible polynomials
to understand whether there is an impact of irreducible
polynomial or not. Archetypally in the synthesis of an
S-box, the numbers a, b, c, and d in affine transformation
belong to Galois field GF(28). As the polynomial ring
Z2[x] has 16 primitive irreducible polynomials of degree
8, it shows that only 16 opportunities are available for
constructing Galois fields GF(28). In this paper, we have
constructed 16 different robust 8 × 8 S-boxes over the
elements of these 16 irreducible polynomials. Firstly, we
define 16 affine power affine transformations on these
different Galois fields which can be given as
z⟶ (az + b)o(cz + d)− 1; here, for a, b, c, d values, we
would be able to get 16 distinct S-boxes.

1.2.Motivation. Due to the role of S-boxes in cryptosystems,
it is essential to explore all of its aspects. 'e motivation
behind this work is to study all primitive irreducible
polynomials and their role in the construction of S-boxes.

(1) 'e Mobius transformation used in a different
construction of S-boxes has certain limitations and
restrictions in its structure [7]. For example, the
condition on the parameters, i.e., a d − bc≠ 0
∀a, b, c, d ∈ GF(28) squeezes the remaining cases.
Hence, there is a need for any other transformation.

(2) 'ere are 16 primitive irreducible polynomials in the
principal ideal domain Z2[x] whose impact was not
studied yet regarding their impression on analyses of
S-boxes.

(3) By exploring all primitive irreducible polynomials,
we have a better opportunity to obtain the crypto-
graphically strong cryptosystems.

1.3. Our Contribution. In this manuscript, we studied all
binary degree 8 primitive irreducible polynomials for the
construction of S-boxes. 'e quality of the proposed work
can be seen from the different security analyses and resis-
tance against malicious attacks. 'is whole study can be
summarized as follows:

(1) We constructed S-boxes associated with the 16 bi-
nary degree 8 primitive irreducible polynomials.

(2) 'e APA transformation is used in this work, which
is bijective and has no restrictions on the parameters.

(3) To evaluate the strength of the proposed S-boxes, we
have performed different analyses along with dif-
ferential cryptanalysis. 'e outcomes of these ana-
lyses are compared with the well-known S-boxes.

'e remaining part of the paper is planned as follows:
Section 2 presents the preliminaries and construction
scheme of the proposed S-boxes. In Section 3, algebraic and
statistical analyses are calculated in detail. Section 4 presents
definitions of the balanced Boolean function. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Primitive Irreducible Polynomials of
Degree 8 and GF (28)

2.1. 0e Galois Fields GF(28). We summarize here some
well-known facts from the theory of rings and fields. Let R be
a commutative ring with identity. A nonempty subset J of R

is called an ideal of R if J is an additive subgroup of R and
aJ⊆ J for every a ∈ R, where aJ � aj | j ∈ J . If, further-
more, there does not exist a proper ideal of R properly
containing J, then we say that J is a maximal ideal of R

Besides; R is said to be a field if each of its nonzero elements
has a must inverse in R. If R is a field of prime characteristic
p, then R is an extension of the prime fieldZp. A polynomial
f(x) ∈ Zp[x] is said to be irreducible if it cannot be factored
in Zp[x] into two polynomials of strictly smaller degrees.
'e principal ideal,

〈f(x)〉 � h(x)f(x): h(x) ∈ Zp[x] , (1)
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generated by a monic irreducible polynomial f(x) ∈ Zp[x]

is a maximal ideal in Zp[x]. If f(x) is of degree m, then the
quotient ring,

Zp[x]

〈f(x)〉
� g(x) +〈f(x)〉: g(x) ∈ Zp[x] , (2)

is an extension field of Zp of degree m consisting of pm

elements. 'is field is called a Galois field and is denoted by
GF(pm) and is said to be the field extension ofZp defined by
the irreducible polynomial f(x). A representative g(x) of
each element of GF(pm) can be chosen to be of degree
strictly less than m. If α is a root of f(x) in an algebraic
closure of Zp, then GF(pm) is isomorphic to the field:

Zp(α) � a0 + a1α + · · · + am−1α
m− 1

: ai ∈ Zp,∀i , (3)

and so we can identify the two fields. Furthermore, if α is a
generator of the cyclic finite multiplicative group of nonzero
elements of Zp(α), then we say that f(x) is primitive.

'e Galois field GF(28) is particularly of specific in-
terest in cryptographic applications, especially in S-boxes
constructions. For our cryptographic purposes, we are
interested in such a field whose defining irreducible
polynomial is “primitive” (of degree 8, of course). It is
well known that there are (φ(28 − 1)/8) � 16 such poly-
nomials over Z2, for example, p1(x), . . . , p16(x) ∈ Z2[x],
which we list in Table 1. In the following section, we
construct 16 S-boxes out of the Galois fields corre-
sponding to the aforementioned sixteen primitive irre-
ducible polynomials.

2.2. 0e Proposed S-Box Construction Method. For each
i � 1, . . . , 16, consider the affine power affine map (APA):

S � A1 ∘f ∘A2: Z2 αi( ⟶ Z2 αi( , (4)

where A1(x) � ax + b and A2(x) � cx + d

(a, b, c, d ∈ Z2(αi)) are two affine maps with a, c≠ 0, and

f(x) �
x

− 1
, if x≠ 0,

0, if x � 0.

⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

Among other things, the map S, which is obviously
bijective, was introduced by [5] to produce confusion in the
scheme. For our S-boxes, we choose a � 13, b � 14 and c �

102 and d � 210. Figure 1 demonstrates the flow chart of the
construction of the 16 different S-boxes. Moreover, the
construction of S-boxes in correspondence to polynomial 1
(P1) to polynomial 16 (P16) is shown in Figure 1. All the
S-boxes are given in Tables 2–17, corresponding to P1 to P16.
'ese tables are before the conclusion section.

In the proposed work, we present an APA S-box cor-
responding to each i � 1, . . . , 16 where the APA map S

gives the 16 × 16 lookup tables. We, then, show that these
S-boxes have strong cryptographic properties certified with
the help of analyses such as nonlinearity, strict avalanche
criterion (SAC), bit independent criterion (BIC), linear
approximation probability (LP), and differential approxi-
mation probability (DP) [20].

3. Security Analysis

In this section, we present some algebraic and statistical analyses
of S-box followed [21]. Such analyses indicate the strength of all
the proposed S-boxes and give an idea for their application in
image encryption and other modes of secure communication.

3.1. Nonlinearity. Nonlinearity analysis of a function f is
the minimum hamming distance between the Boolean
function f:f: 0, 1{ }n⟶ 0, 1{ } and its all n-bit affine
functions. In the truth table of Boolean function f, the
nonlinearity of f represents the degree of dissimilarity
between f and all affine function. If the function has high
minimum hamming distance, it indicates it has high
nonlinearity. It is an established fact that high nonline-
arity provides resistance to any kind of linear approxi-
mation attacks [22, 23]. 'e calculated upper bound of
nonlinearity is M � 2m− 1 − 2((m/2)− 1) so that, for m � 8, the
optimal value of nonlinearity is 120. Table 18 shows the
nonlinearity of 16 S-boxes corresponding to all primitive
irreducible polynomials. From this table, it can be seen
that the value of nonlinearity has not been affected due to
background irreducible polynomial.

3.2. Strict AvalancheCriteria. In [24], Webster and Tavares
introduced the strict avalanche criteria (SAC) on the
concepts of completeness and avalanche. If a single input
bit changes, the output bits change with almost 0.5
probability. It helps to show that the resulting output
vector is highly random, and no single pattern can be
predictable by minor variation in the input vector [25].
By seeing the performance indexes of S-boxes, the pro-
posed S-boxes successfully satisfy SAC. Table 19 depicts
the value of SAC for all the proposed 16 S-boxes. It shows
that the maximum value of SAC is 0.562500 for the first 9
S-boxes including 11th, 14th, and 16th S-boxes. Similarly,

Table 1: Primitive irreducible polynomials and their corre-
sponding Galois fields.

Primitive polynomials pi(x)& roots αi Galois field GF(28)

p1(x) � x8 + x4 + x3 + x2 + 1; α1 Z2[x]/〈p1(x)〉

p2(x) � x8 + x5 + x3 + x + 1; α2 Z2[x]/〈p2(x)〉

p3(x) � x8 + x5 + x3 + x2 + 1; α3 Z2[x]/〈p3(x)〉

p4(x) � x8 + x6 + x3 + x2 + 1; α4 Z2[x]/〈p4(x)〉

p5(x) � x8 + x6 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1; α5 Z2[x]/〈p5(x)〉

p6(x) � x8 + x6 + x5 + x + 1; α6 Z2[x]/〈p6(x)〉

p7(x) � x8 + x6 + x5 + x2 + 1; α7 Z2[x]/〈p7(x)〉

p8(x) � x8 + x6 + x5 + x3 + 1; α8 Z2[x]/〈p8(x)〉

p9(x) � x8 + x7 + x3 + x2 + 1; α9 Z2[x]/〈p9(x)〉

p10(x) � x8 + x7 + x5 + x3 + 1; α10 Z2[x]/〈p10(x)〉

p11(x) � x8 + x7 + x2 + x + 1; α11 Z2[x]/〈p11(x)〉

p12(x) � x8 + x7 + x6 + x + 1; α12 Z2[x]/〈p12(x)〉

p13(x) � x8 + x7 + x6 + x5 + x2 + x + 1; α13 Z2[x]/〈p13(x)〉

p14(x) � x8 + x7 + x6 + x3 + x2 + x + 1; α14 Z2[x]/〈p14(x)〉

p15(x) � x8 + x7 + x6 + x5 + x4 + x2 + 1; α15 Z2[x]/〈p15(x)〉

p16(x) � x8 + x6 + x5 + x4 + 1; α16 Z2[x]/〈p16(x)〉
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Table 2: S-box corresponding to P2.

Proposed S-box 1
176 141 139 249 75 179 4 69 48 62 243 197 49 105 167 250
240 60 189 182 188 230 178 101 236 21 153 110 38 155 127 207
91 213 29 55 88 78 244 215 81 221 158 219 74 201 210 255
119 90 37 42 43 147 67 83 96 22 99 253 144 11 56 9
63 223 205 80 140 71 121 125 120 54 168 187 82 202 10 70
26 19 161 186 183 65 232 64 172 41 93 44 40 137 34 128
164 241 163 25 87 214 76 196 1 31 45 8 198 97 102 246
2 77 235 233 51 57 118 100 117 208 143 30 138 217 66 157
211 245 15 134 180 126 114 142 89 148 254 218 123 85 154 169
103 165 6 195 84 224 184 107 203 200 145 229 0 7 231 226
58 3 53 212 191 159 35 242 5 220 216 247 192 204 136 228
79 115 92 227 248 73 50 112 132 108 225 16 252 23 130 185
33 133 237 61 173 171 27 86 113 181 175 116 251 177 170 234
12 150 18 14 68 174 149 39 17 124 199 32 131 28 162 20
160 111 135 13 104 129 239 98 222 109 146 72 152 206 190 238
52 95 166 24 209 46 47 59 122 156 106 151 194 94 36 193

Start

Set degree 8 primitive
irreducible

polynomials

Ideal

<p2 (x)>

Z2 [x]

Z2 [x]
<p16 (x)>
Z2 [x]

<p1 (x)>
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<p1 (x)>
Z2 [x]S1:

S-box 1 S-box 2 S-box 16

S1 = A1 · f · A2

<p1 (x)>
Z2 [x]

<p2 (x)>
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<p16 (x)>
Z2 [x]

Figure 1: Flow chart for the construction of the proposed S-boxes and S-boxes corresponding to P1 and P16.

Table 3: S-box corresponding to P2.

Proposed S-box 2
186 170 249 53 208 106 49 220 147 203 143 207 250 177 133 19
240 84 152 38 18 21 58 59 67 219 15 209 70 150 41 121
64 255 231 139 182 117 25 100 47 125 109 77 190 113 110 148
118 197 198 146 39 138 108 161 75 13 103 200 73 91 105 204
80 104 130 124 2 132 214 63 144 48 112 181 72 196 37 151
3 135 10 129 221 184 26 111 40 222 11 127 223 31 29 87
86 189 205 23 253 114 89 218 176 193 229 180 201 158 4 69
22 188 228 85 241 236 140 239 16 164 57 79 8 56 24 102
211 160 142 153 54 68 213 210 230 71 238 235 82 252 52 98
33 7 65 42 5 1 32 162 212 192 175 90 17 245 43 119
178 44 36 46 166 171 51 234 195 62 145 45 247 14 168 174
217 122 159 0 101 237 60 27 163 202 243 99 116 120 131 6
224 232 20 123 34 55 137 206 155 226 81 173 93 169 107 172
167 199 191 94 136 96 183 149 233 246 179 156 9 83 50 95
61 28 254 88 141 165 126 35 128 66 76 134 216 97 242 187
244 30 74 215 12 115 185 194 78 154 227 251 225 248 92 157
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Table 4: S-box corresponding to P3.

Proposed S-box 3
126 250 162 102 32 143 129 192 28 200 47 42 155 131 177 221
240 142 29 49 138 120 94 46 20 64 5 99 116 27 50 167
67 165 117 133 108 175 96 0 174 54 58 251 223 164 181 44
154 88 238 69 89 194 201 193 22 75 61 137 123 72 86 169
121 71 144 18 159 90 16 189 105 31 51 26 8 149 176 38
65 110 48 183 210 196 217 59 163 237 118 93 13 241 140 208
173 247 119 33 233 228 66 170 80 222 166 161 160 146 236 224
179 63 115 81 98 231 150 97 243 229 178 215 17 6 14 245
211 199 253 197 85 41 43 76 3 62 128 55 91 40 124 60
73 134 77 21 1 107 218 180 204 112 15 230 246 104 151 130
168 220 227 145 103 185 191 2 182 82 52 202 34 190 25 152
139 114 187 186 141 30 122 113 23 92 111 101 12 239 127 213
87 156 188 216 184 153 37 249 70 10 226 255 95 4 84 206
148 214 172 225 254 45 135 24 35 11 53 39 195 9 252 248
203 36 205 100 242 244 235 209 125 74 232 207 212 158 147 19
109 56 219 157 171 7 106 57 234 83 136 79 132 68 198 78

Table 5: S-box corresponding to P4.

Proposed S-box 4
49 103 220 208 58 70 173 238 242 160 154 169 158 110 139 94
240 200 78 149 155 117 219 131 50 161 226 14 48 189 1 147
115 120 218 34 51 7 104 182 167 150 192 64 178 95 57 91
176 3 100 159 205 134 63 85 243 22 69 236 177 144 210 20
44 79 206 89 96 74 66 146 197 15 0 108 13 215 25 181
235 93 194 221 73 18 246 56 140 106 244 247 148 237 88 232
191 251 234 99 9 33 59 252 45 179 222 125 132 109 229 136
77 41 162 8 188 126 202 97 67 217 163 98 84 171 29 42
211 38 213 119 46 168 5 116 204 129 75 31 152 239 166 172
68 10 11 6 35 83 212 186 43 105 249 199 255 196 111 32
87 184 156 24 223 190 195 153 92 230 112 209 39 52 80 12
113 198 60 40 138 164 76 101 72 61 145 122 174 23 19 86
170 183 214 245 135 231 36 54 224 81 143 124 30 228 4 114
26 53 127 203 141 133 187 90 118 201 27 180 71 130 17 185
82 175 137 165 28 216 227 37 55 47 2 157 248 233 123 254
142 121 253 128 102 225 193 16 107 250 241 62 207 65 151 21

Table 6: S-box corresponding to P5.

Proposed S-box 5
61 163 105 177 30 219 248 58 41 7 9 127 151 118 169 196
240 34 202 51 77 191 126 233 215 39 254 197 20 48 93 192
122 128 97 95 181 217 65 64 173 23 91 0 198 43 90 16
175 87 70 162 168 92 2 49 100 245 193 249 205 107 55 139
108 33 11 114 74 81 53 15 6 110 206 137 200 104 247 116
19 182 14 46 60 115 158 167 130 113 17 204 4 218 141 176
147 1 138 216 213 179 226 150 253 31 85 66 231 187 243 57
71 236 244 225 45 38 165 40 172 201 188 119 224 242 29 232
211 214 54 185 42 227 190 82 159 44 157 250 235 221 171 28
155 35 52 124 120 84 78 136 59 123 36 88 251 83 134 21
3 143 153 223 102 129 209 111 131 140 144 184 98 80 178 220
12 148 186 99 149 210 239 94 234 37 152 230 63 241 67 189
22 194 238 203 56 207 117 26 86 112 18 237 68 47 212 229
166 146 199 228 121 101 180 174 76 72 32 160 69 208 10 125
246 73 252 103 164 8 79 109 25 27 24 106 142 154 183 62
96 255 132 156 75 145 50 135 13 133 222 161 170 5 195 89
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Table 7: S-box corresponding to P6.

Proposed S-box 6
162 120 205 183 16 20 137 191 89 95 128 239 159 10 219 94
240 155 187 248 196 92 139 223 12 136 18 222 80 140 131 158
100 53 236 50 192 72 118 167 132 42 3 51 90 138 15 28
249 246 174 221 11 161 19 126 150 0 254 96 13 49 181 112
81 163 108 26 135 216 234 99 85 14 78 62 177 104 179 207
189 22 255 27 178 225 212 237 147 114 253 165 75 17 244 184
199 166 87 208 71 242 195 175 101 247 79 243 149 44 217 201
38 36 37 5 251 63 125 66 69 218 190 86 103 30 148 123
211 198 33 48 232 197 105 9 93 31 107 145 194 185 41 227
40 146 214 58 228 77 144 152 57 35 180 172 241 60 55 6
8 61 24 229 169 1 168 171 154 204 52 233 21 213 119 245
56 133 113 127 45 98 115 65 64 134 173 200 102 202 110 74
182 157 141 76 91 68 34 224 59 203 206 170 215 153 73 39
67 29 130 142 116 186 88 160 47 106 2 54 193 121 231 210
7 252 117 250 176 4 84 43 124 235 209 151 122 230 226 129
32 23 188 111 156 220 164 238 82 97 143 70 83 46 109 25

Table 8: S-box corresponding to P7.

Proposed S-box 7
86 101 177 89 199 188 236 165 198 145 112 232 92 164 76 137
240 244 5 87 151 98 181 129 117 94 230 108 39 29 184 206
103 123 56 180 35 142 246 168 48 36 64 222 187 111 196 15
54 190 120 104 173 1 208 105 162 224 251 12 253 172 57 170
114 3 153 159 185 204 19 245 128 50 97 140 227 127 214 44
176 218 118 209 4 53 247 68 186 249 6 93 25 150 28 88
0 254 115 147 85 154 221 99 69 45 70 136 130 32 8 134
171 139 250 243 248 174 191 20 31 2 43 33 255 22 152 27
211 71 61 109 95 47 9 226 135 67 143 124 160 125 228 18
7 49 26 79 220 179 231 223 148 210 51 241 141 113 200 16
192 197 239 146 24 183 252 82 167 126 225 242 58 219 52 107
233 55 149 235 77 178 157 201 65 40 216 74 207 133 131 78
83 122 73 102 66 213 138 80 11 182 34 46 195 10 193 17
237 75 119 110 238 156 21 72 203 175 234 41 189 158 116 215
205 13 91 202 106 38 229 30 81 23 37 63 144 96 59 42
62 100 84 166 14 60 217 161 169 132 163 90 212 194 155 121

Table 9: S-box corresponding to P8.

Proposed S-box 8
41 6 47 28 109 248 100 139 227 141 111 60 7 125 178 31
240 224 53 123 91 63 67 237 71 217 11 205 252 133 61 22
97 172 182 233 124 51 196 236 255 170 128 3 186 179 83 119
29 206 234 210 218 1 151 220 245 68 13 213 54 214 30 15
23 98 95 82 189 212 48 120 187 219 239 222 202 192 154 246
143 24 131 181 102 27 204 184 129 137 114 74 122 57 188 199
94 75 20 79 76 158 92 130 39 19 96 134 103 108 33 229
89 21 175 50 166 195 87 203 164 46 174 121 25 34 241 16
211 238 104 112 235 14 116 251 191 86 253 230 225 52 155 38
58 177 173 40 45 148 62 42 201 149 190 250 216 157 59 244
169 153 150 117 142 101 145 9 207 208 247 160 140 8 64 180
194 88 37 162 115 35 156 5 90 36 84 106 152 232 159 110
144 73 80 126 200 165 113 56 161 49 127 12 168 0 66 226
147 32 132 146 243 4 43 138 55 163 167 135 223 81 93 209
69 99 107 44 198 105 228 10 65 77 215 197 193 176 18 17
249 78 242 85 70 72 171 183 26 221 254 231 118 136 185 2
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Table 12: S-box corresponding to P11.

Proposed S-box 11
128 191 132 167 111 120 159 218 25 68 173 217 32 39 99 239
240 94 157 95 75 112 190 213 152 202 40 101 2 207 140 64
19 238 35 151 154 197 199 60 61 187 44 201 72 37 126 118
24 80 124 141 16 41 193 160 7 107 163 129 248 66 189 221
10 109 76 150 110 255 171 70 17 18 43 174 153 13 113 206
244 219 3 203 12 134 48 245 164 130 230 4 144 53 182 78
155 227 253 158 26 86 186 62 79 21 175 162 222 215 247 208
98 137 210 63 57 67 138 96 139 242 254 38 92 188 97 52
211 106 6 9 22 85 212 198 234 225 42 223 119 136 90 33
46 121 249 184 34 142 251 20 214 216 50 209 135 87 74 176
161 5 77 36 229 83 149 73 168 181 196 115 194 11 56 8
82 231 51 1 148 65 195 172 23 177 228 0 131 252 88 170
220 27 69 71 123 232 49 226 236 58 104 143 178 166 117 205
54 169 108 91 204 127 116 45 165 89 30 55 31 84 246 15
156 122 224 192 103 145 243 114 185 102 200 180 250 81 233 47
59 125 133 100 147 14 183 146 235 237 29 28 105 93 179 241

Table 10: S-box corresponding to P9.

Proposed S-box 9
164 17 78 216 114 139 98 51 31 89 58 243 221 249 159 18
240 64 151 225 120 210 180 135 57 115 204 72 62 155 227 195
109 95 127 141 76 229 178 246 12 147 47 235 166 217 122 212
205 26 27 138 148 70 171 130 140 215 203 156 146 11 106 233
242 162 6 206 142 16 119 218 253 169 104 213 102 41 245 231
197 250 65 86 90 152 237 241 167 254 4 14 208 182 71 101
232 68 111 10 134 55 209 103 189 61 74 116 20 40 118 186
42 192 131 226 43 113 63 157 38 69 8 60 149 44 255 53
211 82 224 110 32 94 49 236 80 160 196 222 185 108 188 154
176 123 238 117 30 247 88 150 181 144 132 35 37 198 96 97
136 92 23 75 121 81 112 83 125 239 87 2 143 19 105 201
137 214 15 56 172 179 133 252 36 220 85 184 50 234 39 194
73 99 173 79 124 46 25 100 168 3 33 228 191 145 165 161
199 77 126 28 183 59 170 22 54 202 223 66 163 219 187 174
177 244 175 5 128 67 230 7 93 45 29 21 158 13 129 9
0 48 200 107 34 24 251 248 1 190 84 52 193 153 91 207

Table 11: S-box corresponding to P10.

Proposed S-box 10
109 26 163 213 77 207 155 87 34 96 136 40 177 25 128 11
240 147 166 252 115 158 185 123 146 68 239 149 160 180 6 111
22 198 208 243 103 97 24 187 179 228 132 110 188 10 151 130
62 119 131 60 219 148 245 9 101 81 205 3 222 98 203 19
154 178 66 117 246 108 226 135 202 224 59 236 192 156 141 112
217 28 39 167 172 104 44 230 54 253 82 168 23 4 150 58
107 64 43 48 20 118 181 102 173 254 200 76 237 209 143 204
63 193 221 214 14 88 16 126 223 90 157 85 46 169 196 191
211 42 1 199 176 100 216 152 183 89 37 99 75 233 72 122
184 52 79 206 235 194 225 71 15 162 50 210 242 127 153 234
57 70 165 248 164 5 67 55 2 129 124 189 21 171 241 86
251 159 125 134 32 93 116 12 255 106 175 73 170 35 139 84
41 120 18 27 78 17 182 174 53 215 83 247 94 227 31 137
29 61 113 145 212 238 138 105 30 47 121 92 74 7 80 142
232 95 197 220 195 231 49 161 36 8 69 91 65 13 244 218
51 0 250 144 229 114 190 45 249 133 140 38 33 186 201 56
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Table 13: S-box corresponding to P12.

Proposed S-box 12
140 249 110 3 253 6 19 160 102 247 235 219 17 166 184 34
240 198 221 159 212 199 188 148 27 0 52 73 176 15 4 93
1 28 32 214 195 238 216 24 229 92 241 36 209 207 12 9
25 245 139 97 109 41 225 37 105 106 71 100 206 165 129 59
171 70 208 126 111 242 181 119 215 22 183 233 14 222 204 150
226 144 82 121 40 87 67 228 116 234 81 13 180 5 96 237
42 51 95 16 99 79 21 69 31 30 125 55 89 143 123 178
122 158 80 66 10 133 46 252 33 112 210 157 131 203 127 43
211 54 132 217 58 155 152 192 53 128 84 44 88 236 194 168
170 239 231 218 232 205 103 151 2 173 26 145 20 251 136 117
146 49 83 35 202 90 243 164 78 108 201 167 175 191 68 163
65 85 185 255 104 18 227 177 75 39 161 182 187 57 98 186
64 246 179 196 174 38 118 135 101 193 77 223 94 248 72 250
107 62 189 153 8 48 7 56 169 60 23 11 149 141 29 156
147 120 154 254 134 130 244 200 172 213 197 162 190 113 45 86
114 230 47 138 61 115 220 50 137 224 76 63 142 124 91 74

Table 14: S-box corresponding to P13.

Proposed S-box 13
24 177 151 25 7 71 226 153 127 137 209 73 254 213 96 237
240 234 102 131 201 142 118 64 16 249 176 6 5 18 222 95
52 36 82 160 224 225 144 74 67 129 1 13 105 143 186 248
181 113 231 108 58 216 43 114 156 37 168 9 170 60 3 246
40 122 217 247 223 85 163 4 65 152 31 189 70 12 173 210
207 233 197 107 83 115 164 99 66 56 23 111 120 61 251 46
205 154 255 167 198 81 87 109 20 135 59 68 100 39 220 172
145 11 132 185 106 53 162 112 253 54 180 33 116 175 104 134
211 123 204 26 190 90 8 92 15 110 119 29 188 230 219 199
76 79 174 130 147 166 63 215 241 41 244 141 124 0 35 98
218 245 242 72 21 239 47 94 208 238 10 165 171 91 14 192
77 243 148 158 80 203 45 42 194 146 159 235 214 161 32 169
93 101 140 30 97 50 84 126 229 196 200 48 55 139 57 44
69 128 49 155 19 62 232 252 236 136 250 27 157 195 125 206
34 179 78 38 193 227 28 184 133 88 187 178 75 212 138 117
191 202 149 22 228 89 150 121 221 17 182 86 51 183 103 2

Table 15: S-box corresponding to P14.

Proposed S-box 14
93 13 118 253 48 210 140 163 100 34 18 128 11 90 53 114
240 227 242 106 112 138 147 92 250 206 141 56 152 57 94 212
50 149 235 21 233 254 102 131 156 142 173 194 31 45 244 195
237 43 183 168 121 95 9 71 37 120 204 62 119 174 122 186
123 29 105 136 191 196 91 40 229 86 4 41 125 22 224 162
155 30 223 161 39 169 14 63 52 133 199 36 241 124 59 65
190 127 219 88 214 115 126 96 38 239 55 7 197 73 2 42
23 144 47 46 68 72 6 185 109 176 1 98 201 234 222 203
211 175 157 113 110 217 85 3 249 255 116 104 25 82 179 97
158 135 44 78 117 164 160 221 66 236 145 103 60 230 232 134
182 67 177 188 15 8 107 79 216 12 246 51 213 180 58 17
189 252 215 245 69 218 192 10 225 74 54 83 84 61 166 193
16 139 81 132 19 101 76 208 231 151 181 49 187 99 202 228
205 220 154 198 111 167 20 26 200 64 165 247 248 209 207 148
226 0 28 184 33 159 27 153 24 172 171 75 238 243 77 87
35 170 32 137 143 251 129 178 146 150 80 89 108 130 5 70
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Table 17: S-box corresponding to P15.

Proposed S-box 16
6 136 68 218 166 118 48 114 2 173 30 39 204 81 144 134
240 46 115 83 91 202 1 203 10 63 145 4 89 112 213 17
47 8 176 149 117 181 38 133 56 87 162 20 199 78 60 157
254 14 192 29 200 178 140 69 24 121 160 148 158 252 67 228
111 103 102 194 33 122 44 205 61 100 229 215 80 187 217 189
28 124 147 92 31 76 45 171 137 239 95 154 42 64 51 55
119 236 77 242 0 12 75 216 84 151 220 49 101 150 129 53
155 198 174 146 90 233 88 225 54 179 5 74 246 138 110 230
211 153 208 214 40 184 13 255 71 163 62 130 175 232 231 128
156 141 34 152 15 212 165 41 106 97 167 72 177 169 234 107
170 120 247 104 245 195 7 172 19 65 85 36 70 108 209 222
197 132 244 57 201 182 96 52 125 210 183 127 241 126 235 26
58 227 143 11 238 86 135 191 66 168 237 3 59 123 32 27
105 207 221 22 248 251 243 50 23 16 186 98 82 250 180 164
193 219 93 79 35 196 249 188 139 253 161 99 37 223 224 226
131 21 109 25 73 116 43 206 94 113 190 142 185 159 9 18

Table 16: S-box corresponding to P15.

Proposed S-box 15
12 220 182 7 142 239 96 251 36 246 21 162 223 103 35 40
240 132 32 219 116 160 243 28 128 168 159 206 193 95 50 154
38 234 47 66 126 192 54 169 65 175 254 89 45 123 233 39
17 194 111 202 242 226 178 210 185 64 77 218 108 127 147 222
191 214 237 110 184 155 30 20 86 212 156 1 255 119 167 141
105 252 176 63 205 139 151 53 33 189 170 213 183 224 204 75
69 100 230 196 188 31 43 104 83 91 145 60 113 117 152 94
157 129 102 235 135 49 15 181 163 195 58 249 134 171 107 37
211 34 24 238 67 22 236 88 253 109 207 221 164 203 138 19
48 229 122 71 76 93 120 143 81 106 26 137 215 200 187 217
118 72 244 245 150 209 121 144 199 14 186 27 70 115 84 55
4 11 73 80 179 79 146 18 173 6 172 8 56 136 78 61
42 52 85 166 133 41 228 25 99 90 158 125 57 29 2 248
10 231 92 5 201 180 68 177 174 23 161 208 98 62 232 140
51 165 216 0 241 101 9 97 131 148 198 247 130 114 250 112
44 46 225 13 153 3 16 82 190 124 59 197 149 227 74 87

Table 18: Nonlinearity of the proposed S-box.

S-boxes f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 Average
S-box 1 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 2 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 3 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 4 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 5 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 6 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 7 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 8 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 9 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 10 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 11 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 12 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 13 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 14 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 15 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
S-box 16 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112
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Table 19: Strict avalanche criterion.

S-box Max Min Average Square deviation
S-box 1 0.562500 0.437500 0.496094 0.0172495
S-box 2 0.546875 0.453125 0.495117 0.0128725
S-box 3 0.562500 0.453125 0.494141 0.0152856
S-box 4 0.562500 0.453125 0.50708 0.0118748
S-box 5 0.546875 0.453125 0.503174 0.0153901
S-box 6 0.562500 0.453125 0.501709 0.016637
S-box 7 0.562500 0.453125 0.502441 0.0170951
S-box 8 0.562500 0.453125 0.503906 0.0165152
S-box 9 0.562500 0.453125 0.485596 0.0153978
S-box 10 0.546875 0.453125 0.509766 0.0123912
S-box 11 0.562500 0.4375 0.50415 0.0191487
S-box 12 0.5625 0.453125 0.501221 0.016475
S-box 13 0.546875 0.4375 0.500977 0.0127235
S-box 14 0.5625 0.453125 0.508301 0.0158654
S-box 15 0.546875 0.437500 0.498779 0.0143727
S-box 16 0.5625 0.437500 0.496582 0.0143171

Table 20: Bit independent criterion.

BIC-SAC BIC
S-box Min Average Square deviation Max Average Square deviation
S-box 1 0.47461 0.50119 0.01132 112 112 0
S-box 2 0.49219 0.50600 0.00845 112 112 0
S-box 3 0.48047 0.50202 0.01015 112 112 0
S-box 4 0.47852 0.50656 0.01201 112 112 0
S-box 5 0.48438 0.50105 0.00924 112 112 0
S-box 6 0.47656 0.49819 0.00784 112 112 0
S-box 7 0.48633 0.50593 0.00925 112 112 0
S-box 8 0.48828 0.50251 0.00835 112 112 0
S-box 9 0.48828 0.50258 0.00644 112 112 0
S-box 10 0.48438 0.50739 0.00981 112 112 0
S-box 11 0.47656 0.49784 0.00950 112 112 0
S-box 12 0.47070 0.49679 0.01026 112 112 0
S-box 13 0.48242 0.50021 0.01085 112 112 0
S-box 14 0.49023 0.50718 0.00901 112 112 0
S-box 15 0.48438 0.50265 0.00883 112 112 0
S-box 16 0.48633 0.50544 0.00861 112 112 0

Table 21: Linear and differential approximation probability analysis.

S-box
Linear approximation probability Differential approximation probability

Max count LP Max value DP
S-box 1 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 1 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 2 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 3 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 4 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 5 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 6 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 7 145 0.0664 4 0.015625
S-box 8 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 9 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 10 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 11 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 12 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 13 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 14 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 15 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
S-box 16 144 0.0625 4 0.015625
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the minimum value of SAC is 0.453125 for the first 10
S-boxes including 12th and 14th S-boxes. 'e average
value of SAC lies in the interval [0.4856, 0.509766].

3.3. Bit Independent Criterion. Another algebraic criterion
(BIC) is used to evaluate the strength of S-box, which is
presented by Detombe and Tavares in [26]. In Table 14, the
outcomes of BIC to SAC and BIC for the proposed S-boxes
are given.'eminimumBIC to SAC value is 0.47070 for 12th
S-box and the highest minimum value is 0.49219 for 2nd
S-box. 'e average BIC to SAC lies between 0.49679 and
0.50739. Similarly, the square deviation values for all the

proposed S-boxes are given in Table 20. 'e maximum and
average value of BIC is 112 for all S-boxes. It is depicted that
the proposed S-boxes give the nearest best value of BIC
analyses.

3.4. Linear Approximation Probability. Matsui defines the
extreme value of the imbalance of an event as the linear
approximation probability. It is notable that the parity of the
input bits that is, the mask Gl, is equal to the parity of the
output bits, i.e., the mask Gm. 'e linear approximation
probability of a given S-box is defined in the following
equation:

Table 22: Comparison of the performance indexes of the proposed S-boxes with some standard S-boxes.

8 × 8 S-boxes Nonlinearity SAC BIC BIC-SAC DP LP
AES S-box 112 0.5058 112 0.504 0.0156 0.062
APA S-box 112 0.4987 112 0.499 0.0156 0.062
Gray S-box 112 0.5058 112 0.502 0.0156 0.062
Skipjack S-box 105.7 0.4980 104.1 0.499 0.0468 0.109
Xyi S-box 105 0.5048 103.7 0.503 0.0468 0.156
Residue prime 99.5 0.5012 101.7 0.502 0.2810 0.132
Reference [27] 106 0.4978 103.92 — — —
Reference [28] 0.505 — — — —
Reference [29] 104 0.5241 103 0.50181 0.1625 0.0486
S-box 1 112 0.496094 112 0.50119 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 2 112 0.495117 112 0.50600 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 3 112 0.494141 112 0.50202 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 4 112 0.50708 112 0.50656 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 5 112 0.503174 112 0.50105 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 6 112 0.501709 112 0.49819 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 7 112 0.502441 112 0.50593 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 8 112 0.503906 112 0.50251 0.015625 0.0664
S-box 9 112 0.485596 112 0.50258 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 10 112 0.509766 112 0.50739 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 11 112 0.50415 112 0.49784 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 12 112 0.501221 112 0.49679 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 13 112 0.500977 112 0.50021 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 14 112 0.508301 112 0.50718 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 15 112 0.498779 112 0.50265 0.015625 0.0625
S-box 16 112 0.496582 112 0.50544 0.015625 0.0625

Table 23: MLC analyses for the proposed S-boxes.

S-boxes Entropy Correlation Contrast Energy Homogeneity
S-box 1 7.2763 0.1032 8.8505 0.0175 0.4499
S-box 2 7.2763 0.1246 9.1517 0.0174 0.4530
S-box 3 7.2763 0.0895 9.5748 0.0175 0.4532
S-box 4 7.2763 0.1486 8.9132 0.0184 0.4579
S-box 5 7.2763 0.1277 9.2077 0.0195 0.4714
S-box 6 7.2763 0.1326 9.8130 0.0178 0.4532
S-box 7 7.2642 0.0904 10.0599 0.0177 0.4438
S-box 8 7.2763 0.1256 9.6635 0.0182 0.4509
S-box 9 7.2763 0.1099 8.9653 0.0179 0.4609
S-box 10 7.2763 0.0747 9.7106 0.0177 0.4453
S-box 11 7.2763 0.0927 9.7905 0.0182 0.4529
S-box 12 7.2763 0.0879 9.8720 0.0182 0.4531
S-box 13 7.2763 0.0868 8.5569 0.0188 0.4606
S-box 14 7.2763 0.0862 8.6308 0.0179 0.4510
S-box 15 7.2763 0.1245 9.3829 0.0184 0.4522
S-box 16 7.2763 0.0843 9.5898 0.0179 0.4533
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LP � max
Gl,Gm≠0

# l ∈ X | l · Gl � S(l) · Gm 

2n −
1
2




, (6)

where Gl and Gm are input and output masks, respectively,
and the set “X” represents the set of all possible inputs; 2n is
the number of elements ofX. 'e value of linear approxi-
mation indicates the strength of S-box against various linear
attacks. In Table 21, the maximum count and the LP value
for all proposed S-boxes is 144 and 0.0625. 'ese values of
LP of the proposed S-boxes are appropriate against linear
attacks.

3.5. Differential Approximation Probability. 'e degree of
differential uniformity is known as differential approxi-
mation probability (DPs) of S-box. Mathematically, it can be
given as

DPs
(Δl⟶ Δm) �

# l ∈ X | S(l) ± S(l ± Δl) � Δm{ }

2m .

(7)

Briefly, it can be explained as follows: an input differ-
ential Δli must be mapped to an output differentialΔmi

uniquely for each i. Here, X represents all the possible input
values and the number of its elements is given by 2m. Ta-
ble 21 depicts the results of DP, which include the maximum
and DP value.

Moreover, Table 22 represents the values of proposed
S-boxes along with AES, Skipjack, Xyi, APA, Gray, and
residue prime S-boxes.

3.6. Statistical Analyses. To evaluate the visual strength of
the substitution with the help of the proposed S-boxes,
various statistical analyses are made on the host

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f ) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)

(p) (q)

Figure 2: Original Lena image and the encrypted images using all 16 primitive irreducible polynomials S-boxes. (a) Lena image, (b) S-box 1,
(c) S-box 2, (d) S-box 3, (e) S-box 4, (f ) S-box 5, (g) S-box 6, (h) S-box 7, (i) S-box 8, (j) S-box 9, (k) S-box 10, (l) S-box 11, (m) S-box 12, (n) S-
box 13, (o) S-box 14, (p) S-box 15, and (q) S-box 16.
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and substituted images. In this proposed work, statistical
analyses like homogeneity, entropy, contrast, energy,
and correlation are used to evaluate the substitution
ability of the 16 proposed S-boxes. 'ese analyses are
given as

correlation � 
k,l

(k − μk)(l − μl)

σkσl

p(k, l), (8)

contrast � 
k,l

|k − l|
2
p(k, l) , (9)

entropy � − 
k,l

pr(p(k, l))log Pr(p(k, l)),(10)

homogeneity � 
k,l

p(k, l)

1 +|k − l|
, (11)

energy � − 
k,l

p(k, l)
2
, (12)

where k, l give the row and column locations of an image.
'e pixel value at kth row and lth column is represented by
p(k, l) and Pr(p(k, l)) is the probability of the image pixel.
In equation (8), μ and σ are mean and standard deviation,
respectively.

Correlation analysis helps to find the similarity between
the host and substituted image. 'e correlation analysis
provides the range which indicates the perfect, negative, and
positive correlation. 'is is [−1, 1] interval for correlation
and value of 1 indicates the perfect correlation.

'e randomness of the digital image can be calculated
with the help of entropy. 'e higher value of entropy from
the interval [0, 8] represents the higher amount of ran-
domness in a digital image. For any viewer, it is only possible
with the help of contrast analysis to intensely recognize the
objects in the texture of an image. With the help of contrast
analyses, one can observe the maximum distinction in image
pixels. 'e range of the contrast can be given
by [(size(Image) − 1)2]. For constant image, the value of
contrast is zero. 'e goal of finding close distribution be-
tween the matrix and its diagonal is obtained in homoge-
neity analysis. 'e matrix used in this analysis is named gray
level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM) and the range of ho-
mogeneity lies between 0 and 1. 'e range for energy
analysis also lies in the interval [0, 1]. 'e results of Table 23
are obtained by applying these analyses on the original and
encrypted images. For all the proposed 16 S-boxes, we
calculated the values of the statistical analyses.

A 256× 256 JPEG image of Lena is considered for MLC
analysis. Figure 2 shows the results of image encryption with
16 proposed S-boxes.

4. Balanced Boolean Function

4.1. Balance Property. 'e imbalance of a Boolean function
weak system against linear cryptanalysis highlights the
importance of balance property. 'e balance property in-
dicates that the higher the magnitude of a function’s

imbalance, the more the chances of a high probability linear
approximation. A Boolean function f: Zn

2⟶ Z2 is bal-
anced. If the cardinality or Hamming weight of these two
functions, that is, x: f(x) � 0  and x: f(x) � 1  is the
same, then it is named the balance function.

4.2. Balance Property of the Proposed S-Box. All the Boolean
functions fi, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , 8 involved in proposed S-boxes
are balanced just like the Boolean functions of AES, S8, AES
and other well-known S-boxes. 'e nonlinearity of the
proposed S-boxes is equal to 112.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a scheme for the synthesis of 8 × 8 S-boxes over 16
isomorphic Galois fields is presented. Here, we fixed all the
parameters of affine power affine transformation, that is,
a, b, c, d for 16 S-boxes. We have 16 primitive irreducible
polynomials of degree 8 and they prompt us to construct 16
Galois field extensions of order 256. By using elements of the
Galois field, corresponding to each different pair of the pa-
rameters, one can construct different S-boxes. 'ese S-boxes
obtained as a result of APA transformation which is bijective,
pass nonlinearity test, and out bit independent criterion (BIC)
which demonstrates that the existing S-boxes have high con-
fusion producing capability. 'e evaluation of constructed
S-boxes is done with some algebraic and statistical analyses.'e
results of these analyses highlight the characteristics of all the
proposed S-boxes and later these S-boxes are equatedwith some
of the existing S-boxes. In addition to this, we also ensured that
all these constructed S-boxes are balanced that guarantee the
strength of our S-boxes. Hence, we have concluded that a large
class of S-boxes can be obtained by varying parameters of affine
power affine transformations. 'ese S-boxes can be used for
secure communication.
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In this paper, we proposed LCX-MAC (local coordination X-MAC) as an extension of X-MAC. X-MAC is an asynchronous duty
cycle medium access control (MAC) protocol. X-MAC used one important technique of short preamble which is to allow sender
nodes to quickly send their actual data when the corresponding receivers wake up. X-MAC node keeps sending short preamble to
wake up its receiver node, which causes energy, increases transmission delay, and makes the channel busy since a lot of short
preambles are discarded, as these days Internet of %ings (IoT) healthcare with different sensor nodes for the healthcare is time-
critical applications and needs a quick response. A possible improvement over X-MAC is that local information of each node will
share with its neighbour node. %is local information exchanged will cause much less overhead than in the nodes which are
synchronized. To calculate the effect of this the local coordination on X-MAC in this paper, we built an analytical model of LCX-
MAC that incorporates the local coordination in X-MAC.%e analytical results show that LCX-MAC outperformed X-MAC and
X-MAC/BEB in terms of throughput, delay, and energy.

1. Introduction

As with rapid development in IoT healthcare devices, a
large amount of data is transmitted over limited energy
resources, so there is a requirement for IoT healthcare
environment which mostly consists of wireless sensor
nodes that collect different data from the environment
[1, 2]. MAC protocols with duty cycle mechanism have
been established mainly for saving energy in IoT healthcare
and wireless sensor networks (WSNs). IoT healthcare and
WSNs have many numbers of nodes; each node has a
transceiver and more than one sensor to monitor changes
in the environment and send the sensed data to collection
centre directly or through some middle nodes. As the
events to inform infrequently occur, the node only wakes

up periodically for a short time to send or receive data
known as duty cycle mechanism. Node only wakes up for a
short time and remains in the sleep mode most of the time.
In the sleep mode, the node turns off transceiver to save
energy by avoiding idle listening. %us, a duty cycle in-
terchanges an extended sleep time duration and a short
wakeup time duration to save energy.

MAC protocols with duty cycle behaviour are broadly
divided into two categories, asynchronous and synchronous.
Nodes in asynchronous MAC protocols randomly wakeup
and keep sending preamble until its corresponding receivers
become awake. Synchronous MAC protocols from time to
time exchange their schedule information with their
neighbour nodes. %e first synchronous MAC protocol was
S-MAC [3], and there are many modifications of S-MAC
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such as T-MAC [4], RMAC [5], DW-MAC [6], and SCP-
MAC [7] with the main purpose being to save energy.

To increase energy efficiency, asynchronous MAC
protocols consisting of B-MAC [8], WiseMAC [9], and
X-MAC [10] use different method compared to synchronous
MAC protocols. In asynchronous MAC protocols, each
node is allowed to function independently from its neigh-
bour nodes. %e advantage of working independently is that
the nodes do not periodically exchange their schedule in-
formation; however, sender nodes in asynchronous MAC
protocols required continuing to send a long preamble until
their corresponding receiver nodes wake up. Even the re-
ceiver detects the presence of preamble, but it has to stay
awake, unable to reply to its sender node.%e sender node at
the end of the non-preemptive preamble sends the actual
data. Although the asynchronous MAC protocols perform
better, for types of networks with infrequent traffic, these
protocols have the problem of long preambles duration of
one duty cycle. %ose WSNs which are less frequently
sending data with long duty cycle will consume more energy
as it required long preamble to wake up receivers.

B-MAC has many variants. X-MAC is one of the B-MAC
variants with two advanced functions. %e first function is
that X-MAC allows receiver nodes to reply instantly to their
sender nodes of the availability, even during the transmis-
sion of the preamble. X-MAC divides the long interruptible
preamble into short preambles with a break in which the
receiver which woke up can promptly respond, which is
known as early acknowledgement (ACK). %e other func-
tion is that X-MAC inserts the target address in each pre-
amble, so the overhearing nodes problem is solved.

Although X-MAC reduced the duration of the long
preamble, it still has the performance degradation in the
crowded networks due to collisions. %ere is no mechanism
in X-MAC to deal with collisions. As in the X-MAC, the
sender node cannot identify the occurrence of the collision,
so the nodes send preamble for the complete cycle once a
collision occurred. %ere are possibilities of collisions at the
retransmission because of using constant contention win-
dow. Note that, in binary exponential backoff (BEB) algo-
rithm, the CW is double as collisions consecutively occur.

Nodes in IoT healthcare and WSNs are overcrowded, so
the probability of collision is high, because of spatially
correlated contention (SCC) [11], in which many nodes
closely located sense the same event and concurrently start
sending data. For solving the problem, we need to design and
control SCC due to the fact that collisions can occur by
reducing throughput and energy efficiency. For this prob-
lem, we proposed X-MAC/CA [12] and X-MAC/BEB [13]
protocols; X-MAC/CA is X-MAC with collision avoidance
(CA), and X-MAC/BEB is X-MAC with BEB algorithms to
randomize the transmission time. As WSNs become con-
gested, the BEB decrease the effect of collisions by dy-
namically randomizing the transmission time.

As for X-MAC and X-MAC/BEB, sender node contin-
uously sends short preamble until its receiver node wakes
up, which causes energy consumptions and makes the
medium busy as many short preambles are discarded be-
cause the receiver node is not awake. %e possible

improvement over X-MAC and X-MAC/BEB is that each
node will share its wakeup information with its neighbour
node so that each node can know the wakeup time of its
neighbour nodes, which is named as LCX-MAC.

%e exchange of this wakeup information will cause very
low overhead compared to the synchronization of the nodes
used in other synchronized protocols, and this will reduce
the problem of sending many numbers of sending short
preamble, as now each node will only need to send one short
preamble. %is wakeup information share can help the
neighbouring nodes to collaborate access to the shared
medium, so this will solve the spatially correlated conten-
tion. %is research aims to develop an energy-efficient and
low latency X-MAC protocol for IoT healthcare and WSNs.
To reduce the duration of short preambles of X-MAC/BEB,
we will synchronize the wakeup time of the nodes between
source and destination.

%is research work is an extension of our previous work
X-MAC/BEB. In X-MAC/BEB only BEB was added to
X-MAC protocol, but in this research using X-MAC/BEB we
will adjust the wakeup time of sender nodes according to
their corresponding receiver nodes, as the sender nodes in
X-MAC and X-MAC/BEB have the problem of sending the
short preamble until their receiver replies giving more
considerable delay and energy consumptions.

%e X-MAC and our proposed X-MAC/CA and
X-MAC/BEB are based on CSMA. In CSMA, each node tries
to access the shared medium when the data ready to send
makes the MAC protocols simple but leads to the “busy
medium” as a node keeps sending short preambles to wake
up its receivers nodes, which causes energy consumptions
and keeps the medium busy as many of short preambles are
discarded. %e busy medium problem can also affect the
result of applying a long duty cycle approach, as the sender
node keeps sending many short preamble which increases
energy consumptions to wake up its receiver nodes.

Busy medium by sending many short preambles has
occurred because sender nodes have no information of their
receiver nodes duty cycle information (X-MAC and
X-MAC/BEB are asynchronous MAC protocols). %e pos-
sible extension for this problem over X-MAC and X-MAC/
BEB is that each node exchanges wakeup information with
its neighbour nodes so that a sender node has wakeup in-
formation of its receiver node.

It is important to note that the exchanges of this wakeup
information will cause very low overhead compared to nodes
synchronization used in synchronized MAC protocols. Still,
it will efficiently solve the busy medium problem as each
sender node only sends one short preamble by knowing that
its receiver node wakes up.

%e exchange of this wakeup information allows the
neighbouring nodes to coordinately access the shared me-
dium and thus solve the problem spatially correlated con-
tention. For example, each sender node can access medium
according to its neighbour nodes access, which causes an
increase in the throughput and reduction in energy con-
sumptions. %is exchange of neighbour information and
how to coordinate are hot research issue that needs more
research study.
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%e remainder of this paper is composed of the fol-
lowing. Section 2 is about related work and Section 3 in-
troduces the LCX-MAC protocol. Section 4 describes
Markov model of MAC protocols for WSNs and IoT
healthcare. Section 5 presents the extended performance
model of LCX-MAC, and Section 5 evaluates the perfor-
mance of LCX-MAC with that of X-MAC/BEB and X-MAC.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

For better performance at MAC layer, there are many dif-
ferent extensions of X-MAC proposed such as DDC MAC
[14], CL-MAC [15], EX-MAC [16], (VT) [17], RIX-MAC
[18], TRIXMAC [19], and LA-MAC [20].

Dynamic Duty Cycle MAC (DDC-MAC) protocol is
proposed for the IoT environment which adjusts the duty
cycle (DC) ratio of the receiver node and the contention
window (CW) size of the sender node according to the traffic
congestion for various devices in the IoT. DDC-MAC only
reduces transmission delay and energy consumption. Our
proposed LCX-MAC not only decreases delay and energy
consumption but also increases the throughput.

CLMAC was proposed for decreasing delay in multihop
networks; CLMAC uses a synchronous function by including
the receiver node address and rendezvous (RDV) point in the
short preamble. All the neighbour nodes around the sender
nodes should wake up which is shown by RDV point. All the
neighbour nodes, including the receiver nodes after reading
the preamble, schedule their next wakeup time according to
the RDV point. To mitigate collision at RDV point, CL-MAC
uses a backoff algorithm with constant CW. CL-MAC did not
give any results on how the backoff algorithm has effects on
throughput, latency, and energy consumptions.

EX-MAC also wants to reduce latency to save energy in
multi-hop networks and IoT health by using reservation
requests to synchronize middle nodes between a source and
destination. However, EX-MAC has no mechanism for the
collisions when the network is overloaded.

Virtual tunnel (VT)was proposed to reduce the end-to-end
delay in multihop WSNs and IoT health by implementing
synchronization at the neighbour’s duty cycle (SND) mecha-
nism. For this, VT inserts the schedule information in each
preamble, so each node knows the next wakeup time of its
neighbours. VT also does not provide a mechanism for the
collisions problem.

%ere are receiver-initiated MAC protocols, RIX-MAC
and TRIX-MAC. Both have the same working mechanism,
by which sender nodes adjust wakeup according to their
receiver wakeup time by early ACK. Both protocols clearly
include the wakeup time of the receiver nodes by including
the wakeup time into early ACK. However, it is needed that
the nodes periodically synchronize clock time of nodes,
which is very difficult in large WSNs and IoT healthcare has
many nodes, giving clock drift problem.

LA-MAC lists sender nodes to wake up depending on the
priority order of their corresponding receiver nodes wakeup
time. LA-MAC also decreases the delay by allowing senders
nodes to transmit more than one frame to their receiver.

However, the X-MAC allows only two senders to send their
data frames in one cycle when the destination node is the
same receiver.

LA-MAC does not provide any mechanism on how it
will work under overloaded WSNs to monitor collision.

%ere is another category of MAC protocols recently
used for WSNs known as Quorum-system-based MAC
protocols. QTSAC [21] MAC protocol is introduced for
minimizing the latency and energy consumptions in WSNs.
QTSAC is different from earlier Quorum based MAC
protocols using two advanced features. First, it used more
QTSs (Quorum time slots) for the nodes far from the sink
node; second, QTSs are allocated only, when data is
transmitted. However, using more number of QTSs will
increase energy consumptions.

All these extensions of X-MAC protocol are proposed for
wireless sensor networks. Still, our local coordination MAC
with BEB and LCX-MAC not only is suitable for WSNs but
also covers IoT healthcare solutions in which the data are
very critical and time-sensitive.

For securing end-to-end communication between the
source and destination nodes in WSNs, different approaches
are used to identify the malicious nodes in the network.
Security Disjoint Routing-Based Verified Message (SDRVM)
[22] is proposed with different features. %e first two sets are
created based on remaining energy of a node, a data and
v-message set and the second is based on the remaining
energy; the node records the ID in the data packet with a
specific probability. %ird, the duty cycle of a node is adjusted
and the energy of the node is divided into three levels. In a
dataset, the duty cycle of the node is the longest and the node
not in any dataset is the shortest duty cycle. Fourth, if a node
has sufficient energy, then data is transmitted several times,
and the v-message which is stored in the node is transmitted
to the final destination node. However, using these different
schemas will increase the energy consumptions of nodes.

3. LCX-MAC (Local Coordination X-MAC)

Figure 1 presents the flow chart of the LCX-MAC algorithm
of the sender node. When a sender node wakes up and has
some data to send, the node executes preamble backoff by
randomly drawing an integer number i from the minimum
CW (contention window) W0 of (0, W0 − 1) and holds the
transmission by i number time slots.

After counting to zero of the backoff timer and clear
channel assessment (CCA), when the medium is free, then
the sender starts transmitting short preambles and waits to
receive ACK at the end of each preamble. When the medium
is free, then the sender starts transmitting short preambles
and waits to receive ACK at the end of each preamble. Once
the sender node got ACK, it sends one data frame and goes
to sleep mode. If the sender node does not get an ACK for
the whole time period due to the collision, the backoff
counter k increments. LCX-MAC tries to retransmit at the
next cycle until either k reaches a predetermined maximum
or the transmission succeeds.When the sender node receives
early ACK, so the receiver node sends its wakeup time to its
corresponding sender node. %e sender node adjusts its
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wakeup time according to its receiver node. At the end of the
successful transmission, k decremented, unless k� 0.

When the medium is busy after counting to zero of the
backoff timer, the sender node stays awake and receives the
other node preamble; when it comes to knowing that desti-
nation address is the same, it wants to send data, so it stays
awake for the current transmission to be finished. At the end of
this current transmission, the other sender nodes use constant
contention window backoff to avoid the collision because
maybe more than one sender is waiting to send its data frame.

%e behaviour of X-MAC/BEB and LCX-MAC is shown
in Figure 2. Two sender nodes, S1 and S2, competing to win
the channel send their data frames to their receiver R1 and

R2, respectively. As sender node S1 chooses by chance the
randomly smaller backoff timer than S2, sender node S1
transmits three short preambles at the expiration of its
backoff timer. As the sender node S2 detects the medium
busy at the expiration of its backoff timer, so it holds to send
its short preamble to the next cycle. In the next duty cycle,
sender node S2 restarts its BEB algorithm. As the sender
node S2 is the only sender as shown in Figure 2, so sender
node S2 sends two short preambles at the expiration of its
backoff timer. As for LCX-MAC, after exchanging wakeup
information between the sender and the corresponding
receiver, the sender sends only one short preamble, which
results in saving energy and reducing delay.

Start

Wakeup

Have data to send

Perform CCA

N

Transmit short preamble

Receive early ACK
within timeout

Transmit data frame

Sleep

End

Channel idle

Receive preamble
destined to same

destination

Receive early ACK
within timeout

Wait for ongoing
transmission to be over

Delay for backoff timeout
in [0, W0 – 1]

Delay for backoff timeout
in [0, W0 – 1]

Transmit data frame

N

N

N

N

Y

Y Y

Y

Y

Figure 1: Sender side flow chart of LCX-MAC algorithm.
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4. Markov Model for Duty Cycle MAC Protocol

To investigate the performance of the MAC protocols with
duty cycle behaviour, the authors [23] proposed a general
mechanism consisting of two models: the first model for the

duty cycle behaviour and the second model for the behaviour
specific to any individual MAC protocol. %e first Markov
model is built according to the number of data frames stored
in the buffer that reaches from the upper layer or set out to the
underlying channel. %e second model is built according to

Packet
arrival

Packet
arrival

Random backoff

Random backoffRandom backoff

Strobe short preamble Active state

Data
Sleep state

Strobe short preamble

Data

Data

Early ACK
Detect channel
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Figure 2: Comparing (a) X-MAC/BEB and (b) LCX-MAC in time domain.
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the medium access behaviour of an individual MAC protocol
to send data frames. Using these two models, we will get two
broad equations with two unknown variables.

%e first Markov model of duty cycle MAC protocols [23]
describing transitions among states of a node is shown in
Figure 3. A node’s buffer state is represented as a number in a
circle that denotes the number of frames buffered in the queue
in MAC protocols. Events shown by arrows correspond to
either a frame’s departure to the link or a frame’s arrival from
the upper layer, respectively. In all the allowed transitions, this
model makes some assumptions that only one frame will be
transmitted in one cycle, while more than one frame can arrive
within one cycle. Table 1 contains all the important notations.

%e Markov model of a node queue has three types of
probabilities. Probability of generating i-frame in a cycle
is Ai, stationary probability of empty queue state is π0,
and a node can only transmit one data frame per cycle
with probability p. Equation (1) is a set of equations,
expressing Pi,j, a state transition probability, with Ai and
p, where i and j are the number of frames in node queue in
the earlier cycle and the number of frames in the present
cycle, respectively. %e first two equations in (1) described
the transition from an empty queue to nonempty queue
depending on the number of frames i taking place, where
i-frames arrive in one cycle. For more details, refer to
[23].

P0,i � Ai, i � 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1,

P0,Q � A≥Q,

Pi,i−1 � p · A0, i � 1, . . . , Q,

Pi,j � p · Aj−i+1 +(1 − p) · Aj−1, i � 1, . . . , Q, j � i, . . . , Q − 1,

Pi,Q � p · A≥Q−i+1 +(1 − p) · A≥Q−i, i � 1, . . . , Q,

Pi,j � 0, i � 2, . . . , Q, j � 0, . . . , i − 2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

%e performance model in [23] builds (2) and (3) by
relating π � (π0, π1, π2, . . ., πQ), the unique stationary dis-
tribution, and P the transition matrix. In (2) πi is the sta-
tionary probability that a node has i-frames.



si∈S

πi � 1.
(2)

Equation (3) shows a condition of stable node. By
knowing the data frame arrival information, we can combine
three equations, (1)–(3), to remove Pi,j and πi by expressing
only with Ai and p.

πP � π. (3)

If the data frame arrival rate is known, then the equation
for Ai, as with the Poisson process (4), is used to express π0
with a function of p [23].

π0 � f(p). (4)

In (4), p is unknown variable for we required another
function given in (5) which relates p to π0. For (5), the
second model for a MAC protocol is needed since p depends
on the medium access behaviour. In the next section, we
derived (5) involving p and π0 according to the behaviour of
LCX-MAC.

p � f π0( . (5)

5. Statistical Analysis

5.1. 'roughput of LCX-MAC. To calculate the throughput
of the LCX-MAC, (6), which is used in [23], is the ratio of the
total data successfully transmitted in one cycle T to total
cycle length T.

In (6), S is the size of a data frame, π0 is the probability
where a node have no frame in the queue, and PSucc is for
each node successfully transmitting a data frame.

THR �
N · 1 − π0(  · PSucc · S

T
. (6)

%e only difference between X-MAC/BEB and LCX-
MAC is that X-MAC/BEB on average sends T/2 time of the
one cycle short preamble, while LCX-MAC only sends one
short preamble.

Equation for X-MAC/BEB is as follows:

Ebusy Wk(  � 
∞

n�0


T−1

tfr�0

T

2
+ tData 

· P
succ
busy nT, tfr, Wk(  + T · P

coll
busy nT, nfr, Wk( .

(7)

Equation for LCX-MAC is as follows:
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Ebusy Wk(  � 
∞

n�0


T−1

tfr�0
tpre + tData 

· P
succ
busy nT, tfr, Wk(  + T · P

coll
busy nT, nfr, Wk( .

(8)

5.2.Delay of LCX-MAC. Equation (9) is used to calculate the
time a frame generation at sender to its successful transfer at
receiver is divided in three different types of delays, DQ
queuing delay, DCW random backoff delay, and DC con-
tention delay.

Equation for X-MAC/BEB is as follows:

D � DQ + DCW + DC. (9)

Equation for LCX-MAC is as follows:

D � DQ + DCW. (10)

As in LCX-MAC, the sender node adjusts its wakeup
time to its corresponding receiver, and there is no con-
tention delay.

5.3. Power Consumption of LCX-MAC. Equation (11) is
used to find the total energy used per cycle by each node
and can be expressed as the addition of energies a node
can spend at five different states. E1 is a node that suc-
cessfully transmits a data frame, E2 is a node that suc-
cessfully receives a data frame, E3 is a node that has
collision when transmitting a data frame, E4 is a node that
is a potential receiver to a data frame but failed because of

P0,Q

P1,Q

PQ–1,Q

PQ,Q–1

Q – 1… Q

P0,Q–1

P0,0 P1,0

P0,2

P0,3

P2,1 P3,2

P2,Q

P1,Q–1

P1,1

P0,1

0 1 2 3

P2,3P1,2

Figure 3: Markov model of a node queue with duty cycle.

Table 1: Notations.

Symbol Description
N Number of nodes
Nac Nodes wake up during Ta
ni Nodes wake up at the ith time slot
ai Nodes have data to send
T One cycle length
Ta Time nodes wakeup can affect transmission at t
Tun Time nodes cannot affect transmission at t
Q Queue size
S One data frame size
λ Arrival rate of data frame
W0 Initial CW size
Wm Maximum CW size
m Maximum backoff stages
τ One time-slot duration
π0 Empty queue stationary probability
p Node transmission probability p� PSucc +PColl
πi State I stationary probability

Ak
k frames are created in time T with probability

Ak � (e− λT(λT)k/k!)

A≥k
No less than k frames are created in time T with

probability A≥k � 1 − 
k−1
i�0 Ai

Table 2: Network parameters.

Symbol Value
Bitrate 250 kbps
Τ 20 μs
Λ 1 frame/s
TActive 15ms
tACK 1ms
tpre 3ms
tDATA 5ms
T 50–300ms
Q 10
S 50 bytes
Txp 59.1mW
Rxp 52.2mW
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collision, and, finally, E5 stays awake for the entire active
time. As the receiver node of LCX-MAC works as
X-MAC, so the states E2, E4, and E5 have the same energy
consumptions from [23].

E � E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 + E5. (11)

%e only difference between X-MAC/BEB and LCX-
MAC that X-MAC/BEB on average T/2 time of the one cycle
energy is consumed in sending short preamble and receiving
early ACK, while LCX-MAC only sends one short preamble.

Equation for X-MAC/BEB is as follows:

E1 � 1 − π0(  · PSucc Wk(  · τ ·
1

m + 1


m

k�0

Wk

2
 ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · rxp +

T

2
·

tpre

tpre + tACK 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · txp +

T

2
·

tACK

tpre + tACK 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · rxp + tDATA · txp⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(12)

Equation for LCX-MAC is as follows:

E1 � 1 − π0(  · PSucc Wk(  · τ ·
1

m + 1


m

k�0

Wk

2
 ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · rxp +

tpre

tpre + tACK 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · txp +

tACK

tpre + tACK 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ · rxp + tDATA · txp⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(13)

6. Evaluations

%is section evaluates the throughput, delay, and per-frame
energy consumption of LCX-MAC, X-MAC/BEB, and
X-MAC by their analytical models. Table 2 contains the
important parameters and values used in the mathematical
calculations.

Figure 4 shows that LCX-MAC, represented by green
bars, outperforms X-MAC/BEB shown by red bars and
X-MAC as indicated by blue bars as the number of nodes
increased.

Figure 5 shows that the delay of LCX-MAC is minimal
because the only small amount of time is used to send one
short preamble. In contrast, the X-MAC/BEB and X-MAC
send on average half of cycle (T/2) time short preamble; that
is why the delay of X-MAC/BEB and X-MAC went up when
the number of nodes increased.

Figure 6 shows that Eframe/node/s of LCX-MAC, X-MAC/
BEB, and X-MAC falls as the number of nodes in the network
increased because nodes have less chance to send data frames
due to busy medium, leading to termination of data trans-
mission, so the nodes stay in sleep mode most of the time.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed LCX-MAC for IoT healthcare and WSNs, in
which the sender nodes coordinate their wakeup time with
their corresponding receivers to increase throughput, de-
crease delay, and reduce energy consumptions. On average,
in half of the cycle of X-MAC and X-MAC/BEB, each node
sends short preambles and listens for early ACK before
sending the actual data. We also extend the model of
X-MAC/BEB.%e results show that LCX-MAC increases the
performance of X-MAC/BEB when nodes in IoT and WSNs
become populated. %e throughput of LCX-MAC is in-
creased by 130% compared to the throughput of X-MAC/
BEB for the number of nodes 40. LCX-MAC is a kind of
synchronous MAC protocol with much low overhead
compared to the synchronous MAC protocols which gave

minimal delay so that we will compare LCX-MAC with
synchronous MAC protocols in our future works. %e en-
ergy consumption of X-MAC/BEB and LCX-MAC is de-
creased by 40% compared to the energy consumption of
X-MAC.

%is paper presents single hope network topology. In
the future, we will extend to multihop network topology
as the nodes in the IoT environments are multihop. We
will also do detail simulation works to validate the an-
alytical model results in network simulator version 2
(ns2) [24].

Data Availability

%e data used to support the findings of this study are in-
cluded within the manuscript.
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Components are the significant part of a system which plays an important role in the functionality of the system. Components
are the reusable part of a system which are already tested, debugged, and experienced based on the previous practices. A new
system is developed based on the reusable components, as reusability of components is recommended to save time, effort, and
resources as such components are already made. Security of components is a significant constituent of the system to maintain
the existence of the component as well as the system to function smoothly. Component security can protect a component
from illegal access and changing its contents. Considering the developments in information security, protecting the
components becomes a fundamental issue. In order to tackle such issues, a comprehensive study report is needed which can
help practitioners to protect their system. %e current study is an endeavor to report some of the existing studies regarding
component security evaluation based on multicriteria decision and machine learning algorithms in the popular
searching libraries.

1. Introduction

Technology has made life easier but has exposed several
security issues. Over the last few years with the devel-
opment of Internet, the number of attacks has increased.
Technology plays an inevitable role in human life. %e
Internet of %ings (IoT) enables communication with
different devices. %e smart devices are connected to
communicate, process, compute, and monitor diverse
real-time scenarios. %e devices are normally heteroge-
neous and have low memory and short power for pro-
cessing. %e concept of Internet of %ings came with the
challenges of privacy and security, as the conventional
security protocol does not fit the devices of IoT. %e
information security of an organization is highly de-
pendent on different types of information of the orga-
nization. Manager of the information security is not only

concerned with the relevant information but also with
the interdependencies among this information. Indi-
viduals, government, and organizations are facing risks
of information security. %ese risks can be damaged at a
high level in terms of breach of confidentiality of sen-
sitive data, financial loss, and loss of integrity and
availability of data which is sensitive. Security of com-
ponents plays an important role in the functionality of a
system to run properly. Different studies are available for
the security purpose [1–5]. %e algorithms of ML have
shown a considerable performance in different applica-
tion fields such facial recognition, text recognition, spam
detection, and so on. %e applications of machine
learning (ML) algorithms are obvious in different do-
main areas [2, 5–11].

%e contribution of the proposed study is to present a
comprehensive report on some of the existing state-of-the-
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art research studies for component security evaluation based
on multicriteria decision and machine learning algorithms.
%is study will support the researchers to extract the most
useful insights of security to a particular domain to
strengthen its existence and to avoid future hurdles.

%e organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2
presents the related work to the current research, in
particular to multicriteria decision and machine learning
algorithm applications for component security evalua-
tion. Section 3 briefly shows multicriteria decision and
machine learning approaches to the security evaluation.
Section 4 shows the library-based analysis of the existing
literature from different perspectives in the most popular
libraries.

2. Related Work

Different approaches are being proposed by researchers to
tackle the issue of security from different perspectives.
Saranya et al. [6] presented the study of comparisons of
different machine learning algorithms for intrusion de-
tection system with applications in different areas such as
smart city, Interenet of %ings, fog computing, big data,
and so on. %e KDD-CUP dataset was used to test effi-
ciency and compared with existing available research. For
the information security products of cloud computing, a
test evaluation system is established [1]. %e security
identification has a significant role in the field like Internet
of %ings in smart city. Manjia Tahsien et al. [8] presented
an overview of the IoT architecture with a detailed review
on machine learning algorithms, significance of IoT se-
curity with diverse types of attacks. %e study proposed a
model of the associated information management factors
for the information security of organization. Firstly, they
surveyed 136 articles to identify the information security
factors, and secondly, a series of interviews with 19 experts
from the industry to evaluate the relevancy of these
factors. In third step, a complete model was developed [3].
%e authors [12] conducted a detailed survey of the state-

of-the-art IoT security, deep learning, and big data
technology.

Yuan and Luo [13] evaluated energy security of the
Chinese provinces through analyzing the reasons and
implementation of policy, with the help of MTGS and SPA-
TOPSIS. Wijayarathna and Arachchilage [14] assessed the
cognitive dimensions framework with the help of four se-
curity application programming interfaces, such as Bouncy
Castle light weight Crypto API, Google Authentication API,
OWASP Enterprise Security API, and Java Secure Socket
Extension API. Wang et al. [9] presented a detailed overview
of the security properties investigation of machine learning
algorithms. %ey have analysed the security model of ML to
build up a blueprint for multidisciplinary area of research.
After that, the attack methods and the strategies of defense
against them are discussed. %e study presented an overview
of the weaknesses and strengths of the available evaluation
methods used for usability and security for the websites of
electronic commerce (E-commerce). %e evaluation models
from 2000 to 2018 have been reviewed for E-commerce [4].
Many burning issues like untrustworthy information, in-
secure platform, malicious propagation, and illegal cheating
exist. Security and trustworthiness play an important role for
the communication among social interactions of sharing
information and communication. Zhang et al. [15] proposed
an approach for crowed assessing the security and trust-
worthiness of open social networks based on signaling
theory.

Mao et al. [16] proposed a system for building security
dependency to measure the significance of security of a
system from a wide perspective of the system. %e effect of
small-world and power-law distribution for the degree for
in- and out-degree in security dependency network was
observed. Halabi and Bellaiche [17] proposed an approach
for measuring performance and assessment of services of
security for Cloud on the basis of set of assessment measures
using Goal-Question-Metric. Cheah et al. [18] devised a
systematic framework for security testing for interfaces of
automotive Bluetooth and applied a tool of proof-of-concept

Figure 1: Relevant terminologies for security.
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to carry out testing on vehicle with the help of the proposed
framework. Nazir et al. [19] proposed a methodology for
evaluating the security of software components using the
analytic network process. %is technique works in the sit-
uation of complexity where dependencies exist among
different nodes of network. Cherdantsevaet al. presented an
evaluation of a reference model of information assurance
and security for summarizing the information required by
the information assurance and security community [20].
Jouini et al. proposed a quantitative approach to security risk
for information systems which is extendable, systematic, and
modular. %e study aimed to effectively evaluate security
threat in a comprehensive way [21]. %e study considered an
approach to attack of computer modeling and security as-
sessment which is recommended to realize in advanced
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)

systems. Subsorn and Limwiriyakul [23] examined the se-
curity of internet banking of 16 Australian banks for finding
the shortcomings which were probably affecting the confi-
dentiality of the bank customers. Furthermore, the study
investigated 12 %ai commercial banks and compared the
results with those of the previous research. Kotenko and
Chechulin [24] presented a framework for security assess-
ment and attackmodelling in security information and event
management system.

3. Multicriteria Decision Making and Machine
Learning Algorithms for Security Evaluation

Several techniques are being practiced in the literature for
security evaluation [25–27]. %ese techniques evaluate the
security from different perspectives. A number of machine
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learning algorithms are used for the detection of intrusion
affecting the system of organizations. Shafiq et al. [7] pro-
posed a novel framework and used BoT-IoT identification
dataset and 44 features with the help of machine learning
algorithm. After this, five effective machine learning algo-
rithms are considered for the detection of anomaly and

malicious traffic with performance of evaluation measures of
machine learning algorithm. An approach of bijective softest
and its algorithm is applied to find effectiveness of machine
learning algorithm. Mohanta et al. [2] reported the tech-
nology of IoT and its applications in different areas. %e
security issues such as integrity, availability, and
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confidentiality and the issues are discovered. %e applica-
tions of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
Blockchain for the issues of security for IoT are studied.
Marwan et al. [10] proposed a ML based approach to secure
the processing of data based on cloud environment. %e
support vector machines and fuzzy c-means clustering were
used to classify the pixels of images in an efficient way. To
reduce the disclosure of medical information, the module of

CloudSec into the conventional architecture of two-layered
was incorporated.

Katzir and Elovic [5] presented the adversarial resil-
ience based on supervised machine learning algorithm for
detection systems. %e study provides a definition of
adversarial resilience with focus on system of multisensory
fusion. Model robustness score was defined for evaluating
the relative resilience of existing models, and then two
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novel feature selection algorithms for designing adversary
aware classifiers were recommended. In network com-
munication, one of the major concerns is the detection of
intrusion. Different approaches are used for effective and
efficient detection and prevention of intrusion and en-
suring privacy and security. Four classifiers of machine
learning algorithms that are, Naı̈ve–Bayes, support vector

machine, decision tree, and Random Forest using Apache
Spark were used to evaluate the performance of intrusion
detection in network [11]. Apart from this, several ap-
proaches exist for security evaluation such as analytic
network process, analytic hierarchy process, fuzzy logic,
IoT-based security evaluation, and feature-based birth-
marks [19, 28, 29].
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4. Library-Based Search for the
Existing Research

Before, data security was simply a specialized concern and
specialized representatives were answerable for data security
issues inside an organization. %us, in previous years, there
was a shift of paradigm from the official innovationmaster to
the obligation of administration and a more business-cen-
tred view ensuring data security. Nowadays, security su-
pervisors are completely capable to consider and react to
data security issues. Due to the move from a specialized to an
administration point of view, the examination concentration
additionally changed from specialized setting to investi-
gating the administration job. Supervisors must have the
option to accept specialized dangers just as different ele-
ments like human conduct into record to take the privilege

and powerful activities to moderate threats. %erefore, this
examination has the reason to distinguish the key compo-
nents and assess them and investigate between conditions to
at last produce a thorough model to comprehend the se-
curity of data at multilevel nature and subsequently give high
data security, the executive choices.

Multicriteria and machine learning algorithms plays an
important role in security of information. Mostly, the se-
curity of the IoT devices is evaluated through machine
learning algorithms.%e purpose of this section is to identify
the existing available research from different popular li-
braries in order to extract meaning insights for practitioners.
%ese libraries mainly include ACM, Sciencedirect, IEEE,
Springer, Wiley, and Tailor & Francis. %e query was
considered as collection of different words. An individual
word shows more materials which is very difficult to analyze.
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So the query was considered as the collection of different
words with the operator “AND” and “OR” to show all the
relevant materials. %e mentioned libraries were searched
based on the following queries:

(“software component” OR “component of software”) AND
(“security evaluation OR security assessing”) AND (“multi
criteria decision” OR “multi-criteria decision”) AND
(“machine learning”), and/or (software component OR
component of software) AND (security evaluation OR
security assessing) AND (multi criteria decision OR multi-
criteria decision) AND (machine learning)

%e reasons behind the two queries is that entering the
first query gives less amount of materials while the second
query gives huge amount of materials. %e study attempts to
select more articles to give more detail information to the
research community. %ese libraries were searched from
different perspectives and the details are given in the fol-
lowing subsections. Figure 1 shows the relevant terminol-
ogies to the security.

%e following subsections briefly show the details of the
search process in the selected famous libraries. %e reason
behind the selection of these libraries is that these are the
most popular and well-known libraries. Googlescholar was
not considered as there are more irrelevant materials and
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Figure 14: Media format and number of publication.
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there is no authenticity to the materials that is relevant or
irrelevant. It shows all the available sources, which is then
difficult to analyse.

4.1. Searching Process in IEEE. %e IEEE library was
searched to find the relevant information regarding the
applications of machine learning and multicriteria decision
regarding security evaluation. Figure 2 shows the publica-
tion type and total number of publications related to the
given search. %ese publications are categorized into dif-
ferent areas such as decision making, learning, fuzzy theory,
genetic algorithm, and operational research.

%e search process was further explored to find more
relevant information of these studies. Figure 3 shows the
places of conferences held.

Figure 4 shows the year of conferences held.
Figure 5 shows the total number of conferences heldS in

the given year.

4.2. Searching Process in Sciencedirect Library. After
searching the library of IEEE, it was felt that the other fa-
mous libraries should also be searched to see the relevant
materials published in the literature. Figure 6 shows the
article type in the form of conference, journal, book chapter,
and review articles along with the total number of
publications.

%e publications were then checked that which paper is
published in which specific journal/conference. Figure 7
shows the title of publication where the paper is pub-
lished along with the total number of papers.

%e searched papers were checked to show the year of
publication that a paper is published in which particular

year. Figure 8 shows the total number of publications in the
given year.

4.3. Searching Process in Wiley Library. %e Wiley library
was searched to find the relevant materials regarding
particular search terms. %is library does not contain more
searching operations as compared to the other libraries. So,
only the subjects related information along with the total
number of publications is shown in Figure 9.

4.4. Searching Process in Tailor & Francis Library. %e Tailor
and Francis library was searched to get the most relevant
information. Figure 10 shows the subjects of publication
along with the total number of publication in the given
library in which engineering and technology is on top fol-
lowed by other disciplines.

4.5. SearchingProcess inACMLibrary. %edefined keywords
were searched in the ACM library for obtaining relevant
information. %e ACM library contains several options to
study the search results from different perspectives. %ese
perspectives include the publication name where the paper is
published, publication types, proceedings, media format,
and many others. Figure 11 shows the journal/magazine
name along with the total number of papers published for
the search process.

Figure 12 shows the proceedings/book name along with
the total number of publications in the ACM library.

Figure 13 shows the proceedings series along with the
total number of publications.

%e search process in this library was further ex-
plored to show the media format that which is the
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particular format of publication. %e media format in-
cludes, PDF, image, HTML, Archive/Zip, and video.
Figure 14 shows the media format of the publication in
the ACM library.

Figure 15 shows the event of the conferences along with
the total number of publications.

Figure 16 shows the content type along with the number
of publications in the ACM library for the search process.
%e content types include research article, tutorial, column,
monograph, prefatory, index, section, demonstration, in-
terview, introduction, and short paper.

4.6. Searching Process in Springer Library. %e Springer li-
brary was searched to show the relevantmaterials published for

the given query and keywords. %is library contains different
options for searching a particular query of keywords. Figure 17
shows the discipline and total number of publications.

Figure 18 shows the content type and total number of
publications in the Springer library.

Figure 19 shows publications type of all publications and
total number.

5. Conclusion

Security of components plays an important role in a system
to function properly. %e components are reusable parts of a
system which are reused to save time, effort, and cost of
developments. Components can be reused as they are al-
ready tested, debugged, and experienced. Component
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security can protect a component from illegal access, use,
and change of its contents. Considering the developments in
information security, protecting the components becomes a
fundamental issue. To tackle this issues, a comprehensive
study report is needed which can help practitioners to
protect their system. %e present study reports some of the
available research regarding component security evaluation
based on multicriteria decision and machine learning al-
gorithms in the popular searching libraries. Different per-
spectives of the search process are shown to show the
existence of the research related to the current research.
Based on the available literature summarized in this paper,
researchers can take help from it as evidence and can
propose new ideas. In future, the proposed research can be
extended to a more detailed analysis from different per-
spectives such as feature-based security evaluation and real-
time security evaluation.
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.e tremendous growth of computational clouds has attracted and enabled intensive computation on resource-constrained client
devices. Predominantly, smart mobiles are enabled to deploy data and computational intensive applications by leveraging on the
demand service model of remote data centres. However, outsourcing personal and confidential data to the remote data servers is
challenging for the reason of new issues involved in data privacy and security. .erefore, the traditional advanced encryption
standard (AES) algorithm needs to be enhanced in order to cope with the emerging security threats in the cloud environment..is
research presents a framework with key features including enhanced security and owner’s data privacy. It modifies the 128 AES
algorithm to increase the speed of the encryption process, 1000 blocks per second, by the double round key feature. However,
traditionally, there is a single round key with 800 blocks per second. .e proposed algorithm involves less power consumption,
better load balancing, and enhanced trust and resource management on the network. .e proposed framework includes de-
ployment of AES with 16, 32, 64, and 128 plain text bytes. Simulation results are visualized in a way that depicts suitability of the
algorithmwhile achieving particular quality attributes. Results show that the proposed frameworkminimizes energy consumption
by 14.43%, network usage by 11.53%, and delay by 15.67%. Hence, the proposed framework enhances security, minimizes
resource utilization, and reduces delay while deploying services of computational clouds.

1. Introduction

It is observed that cloud technology is used in a number of
architectures, services with further technologies, and various
software design approaches [1]. Cloud service models include
platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS), and
infrastructure as a service (IaaS). Architecture solutions for
the public, private, community, and hybrid system depend on
four cloud platform deployment models [2]. Advantages of
cloud computing include flexibility, accessibility, and capacity
when linked to traditional online computing or storage
method [3]. However, a number of security concerns are
associated with computational clouds including (i) privacy

and security issues with cloud service providers and (ii)
customer-related security issues [4]. In the literature, various
types of attacks related to the strength of the AES (advanced
encryption standard) algorithm have been proposed [5], for
instance, different fault analyses which attack and introduce
faults into the AES (advanced encryption standard) structure
with the target to retrieving the secret information [6].

Furthermore, cloud computing standard can propose some
feasible practices of service area, by means of computational
resources on behalf of extraordinary performance in com-
puting applications, telecommunication services, social net-
working, and web services [7, 8]. In addition, cloud storage in
data centres is very valuable for users just before storing and
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accessing their data distantly at any time without any further
load [9, 10]. On the contrary, the main problem of cloud data
storage is security. As a result, cloud data centres must have
some mechanisms which are capable to ensure storage per-
fection and integrity of data that are stored on cloud [11].

Existing security systems employ one or two attributes at
a time, i.e., low security and more time consumption to
encrypt/decrypt the data. .is makes the process more time-
consuming and therefore increases the network use, power
consumption, and delay in the network [12–16]. Cloud
computing is that kind of platform which shares the data and
resources efficiently, and therefore, security must be provided
to the users as security is an important aspect of cloud
computing. So, this is the responsibility of the cloud service
providers to provide security with all attributes, such as less
power consumption, delay of network, and time consumption
[17–23]. Already, traditionally available methods are not able
to quantify the security of cloud services effectively. Secure
framework in cloud computing is a method that provides
simplified management and accessing of computing re-
sources, and a cost-effective approach is the need of the hour.
.e framework should use low power, time, and delay of
network consumption with encryption and decryption that
enhance the security of data in cloud computing.

.e paper contributes towards the design of the security
framework by implementing a new scheme of encryption/
decryption. It also determines the serious components of the
security framework within the cloud computing community.
It would be helpful for those cloud users and cloud service
providers who have similar requirements in terms of security
during implementation. .e framework helps in faster
computing with lesser power consumption, network usage,
and reduced network delay due to the smart algorithm. .e
framework employs a symmetrical encryption method to
provide trust to users and enables trusted gateways. .e
proposed framework includes the key features including
enhanced security and owner’s data privacy. It modifies the
128 AES algorithm to increase the speed of the encryption
process 1000 blocks per second by the double round key
feature. However, traditionally, there is a single round key
with 800 blocks per second. .e proposed algorithm in-
volves less power consumption, better load balancing, and
enhanced trust and resource management on the network.
.e proposed framework includes deployment of AES with
16, 32, 64, and 128 plain text bytes. Simulation results are
visualized in a way that depicts suitability of the algorithm
while achieving particular quality attributes. Results show
that the proposed framework minimizes energy consump-
tion by 14.43%, network usage by 11.53%, and delay by
15.67%. Hence, the proposed framework enhances security,
minimizes resource utilization, and reduces delay while
deploying services of computational clouds.

.e remainder of this paper is configured as the fol-
lowing sections: Section 2 details the literature review.
Section 3 defines the framework architecture. Section 4
includes the experimental environment. Section 5 presents
the performance results of both existing and proposed
frameworks. Section 6 defines the forthcoming features
associated with this paper exertion.

2. Literature Review

Several modifications were introduced in AES in order to
enhance the performance speed and security by introducing
some complexities in algorithms. .ese modifications are
implemented on different software and hardware designs.
However, preview framework security is always a concern
due to some security constraints and problems with cloud
computing. .e security is provided to the information
which is stored on the cloud by using cryptography algo-
rithms. .ere are extensive security frameworks for cloud
computing that uses enormous encryption techniques. Out
of these, a few of them are presented here.

.e security framework is based on the multicloud en-
vironment to store digital data at all. In order to prevent data
disclosure, they practiced a segmentation approach to frag-
ment the input appearance into several areas. .e integrity of
the outsourced clients’ data helps to verify watermarking
technique. Any accidental change to outsourced clients’ data
can be detected by the digital signature and watermarking
methods [24]. .is paper focuses on the computation of
different methods which explain how to increase data security
so that prevention from different security attacks and
breaches can be made. Mitigation approaches used in this
research on the HMAC (Hashed Message Authentication
Code) were ECC and MD5. .is proposed solution is based
on different security levels; as a result, access control, au-
thentication, confidentiality, integrity, and encryption are
achieved in this work..e authors performed and checked the
security solution in real-time as well as in real cloud com-
puting environment and also concluded that the solution that
is been provided has very low overhead for upload and
download service time [17]. .e framework presented in this
study is more secure, and it provides more privacy to the data.
.is framework splits data into different blocks of bit. On
every two blocks of bits, genetic algorithm is applied. Con-
cluding output of each genomic algorithm procedure is a
ciphertext along with two blocks of bits. Each ciphertext is
stored on the cloud at a distinct location, and the location of
the ciphertext is not secure. What makes it more secure from
attackers to find the exact location of the ciphertext? .e
innovative security framework puts on a genetic algorithm on
minor block size that increases the security. Furthermore, the
framework uses the proficiency list aiming to secure and to
access data [18].

In this paper, authors proposed a new framework that
ensures the data security and integrity and also focused on
the encryption and decryption approaches facilitating the
cloud user with data security assurance. .e proposed so-
lution talked about the increased security along with the
performance..eir solution has also included functioning of
the forensic virtual machine, malware detection, and real-
time monitoring of the system [25]. In this paper, the au-
thors suggested a framework such that the objective is to
store data in various clouds. .e given framework is found
based on 3DES and RSA encryption. On the contrary, this
methodology is lacking in efficiency, privacy, and overload
middleware through multiple functions [26]. In this paper,
the authors studied, multilevel licensing framework approval
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preservation cloud penetrating data. Safeguarding the fa-
miliar and delicate cloud data is obtainable by the three
covers’ framework. .ose restrictions are being the security
and privacy strategies, safety and approval policies which
outcomes from the three films’ security framework [19]. In
this paper, the authors proposed quality metrics and details
probe on instance cloud service broker frameworks are
provided. .ese streak metrics help in enforcing standards
on cloud service providers by using quality-based cloud
service broker framework (QCSB). .e algorithm and
implementation of QCSB have been obsessing. At last, the
authors concluded that the proposed material QCSB not
only assists cloud computing to locate optimal CSP (cloud
service provider) for cloud services but also affiliates can-
didate CSPs according to user quality preferences [20].

.e complexity detects were an effect of dismiss logical
purposes in the MixColumn conversion of AES. .ese
reasonable tasks were eradicating in the modified version of
AES. Afterward,on utilizing the modified AES, a 13.6%
reduction in LUTs, 10.93% share discount, and a 1.19%
reduction in interruption eating was attained. Likewise, the
small dispersal rate met through the conservative AES at the
initial nonentity, and important agenda sequences are
spoken in [27]. In this research, they examined five metrics
specifically: the graphic study, file size, radiance histogram,
assessment by pixel, and show distance. In the file scopes,
there were differences wherever it displays the regular worth
of the fraction variations to −23.85% from the unique to the
encrypt duplicate and −1.45% percentage worth from the
innovative to the decrypt duplicate [28]. .is paper showed
an overview of the latest research studies that are going on in
fog computing and the IoT and its uses; it also enlightened
the research gaps and directions for further future research
studies in the integration of fog computing and IoT (Internet
of .ings). A modern fog computing framework was pre-
sented [29]. .e modified AES contained 10 series for
encrypting, and the replacement and addition processes of
the columns have been substituted by the line change and
pixel standard summary. .ese processes not only decrease
the spell complication of the algorithm but also improve the
dispersal aptitude to the CCAES (combining the chaos and
AES) algorithm..e encrypted descriptions by the CCAES
algorithm remained unaffected to the variance occurrences.
.e project algorithm is protected alongside the entropy
occurrences. .e simulation consequences illuminate that
the minor deviations in the unique appearance and con-
sequences in the important fluctuations in the encrypt
duplicate and the innovative appearance cannot be retrieved
[30]. .is paper described the CloudSim simulator counting
its architecture, aces, convicts, and CloudSim forms. Like-
wise, it characterized exactly how to practice CloudSim
demonstration and replication in the cloud environment.
Furthermore, it also describe the way to calculate approx-
imate presentation limits like regular reversal time, amount,
implementation period, types pan and entire conclusion
period, etc. [31].

.is paper reported dissimilar data safety and privacy
security concerns in a cloud calculating environment and
suggested a technique for dissimilar security services such as

verification, approval, and privacy along with observing in
suspension. Cloud computing plans a different technique for
obtaining cloud data in the actual environment. 128 bit AES
encryption is recycled for privacy, genuineness, and contact
controller [32]. In the future work, load balancer bymeans of
My Load Balancer optimization method has been compared
with the two greatest well-known weight balancer tech-
niques, i.e., Round-Robin and Supper Present Imple-
mentation Freight, also recognized as Active Monitoring
Load Balancer. All such Java-based virtual techniques are
used to create Cloud analyst toolkit. Graph procedures have
been recycling to prove the comparative analysis [33]. .e
procedure of cryptography involves two main methods
which are encryption and decryption. In the encryption
method, a basic manuscript is converted to an innovative
text which the others cannot deliver and understand ad-
ditional than the receiver. Blowfish and AES procedures are
exploited for executing a hybrid approach connected to
cryptography. .is consequence in a cryptograph text which
can merely be decrypted by the receiver this one [34]. In this
paper, obtainable low-control AES architecture by exploiting
humble shift catalogues and variation for key/data stored to
decrease journey magnitude and control consumption. A
low-power method, called clock gating is used to control
exchangeable on S-box[35]. In the present study, Abikoye
et al.’s modified AES algorithm [13] is presented which is
also used in applications to make a comparison. K-L Tsai
et al. presented the modified AES-based algorithm for power
reduction in IoTusing cloud computing applications [14]. In
this paper, similarly, VM (virtual machine) allocation policy
is used for security which is almost similar to the technique
used in the previous work [36].

In general, the main purpose of all research studies
related to the subject areas is to investigate the possible ways
to improve the security of cloud computing services.
.erefore, in this work, a secure framework has been pro-
posed for securing confidential tasks being stored in cloud
systems using AES encryption methods. Finally, a com-
parison of the results obtained through this proposed
framework and traditional framework work formulated in
the past is made which showed significant improvement of
cloud computing using the proposed framework. .e dif-
ferences between our modified AES and previously devel-
oped or modified AES in the JAVA cipher-based security
framework have been discussed in this manuscript. It is
pertinent to mention here that our trust-based framework
blocks the suspicious users from the network and maintains
a queue for such users to protect the trusted users.

3. Architecture of the Proposed Secure
Framework for Cloud Computing (SFCC)

.e architecture of the proposed secure framework for cloud
computing (SFCC) is presented in Figure 1.

Framework of secure cloud computing is proposed on the
security architecture shown in Figure 1, which describes the
information for each component and their applications which
are required for secure technologies to operate between
components in cloud computing. .is framework acts in the
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following conditions checking security, privacy, load balancing,
and trust. When the user directs a demand to the cloud
benefactor, it responds to the user's request and passes the data
through framework gateways. .e proposed framework in-
cludes the following components:

Cloud service provider (CSP) layer: the CSP controls
the important sources and ability in construction and
calculates the dispersed cloud storage servers processes
and directs the live obscure work out method. Its main
component is software as a service (SaaS); this is a

model in which end users are provided software ap-
plication (as a service). Platform as a service (PaaS): this
model proposed an atmosphere for requests. Devel-
opment tools that are essential for advanced applica-
tions are also provided in this model. Infrastructure as a
service (IaaS): this is a platform that offers compulsory
properties such as physical machines, virtual machines,
and virtual storage.
Security service trust management unit: security service
trust management controls all the units which include
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security management; trust management gateways also
control the service configuration, respectively. Further
details of all units are described in the following.
Security management layer: the security management
factor offers security and privacy details and imple-
mentation functionality. Security service has the fol-
lowing modules and their details.
Security control unit: availability is the percentage of
time a customer can access the service. Confidentiality
(authentication, authorization, and identification) is an
integral component of security. It ensures that the
information stored on the cloud is protected against the
unintended or unauthorized access. Identification user
is typically skilful by retaining usernames and pass-
words after utilizing web browser in order to admit in
Cloud. Integrity of data security control is responsible
for maintaining the accuracy of data computation that
is coming from the combination of different files and is
also responsible for its delivery.
Attack detection unit: ultimately, slightly usual activ-
ities that hover the cloud security necessities (e.g.,
integrity, confidentiality, and availability) are measured
to be occurrences. Wrapping is when the attacker at-
tacks by wrapping the communication between two
people, while the users do not know this and think data
are still coming from the actual root. Unethical
browsing is to find bad actions happening, for example,
phishing and spoofing and changing browser
certificates.
Data protection unit: proposes the AES algorithm to
enhance the data security by means of cryptography
techniques using AES ciphers as they can encrypt 128
bits’ data blocks within 1000 blocks per second with the
double round key feature with less power consumption,
load balancing, trust, and resource management on the
network efficiently. We have used symmetric identifi-
cation for security, i.e., the same key for encryption and
the same key for decryption as identification of data
streams in the form of security. It provides greater ef-
ficiency for software as well as hardware. .e advantage
of using symmetric key is to secure a large amount of
data. Data recovery: if data is lost in a disaster that ithas a
capability to regain it or restore it.
Trust management gateway layer: for the fourth layer,
trusted gateways are implemented. .ese gateways get
the encrypted data and decrypt only if the trusted
source is connected with a valid internet protocol
address of a given domain. .ese gateways support the
issues of trust. .ere are three gateways in which two
are in an alternative manner. In case of the normal
gateway is being attacked and misused, other safe
gateways shall be chosen to ensure data
communication.
Service configuration layer: the service enabler makes
provision for personalized cloud service using the
user’s profile for integration and interoperation. Load
balancing can be implemented on hardware, software,

or a combination of both. It is important in this
configuration that all instances of identity server share
the same directory server. Service monitoring: an au-
tomatic facility-checking system to assure an extraor-
dinary level of facility presentation and obtainability.
User service interface layer: this layer provides different
services to select the user via the internet: software as a
service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and in-
frastructure as a service (IaaS).
Service configuration layer: the last unit for the user,
IOT, and customer to send and receive data.

4. Experimental Setup and
Implementation of SFCC

.e SFCC can be implemented in real time. .e results
gathered from the simulations are very accurate. .ese re-
sults are theoretically consistent. Everything is implemented
accordingly. Codes are very consistent with real-time
mechanisms. .e SFCC is developed using CloudSim and
iFogSim simulators on the Eclipse integrated development
environment. CloudSim is a very well-known and popular
among simulators for cloud-based applications. It is re-
sponsible for the simulation and events handling at cloud.
Some libraries are used for different purposes. Libraries used
are JavaScript object notation (Json) data saver, common
math, and JFreeChart.

.e developed simulation comprises SFCC. .e pro-
posed framework is generic so that anyone could put one’s
idea or logic in this simulation and get the required results. It
helps the user to test different scenarios under the proposed
algorithm. .e simulation has the ability to store and
generate a large amount of data. It allows a user to measure
the factors such as encryption, description, power con-
sumption, network usage, delays, trusted devices, and service
management. .e advanced encryption standard for en-
cryption and decryption for data protection is used. .e
comparison of the algorithm with the previous unmodified
algorithms is discussed in later sections. .e characteristics
of the layers and devices are described in Tables 1–11.

4.1. Components. Data centre refers to on-premise hard-
ware, while the cloud refers to off-premise computing. .e
cloud stores your data in the public cloud, while a data centre
stores your data on your hardware. Data centre configu-
ration is displayed in Table 1.

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): this is a platform that
offers compulsory resources such as physical machines,
virtual machines, and virtual storage. Infrastructure-as-a-
service configuration is displayed in Table 2.

Software as a service (SaaS): this is a model in which end
users are provided software applications (as a service).
Software-as-a-service configuration is displayed in Table 3.

Platform as a service (PaaS): this model proposed an
atmosphere for requests. Development and deployment
tools that are essential to advance applications are also
provided in this model. Platform-as-a-service configuration
is displayed in Table 4.
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Security management: the security management factor
offers the security and privacy details and implementation
functionality table. Security management configuration is
displayed in Table 5.

Table 2: Data centre characteristics of infrastructure as a service.

Name of the device Cloud IAAS
Level 2
Uploading bandwidth 4000
Downloading bandwidth 5000
Million instructions per second 50000
RAM 40000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 400.0

Table 3: Data centre characteristics of software as a service.

Name of the device Cloud SAAS
Level 2
Uploading bandwidth 4000
Downloading bandwidth 5000
Million instructions per second 60000
RAM 40000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 400.0

Table 4: Data centre characteristics of platform as a service.

Name of the device Cloud PAAS
Level 2
Uploading bandwidth 4000
Downloading bandwidth 5000
Million instructions per second 60000
RAM 40000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 50000

Table 5: Data centre characteristics of security management.

Name of the device Security management
Level 4
Uploading bandwidth 5000
Downloading bandwidth 5000
Million instructions per second 40000
RAM 35000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 600.0

Table 11: Virtual machine configurations.

Virtual
machine
number
level

Virtual
machine
number

Processing
elements

Bandwidth
(uplink)

Latency
input

Level 0 2 20000 800 10
Level 1 4 18000 1000 6
Level 2 6 16000 1200 8

Table 1: Data centre characteristics of cloud.

Name of the device Cloud
Level 1
Uploading bandwidth 5000
Downloading bandwidth 12000
Million instructions per second 130.0
RAM 45000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 100000

Table 6: Data centre characteristics of gateway1.

Name of the device Trusted gateway1
Level 3
Uploading bandwidth 3000
Downloading bandwidth 4000
Million instructions per second 30000
RAM 20000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 1000.0

Table 7: Data centre characteristics of gateway2.

Name of the device Trusted gateway2
Level 3
Uploading bandwidth 3000
Downloading bandwidth 4000
Million instructions per second 30000
RAM 30000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 400.0

Table 8: Data centre characteristics of gateway3.

Name of the device Trusted gateway3
Level 3
Uploading bandwidth 4000
Downloading bandwidth 4000
Million instructions per second 50000
RAM 34000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 600.0

Table 9: Data centre characteristics of service configuration.

Name of the device Service configuration
Level 1
Uploading bandwidth 5000
Downloading bandwidth 5000
Million instructions per second 100000
RAM 40000
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 500.0

Table 10: Data centre characteristics of service provider.

Name of the device Service provider
Level 1
Uploading bandwidth 5000
Downloading bandwidth 5000Gbits/sec
Million instructions per second 50000
RAM 20000 gb
Rate per processing usage/MIPS 100.0
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Gateway devices at the second-last level of the hierarchy
gateway devices are created. .ese gateway devices are part
of the layer responsible for communicating with proxy
servers and cloud devices. Here are the characteristics of the
gateway devices. Gateway device configuration is displayed
in Tables 6–8.

Service configuration: .is facility modifies the cloud
service using the user’s profile byintegrating service enabler,
load balancing, and service monitoring. Service configura-
tion is displayed in Table 9.

Service provider: this is the last unit for users and
customers to send and receive data. Service provider con-
figuration is displayed in Table 10.

Virtual machines are created and allocated to hosts to
support processing and offloading the modules to support
the load balancing mechanism..ese virtual machines come
with the proposed strong encryption algorithm to support
the security and trust feature. .e virtual machine config-
uration is displayed in Table 11

.e materials and methods section should contain
sufficient detail to repeat all procedures. It may be divided
into headed subsections if several methods are described.

4.2. Physical Topology of SFCC. .e physical topology shows
the pattern of nodes and devices in the network. Physical
entities are created, and their competence, capability, and
configurations are specified. .ese entities include sensors,
actuators, gateways, and cloud VM (virtual machines). .e
links between these entities and their configuration are also
established. Physical network topology is important to
understand the pattern of the network, how various network
devices are organized, and how they communicate with each
other. .ese configurations and capacity determine the load
a network can tolerate and the amount of data it can transfer.
.e physical topology is shown in Figure 2.

4.3. Explanation Topology. .e computing mechanism of
cloud always happens at the top. Cloud stays at the top to
manage the lower-level architecture [37]. .e three different
types of cloud stay below the top layer and act as CSPs [38]
according to customers’ need. For the third layer, the virtual
machine allocation policy mechanism is implemented to
support data offloading and privacy for security [39] in the
proposed system. Offloading the modules not only provides
load balancing but also solves the security issues of cloud by
providing a new layer on the hosts. Virtual machines are
created and allocated to the hosts to support processing and
offloading of the modules to support the load balancing
mechanism. .ese virtual machines come with a strong
encryption algorithm to support the security and trust
feature.

.e virtual machine requires some storage and pro-
cessing capabilities similar to a host H in nature. Equation
(1) represents the conditions for creating a virtual machine.
.e Vm size is always smaller than the available host H and
storage S, where the number of Vms depends on the size of
load (β).

If H� {H1, H2, H3, . . ., Hn } and V� {Vm1, Vm2,
Vm3,. . . Vm N}, then

∃Vm ∈ H∪ S: Vm∝ βwhereH∩ S≫Vm,

: Vm1, Vm2, Vm3, . . . , Vm<H1, H2, H3, . . . , H,

· ∀V∃Vm1, Vm2, Vm, . . . , VmN ∈ H.

(1)

Equation (1) represents how VM creation is carried out
under various rules and conditions

For the fourth layer, trusted gateways are implemented.
.ese gateways get the encrypted data and decrypt only if a
trusted source is connected with a valid Internet protocol
address of a given domain..ese gateways support the issues
of trust [40]. .ere are 3 gateways in which 2 are alternate
manner. In case of a normal gateway is being attacked and
misused, other safe gateways shall be chosen to ensure data
communication, as shown in Figure 3.

Trusted gateways put the blacklist users into the blocked
users’ category to ensure the security and privacy of trusted
users. .e fifth layer is responsible for 3 functions. .ese
functions include service monitoring, load balancing, and
service enabling/disabling. .e bottom-most layer is based
on the users of cloud, and it represents the Internet-of-
.ings layer in the proposed system. .is is how all the
aforementioned proposed frameworks work. .e trusted
customer stays as long as a mediator (trustee) stays. And a
mediator stays as long as the cloud service providers are
trustable. .e chain of trust can be seen in Figure 4 [41].

4.4. Changesin Traditional AES Algorithm. .e high-level
flow of the proposed AES algorithm in a standard way is
presented in Figure 5.

4.4.1. Changes in the Traditional AES Algorithm vs. the
Proposed Algorithm. .e cloud computing confidentiality
framework is presented in this paper. In this framework,
data integrity mechanism is used to enhance the data se-
curity by the means of cryptography technique. .e mod-
ified AES (advance encryption standard) ciphers as it can
encrypt 128 bit data blocks within 1000 cycles with low
power, time, and delay of network consumption. .e other
work of the frameworks is load balancing, trust, and resource
management on the network efficiently.

We have used symmetric identification for security, i.e.,
the same key for encryption and decryption as identifi-
cation of data streams in the form of security. .e dif-
ference between the proposed and previously developed
AES is that we have also encrypted 1000 blocks per second
with the double round key feature. Previously developed
AES uses a single round key with 800 blocks per second.
.e advantage of using symmetric key is to secure a large
amount of data.

4.5. AES Substitution Box (S-Box). .e primary stage to
around, remains to organize a byte by byte replacement
through a lookup table called a substitution box or simply

Security and Communication Networks 7
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S-box. .e S-Boxescarry out one to one plotting for all byte
values from 0 to 255 in 16×16 arrays. Replacement is a
nonlinear conversion which achieves misperception of bits.

A nonlinear revolution is vital for each current encryption
algorithm and shown to be solid cryptographic original in
contradiction to direct and disparity cryptanalysis. .e
S-box is shown Figure 6. All values are represented in
hexadecimal notation [42]. .e general substitution box for
adding round keys is given in Figure 6.

Rows are represented by x, and columns are represented by
y..emixing process is done with XOR denoted by the symbol
⊕. .e binary example in the following will illustrate the
functionality of the XORoperator..e row and columnmixing
and shifting are done by Shift (x_row, y_clolumn) function.
.e transformed arrays x and y are converted into binaries
using ASCII__ASCII 256 standard. .en, the XOR operator
performs its ⊕ operation on the bits to generate the ASCII-
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange-)
generated ciphertext. .e cryptographic technique used in
SFCC is presented in the low-level language as follows:

CiT(enc) �
1
N



1

i�0
Xr ⊕Yc, (2)

CiT(dec) � N 
i�0

Xc ⊕Yr. (3)

⟶putfieldjavax.crypto.Cipher.spi:
javax.crypto.CipherSpi

exec_0 [this] exec_2 [x__rows] (i)

⟶putfieldjavax.crypto.Cipher.provider:
java.security.Provider

exec_0 [this] exec_3 [y__columns] (ii)

⟶putfieldjavax.crypto.Cipher.transformation:
java.lang.String

exec_0 [this] (iii)

⟶getstaticjavax.crypto.CryptoAllPermission.
INSTANCE:

javax.crypto.CryptoAllPermission (iv)

⟶putfieldjavax.crypto.Cipher.cryptoPerm:
javax.crypto.CryptoPermission

Customer
(trustor)

Mediator
(trustee)

Provider A
(trustee)

Provider B
(trustee)

Cloud
computing

service

Legend

(Trust) relation

(Trust) relation
in study focus

Actor (role in
study focus)

Figure 4: Mediator of cloud service providers’ trusted chain.

Ciphertext
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Start

No
Yes

Get current time
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Split into table
Yes

No

No

Mix rows
and columns

Yes

Sent to server

End

Shift rows and columns

Add random key twice

Add subrows and subcolumns

Reverse process for
decryption password

Figure 5: Flow diagram of the proposed algorithm.
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exec_0 [this]aconst_null (v)

⟶putfieldjavax.crypto.Cipher.lock:java.lang.Object
return ; (vi)

.e example of ⊕ is given as follows.
Let X� 11102 and Y� 10012. .en, XOR of X and Y is

represented by Z:

Z � X ⊕Y � 01112. (4)

Z� 01112 is the result of this operand. Table 12 displays
the result in the tabular form.

5. Results and Discussion

In order to check and test the efficiency of the proposed
algorithm, a simple code is used. .is test helped us to
prove that the proposed AES algorithm is better than any
other AES algorithm, and after implementation of AES and
advanced AES code on hardware will reduce the execution
time. .e SFCC results as performed and the imple-
mentation of this security framework for cloud computing.
.e period actsas an energetic character during the peers of
key, encryption, and decryption procedure. Altogether,
inquiries remain complete on Intel(R) Core-i3 with CPU
2.27GHz processor, 4 GB RAM onWindows 10 at the work
framework by using CloudSim with iFogSim as simulators
on Eclipse integrated development environment. CloudSim
is a very well-known and popular among simulators for
cloud-based applications.

Various parameters such as encryption, decryption,
energy consumption, network usage, network delay,
trusted devices, and service management devices are
compared. .e same algorithms are implemented in real-
time applications to solve the aforementioned issues. .e

results gathered from the simulations are very accurate.
Codes are very consistent with real-time mechanisms. .e
simulators are redesigned according to the application
need..e implementation period is a basic of the spell that
is required to change a basic text to an encryption
manuscript and vice versa, while encryption time that is
referred to the time taken to change a basic text to a
ciphertext and decryption which is referred to the time
required to convert a cipher text to a plain text are both
predicted to be short in instruction to take rapid and
approachable system. Moreover, this execution time
somehow is contingent on the layout of the system used.
Table 13 offers the execution period in milliseconds (ms),
which is obtained by computing the average encryption/
decryption time after encrypting/decrypting the input text
in 0.5MB sizes while using the same key run on 16, 32, 64
and 128 bytes.

Table 13 presents the execution time test results in
milliseconds (ms), which are attained by computing the
average encryption/decryption time after encrypting/
decrypting the input text in 0.5MB sizes of the while using
the same key run on 16, 32, 64, and 128 bytes. .e results of
Figures 7–9 specify that the existing AES has a minor rise in
the encryption and decryption time after matched to the
existing AES algorithm. Table 13 presents the time com-
parison between existing AES and different proposed AES
algorithms for a string key.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b c d e f

x

y

0 52 09 6a d5 30 36 a5 38 bf 40 a3 9e 81 f3 d7 fb
1 7c e3 39 82 9b 2f ff 87 34 8e 43 44 c4 de e9 cb
2 54 7b 94 32 a6 c2 23 3d ee 4c 95 0b 42 fa c3 4e
3 08 2e a1 66 28 d9 24 b2 76 5b a2 49 6d 8b d1 25
4 72 f8 f6 64 86 68 98 16 d4 a4 5c cc 5d 65 b6 92
5 6c 70 48 50 fd ed b9 da 5e 15 46 57 a7 8d 9d 84
6 90 d8 ab 00 8c bc d3 0a f7 e4 58 05 b8 b3 45 06
7 d0 2c 1e 8f ca 3f 0f 02 c1 af bd 03 01 13 8a 6b
8 3a 91 11 41 4f 67 dc ea 97 f2 cf ce f0 b4 e6 73
9 96 ac 74 22 e7 ad 35 85 e2 f9 37 e8 1c 75 df 6e
a 47 f1 1a 71 1d 29 c5 89 6f b7 62 0e aa 18 be 1b
b fc 56 3e 4b c6 d2 79 20 9a db c0 fe 78 cd 5a f4
c 1f dd a8 33 88 07 c7 31 b1 12 10 59 27 80 ec 5f
d 60 51 7f a9 19 b5 4a 0d 2d e5 7a 9f 93 c9 9c ef
e a0 e0 3b 4d ae 2a f5 b0 c8 eb bb 3c 83 53 99 61
f 17 2b 04 7e ba 77 d6 26 e1 69 14 63 55 21 0c 7d

Figure 6: Substitution box [42].

Table 12: XOR operations.

X Y Z (result)
1 1 0
1 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
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5.1. Avalanche Effect. In cryptography, stuff called dispersal
reproduces the cryptographic asset of an algorithm. If there
is a small alteration in an input, the output changes
meaningfully. .is is also called the inundation effect. Av-
alanche consequence is leisurely by means of pretense re-
serve. Hamming reserve in material philosophy is the
amount of variation. Playacting reserve is the amount of bit-
by-bit XOR bearing in mind ASCII value as it develops
informal to devise programmatically. A high gradation of
dispersal, i.e., extraordinary avalanche consequence, is

anticipated. Avalanche’s conclusion reproduces the pre-
sentation of a cryptographic algorithm. .e avalanche effect
is described in Table 14.

.e avalanche effect is described in Figure 10(simulation
results from Table 14)

5.2. Comparative Analysis of Computed Results with the
Existing Work. A comparative analysis of computed
consequences with the current work is presented as

Existing AES avrg. decryption time (ms)
Proposed AES avrg. decryption time (ms)
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Figure 8: Decrypting time: existing AES vs. proposed AES.

Table 13: Execution time test result [13].

Plain text size (bytes) AES Avrg. encryption time (ms) Avrg. decryption time (ms)

16 Existing AES 0.1658 0.1789
Proposed AES 0.1190 0.1481

32 Existing AES 0.2976 0.3114
Proposed AES 0.2507 0.2839

64 Existing AES 0.4564 0.4626
Proposed AES 0.3916 0.4590

128 Existing AES 0.6984 0.5911
Proposed AES 0.6014 0.5805

0.5 Existing AES 2359.65 2269.32
Proposed AES 2159.8 2207.1

16 bytes 32 bytes 64 bytes 128 bytes

Existing AES avrg. encryption time (ms)
Proposed AES avrg encryption time (ms)
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Figure 7: Encrypting time: existing AES vs. proposed AES.
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follows. However, some researchers analyzed the per-
formance of their advanced AES version. Meanwhile,
many authors used encryption and description time as
their performance metrics. .e simulation environmental
comparison between proposed AES and other AES using
the CloudSim simulator is graphically represented in
Figures 11 and 12.

5.3. Average EnergyConsumed. By using the same technique
described in [13], the energy consumption is being evalu-
ated. .ese experiments shared that the proposed frame-
works have 14% less energy consumption as compared to
[13]. Actual cost taken is given by encryption and the average
current that is used by every CPU clock cycle. Equation (5) is
used to calculate energy cost per byte as well as various keys
of AES encryption schemes:

:  E � Ec + TL −
Tc

Tu

 –P∗M, (5)

where C, L. and u represent the current, last, and updated,
respectively.

.e energy consumption E is the amount of work done
on processing Mips M under a time frame T using power

model P. .e mathematical notation to represent the energy
consumption is described in Figure 13.

5.4. Average Network Usage. Network usage is the overall
network usage for the system. Network usage is repre-
sented in kilobytes. .is parameter defines the usage of
network resources. .e length is reduced and approaches
of requests to lower hierarchy by using service configu-
ration so that the request could be processed in the lower
hierarchy rather than sending it to cloud again and again.
.is algorithm reduces 3-hop communication to single-
hop communication. .us, low network usage is obtained
through the proposed framework. .e more the network
is used, the more the expenditure. Efficient network to-
pologies prefer to use minimal network. In these exper-
iments, the network usage is evaluated using the same
technique described in [13]. In the proposed framework,
network resources are reduced by 11% as compared to
[13]. .e network while running the implemented en-
cryption schemes is calculated using the following
equation:

:  Nu � Ni +
(L∗D∗B)

T
, (6)

 Existing AES avrg.
decryption time (ms)

Proposed AES avrg.
decryption time (ms)
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Figure 9: Encrypting and decrypting time: existing AES vs. proposed AES.
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Figure 10: Avalanche effect test result.

Table 14: Avalanche effect test result obtained after flipping a single bit in the plain text [13].

Execution
program Plain text Secret key Encryption and

decryption time
Execution

time
First time
execution

I Love
Unimorin! H2 + 3S +MuePgIPK3h9SAHOtl6THtl8ak062IgB3ixEto Encryption time 0.05172414

Decryption time 0.03448276
Second
execution

I Love
Unimorin!

1mRVUf7lRS7W/K+BWFRkP3//
KKjf0FtIaSnIGArvudY�

Encryption time 0.06666667
Decryption time 0.044444446
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where Ni is the initial network usage (Nu at 0).
.e network usage mathematical notation Nu is the

number of bits B communicated in a certain time frame on
devices under sets of dataD with latency L. Simulation result
is clear from Figure 14.

5.5. Average Networking Delay. In the calculation of testing
and evaluating whether the data are secured, delay is likewise

evaluated. In the local host cloud environment amount of
consumers; the data traffic will develop tall, which will have
influence on the scheme. In a real environment, numerous
issues could cause delays, e.g., the size of the key and network
speeds, which will cause suspensions and overcrowding..e
larger numbers of key indicate increased delay due to the
time when more data encrypt generate. When the key, it is
originally split into dissimilar blocks formerly encryption.
.e scope of individual block may have contingent influence
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Figure 11: Encryption processing time factor in different AES.
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Figure 12: Decryption processing time factor in different AES.
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on the scope. .e delay comparison of the previous
methodology [13] and the research shows that the significant
differences in the delay indicate that the proposed frame-
work is 15% better than the previous solution [13].

 Dn � Bs ∗
L

T
− Bd ∗

L

1
−

T

Te

. (7)

.edelayD represents the time that the bits B take to reach
a processing device from an end device under a certain latency
L and connection timeT..e observed delay is calculated using
the equation..emathematical notation to represent the delay
is described below and by simulation result it is clear from
figure. .e delay calculation is shown in Figure 15.

6. Conclusion

To provide data confidentiality and information integrity of
users’ data in the cloud computing environment, an effective
security framework is proposed that provides a mechanism
through which communication is protected and unauthorized
access is restricted. .e proposed security framework allows
cloud users to securely handle the privacy and integrity of data.

It also allows security, privacy, network usage, and
storage in the cloud without depending on the plausibility of
the cloud provider. .e application of the AES algorithm
provides a strong foundation that protects data stored in the
cloud as well as authorizes access to data only on successful
authentication and verification. .e delays that occur in the
actual environment vary in different situations all of which
are not considered in this framework. Results show that the
proposed framework minimizes energy consumption by
14.43%, network usage by 11.53%, and delay by 15.67%.
Hence, the proposed framework enhances security, mini-
mizes resource utilization, and reduces delay while
deploying services of computational clouds.
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Internet of Medical (ings (IoMT) plays an important role in healthcare. Different devices such as smart sensors, wearable
devices, handheld, and many other devices are connected in a network in the form of Internet of (ings (IoT) for the smooth
running of communication in healthcare. Security of these devices in healthcare is important due to its nature of functionality and
efficiency. An efficient and robust security system is in dire need to cope with the attacks, threats, and vulnerability. (e security
evaluation of IoMTis an issue since couple of years.(erefore, the aim of the proposed study is to evaluate the security of IoMT by
using the analytic network (ANP) process. (e proposed approach is applied using ISO/IEC 27002 (ISO 27002) standard and
some other important features from the literature. (e results of the proposed research demonstrate the effective IoMT
components which can further be used as secure IoMT.

1. Introduction

Internet of (ings has several applications in the daily life
and has made life very easy. From industry to education,
healthcare, and other places, the IoT is mostly used. Internet
of Medical(ings is the advanced version of IoTwhich has a
key role in healthcare. Devices such as wearable, handheld,
sensors, actuator, and others are connected for communi-
cation through Internet. For the smooth communication of
these devices, security is important to run in an effective and
efficient way. Security is the protection from unauthorized
access of illegal users. In healthcare, the devices are some-
times connected through heterogeneous environment with
the support of different IoT devices. So, the security eval-
uation is important for them to ensure that the commu-
nication is safe and secure. IoMTplays an important role in
remote exchange data processes. (e IoT devices have
limited capabilities due to low processing, tiny memory, and
limited storage, so implementing security will be a chal-
lenging task. (e security and privacy in IoMT devices are
vital due to a number of reasons as IoMT devices are

ubiquitous and their applications are employed in health.
For this purpose, reinforcing a security mechanism is in-
dispensable to cope with these attacks, vulnerabilities, and
security and privacy challenges. Security can be one of the
important factors for IoHT [1–6].

(e existing research regarding the security of IoMT
covers different aspects. However, there is a lack of
knowledge that how to evaluate the security of IoMT based
on security attributes and features. So, to overcome this
limitation, the proposed research presents the ANP ap-
proach for the evaluation of security of IoMT in term of the
ISO/IEC 27002 (ISO 27002) standard, and some other
important features identified from the literature. (e ANP
method incorporates the criteria given for achieving the goal
based on the available alternatives. (is method helps in
situation when complexity arises.

(e organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2
presents the related work to the security evaluation of IoMT,
along with the existing approaches for security evaluations
are discussed. In Section 3, the research method is briefly
described. Section 4 concludes the paper.
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2. Related Work

Several approaches have been used by researchers for the
evaluation security. (e basic security requirements are
defined in confidentiality, integrity, and availability (the CIA

model) [7–12]. (e IoMT devices are vulnerable to several
threats of security, attacks, and vulnerabilities. IoMTdevices
suffer from enormous security threats due to low cost and
power unlike traditional desktop and mobile devices. (e
malware can replicates itself by compromising the
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connection that links IoTdevices [13]. Different frameworks,
models, reviews, surveys, and analysis pertaining to the
security of IoT-based systems for security analysis are used.
Frustaci et al. [14] evaluated IoT security issues at three
different layers of IoT such as perception, transportation,
and application. Leister et al. [15] evaluated the security of
IoT in e-health by presenting a scenario-based framework.
Alrawi et al. [16] proposed component-based analysis such
as IoT device, mobile application, communication channel,
and cloud end points for the home-based IoT system.
Tekeoglu and Tosun [17] presented a layer-based packet
capturing framework for investigating security and privacy
of IoT devices. Cherneyshev and Hannay [18] evaluated IoT
security by using two smart TVs against the multisurface
attacks. Ali and Awad [19] assessed the security of IoTsmart
home in terms of vulnerability. Mazhelis and Tyrväinen [20]
evaluated IoT platforms from application provider

perspectives. Apart from these approaches, several other
approaches are being available in the literature [21–24].

Similarly, mobile computing services can be used in IoT
by using services of mobile phones and apps or through the
M-Health care system. (e M-Health contributes to the IoT
by furnishing various services such as compactness, IP
connectivity, consumption of low power, and security [25].
Recently, many applications have been developed to deliver
mobile-based services to the users in healthcare. (e ap-
plications of smart phone enable the patients to know about
their diseases after the analysis in the field of gynaecology
and paediatrics [26].

(e purpose of this section is to study the existing lit-
erature to know about the work done in the area of security
evaluation. For this purpose, the popular libraries including
ACM, IEEE, ScienceDirect, and Springer were searched.
Different types of information were obtained, and the details
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are given in figures and tables in this section. Figure 1 shows
the type of publication along with the total number of papers
published in the ACM library.

Figure 2 shows the content type along with the total
number of publications.

(e purpose of searching different libraries was to know
more about the research done in the area. For this purpose,
the IEEE library was also searched. Figure 3 shows the type
of publication along with the total number of papers pub-
lished in the IEEE library.

Figure 4 shows the publication topic in the area along
with the total number of papers published.

(e library of ScienceDirect was also searched to know
about the security-related work published in the area. Fig-
ure 5 shows the total number of publications in the given
year in the ScienceDirect library.

Figure 6 shows the number of publications along with
the type of publication.

Figure 7 shows the publication title along with the
number of publications.
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Table 1: Random consistency index.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
RI 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.48 1.56 1.57 1.59
(e value of CR should be less than 0.1.

Goal

Security
criteria

Alternatives

Trustworthiness Auditing Network
monitoring

Secure key
management Nonrepudiation Access control

Availability Authentication

IoMT 1 IoMT 2 IoMT 3

Confidentiality Safety Stability Continuity

Evaluating security of Internet of Medical Things

Figure 10: Goal, security criteria, and alternatives of the proposed research. (e overall process of the proposed research is shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Process of the ANP for the proposed research.

Table 2: List of selected attribute.

Requirements [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42]
Confidentiality ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Authentication ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Integrity ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Availability ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Authorization ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Physical security ∗ ∗ ∗

Continuity ∗

Trustworthiness ∗ ∗

Auditing ∗

Network monitoring ∗

Secure key management ∗ ∗

Access control ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Nonrepudiation ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
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Finally, the library of Springer was searched for the detail
information in the area. Figure 8 shows the number of
publications with the type of publications in the Springer
library.

Figure 9 shows the article topic along with the total
number of publications.

3. Applications of the Analytic Network
Process for Evaluating Security of Internet of
Medical Things

(e analytic network process has several applications in
different areas [11, 24, 27–29]. (e reason behind using this
method was to evaluate the security of IoMT, as this method
works very well in situation where complexity exists. In the
proposed research work, the analytic network process ap-
proach is used for security evaluation of Internet of Medical
(ings. (e ANP method incorporates the criteria given for
achieving the goal based on the available alternatives. (is
method helps in situation when complexity arises. (e
method adopted the ISO standard of security along with the
identified security features from the literature. (e ANP
method consists of three parts: (a) the goal, (b) criteria, and
(c) alternatives. Details regarding the ANP can be found in
[30]; however, the following are the main steps:

(a) A particular phenomenon is to be divided into
subparts

(b) A qualitative scale of measure is applied while this
can be converted into a quantitative scale between 1
and 9

(c) (e pairwise comparison is done for all the criteria
along with alternatives

(d) (e relative importance is found by finding the
principal eigenvalue and the related eigenvector of
the comparison matrix

(e) (e consistency of matrix is measured

Priority vector “w” is calculated as follows:

Aw � λmaxw. (1)

λmax is the major eigenvalue of the matrix “A,” and “w” is
its eigenvector. (e value of “λ” is obtained by summing the
column of the original matrix multiplied by the normalized
EV. (e principal EV is obtained by the sum of all “λ”.

(e “consistency index (CI)” and “consistency random
(CR)” of the pairwise comparison matrix are computed by
the following equation:

Ci �
λmax − n

n − 1
,

CR �
CI

RI
.

(2)

(e random consistency index (RI) table is given by
Saaty and is shown in Table 1 [30].

(f ) Construction of the supermatrix
(g) Conversion of the weighted supermatrix into the

limit matrix for making the decision
(h) Deciding the most appropriate alternative from the

limit matrix

Figure 10 shows the goal, criteria, and alternatives of the
proposed research.

(i) Identification of attributes and scoring process: the
process of identification of attributes was very tricky
due to the reason that important attribute should be
missed. For this purpose, the literature was searched
and finally the attributes of the International Stan-
dard Organization (ISO) information security stan-
dard such as ISO/IEC 27000-series (ISO/IEC, 2018)
along with 8 important attributes from the literature
were identified. ISO/IEC 27000-series (ISO/IEC,
2018) is a well-known standard and widely accepted
standard [12].

Table 2 shows the list of selected attributes.
After selecting the attributes for security evaluation, these

attributes were shared with the experts in the field. (e reason
of sharing was to gather appropriate score for each component
with respect to the defined attribute. Assigning the score to the
relevant attribute was based on the expertise of the expert.
Table 3 shows the comparison with respect to IoMT1.

Table 4 shows the comparison with respect to IoMT2.
Table 5 shows the comparison with respect to IoMT3.
Table 6 shows the comparison with respect to IoMT.
(e rest of the calculations for the remaining attributes

to IoMT were done the same as Table 6. After pairwise
comparisons, all the calculations were brought together into
the weighted supermatrix for the purpose to convert it into
the limit matrix for decision-making about security evalu-
ation. Table 7 shows the weighted supermatrix.

(e weighted matrix was converted into the limit matrix
by taking the power of the weighted matrix.(is process was
done till all the elements of each row become the same. (e
reason was to make decision based on the limit matrix.
Table 8 shows the limit matrix.

Table 6: For availability.

IMT1 IMT2 IMT3 EV
IMT1 1 3 4 0.623
IMT2 1/3 1 2 0.239
IMT3 1/4 1/2 1 0.137
CR� 0.022.
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Based on the limit matrix, we conclude that IoMT1 is the
most secure component followed by IoMT2 and then
IoMT3. Figure 12 shows the ranking of IoMT components.

4. Conclusion

(e Internet of Medical (ings is considered to be a sig-
nificant part of healthcare which plays an important role.
Communication among different devices such as smart
sensors, wearable devices, handheld, and many other devices
are connected in a network is possible due to the success of
Internet of (ings. For efficient and smooth running of
healthcare, the security of different devices connected is
mandatory. An efficient and robust security system is in dire
need to cope with the attacks, threats, and vulnerability. (e
security evaluation of IoMT is an issue since the last few
years. (e proposed study is an endeavor toward the
evaluation of the security of IoMT and using the analytic
network process. (e approach is applied using the ISO/IEC
27002 (ISO 27002) standard with the collection of some
other important features from the literature. (e results of
the proposed research demonstrate the effective IoMT
components which can further be used as secure IoMT.
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In recent years, the number of malware on the Android platform has been increasing, and with the widespread use of code
obfuscation technology, the accuracy of antivirus software and traditional detection algorithms is low. Current state-of-the-art
research shows that researchers started applying deep learning methods for malware detection.We proposed an Android malware
detection algorithm based on a hybrid deep learning model which combines deep belief network (DBN) and gate recurrent unit
(GRU). First of all, analyze the Android malware; in addition to extracting static features, dynamic behavioral features with strong
antiobfuscation ability are also extracted. +en, build a hybrid deep learning model for Android malware detection. Because the
static features are relatively independent, the DBN is used to process the static features. Because the dynamic features have
temporal correlation, the GRU is used to process the dynamic feature sequence. Finally, the training results of DBN and GRU are
input into the BP neural network, and the final classification results are output. Experimental results show that, compared with the
traditional machine learning algorithms, the Android malware detection model based on hybrid deep learning algorithms has a
higher detection accuracy, and it also has a better detection effect on obfuscated malware.

1. Introduction

Mobile phones have become increasingly important tools in
people’s daily life, such as mobile payment, instant mes-
saging, online shopping, etc., but the security problem of
mobile phones is becoming more and more serious. Due to
the open source nature of the Android platform, it is very
easy and profitable to write malware using the vulnerabilities
and security defects of the Android system. +is is the main
reason for the rapid increase in the number of malware on
the Android system. +e malicious behaviors of Android
malware generally include sending deduction SMS, con-
suming traffic, stealing user’s private information, down-
loading a large number of malicious applications, remote
control, etc., threatening the privacy and property security of
mobile phones users.

+e number of Android malware is growing rapidly;
particularly, more and more malicious software use obfusca-
tion technology. Traditional detection methods of manual
analysis and signature matching have exposed some problems,

such as slow detection speed and low accuracy. In recent years,
many researchers have solved the problems of Android mal-
ware detection usingmachine learning algorithms and had a lot
of research results. With the rise of deep learning and the
improvement of computer computing power, more and more
researchers began to use deep learning models to detect An-
droid malware. +is paper proposes an Android malware
detection model based on a hybrid deep learning model with
deep belief network (DBN) and gate recurrent unit (GRU).+e
main contributions are as follows:

(i) In order to resist Android malware obfuscation
technology, in addition to extracting static features,
we also extracted the dynamic features of malware at
runtime and constructed a comprehensive feature
set to enhance the detection capability of malware.

(ii) A hybrid deep learning model was proposed.
According to the characteristics of static features
and dynamic features, two different deep learning
algorithms of DBN and GRU are used.
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(iii) +e detection model was verified, and the detection
result is better than traditional machine learning
algorithms; it also can effectively detect malware
samples using obfuscation technology.

+e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of the previous related work of malware
detection and deep learning algorithms. Section 3 describes
the extraction process of static and dynamic features of
Android malware. Section 4 explains the malware detection
process based on the hybrid deep learning model in detail.
Section 5 evaluates our approach through experiments.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Researchers are constantly improving and innovating the
detection method of Android malware. Malware analysis
technology is mainly divided into static analysis and dy-
namic analysis, and the detection method evolves from
traditional machine learning to deep learning algorithms.

2.1. Android Malware Analysis Technologies

2.1.1. Static Analysis. +e static analysis method refers to
extracting malicious features through semantic analysis,
permission analysis, etc., after decompiling the APK file. +e
major advantages of static detection are high efficiency and
speed, but it is difficult to identify polymorphic deformation
technology and code obfuscation [1, 2].

+e required permissions of the APK can help gain
awareness about the risks. Talha et al. [3] presented a per-
mission-based APK auditor that uses static analysis to
characterize and classify Android applications as benign or
malicious. Rahul et al. [4] presented WHY-PER, a frame-
work using natural language processing (NLP) techniques to
identify sentences that describe the need for a given per-
mission in an application description. To determine whether
Android developers follow least privilege with their per-
missions requests, Felt et al. [5] built Stowaway, a tool that
detects overprivilege in compiled Android applications.
Arora et al. [6] identified the pairs of permissions that can be
dangerous and proposed an innovative detection model,
named PermPair.

APIs are also often used as key features in detecting
Android malware [7]. API and permission based classifi-
cation system were constructed as YARA Rule [8], and the
API, class, and public methods of each application are
extracted from AndroidManifest.xml, classes.dex and
matched with YARA Rule. Chan and Song [9] proposed a
feature set containing the permissions and API calls for
Android malware static detection, and classifiers that used
the proposed feature set outperform those only with the
permissions.

2.1.2. Dynamic Analysis. As more and more Android
malware avoid static detection through techniques such as
repackaging and code obfuscation, dynamic analysis
methods based on behavioral characteristics can solve this

problemwell [10]. Dynamic analysis refers tomonitoring the
behavior of Android application software when it is exe-
cuted. +e monitoring scope of most dynamic analysis
methods is mainly access to sensitive data and API calls, etc.

Enck et al. [11] proposed TaintDroid, an efficient, sys-
tem-wide dynamic taint tracking and analysis system ca-
pable of simultaneously tracking multiple sources of
sensitive data. TaintDroid provides real-time analysis by
leveraging Android’s virtualized execution environment and
has low CPU overhead.

Fu et al. [12] proposed ntLeakSemaic, a framework that
can automatically locate abnormal sensitive network
transmissions from mobile apps. Compared to existing taint
analysis approaches, it can achieve better accuracy with
fewer false positives.

Ali-Gombe et al. [13] proposed the DroidScraper system
to recover important runtime data structures of application
software by enumerating and reconstructing the objects in
memory for mobile device forensics and postmortem
analysis.

Malware attempts to evade detection by mimicking
security-sensitive behaviors of benign apps and suppressing
their payload to reduce the chance of being observed. Based
on the contexts that trigger security-sensitive behaviors,
Yang et al. [14] introduced AppContext, an approach of
static program analysis that extracts the contexts of security-
sensitive behaviors to assist app analysis in differentiating
between malicious and benign behaviors.

2.2. Malware Detection Method

2.2.1. Machine Learning. Antivirus software can effectively
detect Android malware, but it needs to manually extract the
signature code and update it on the client side after
obtaining the malware sample. +is method has a high
detection accuracy for known malware, but it also has
certain limitations. For example, unknown malware that has
not been seen before and malware processed by obfuscation
techniques cannot be effectively detected. In order to im-
prove the detection accuracy, in recent years, researchers
have used machine learning algorithms to detect malware
[15].

Kuo et al. [16] proposed an Android malware detection
system which combines the machine learning methods
(SVM or Random Forest) and hybrid analysis model, and
the major feature combines the permissions characteristic
and API.

To enhance security of machine learning-based Android
malware detection, Chen et al. [17] developed a system called
SecureDroid. +ey presented a novel feature selection
method to make the classifier harder to be evaded and
proposed an ensemble learning approach by aggregating the
individual classifiers.

Combining of supervised learning (KNN) and unsu-
pervised learning (K-Medoids), Arora et al. [18, 19] intro-
duced a hybrid Android malware detection model using
permissions and network traffic features. Awad et al. [20]
proposed modeling malware as a language and assessed the
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feasibility of finding semantics in instances of that language,
and they classified malware-documents by applying the
KNN.

In traditional machine learning algorithms, the SVM
algorithm is often used for Android malware detection, and
it has a good classification effect in many cases. Li et al. [21]
studied an Android malware detection scheme using an
SVM-based approach, which integrates both risky permis-
sion combinations and vulnerable API calls and uses them as
features in the SVM algorithm.

2.2.2. Deep Learning. Traditional machine learning algo-
rithms are usually shallow structures, so they cannot ef-
fectively characterize Android malware through correlation
features. +erefore, researchers tried to distinguish Android
malware using deep learning models. +e deep learning
model has a wide range of applications in image recognition,
speech recognition, and natural language processing, and its
strong fitting ability for nonlinear relationship makes it have
a good application prospect in malware detection. Com-
monly used deep learning networks include stacked
autoencoder [22], DBN [23], LSTM [24], and so on.

Deep learning demonstrated excellent performance in
image recognition, somalware can be converted into images,
and then deep learning algorithms are used for training and
detection [25]. Cui et al. [26] converted the malware into
grayscale images; then, the images were identified and
classified using a convolutional neural network (CNN) that
could extract the features of the malware images automat-
ically. Depending on decompiling the Android APK, Zhao
and Qian [27] innovatively mapped the opcodes, API
packages, and high-level risky API functions into integrated
three channels of an RGB image, respectively, and then used
convolutional neural network to identify the malware
family’s features.

Pektaş et al. [28] proposed a deep learning Android
malware detection method which examines all possible
execution paths and the balanced dataset improves deep
neural learning benign execution paths versus malicious
paths. Yuan et al. [29] implemented an online Android
malware detection engine based on deep learning.

In order to improve the detection accuracy and take
advantage of various deep learning algorithms, some re-
searchers have proposed malware detection models with a
combination of multiple deep learning algorithms. Luo et al.
[30] proposed an Android malware analysis and detection
technology based on Attention-CNN-LSTM, which is a type
of multi-model deep learning. Safa et al. [31] benchmarked
deep learning architectures composed of recurrent and
convolutional neural networks and developed an automatic
feature extraction component and a hybrid CNN/RNN
classification model.

3. Android Malware Features Extraction

+e features extraction method combining dynamic analysis
and static analysis is adopted, as shown in Figure 1.+e static
features are obtained by decompiling the APK file, including

resource features and semantic features. +e static features
generate a binary feature vector through one-hot encoding.
+e dynamic features are obtained by monitoring the related
API calls during the APK running process. For the dynamic
features associated with the time series, the entity embed-
ding method is used to generate feature vectors.

3.1. Features Extraction. Static features extraction is high-
speed and consumes less system resources, which is suitable
for large-scale features extraction, it cannot effectively detect
obfuscated Android malware. +erefore, this paper uses a
hybrid detection method of static analysis and dynamic
analysis; a total of 351 features were extracted, including 303
static features and 48 dynamic features.

3.1.1. Static Feature Extraction. +e extracted static features
include resource features and semantic features.

(1) Resource Features. Resource features refer to features
extracted from resource files stored in APK. +e main basis
for extracting resource features is the inconsistent structure
and inconsistent logic of the APK. Inconsistent structure
refers to the artifacts left behind by hiding malicious
components, resulting in an abnormal structure of the APK
file. Inconsistent logic refers to the fact that when amalicious
software is repackaged as a benign application, it usually
leaves traces. +e types and quantity of resource features are
shown in Table 1. A total of 124 resource features were
extracted.

(2) Semantic Features. Semantic features are extracted from
the APK code file. Common static features such as sensitive
API and permission are also divided into semantic features.
We propose some new semantic features, such as explicit
intent and other features mined frommeta information.+e
types and quantity of semantic features are shown in Table 2.
A total of 179 semantic features were extracted.

APK files

Android APK

Resource files

Resource features

Features set

Source code files

Semantic features 

Decompilation

Static features

Android APK

Inspeckage

Behavioral 
features

Run

Dynamic features

Figure 1: Android malware features extraction.
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3.1.2. Dynamic Features Extraction. Dynamic features are
the behavioral characteristics of the Android application
when it runs, such as data encryption and decryption, file
reading and writing, network data transmission, call, SMS,
geographic location, and access to sensitive information.
+ese behaviors can represent the application’s functions
and intentions. A total of 48 dynamic features are extracted.
+e extraction of these dynamic features is mainly based on
monitoring related API function calls. Each dynamic feature
corresponds to several API functions, and the total number
of API functions is 141. Some of the dynamic features and
corresponding API examples are listed in Table 3.

We select the automatic test tool MonkeyRunner and the
dynamic analysis tool Inspeckage to extract dynamic features.

MonkeyRunner is a test tool provided by the Android
SDK. It supports writing test scripts to customize data and
events and can simultaneously connect to multiple real
terminals or emulators to trigger operations of the appli-
cation software. It can better perform the functions of the
Android applications.

+e dynamic analysis tool Inspeckage is a simple ap-
plication software that integrates the commonly used dy-
namic analysis functions, and a built-in web server can
provide a friendly interactive interface for users. Inspeckage
can not only obtain basic information such as permissions,
components, shared libraries, UID, etc., but also view the
behavior of the application in real time. It can customize the

hooked API; that is, it can customize the dynamic behavior
required for monitoring, and this is also the biggest ad-
vantage of the tool.

3.2. Features Encoding

3.2.1. Static Features Encoding. For static features, most of
them are binary features, and only a small number of fea-
tures are discrete features, and there is no relationship be-
tween features. +erefore, the deep learning algorithm deep
belief network is suitable for static features. Since the input
of the deep belief network is a binary vector, one-hot
encoding is used to encode the static features into binary
vectors.

+e process of one-hot encoding is to convert discrete
features into corresponding binary sequences. For example,
the discrete values of 0, 1, 2, 3 are encoded to binary se-
quences of 0001, 0010, 0100, 1000. For discrete features with
large value range, the feature vector will be sparse if one-hot
encoding is used. For this case, the value range can be finely
classified to reduce the feature dimension after one-hot
encoding. After one-hot encoding, all static features are
concatenated into a binary vector, which is the input of the
DBN.

3.2.2. Dynamic Features Encoding. After acquiring the dy-
namic features of the Android application, the dynamic
features are formed into an operation sequence in chro-
nological order. Because the dynamic features are correlated
in time, the dynamic behavior of the Android application
software can be better fitted through the recurrent neural
network.+e dynamic feature vector is the input of the GRU
network.

Entity embedding is a method of data representation. It
encodes structured discrete variables and tries to make the
data representation retain the continuous relationship be-
tween data. In the implementation, the Keras library in
Tensorflow is used to implement entity embedding. +ere
are 48 discrete values (c� 48) for the dynamic behavior at a
certain moment. And, the common choice of embedded size
is to use embedding_size� (c+ 1)/2; therefore, the

Table 2: Types and quantity of semantic features.

Type Specific meaning Quantity

DEX
API call 32

API package 8
String 13

Intent and permission Intension 16
Permission 67

Meta information

Services 6
Content providers 3
Broadcast receivers 2

Activities 25

Escape
Encryption 2
Reflection 3

Dynamic code loading 2

Table 3: Types and quantity of dynamic features.

Type API examples Quantity
Data encryption
and decryption

doFinal
setSeed 35

File reading and
writing

getString
putString 38

Network data
transmission

Init
connected
getDate

28

Call Listen
getserviceStatus 13

SMS createAppSpecificSmsToken
getSmsManagerForSubscriptionId 15

Geographic
location

addNmeaListener
getAltitude
getLongitude

12

Table 1: Types and quantity of resource features.

Types Specific meaning Quantity

Certificate Timestamp 2
Detail 8

Name Package name length, entropy 14
Package name similarity 7

Stealth

Embedded API 15
Embedded API package name 4

Embedded permission 26
Embedded intention 13

Inconsistent Inconsistent file suffix 4
Inconsistent resource 5

Native code System call 19
Shared library 7
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embedding size is selected as 24; that is, the dynamic vector
input to the GRU at each moment is 24 dimensions. Entity
embedding is used to map the values of the discrete variables
into a multidimensional space, generate dynamic feature
vectors, and provide distance information of different dy-
namic behaviors in the multidimensional space.

4. Hybrid Deep Learning Model

According to the different characteristics of the static and
dynamic features of the Android applications, a deep
learning model based on a combination of deep belief
network and gate recurrent unit is proposed. +e advantage
of using the DBN is that the learning speed of static features
of Android applications is faster and the performance is
better. Compared with the traditional RNNmodel, GRU can
perform better in dealing with longer time operation se-
quences, with fewer parameters, faster training speed, and
less data required to achieve good generalization effect.
+erefore, the GRU neural network is more suitable for
processing the dynamic features of Android applications.

+e DBN-GRU hybrid model for Android malware
detection is shown in Figure 2. +e dynamic feature vectors
and the static feature vectors are used to train the DBN and
GRU, respectively, and the output vectors are input to the
fully connected layer. +e softmax function maps the output
of multiple neurons to the interval of (0, 1) and outputs
classification results in the form of probability. +e softmax
function is part of the back propagation neural network and
is used to fine-tune the parameters of DBN and GRU.

4.1.DeepBeliefNetwork. DBN is a widely used deep learning
framework [32]. +e deep belief network is divided into two
parts. +e bottom part is formed by stacking multiple re-
stricted Boltzmann machines. +e RBM of each layer is
trained by contrastive divergence (CD) algorithm.+e upper
part is a supervised back propagation neural network, which
is used to fine-tune the overall network. Since this paper uses
a hybrid model of DBN and GRU, the BP neural network of
the two is integrated and will be introduced in Section 4.3.

4.1.1. Network Structure. In Figure 3, V represents the
visible layer, and H represents the hidden layer. In the
stacked RBMs, except the last RBM, the hidden layer of each
RBM is the visible layer of the next RBM. +e weight matrix
Wi is used to represent the mapping relationship between
the visible layer and the hidden layer. V0 is the initial feature
vector of the first RBM, which is the initial input of the DBN
network. +e hidden layerH2 of the last RBM represents the
output, which is used for classification. In order to make
each layer reach the local optimum, the weight matrix Wi

needs to be trained by the CD algorithm.

4.1.2. Pretraining. DBN uses CD algorithm to optimize the
parameters of each RBM during pretraining; Figure 4 shows
the pretraining process. First, input the initial vector to the
first RBM. In our model, the one-hot encoded Android static

feature vector is input to the DBN as the pretraining initial
input.

CD algorithm is used to train the weight matrix W0 of the
first RBM, the bias vector A0 of the visible layer, and the bias
vector B0 of the hidden layer. +e output vectorH0 is obtained
after the training, and then the output vector is input to the
upper layer RBM as the input vector V1 of the second RBM.
+e weight matrix W1 and the bias vectors A1 and B1 of the
second RBM are calculated, and the above process is repeated
until all RBM training is completed. Pretraining makes the
parameters of each RBM reach local optimum.

4.1.3. Parameter Selection. During the pretraining process,
the effect of the pretraining is greatly related to the relevant

One-hot

DBN

Fully connected 
layer

Entity embedding

GRU

Softmax

Classification

Static features Dynamic features

BP

Figure 2: DBN-GRU hybrid model for Android malware
detection.
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parameters. +ere are mainly three parameters for pre-
training: the learning rate, batch_size, and epochs. Unlike
the learning rate in the subsequent fine-tuning stage of the
back propagation neural network, in the pretraining of the
DBN, the learning rate usually does not need to be changed,
but an appropriate value needs to be set. If the learning rate is
too large, the model may fail to converge or even diverge,
and if it is too small, the gradient descent can be slow.

Using the method proposed by Smith [33], the model is
trained with learning rate range from small to large values,
and then the change of loss is recorded. As the learning rate
increases, the loss will gradually decrease and then increase,
and the best learning rate can be selected from the area with
the smallest loss. In this paper, when the pretraining learning
rate is 0.05, the pretraining effect is better.

A large batch_size can reduce training time and improve
stability, but as batch_size increases, the performance of the
model will decrease. +erefore, an appropriate batch_size
needs to be chosen. Considering the size of the dataset used
in this paper, the batch_size is set to 256.

Finally, the epochs of pretraining: according to the value
of the learning rate and the value of batch_size, the epochs
are set to 10.

4.2. Gate Recurrent Unit. Recurrent neural network (RNN)
can better deal with the time series data, so it is suitable for
training the dynamic behavioral characteristics of Android
applications. +e traditional RNN has the problem of dis-
appearing gradients, which is especially serious when the
time series is long. To solve this problem, researchers made
improvements to the RNN and got a variant, that is, GRU
[34].

+e GRU neural network is shown in Figure 5.
According to the timeline, Xt is the input feature vector,
which represents the dynamic behavior of the Android
application at the current time. It can be seen that the input
Xt can be remembered by the GRU through ht. +is is very
suitable for dynamic features with temporal correlation. For
example, if there is a correlation between the two dynamic

behaviors of reading address book and sending network
data, it may be related to malicious behavior, and GRU can
learn the link between these behaviors of the Android
malware.

4.2.1. Internal Structure of GRU. +e internal structure of
the GRU is shown in Figure 6; Xt is the input of the current
unit, Yt is the output of the current unit, and ht is the hidden
state of the current unit. ht− 1 is the hidden state output by
the previous unit and passed to this unit. +e hidden state
contains information about the input of the previous unit.

+e internal calculation process of GRU is as follows:

⊙ is an element-wise multiplication
+ is an element-wise addition
r is the reset gate, and z is the update gate
Wr, Wz, and W are weight matrixes
Activation function is tanh:

tanh(z) �
ez − e− z

ez + e−z
,

σ(x) �
1

1 + e− x
.

(1)

Step 1. Calculate the states of gate r and gate z:

r � σ W
r
X

t
+ W

r
h

t− 1
 ,

z � σ W
z
X

t
+ W

z
h

t− 1
 .

(2)

Step 2. Reset using reset gate r, and calculate h′:
h

t− 1′
� h

t− 1 ⊙ r,

h′ � tanh WX
t

+ Wh
t− 1′

 .
(3)

Step 3. Update the memory.+e closer the gate signal is to 1,
the more information it memorizes, and the closer it is to 0,
the more information it forgets:

h
t

� z⊙ h
t− 1

+(1 − z)⊙ h′. (4)

As mentioned above, combining Xt and ht− 1, the GRU
will get the output Yt of the current unit and pass it as the
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Figure 4: DBN pretraining process.
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Figure 5: GRU neural network.
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hidden state ht to the next unit, where Yt and ht are the same
in value.

4.2.2. Number of Network Layers. Our model uses a single-
layer GRU. If a second layer is added, it can capture higher-
level correlation of dynamic behaviors theoretically, but this
is based on the large number of Android applications and
high-dimensional input vectors. For the input 24-dimen-
sional dynamic feature vectors and the training samples that
have just passed 10,000, the multilayer GRU neural network
will not produce good results and may even cause
overfitting.

4.2.3. Parameter Initialization. Parameter initialization re-
fers to the process of initializing the weights and biases
before the network training. +e initialization of parameters
is related to whether the network training can yield good
results and converge at a faster speed. If the parameter is too
small, the input signal of neuron will be too small, and the
signal will slowly disappear after multiple layers. If the
parameter is too large, the input signal will be too large, and
the activation value is saturated causing the gradient to be
close to zero.

+e Gaussian distribution is used to initialize the weight
matrix parameters. +e parameters follow a Gaussian dis-
tribution with a fixed mean and a fixed variance. Assuming
the number of neurons of a certain layer is ni, the Gaussian
distribution of the initialized weight matrix parameters has a
mean value of 0 and a variance of

����
1/ni


.

4.3. Back Propagation Neural Network. Back propagation
neural network uses supervised learning methods to com-
pare the classification results with the labels of Android
applications to fine-tune the hybrid deep learning model.
+is paper uses the BP neural network combined with the
softmax classifier, and the gradient descent algorithm is
applied to fine-tune both DBN and GRU networks.

4.3.1. Softmax. Softmax is used in the multiclassification
process to map the output of multiple neurons to the (0, 1)
interval for classification. Softmax is calculated as

Si � Pi �
efi

je
fj

. (5)

where Si represents the probability that the sample is divided
into the i-th category. During classification, the category
with the highest probability is selected as the classification
result.

4.3.2. Fine-Tune the Parameters. +e main function of the
BP neural network is to fine-tune the parameters of the deep
learning model, and the main basis in the fine-tuning
process is to find the global minimum value of the loss
function of the model. At this time, the parameters of the
corresponding weight matrix are the global optimal. For the
softmax classifier, the cross-entropy loss function is selected,
as shown in

L � − 
i

yi ln Si, (6)

where yi represents the correct label value of each category
corresponding to the sample. If it belongs to the i-th cat-
egory, then, yi � 1; otherwise, yi � 0. Since only one label is
1, the other label is 0, so formula (6) is simplified to formula
(7), and its gradient is calculated as

L � −yi ln Si � −ln Si, (7)

zL

zfi

� Si − 1. (8)

+e cross-entropy loss function not only can effectively
measure the similarity between the calculated value and the
actual value, but also has a simple form and is easy to
calculate and partial derivative, which is very convenient in
the gradient calculation.

4.3.3. Optimization Algorithm. In the process of back
propagation, the most commonly used optimization algo-
rithm is to fine-tune the parameters by gradient descent. In
order to solve the problems in the gradient descent method,
an improved method mini-batch gradient descent is pro-
posed, which can reduce the fluctuation of parameter update
and finally get better results and more stable convergence.
However, there are still some problems. For example, it is
difficult to choose a suitable learning rate and it is easy to fall
into the local optimum. +erefore, some algorithms for
further optimization of gradient descent are proposed, such
as Momentum, Adagrad, and RMSprop.

In this paper, the Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimation)
algorithm is selected for fine-tuning. It is a combination of
RMSProp algorithm and Momentum algorithm. +e main
feature of Adam is the adjustment strategy of the learning
rate. +e first moment estimation (the mean) and second
moment estimation (the uncentered variance) of the gra-
dients are used to adjust the learning rate of each parameter
dynamically. +e main advantage of Adam is that, after the
bias correction, the learning rate of each iteration has a
certain range, which makes the parameters relatively stable

+
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Figure 6: Internal structure of GRU.
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and has low memory requirements. And in actual operation,
the Adam algorithm is simple to use and does not require
manual parameter adjustment.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1. Collation of Android Malware and Benign Samples.
+edataset is divided into benign samples dataset andmalware
samples dataset. +e type, source, and quantity of samples in
the dataset are shown in Table 4. +e total number of benign
samples is 7,000, downloaded from the Google Play and
APKpure mobile application markets through web crawler.
+e number of samples in the malware dataset is 6,298, all
downloaded from public malware sharing websites. According
to whether the samples use obfuscation technology, the mal-
ware samples dataset is divided into two parts: one part is the
nonobfuscated malware dataset downloaded from VirusShare
[35] and the other part is the obfuscated malware dataset
downloaded from PRAGuard [36], obtained by obfuscating the
MalGenome and the Contagio Minidump datasets with seven
different obfuscation techniques.

5.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.2.1. Features with High Frequency of Use. +e frequently
used features between obfuscated malware samples and non-
obfuscatedmalware samples are analyzed. Figures 7 and 8 show
the frequently used top ten features of the two types of samples.

Permission-related features (such as Read_SMS,
Write_SMS, etc.) of both sample types are used frequently,
because permission features are difficult to be obfuscated,
and obfuscating the permission features will destroy the
inherent structure of APK. However, some sensitive API
features (such as Telephonymanager_Getdeviceid, etc.) are
used frequently in nonobfuscated malware samples but are
used very rarely in obfuscated malware samples, which
shows that the malware samples after obfuscation can avoid
related detections when calling sensitive APIs.

It is worth noting that Stat_Cert_Diff, the top-ranked
feature in the obfuscated malware samples, is a resource
feature related to the certificate. It detects whether the time
when the certificate is generated and the certificate is used to
sign the APK is the same time. +e frequency of this feature
is high, which indicates that most of the obfuscated malware
samples are generated through automatic repackaging. It
also shows that the features extracted in this paper (such as
Stat_Cert_Diff, Stat_Reflection) are very effective in
detecting obfuscated malware samples.

5.2.2. Detection Effect of the Hybrid Deep Learning Model.
Evaluate the detection effect of the hybrid deep learning
model (DBN-GRU) on Android malware through the in-
dicators of precision, recall, and accuracy; the results are
shown in Table 5. Deep learningmodels (such as DBN, GRU,
DBN-GRU) are significantly better than traditional machine
learningmodels (such as SVM, Näıve Bayes, KNN). For deep
learning models, the DBN-GRU hybrid model is superior to
the separate DBN or GRU.

+e DBN model uses static features. Although the
antiobfuscation capability of the static features proposed in
this paper has been greatly improved, it is still insufficient in
capturing the dynamic behaviors of malware. +e GRU
model uses dynamic features, which has advantages in
dynamic behavior analysis but is insufficient in the types of
features. According to the experimental results, based on the
combination of dynamic features and static features, the
hybrid model of DBN and GRU can improve the detection
ability and achieve a better detection effect.

Table 4: Android malware and benign samples.

Type Source Number Total

Benign Google Play 5000 7000APKpure 2000

Malware VirusShare (nonobfuscated) 4038 6298PRAGuard (obfuscated) 2260
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Figure 7: Top 10 features of nonobfuscated malware.
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5.2.3. Detection Effect of Different Training Datasets.
Based on the collected samples, three sample datasets are
constructed to evaluate the detection effect of the Android
malware detection model on obfuscated samples and non-
obfuscated samples. +e composition of these three datasets
is as follows:

Nonobfuscated dataset: benign samples +VirusShare
Obfuscated dataset: benign samples + PRAGuard
Mixed dataset: benign sample+VirusShare+PRAGuard
Each dataset is divided into a training dataset and
a testing dataset, with 2/3 of the samples as the
training dataset and 1/3 of the samples as the testing
dataset.

Table 6 shows the detection accuracy of using different
training datasets. Using the nonobfuscated dataset for both
training and testing, an accuracy rate of 96.89% is obtained.
Using the obfuscated dataset for both training and testing, an
accuracy rate of 96.58% is obtained. In both cases, the de-
tection accuracy is relatively high.

+en, analyze the situation when the training dataset and
the testing dataset are different. Using the nonobfuscated
dataset for training and the obfuscated dataset for testing, the
accuracy rate drops significantly, being 89.51%. Using the
obfuscated dataset for training and the nonobfuscated dataset
for testing, the accuracy rate also drops to 92.32%. Using the
mixed dataset for training, no matter whether the obfuscated
dataset or the nonobfuscated dataset is used for testing, the
accuracy rates are higher, 96.78% and 96.24%, respectively.

+e experimental results show that the richer the sample
types of the training dataset, the higher the detection ac-
curacy. +e mixed training dataset contains nonobfuscated
malware and obfuscated malware. +e detection accuracy of
all types of testing datasets is high, which can meet the needs
of malware detection in actual network.

5.2.4. Detection Effect of Repackaged Malware. 200 samples
chosen from themalware sample dataset are repackaged.+e
process of repackaging is very simple; just uncompress and
reassemble the application software without changing any
functions. In that case, the MD5 or SHA hash value of the
repackaged application software will be different from the
original value. +en, using mainstream antivirus software
and the DBN-GRU hybrid model proposed in this article for
detection, the results are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen
that the detection accuracy of the repackaged APKs by

antivirus software has dropped significantly. +is is because
the antivirus software may use a hash check method to
identify the known Android malware, due to the fact that the
hash value of the repackaged APK has changed, causing the
detection accuracy to decrease. +e detection results of the
DBN-GRU hybrid model are not affected by the application
software repackaging, because repackaging does not affect
the extracted static and dynamic features and the process of
model training, which is the major advantage of the hybrid
model in detecting Android malware.

6. Conclusion

Due to the widespread use of obfuscation techniques in
malware, the effect of traditional detection methods is
greatly affected. +is paper combines dynamic analysis
technology and static analysis technology for Android
malware detection and builds a hybrid deep learning model
based on DBN and GRU. In order to deal with the obfus-
cation technology, new static features with strong anti-
obfuscation capabilities are added, and the dynamic features
of the application software at runtime are extracted to enrich
the Android malware feature set. According to the different
characteristics of static features and dynamic features, a
hybrid deep learning model with DBN and GRU is used for
learning, and the detection effect of this model is verified
through comparative experiments.

Due to the limited computing resources of mobile de-
vices, and the fact that deep learning is a compute-intensive
task, the Android malware detection model proposed in this
paper is suitable for running on high-performance com-
puters. In order to solve this problem, the cloud antivirus
technology is recommended, the mobile phone client is

Table 5: Detection effects of different algorithms.

Benign samples Malware samples
Accuracy

Precision Recall Precision Recall
SVM 92.74 88.91 88.38 92.38 90.57
KNN 83.83 85.65 83.90 81.90 83.86
Naı̈ve Bayes 86.54 78.26 78.45 86.67 82.27
DBN 95.98 93.49 93.06 95.71 94.55
GRU 93.78 91.74 91.16 93.33 92.50
DBN-GRU 97.79 96.09 95.79 97.62 96.82

Table 6: Accuracy of different training datasets.

Training dataset
Testing dataset

Nonobfuscated dataset Obfuscated dataset
Nonobfuscated
dataset 96.89 89.51

Obfuscated dataset 92.32 96.58
Mixed dataset 96.78 96.24
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Figure 9: Detection effect of repackaged Android malware.
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responsible for uploading suspicious files, and the cloud-
based server is responsible for sample analysis and detection.

+e research has the following deficiencies and needs to
be improved in future research work. First, the number of
samples, especially malware samples, is not enough, and the
representativeness of the obtained malware features is still
not strong. It is necessary to constantly enrich the types and
number of samples in the malware sample dataset; second,
the calculating consumption of the hybrid model is larger
than that of the separate model and the traditional machine
learning algorithm, so further improvement and optimi-
zation is needed to reduce the time cost.

Data Availability

+e Android malware samples used to support the
findings of this study can be downloaded from Virus-
Share (available at https://virusshare.com) and Android
PRAGuard (available at http://pralab.diee.unica.it/en/
AndroidPRAGuardDataset).
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With the development of communication systems, information securities remain one of the main concerns for the last few years. *e
smart devices are connected to communicate, process, compute, and monitor diverse real-time scenarios. Intruders are trying to attack
the network and capture the organization’s important information for its own benefits. Intrusion detection is a way of identifying
security violations and examining unwanted occurrences in a computer network. Building an accurate and effective identification system
for intrusion detection or malicious activities can secure the existing system for smooth and secure end-to-end communication. In the
proposed research work, a deep learning-based approach is followed for the accurate intrusion detection purposes to ensure the high
security of the network. A convolution neural network based approach is followed for the feature classification and malicious data
identification purposes. In the end, comparative results are generated after evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm to
other rival algorithms in the proposed field. *ese comparative algorithms were FGSM, JSMA, C&W, and ENM. After evaluating the
performance of these algorithms and the proposed algorithm based on different threshold values ranging, Lp norms, and different
parametric values for c, it was concluded that the proposed algorithm outperforms with small Lp values and high Kitsune scores. *ese
results reflect that the proposed research is promising toward the identification of attack on data packets, and it also reflects the
applicability of the proposed algorithms in the network security field.

1. Introduction

*e technology is ever playing an important role in human
life and made things easy. With the developments of
technology, security remains one of the major concerns for
communication and interaction [1–10]. Since the last few
decades, the attacks on information security become raised
and intruders are trying to capture ordination important
information for their own benefits. Such attacks on network
and information can drastically put the owner of infor-
mation and network into big loss. *e information security
of an organization is highly dependent on different types of
information of the organization [10–13].

Now a day, the communication is made through Internet
of *ings (IoT) and a number of devices are connected

through a network. *e smart devices are connected to
communicate, process, compute, and monitor diverse real-
time scenarios. *e concept of IoT came with the challenges
of privacy and security, as the conventional security protocol
does not fit the devices of IoT. Different security approaches
and measures are used to secure the information commu-
nication and to secure the network. *is measure includes
firewalls, logical access, control, authentication, identifica-
tion, and encryption and decryption. To build a full-secure
system is difficult to manage and none of these security
measures alone can secure the communication inside
network.

Keeping in view the severity of security, the proposed
research has adopted convolution neural network (CNN)
approach for intrusion detection. *e CNN architecture is
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capable of automatic recognition of data within an ac-
ceptable range. Whenever new data is fed to these algo-
rithms, they learn and optimize their operations to improve
performance, developing “intelligence” over time. *e
dataset used for the proposed research is available at UCI
Machine Learning Repository (https://archive.ics.uci.edu/
ml/datasets/Kitsune+Network+Attack+Dataset). *e
method shows success in identification of attacks on data
packets for secure end-to-end communication.

*e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work to the current research and a
systematic mapping of the similar work reported in the
association of computation machinery (ACM) digital li-
brary. Section 3 briefly shows the research method fol-
lowed for the development of an accurate intrusion
detection system. Section 4 shows the results and dis-
cussions of the proposed research. *e paper is concluded
in Section 5.

2. Background Study

*is section of the paper explains the relevant work reported
in the proposed field and a systematic mapping to check the
contribution of the work in the ACM digital library.

2.1. Related Work. Diverse approaches and techniques are
used to tackle the issue of security from different perspec-
tives. Kotenko and Chechulin [14] presented a framework
for security assessment and attack modelling in security
information and event management system. Subsorn and
Limwiriyakul [15] examined the security of Internet banking
of 16 Australian banks for finding the deficiencies which
were probably affecting the confidentiality of the bank
customers. Furthermore, the study investigated 12 *ai
commercial banks and compared the results with the pre-
vious research. Kotenko and Chechulin [16] proposed a
method for the attack of computer modelling and evaluation
of security to realize in security information and event
management system. *e authors proposed a quantitative
approach to security risk for information systems which is
extendable, systematic, and modular. *e study aims to
effectively evaluate security threat in a comprehensive way
[9].

Manjiatahsien et al. [17] presented an overview of the
IoT architecture with a detailed review of machine learning
algorithms, significance of IoT security with diverse types of
attacks. *e study proposed a model of the associated in-
formation management factors for the information security
of organization. Firstly, they surveyed 136 articles to identify
the information security factors, and, secondly, a series of
interviews were held with 19 experts from the industry to
evaluate the relevancy of these factors. In third step, a
complete model was developed [18]. *e security identifi-
cation has significant role in the field like Internet of *ings
in smart city.*e authors [19] conducted a detailed survey of
the state-of-the-art IoT security, deep learning, and big data
technology. Deep learning plays a key role from natural
language processing to other recognition and security fields

[20]. Zhang et al. [7] proposed an approach for crowed
assessing the security and trustworthiness of open social
networks based on signaling theory.

*e authors [5] presented a detailed overview of the security
properties investigation of machine learning algorithms. *ey
have analysed the security model of ML to build up a blueprint
for multidisciplinary area of research and, after that, the attack
methods and discussed the strategies of defense against them.
*e study presented an overview of the weaknesses and
strengths of the available evaluation methods used for usability
and security for the websites of electronic commerce (e-com-
merce). *e evaluation models from 2000 to 2018 have been
reviewed for e-commerce [21].Mao et al. [22] proposed a system
for building security dependency to measure the significance of
security of system from a wide perspective of the system. *e
effect of small-world and power-law distribution for the degree
of in-and out-degree in security dependency network was ob-
served. Nazir et al. [10] proposed a methodology for evaluating
the security of software components using the analytic network
process. *is technique works in situation of complexity where
the dependencies exist among different nodes of network.

2.2. Existing Approaches for Security. Information security
plays a significant role in the functionality of a system to
smoothly be functional. Data inside a network passes through
different packets. Secure communication through these packets
can further enhance the efficiency of a system to be reliable.
Different approaches and methods are used to secure com-
munication inside and outside the network. To know the details
of the literature, the popular libraries were searched. *e
existing approaches along with their details in terms of years,
type of publication, and the areas are given in the figures and
tables in this section. Table 1 summarizes some of the tech-
niques used in the literature for security purposes [40].

Table 2 shows the articles with references list proposed
for the detection of the different types of malwares [40]. It
also contains the information for the different types of
techniques to address these certain types of malicious
attacks.

Figure 1 shows the total number of publications within
the selected range of the years (2016–2020 (a portion of 2020
is included in the systematic search process)). *is figure
also reflects the type of the research/articles reported during
this specific range of the years.

*e searched papers were checked to show the year of
publication; that is, the particular year in which a paper is
published (2016–2020 (a portion of 2020 is included in the
systematic search process)). Figure 2 shows the total number
of publications in the given year.

Figure 3 shows the journal/magazine name along with
the total number of papers published for the search process
in the ACM library.

Figure 4 shows publications type of all the publications
in the ACM digital library. It also contains the information
for a total number of publication type within the ACM
digital library. *e highest number of journal papers and
proceedings represents the contribution of the work in the
proposed field.
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Table 1: Techniqueswise literature categorization.

Ref. no Year Description
[23] 2019 Risk assessment model for addressing the security issues in IoT ecosystem
[24] 2019 *reats and attack based analysis of IoT
[25] 2018 Architecture based analysis in light of security requirements
[26] 2018 Discussing the layer based security analysis of IoT
[27] 2018 Security analysis of mobile device-to-device network using Android operating system
[28] 2018 Security analysis of mobile health applications for testing functionality.
[29] 2018 *reat and attack based analysis of IoT
[30] 2018 Analysis of all security areas in IoT
[31] 2018 Study of the existing and proposed countermeasures in IoT based system
[32] 2017 Proposing a mobile application tool for analysis of IoT threats.
[33] 2017 Presenting a threat categorization based on security dimensions like integrity, confidentiality, etc.

[34] 2017 Proposing a classification model to analyse the relation between potential risk and potential vulnerabilities in home
automation devices

[35] 2016 Security analysis of smart phone in IoT
[36] 2016 Analysis of identification of application, threats, and impacts in IoT
[37] 2016 Security issues and challenges of IoT and mobile computing
[38] 2015 Analysing the IoT security challenges, issues, and open problems
[39] 2015 Discussing security aims, goals, and vulnerabilities for IoT

Table 2: Malware detection techniques.

Ref. no. Description

[41] It uses four ways to detect malwares. It divides the applications into four types like malicious, benign, aggressive, and risky
applications

[42] Android analysis techniques for evaluating the effectiveness of Android intense
[43] It uses ADA GRAD optimize algorithm for detecting malware pattern without manual intervention
[44] It detects malware by using ensemble classifier for malware detection
[45] It uses the machine learning algorithm which was presented by Waikato environment for knowledge analysis (WEKA)
[46] It uses machine learning method for Android malware detection
[47] It detects application features and decides whether malicious or not
[48] It uses multiflow detection algorithm based on information flow analysis

Decision making, 16

Learning (artificial 
intelligence), 14

Fuzzy set theory, 5
Genetic algorithms, 4

Operations research, 4Optimisation, 4

Pattern classification, 4

Internet, 3

Pareto optimisation, 3

Analytic hierarchy
process, 3

Cloud computing, 3

Evolutionary
computation, 3

Power
engineering

computing, 3

Bayes
methods, 2

TOPSIS, 2

Decision support
systems, 2

Decision
trees, 2

Neural
nets, 2

Pattern clustering, 2
Recommender

systems, 2

Renewable energy
sources, 2

Resource
allocation, 2

Sampling methods, 2

Uncertainty handling, 2

Internet of things, 1

Figure 1: Publication type and total number.
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3. The Proposed Methodology

*e proposed model consists of an external library (a Kitsune
network attack database) developed by Mirsky et al. [49].*is
database is used for the simulation and experimental pur-
poses. It consists of nine different attacks depicted in Table 1.
It also contains the information about the number of packets
selected for the training and test purposes. *e experimental
setup also contains the feature extractor and feature mapping
section. To achieve this goal, the proposed research work uses
convolution neural network (CNN) that acts as an automatic
feature extractor and classification tool. CNN extracts the
features and, based on these features, it generates the output in
the form of anomaly detector. In our case, it generates two
types of output classes as depicted in

O(x)
��→

�
Benign

Malicious
 , (1)

where O(x)
��→

represents the corresponding output. *is
output is generated in the form of malicious and benign data.
Finally, the percentile score is generated based on the
threshold, Np norm values, and other parametric values
explained in Section 4. Figure 5 shows the experimental
setup.

A five-layered CNN architecture is used for the exper-
imental purposes. It consists of an input and output layer
and three hidden layers. A “relu” is used as an activation
function. *is architecture is tested for varying training and
test sets. *e CNN models are prominent in classifying
spatial data.

4. Results and Discussion

*edataset used for the proposed experimental work is selected
from the feature vector dataset (https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
datasets/Kitsune+Network+Attack+Dataset) developed by
Mirsky et al. [49]. *ey developed this dataset after recording
the network traffic on two different networks such as (a) a
commercial IP-based camera video surveillance network on
which they conducted 8 attacks that affect the availability and
integrity of the video uplinks; (b) a noisier IoT network
comprised of 9 IoT devices and 3 PCs; one of the devices was
infected with theMIrai botnet attacks (malware). From each of
these input vectors (in the dataset), we extracted a segment of
consecutive packets. *ese packets are accordingly separated
into training and test sets as depicted in Table 3.

Kitsune’s developers mostly evaluate the deep learning
based intrusion detection systems against a series of attacks
based on different networks. In the case of the proposed
study, accuracy of the system is dependent relative to the
value of threshold, T. when deploying the system this
threshold describes the boundary of decision and makes it a
crucial parameter.

*e following two metrics are followed to access the
performance of a certain threshold parameter:

(a) False negative: the percentile of malicious data that is
considered/classified as benign data

(b) False positive: the percentile of benign inputs that are
considered/classified as malicious data

*e false positives rate is associated with the network
reliability, while the rate of false negatives accounts for the
effectiveness of the network intrusion detection system
(NIDS). *erefore, to achieve an ideal situation, both these
parameters should be minimized. However, dealing with
Kitsune settings, the value of T acts as a trade-off in between
both false positives and false negatives parameters.

*e functional range of the threshold values ranging
from 0 to 15 is investigated for a given training and test set
parameters as shown in Table 1. 100% false negatives are
recorded for the false negatives on the given feature vector.
Figure 6 shows the two threshold parameters versus the
accuracy of the proposed system.

It can be observed fromFigure 6 that, in themiddle, both the
parameters (false positives and false negatives) remain un-
changed. Furthermore, it can also be concluded from Figure 6
that if we minimize one parameter, the other parameter sig-
nificantly increases. Finally, the accuracy of the proposed system
remains unchanged for a threshold value below 10 (which
reflects that most of the data belongs to the benign inputs).

A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is shown in
Figure 7 to represent the effectiveness of the proposed al-
gorithm for the Kitsune network attack dataset.

Two of the significant attacking objectives that are
availability and integrity violation are in machine learning
techniques. *e violations of availability try to make benign
traffic appear malicious.

*e violations of integrity try to construct malicious
traffic which escapes detection.

*e network attacks containing the information differ
from the images that are most commonly used in generic
machine learning techniques.

One of the definitions for examples of adversarial,
assisted by the architecture of Kitsune, is to adopt the
features extracted as an indication of the difference be ob-
served. So, the distance of LP is adopted on the space feature
between the perturbed input and original input as the
distance metric. *e L0 norm correlates to altering a small
number of extracted features, which might be a better metric
than other LP norms.

*e proposed algorithm is also evaluated against generic
NIDS to test the applicability of the proposed algorithm.
*ese generic algorithms include Fast Gradient SignMethod
(FGSM), Jacobian Base Saliency Map (JSMA), Carlini and
Wagner (C&W), and Elastic Net Method (ENM). A
description of these techniques is given as follows:

(i) FGSM: over the L1 norm, this technique is strictly
optimal (i.e., it reduces the maximum perturbation
on any input data (feature)) by selecting a single step
to each element of ∼x in the opposite direction to
the gradient [50]

(ii) JSMA: this type of attack minimizes the L0 norm by
iteratively calculating a saliency map and then
perturbing the feature that will have the highest
effect [51]
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(iii) C&W: Carlini andWagner’s adversarial framework,
as discussed earlier, can either minimize the L2, L0,
or L1 distance metric [52]

(iv) ENM: elastic net attack is an algorithm that restricts
the total absolute perturbation across the input
space.*e ENM constructs the adversarial examples
by expanding an iterative L2 attack with an L1
regularizer [53]

To check the validity of the proposed algorithm, the
experimental results are carried out for the selected generic
algorithms based on different threshold values ranging from
0.05 to 1 to test the Kitsune score. *e experimental results
are depicted in Table 4.

From Table 4, it is evident that our algorithm performs
well compared to the other generic algorithms. *e ex-
perimental results are carried out on the input vectors
selected from the Kitsune network attack dataset as
depicted in Table 1. *e simulated results are shown in
Figure 8.

For the same threshold values used in Table 2, the
availability attacks on the Kitsune network are processed.
Different training sets are selected for the simulation pur-
poses as shown in Table 1. *e input vectors (training sets)
that yield closest output scores to the threshold were se-
lected. Table 5 shows the experimental results. *e nor-
malizers were trained on benign inputs; several malicious
input values would be normalized outside the typical range
between 0.05 and 1.

External library

Kitsune network
attack database

External capture Packet parser

Feature maps
layer

Subsampling
player

Hidden layer
Output

layer

FCL

Anomaly
detector

Log

Scor (%)

Feature extractor + feature mapper + benign
and malicious data classification

Figure 5: Experimental setup.

Table 3: Characteristics of the IoT network attack and commercial IP camera dataset [49].

S/no. Type of attacks Training set (packets) Test set (packets) Malicious test packets
(1) OS Scan 7000 12,500 1499
(2) Fuzzing SFuzz 1300 8900 1199
(3) ARP MitM 7000 12,500 1499
(4) Video Inj. 5000 8000 1199
(5) Mirai 7000 8000 1199
(6) SYN DoS 1300 8900 1199
(7) SSDP Flood 7000 13,500 1499
(8) SSL Reneg 7000 12,500 1499
(9) Wiretap 1300 8900 1199
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Figure 6: *reshold parameters versus the accuracy of the pro-
posed system.
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Figure 7: ROC curve for Kitsune.
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From Table 5, it is depicted that our algorithm out-
performs for the availability attacks as well using the Kitsune
network attack dataset. *e comparative results are also
shown in Figure 9. From Figure 9, it is concluded that our
algorithm outperforms very well compared to the other
generic algorithms in the proposed field.

To minimize the attacks on the Kitsune network,
Cleverhans implementations are followed. *ese imple-
mentations use a simple gradient descent optimizer to
minimize the function that is represented using

c.max F( x
→

)i − Y, 0  + β x
→

− x
→

01 + x
→

− x
→

02, (2)

where F( x
→

)i is the logit output of the target classifier, Y is
the logit target output, and x

→
0 is the original network input

data. It can be seen that there are two regularization pa-
rameters, c and β. *ese parameters help in determining the
contribution of the several metrics to the attacking algo-
rithms, the success rate and L1 distance with respect to
changes in the regularization parameter, c.

*e parameter, c, helps in determining the contri-
bution of the adversarial misclassification objectives at

the cost of diminishing the two LP normalization terms.
For β � 1 and c the parametric values range from 0 to 500.
And it is concluded from Figures 10 and 11 that 500 is the
optimal parametric value for c that results in 100%
success rate with a small perturbation. It can also be seen

Table 4: Integrity attacks on Kitsune network.

S/no. Algorithms *reshold value Kitsune score (%)
Lp distances

L0 L1 L2 L∞
(1) FGSM 1.0 100 100 102 9.7 1.5
(2) JSMA 1.0 100 1.98 9.23 6.29 4.10
(3) C&W 1.0 100 100 6.89 3.23 3.46
(4) ENM 1.0 100 1.02 4.09 2.98 3.98
(5) Our algorithm 1.0 100 0.87 3.33 1.09 3.45

FGSM JSMA C&W ENM Our algorithm
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60

80

100

120

L0
L1

L2
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Figure 8: Integrity attack on Kitsune network.

Table 5: Availability attacks on Kitsune network.

S/no. Algorithms *reshold value Kitsune score (%)
Lp distances

L0 L1 L2 L∞
(1) FGSM 1.0 4 100 76.53 7.03 0.69
(2) JSMA 1.0 0 — — — —
(3) C&W 1.0 100 100 21.32 7.98 5.46
(4) ENM 1.0 100 7.85 20.09 7.48 3.68
(5) Our algorithm 1.0 100 5.87 13.33 6.09 2.45

FGSM JSMA C&W ENM Our algorithm
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Figure 9: Availability attacks on Kitsune network.
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in Figure 10 that the generated L1 distance does not
directly correlate with the selection of parametric c
values.

5. Conclusion

Security of components plays an important role in the
functionality of a system to properly function. Different
security approaches and measures are used to secure the
information communication and to secure the network.*is
measure includes firewalls, logical access, control, authen-
tication, identification, and encryption and decryption. A
convolution neural network based approach is followed for
the feature classification and benign and malicious data
identification purposes. In the end, comparative results are
generated after evaluating the performance of the proposed
algorithm to other rival algorithms in the proposed field.
*ese algorithms include FGSM, JSMA, C&W, and ENM.
After assessing the performance of these algorithms and the
proposed algorithm based on different threshold values
ranging, Lp norms, and different parametric values for c, it
was derived that the proposed algorithm outperforms with
small Lp values and high Kitsune scores. *ese results show
that the proposed research is capable of identifying intrusion
and replicating the application of the proposed algorithms in
the field of network security.
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)e development of Internet and social media contributes to multiplying the data produced on the Internet and the connected
nodes, but the default installation and the configuration of variety of software systems represent some security holes and
shortcomings, while the majority of Internet users have not really set up safety awareness, leading to huge security risks. With the
development of network attack techniques, every host on the Internet has become the target of attacks. )erefore, the network
information security cannot be ignored as a problem. To deal with 0-day and future attacks, the honeypot technique can be used
not only passively as an information system, but also to reinforce the traditional defense systems against future attacks. In this
paper, we present an introduction of machine learning and honeypot systems, and based on these technologies, we design a smart
agent for cyber-attack prevention and prediction.

1. Introduction

According to GDATA [1], the number of new attacks in-
creases exponentially, each year, millions of attacks are
detected (Figure 1), which involve more sophisticated and
automatic analysis tools, since traditional tools are limited in
the case of a huge quantity of information or when it is about
new kinds of attacks. In fact, the main disadvantages of
expert-based analysis are time consumption and the diffi-
culty of classifying attacks [2].

)e knowledge of opponent motivations, objectives, and
techniques used to gain unauthorized access to the systems is
the key not only to stop and protect systems from attacks but
also to learn and predict new attacks that can hit our systems.
Honeypots technology was deployed since 1992 [3], as a
powerful information system, which consists of monitoring,
detecting, and analyzing malicious activities, it is used to
complement the traditional strategies such as intrusion
detection systems (IDS) and log files, which are ineffective
due to the huge quantity of information, false alarms, and the

inability of detecting new attacks [4].)e honeypot is a security
resource implemented for being probed, attacked, or com-
promised [4, 5], it was proposed to automatically consider any
interaction detected as a malicious activity, while the admin-
istrator network uses the reports generated by the malicious
source, to learn about the identity, motivations, and techniques
used by the intruder to infiltrate the system.

)e purpose of this paper is to show, firstly, the strength
of using machine learning and honeypots, as solutions for
the cyber security purpose, through some related works and
by introducing these technologies. )e second purpose of
this work is to discuss a cyber security solution based on
honeypot and machine learning techniques. Our main ob-
jective is to design an intelligent agent for predicting new
attack profiles by analyzing, automatically, the gathered data
via the honeypot, using a combination of machine learning
algorithms. )e objective of the algorithms combination is
to represent the data with a lot of accuracy and build an
efficient predictive agent for cyber security, especially for the
future and 0-day attacks prediction.
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)e rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
we discuss some related work, Sections 3 and 4 are devoted
to the introduction of machine learning and honeypot
technologies for cyber security, and in Section 5, we discuss
the proposed predictive design.

2. Related Work

Anomalies characterization receives a lot of attention; all
seek to protect themselves against fraudulent use of their
data or against malicious intrusions into computer systems.
A lot of security solutions were proposed in the last decade,
but results still present some limitations [2], and the most
recent works are based on machine learning algorithms to
model anomalies activities using data collected by infor-
mation technologies such as honeypots.

)e authors in [6] propose an intelligent honeypot which
improves IoTs devices’ security, based on machine learning.
In order to store each device response, an IoT-scanner was
proposed to probe accessible IoTdevices on the Internet and
scan the Internet for each malicious interaction, and a model
called IoTLearner was trained to be used by the intelligent
honeypot that can optimize a model to reply attackers.

)e authors in [2] propose an autonomous method for
attacks characterization, based on unsupervised anomalies
learning, using the collected information by honeypots. )is
approach is based on clustering techniques such as density-
based clustering, subspace clustering, and evidence accu-
mulation for classifying flow ensembles in traffic classes. )e
advantage of this method is that it does not require a training
phase.

)e authors in [7] propose an automatic classification of
social spam-based machine learning (e.g., SVM), for net-
work communities such as Facebook and MySpace using a
social honeypot to gather information about malicious
profiles.

)e authors in [8] propose a linkage defense system [9]
based honeypot to overcome the limitations of the tradi-
tional tools. )e linkage technique will ensure management
and communication between the honeypot and components
of the defense system, constructing a linkage management

module based on SNMP protocol for network management.
In order to overcome the problem of new attacks, the system
is centroid honeypot for treating suspicious flows arrived
from the traditional defense system, and the decision to
block or not will depend on the state of the honeypot. If the
honeypot is damaged, then the correspondent intruder will
be blocked by the firewall [8].

3. Machine Learning

A computer is not smart; it performs tasks described in a
program form, as orders of what to do and how to do it, and
this is called traditional programming. While writing a
traditional program, the decision is made directly into the
program. Machine learning is a subarea of artificial intel-
ligence [10] that aims to give computers the opportunity to
learn; its techniques allow understanding the structure of the
data and integrating them into models that can be under-
stood and used to solve complex problems in real-life sit-
uations, and its techniques represent an efficient tool to
address the significant challenges posted by the big data [11].

Machine learning has turned the concept of traditional
programming around (Figure 2), by training models and
making them able to learn andmake decisions without being
explicitly programmed.)e job of a machine learning model
is to output predictions based on mathematical hypothesis
functions, and while passing data, this hypothesis maps from
input variables to outputs or to find structures or clusters in
them.

A machine learning model is designed in two phases: the
first is to estimate the model from the available data, by
executing practical tasks such as animal recognition in
pictures, speech translation, or participating in autonomous
vehicles driving, this is called the training phase, and it is
generally performed before the practical use of the model.
)e second is the production phase, meaning the phase of
passing new data to obtain the result corresponding to the
desired task. According to the information available during
the learning phase, learning is qualified in different ways; if
the data is labelled, then the learning would be supervised, in
a more general case, and without labels, the learning is
unsupervised.

Depending on the nature of the problem, there are
different approaches that vary depending on the type and
volume of data. Machine learning categories are divided into
supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning [12].
In this section, we discuss briefly each category.

)e supervised learning [11, 12] consists of learning
prediction functions from a database of pairs input-output
or from labelled examples.)e supervised learning problems
can be divided into two categories, namely, regression and
classification problems [13]. In regression problems, results
are output within continuous values by mapping input
variables to some continuous functions. In contrast, clas-
sification problems allow to output results within discrete
values. )ere are several supervised algorithms widely used
such as linear regression (LR), support vector machine
(SVM), and decision trees (DT). For the unsupervised
learning [11, 12], the data have no labels, and we only receive
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raw observations of random variables. )erefore, the
training algorithm applies in this case, to find similarities
and distinctions within the data and group together all those
which have common characteristics [12]. For example, an
epidemiologist would like to try to bring out, in a large set of
liver cancer victims, an explanatory hypothesis to this illness.
)e computer could differentiate some groups, which the
epidemiologist would, then, associate with various explan-
atory factors, geographical origins, genetics, consumption
habits or practices, and exposure to various potentially or
actually toxic agents (heavy metals and toxins such as af-
latoxin). Another approach of semisupervised learning [12]
was proposed; it consists of a combination between a set of
labelled and not labelled data; it is a good compromise
between the two “supervised” and “unsupervised” types of
learning, it allows to analyze a large number of data without
the need to label them all, and takes advantage of both types
mentioned. )e last type of learning is the reinforcement
learning [3, 11, 12], in which an agent interacts iteratively
with the environment to learn and to improve its com-
portment simultaneously. Reinforcement learning differs
from the first type of learning in the way that, in supervised
learning, the training data are labelled, so the model is
trained with the correct answer itself, whereas in rein-
forcement learning, there are no labels; instead, the agent
learns from its experience to performs the given task [3].

)e next part is devoted to discuss some machine
learning examples.

3.1. Linear Regression. LR (Linear regression) [14] is used to
estimate a linear hypothesis function between the output and
the input variables, as regression or a classification tool [15],
and it is written as follows:

hθ(X) � θ0 + θ1 · X1 + . . . + θn · Xn, (1)

where hθ is the hypothesis function, Xi represents input
variables, and θii represents weights of the hypothesis
function.

Weights represent the parameters of the hypothesis
function. For estimating weight values, the first step is to
calculate the error between the estimated result (y) and the
expected result (y) using the cost function. )e mean
squared error (MSE) is the most widely used cost function,
and it is written as follows:

J �
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)e second step is to apply the gradient descent algo-
rithm [16], which represents the most important part in

linear regression, is the simplest algorithm to apply, and it
allows to estimate the optimal weight values by minimizing
the cost function. )e gradient descent is an iterative al-
gorithm which updates the weights at each iteration to
minimize the cost function by setting a threshold value.

3.2. K-Means Algorithm. K-means [17] is one of the most
widely used clustering algorithms; it is an iterative algo-
rithm, where the first step is to randomly initialize cluster
centroids [17] and start moving the centroids until every
point is allocated to the nearest cluster, keeping the centroids
as small as possible. )e most widely used clustering cri-
terion is the sum of the squared Euclidean distances between
each data point (x1,x2, . . . , xN) and the centroid mk, and
this criterion is called clustering error E.
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)e K-means algorithm finds locally optimal solutions
with respect to the clustering error. It is a fast-iterative al-
gorithm that has been used in many clustering applications
[18], but it is still having a major disadvantage which backs
to its sensitivity to initial positions of the cluster centers and
the number of clusters [17, 19]. )erefore, in order to obtain
near optimal solutions using the k-means algorithm, several
runs must be scheduled differing in the initial positions of
the cluster centers. To overcome this problem, different
approaches have been proposed such as the Global K-means
approach [20].

3.3. Decision Trees. A decision tree is a very simple model
representing a set of choices in a graphic form of a tree [21],
and it is a hierarchical representation of the data structure in
the form of decision sequences (tests) for classes or results
prediction. Given several characteristics, the decision begins
with one of these characteristics, and if that is not enough,
another one is used and so on. Each individual (or obser-
vation), must be assigned to a class which is described by a
set of variables tested in the tree’s nodes. Tests are performed
in internal nodes, and decisions are made in leaf nodes [22].
DT (decision trees) can be used for both classification and
regression problems. )ere are several automatic algorithms
for building decision trees: ID3, C4.5, and CART.

ID3 starts with placing all the learning examples in the
root node. )en, each node is cut to one of the remaining
attributes (which has not been tested yet). )e choice of this
attribute is made through a measure of homogeneity; it uses
the entropy function and the gain of information according
to an attribute to decide which is the best characteristic [21].

ID3 shows some limitations when it is about continuous
characteristics and a large number of feature values [22].
C4.5 is an extension of ID3; it was proposed in 1993 by Ross
Quinlan as an amelioration of ID3, to support continuous
attributes and missing values, and it is based on the pruning
technique to reduce the prediction error rate [22]. )e
authors in [22] proposed a comparative study of decision
trees ID3 and C4.5, they compared the execution time and
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Figure 2: Comparison between machine learning and traditional
programming.
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the accuracy in function of the dataset size, and the results
show that C4.5 is similar to ID3 in terms of accuracy, but it is
more effective than ID3 in the execution time.

Machine learning is used for a wide spectrum of ap-
plications, and it represents an efficient analysis method for
smart cities, especially in intelligent transportation systems
(ITS) and smart grids, due to the large amount of generated
data by control systems, information and communication
technologies, and advanced sensors. In ITS, different ma-
chine learning methods such as deep neural network (DNN)
and deep reinforcement learning (DRL) were proposed for
monitoring and estimating real-time traffic flow data, esti-
mating the possibility of accidents, trajectory design, and
cyber physical security [12]. Smart grid networks use
computer technologies to optimize the production, distri-
bution, consumption, and possibly, the storage of energy in
order to better coordinate all the meshes of the electrical
network, from producers to the final consumer. A lot of
proposed works are based on machine learning algorithms
to analyze heterogeneous data arrived from different
sources, and power grid control, a Deep Long Short-Term
Memory (DLSTM) model, was proposed to forecast the
price and demand for electricity for a day and week ahead
[12].

4. Honeypot

Information security policy generally aims to set up
mechanisms to guarantee services in terms of integrity,
confidentiality, authentication, identification, availability,
and access control. Attacks are based on tools that scan the
entire networks looking for vulnerable systems [23]; hence,
the originality of the honeypot lies in the fact that the system
is voluntarily presented as a weak source able to hold the
attention of attackers [5]. )e general purpose of honeypots
is to make the intruder believe that he can take control of a
real production machine, which will allow the administrator
to observe the means of compromising the attackers, to
guard against new attacks, and give him more time to react.

Honeypots are very flexible and exist in different forms.
Most works classify honeypots within two ways: the first
classification consists in classifying honeypots according to
the interactions they allow, and a second classification
categorizes them according to their usefulness [5, 24]. In our
classification, we will be interested in presenting the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each class of Honeypots and
giving some examples.

Low-interaction Honeypots [25] are limited to the degree
of emulation offered by the honeypot; hence, the interaction
between the attacker and honeypot system is low. )ese
honeypots offer few privileges to the intruder who will have a
limited scope. For example, the Honeypot can emulate an
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) service on port 21, but emulate
only the login command or one other command. )e ad-
vantage of low-interaction Honeypots is their simplicity; they
are easier to implement and manage and pose little risk since
the attacker is limited. But, this type records limited infor-
mation and can only monitor known activities, and emulated
services cannot do a lot. It is, therefore, easier for an attacker

to detect a low-interaction honeypot. Tools such as
KFSENSOR (refer to the next section) are examples of low-
interaction honeypots. Medium-interaction honeypots [26]
are also discussed in some works; this type of honeypots
allows the intruder to get little more access than low-inter-
action honeypots, offers better simulation services, and en-
ables logging of more advanced attacks, but it requires more
time to implement and certain level of expertise. High-in-
teraction honeypots [27] involve the use of real operating
systems and real applications, and this is not about emulation;
we provide the attacker with something real. )e risks are
numerous since our machine is intended to be compromised
[24]. One of the advantages of this solution is that it is
possible to obtain a lot of information because attackers have
access to real systems. Hence, high-interaction honeypots
allow examining all behaviors and methods, as well as the
tools used by the attacker, and take knowledge if the attack is
new or not. An example of high-interaction honeypots is the
honeynet. On the other hand, honeypots classification is
performed according to the specification of utilization; one
type is production oriented, the other is research oriented.
Honeypots are used in production to protect a company
(prevention and detection) and help to find solutions against
attacks. Low-interacting honeypots are often used for pro-
duction [24]. )ey can be used for research, to collect in-
formation about attackers, tools, and motivations, in order to
predict future attacks or to provide judicial elements.

4.1. Honeypot Deployment. Deployment of honeypots de-
pends on whether the decoy system is intended to monitor
external or internal attacks to the organization’s network;
hence, it can be installed in front of the firewall, in a
demilitarized zone (DMZ), or behind the firewall [5].

)e main advantage of choosing the first position
(Figure 3) is that there is no change to be made to the firewall
filtering rules which protects the internal network, and the
location does not introduce new risks for machines on the
internal network, but it does not detect attacks carried out
from inside the network since, generally, the outgoing flows
are blocked by the firewall. )e second position is to place
the honeypot in a demilitarized zone, and the advantage of
the DMZ is that it provides public servers on the Internet
isolated from the internal network. )is DMZ can be used
for production servers (Figure 4) or dedicated to honeypot,
while the firewall only allows incoming flows to pass through
to the DMZ for available services. )is makes it possible to
analyze only attempted attacks for the services in question.
For the last position (Figure 5) and in case the decoy system
is used to detect external attacks, it can induce greater risks
of vulnerabilities since once compromised, the decoy system
can be used by the attacker to launch other attacks on the
internal network. But, this position allows detecting attacks
from internal users of the organization to internal services or
detecting a bad firewall configuration [5].

4.2.KFSensor. )is tool is very simple to set up and does not
require a lot of resources systems, and it is based on in-
trusion detection systems [28]. KFSensor is a server listening
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for connections to the network input and monitoring the
different port numbers [28], which has a standby user in-
terface (monitoring user interface).

KFSensor professional monitor attacks on every TCP
and UDP port, as well as detects ICMP [29] or ping mes-
sages. When KFSensor passes new connection information
and the data received from visitors to the signature engine,
for comparing its data with each signature rule stored in its
signature base, and if a match is found, the signature ID is
stored with the event in the event log.

4.3. Netfacade. Netfacade allows to simulate a network of
vulnerable hosts (honeynet) using the redirect unused IP
addresses on a range of addresses to vulnerable services [28].

Netfacade provides a medium level of interaction, it is
able to emulate services such as FTP, SendMail, IMAP,
HTTP, NFS, and SSH and various operating systems such as
Linux, Solaris, and Windows NT.

4.4. Specter. Specter can emulate some network services, as
well as some systems of the most common operations. It is
classified between as a medium-interaction honeypot and
emulates various services such as FTP, POP3, and HTTP
[30]. Specter is usable on operating systems based on
Windows NT, 2000 or XP [28].

4.5. CurrPorts. CurrPort displays the list of all opened TCP/
IP and UDP ports on the local network, with the process that
opened the port, and allows to close unwanted TCP con-
nections, kill the process that opened the ports, save the
TCP/UDP ports information to HTML file, XML file, or to
tab-delimited text file.

5. Smart Agent for Cyber Security Attacks
Prevention and a Prediction-Based Machine
Learning and Honeypot System

Companies have invested a great deal on time and money in
manual networks reconfiguration, in order to protect infor-
mation systems from infiltration. It is well known that the locks
break and the keys can be copied; therefore, it is an illusion to
think that a lock and a key represent perfect security. So, the
real challenge in terms of cyber security is to accept the
probability of an imminent attack and to understand what is
really going on within complex information systems. Tradi-
tional security tools such as IDS, Firewalls, and IPS can protect
systems against simple attacks that use the same tools and
tactics repeatedly.)ey are implemented independently; hence,
there is no contact between them to block intrusion detected in
an IDS by the firewall [8], for example, they represent a passive
solution when it is about 0-day attacks.

)e proposed solution is based on honeypot systems
and ML techniques combination, as tools for gathering
information, analysis, and threat predictions, in order to
ensure the security of companies’ networks. )e imple-
mentation of honeypots depends on the services offered to
customers by the production company’s servers. In Figure 6,
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it is shown that a company deploys tree servers, a web server
for its site web hosting, an FTP server for files transfer, and a
mail server. In order to monitor suspicious profiles through
the services provided by this company, in the same hon-
eypot server, three virtual machines can be implemented,
and each one is configured to emulate one of the previous
services with the secure shell (SSH) module to allow remote
access to any of the virtual machines.

)is implementation allows detecting suspicious profile
patterns on services, for predicting attacker profiles based on
machine learning analysis. Decisions will allow reconfi-
guring the security policy (e.g., Firewall) in order to block
the attackers. Hence, the firewall should be configured in a
way to redirect suspicious flow to the honeypots in order to
gather information about the application and the transport
layers. )e collected data will be submitted to a combination
of algorithms. A clustering technique will be used to cluster
the data into homogenous classes and create the user profile.
)e profile will, then, be classified into an attacker or
nonattacker profile based on another classification
algorithm.

In each interaction with a suspicious flow, the honeypot
stores the collected information vector Vuser

i (IP, logging, and
packet length) in a database, in order to construct a user
profile. Based on K-means algorithm, the data will be
clustered into homogenous classes for creating a profile.

Linear regression will be used for modeling each class, to
give more significant and homogenous presentation to the
data (Figures 7 and 8).

Let there be a vector Vuser
i with n elements of information

collected by the honeypot system; the Vuser
i data will be

adapted into qualitative Ncd and quantitative data Ncd. )e
qualitative data such as the IP address will be stocked directly
in the user profile, while the quantitative quantities are
clustered into homogenous groups using K-means Cj[K].
Each produced class will be represented by a linear model
CLj[f] using linear regression. )e qualitative data and the
proposed quantitative modeling form the suspicious profile,
the decision (decision stage) is made by projecting the
suspicious profile on attacker profiles using distance metric
between the trained models (learning stage) and the sus-
picious models.

In the learning phase (Algorithm 1), three parameters
are required: the number of clusters, the initialization of
centroids, and parameters of the linear function. )e higher
the precision of initialization and calculation of these pa-
rameters, the higher the precision of the fitting model.

)e algorithm returns the following information
(Algorithm 2): profile creation and classification based on
the attackers model. In the Euclidean sense, HCLj[f] is
the closest vector to HCLj[f], the decision is made based
on projections of the new profile on the hackers profiles.
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server
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Figure 6: Suspicious flow path.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an introduction of machine
learning and honeypot as solutions for cyber security. We
also presented an efficient algorithm which returns two
important information, one for profile creation and the

other for classifying this profile. In fact, the specific solution
based on honeypot and the combination of machine
learning algorithms forms a solid modeling and predictive
system for suspicious profile recognition and classification.
Hence, it represents an integrated efficient system for cyber
security to deal with future and 0-day attacks. Our next work
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INPUT
K//number of clusters
Vpn� (V1

user, V2
user,...,Vn

user)//Hacker information array (vector of vectors)
START
M ab �Q1A(Vpn)//qualitative adaptation
N cd �Q2A(Vpn)//quantitative adaptation
f� c−1//linear regression order� space dimension−1
for j� 1; i< c; j++//For each row of Ncd
(Cj [K], Rj [K])�K-means (Nid, K)//creation of clusters center
et radius
for j� 1; i< c; j++
CLj[f]� Linear Regression (Cj [K], Rj [K], Nid)//Linear
Regression of every clusters
OUTPUT//Hacker profile
M ab//qualitative adaptation
CLc[f]//linear regression coefficients

ALGORITHM 1: Learning.
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will be devoted to implement the smart agent in a real
environment in order to evaluate and test its performances.
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)e explosive growth in network traffic in recent times has resulted in increased processing pressure on network intrusion
detection systems. In addition, there is a lack of reliable methods for preprocessing network traffic generated by benign ap-
plications that do not steal users’ data from their devices. To alleviate these problems, this study analyzed the differences between
benign and malicious traffic produced by benign applications and malware, respectively. To fully express these differences, this
study proposed a new set of statistical features for training a clustering model. Furthermore, to mine the communication channels
generated by benign applications in batches, a semisupervised clustering method was adopted. Using a small number of labeled
samples, our method aggregated historical network traffic into two types of clusters. )e cluster that did not contain labeled
malicious samples was regarded as a benign traffic cluster. )e experimental results were compared using four types of clustering
algorithms. )e density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) clustering algorithm was selected to mine
benign communication channels. We also compared our method with two other methods, and the results demonstrated that the
benign channels mined through our method were more reliable. Finally, using our method, 1,811 benign transport layer security
(TLS) channels were mined from 18,357 TLS communication channels. )e number of flows carried by these benign channels
comprised 65.37% of the entire network flows, and no malicious flow was included in our results, which proves the effectiveness of
our method.

1. Introduction

Most of the communications making up internet traffic are
generated by benign applications. If these communications
are directly imported into the network intrusion detection
system (NIDS) without any preprocessing, they invariably
impose huge computational pressure on the NIDS. )ere-
fore, the exclusion of benign network traffic in advance is a
widely adopted strategy in the industry.

Before encryption technology was popularized on the
internet, antimalware manufacturers could recognize net-
work traffic using the deep packet inspection (DPI) method.
However, with the popularization of the transport layer
security (TLS) protocol [1], the malware also gradually

adopted this protocol to complete command and control
(C&C) communication. )is led to a gradual failure in
identifying network traffic using the DPI method. In re-
sponse to this situation, some security vendors use the server
name field or the domain name field in the certificate to
preprocess the TLS traffic generated by benign applications.
However, server names and certificates are easily forged by
malware, making this preprocessing strategy unreliable.

Currently, the most efficient preprocessing method uses
IP whitelisting technology. However, there is a lack of re-
liable IP whitelist sources on the internet. )reat intelligence
communities such as AlienVault [2], IBMX-Force Exchange
[3], and Recorded Future [4] usually provide available IP
blacklist resources that are used by malware, but seldom
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present whitelist resources. Furthermore, the IP whitelist
usually needs to be updated occasionally to ensure its val-
idity. )erefore, it is necessary to provide a fast and reliable
method for collecting IP whitelist.

)e reverse domain name lookup method can be used to
obtain benign IP addresses based on the collection of benign
domain names. However, under the primary domain name,
there are usually many subdomains that bind to different IP
addresses. As a result, it is difficult to enumerate all of the
subdomains. Nevertheless, because the domain name
whitelists are usually on the order of millions, using the
reverse domain lookup method to collect the IP whitelist is
significantly inefficient. In addition, the reliability of the IP
whitelist is based on the reliability of the domain name
whitelist, which makes it difficult to guarantee that all IP
addresses in the whitelist are benign.

In recent years, classification and clustering techniques
based on machine learning have been widely used in the
identification of encrypted communication traffic. Addi-
tionally, there have been numerous studies on the appli-
cation of coarse classification models [5–7] and clustering
models [8–11] for preprocessing network traffic. Classifi-
cation models usually require a large number of labeled
samples for training, which results in the improved ability of
the classification model to identify the trained samples. In
other words, in the classification results of the coarse
classification model for identifying malicious traffic, the
nonmalicious class cannot be regarded as the benign class,
because it may contain untrained malicious network traffic.
For the clustering model, it is difficult to ensure the purity of
the samples in the clusters based only on the single flow-
based features [12]. In particular, if the benign cluster
contains malicious samples, it will produce many false
negatives in the NIDS.

Our study demonstrates that there are many differences
between benign and malicious samples in TLS communi-
cation channels, such as the amount of inbound and out-
bound traffic, the connected devices, and the
communication frequency. Based on these differences, the
features of TLS communication channels can be extracted
and a clustering model for benign applications can be
established. Our network traffic preprocessing method can
be realized by excluding the benign traffic contained in a
cluster. )erefore, the contributions of this study are as
follows:

(1) )is study proposes a new network traffic pre-
processing method based on a semisupervised
model. To distinguish it from the traditional single
flow-based features, this study presents a new set of
statistical features for building a clustering model
based on the TLS communication channels.

(2) )is study proposes a new feature selection method.
In the proposed method, the spectral clustering
feature selection algorithm is used to select the top-
200 features based on unlabeled samples. Further, by
redesigning the evaluation algorithm, the wrapper
method based on a semiunsupervised model is used
to further select the best performing feature subset.

(3) Experimental results show that the preprocessing
method proposed in this study can identify 1,811
benign TLS communication channels from 18,357
TLS communication channels. )ese channels carry
65.37% of the entire TLS flows. Furthermore,
through contrast experiments, the proposed pre-
processing method was verified to perform better
than two other machine learning-based methods.

2. Related Work

)e geometric growth in network traffic in recent times has
resulted in increased processing pressure in the detection of
malicious communication. Although the traditional pre-
processing method based on DPI technology can accurately
identify unencrypted communication traffic, it cannot cope
with the currently increasing encrypted communication
traffic. Machine learning technology has been used exten-
sively in the identification of encrypted traffic and is mainly
divided into classification and clustering algorithms. By
applying a supervised learning algorithm, the coarse clas-
sification model [5–7] is used to preprocess network traffic,
whereas the fine classification model [13–15] is used to
identify the type of network traffic accurately. )e clustering
model [8–11] based on unsupervised learning algorithms is
mainly used to identify unknown network applications and
can also be used as a preprocessing method.

2.1. Supervised Learning Model. )e coarse classification
model is usually used for preprocessing before identifying
the type of network traffic. Zhao [5] proposed a three-layer
classifier to detect known and unknown network traffic. )e
first layer consists of a coarse classification model (a binary
classifier), which is mainly used to quickly identify the
unknown network traffic and thus reduce the processing
pressure of the fine classification model. A similar process
can be seen whereby the coarse classification model of the
first layer is mainly used to exclude the benign traffic, the
second layer is used to classify the different types of mali-
cious traffic, and the third layer is used to identify different
malware families [6]. However, in this process, the pre-
processing method of the first layer is not described in detail,
and its impacts on the detection results are rarely evaluated.
To deal with the problem of accurately identifying abnormal
network traffic, a two-stage deep learning detection model
[7] has been proposed. )is method introduced a detailed
design scheme of the first stage’s binary model and used the
probability score value calculated from the binary model as
the second stage’s input. Experiments show that this method
has an accuracy rate of 99.996% for the KDD99 dataset and
89.134% for the UNSW-NB15 dataset, which are higher than
those of other current methods. However, because such
methods do not exclude normal samples in the first stage,
they reduce the efficiency of the entire detection model.
Additionally, all the methods that are based on the super-
vised model process network flow individually and cannot
process network flows in batches, which leaves room for the
further improvement of preprocessing efficiency.
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2.2. Unsupervised Learning Model. Unsupervised learning
algorithms are also widely adopted in the preprocessing of
network traffic. Zhang [9] used an unsupervised model to
preprocess the network traffic to find zero-day network
traffic clusters. )ey then used the zero-day traffic and la-
beled samples to train a binary classifier that was used to
identify zero-day traffic more effectively. Experiments show
that their method can more accurately recognize known
network applications and also identify zero-day network
applications. Similar methods can also be found in the re-
search of Zhao [10]. )ey used a clustering model to achieve
two preprocessing goals, namely, screening out unknown
network traffic and expanding more labeled samples based
on a few known samples. Experiments show that their
method can improve classification accuracy after the pre-
processing step. )e research of Sacramento [11] is based on
the assumption that most network traffic is benign, and only
a small part of it is malicious traffic. During their pre-
processing step, the largest cluster was considered to be a
benign cluster, while the smaller clusters needed to be
further analyzed. )rough experiments, a variety of network
attack behaviors were detected. However, their impact on
the detection effect was not evaluated after carrying out the
preprocessing step. Liya [8] used a hierarchical clustering
model to preprocess a set of samples. First, they divided the
set of samples into multiple clusters, after which they se-
lected several representative samples from each cluster.
)en, they used the Bayesian algorithm to classify these
flows. )e classification results of the selected flows repre-
sented the classification results of the entire cluster. )us,
network traffic could be quickly processed. Although the
clustering model can be used to preprocess network traffic in
batches, most of the current research is based on the single
flow-based feature, which cannot guarantee the purity of the
clusters. )e sample purity in some clusters can only reach
35% [12]. )erefore, the current preprocessing method
based on the clustering model can be further improved.

2.3. Single Flow-Based and Multiple Flow-Based Feature.
Presently, in the field of network traffic classification, most
studies focus on single flow-based features. A single flow is
composed of packets with the same five-tuple information.
Gezer [16] mainly extracted the single flow-based features
from multiple dimensions (including the duration of the
flow, the maximum, minimum, and average packet length),
the interarrival time of the flow, and the number of inbound
and outbound packets. Korczyński and Duda [17] used the
sequence of packet length to build a Markov model. Yang
[14] proposed the packet length and interpackets arrival
time’s distribution features in a flow. )ese features can be
regarded as single flow-based features and are commonly
used in most network traffic classification experiments.

Multiple flow-based features usually represent those that
are extracted from multiple flows produced in a sliding time
window. In a study on the identification of proxy application
traffic based on the characteristic of flow bursts in a short
time window [18], these features were designed to include
the number of flow bursts, the maximum flow burst lengths,

and the sum of all flow burst lengths. To detect network
intrusion behaviors, Patil [19] not only applied single flow-
based features but also added some multiple flow-based
features, such as the number of flows with the same source IP
address, and the number of flows with the same destination
IP address. )e application of these multiple flow-based
features in different traffic classification scenarios allows for
the improved performance of traffic classification.

Numerous studies [9, 20, 21] have utilized the concept of
a bag of flow (BoF). A BoF is a set of flows with the same
destination IP address, destination port, and transport
protocol, which represents the network traffic generated by
the same server application on the same port over time. As
long as the type of a certain flow can be determined, the BoF
type can also be determined. )ese studies regard a BoF as
the total of flows generated on an application’s communi-
cation channel. As mentioned earlier, most of the current
traffic classification studies are based on single flow-based
features. To the best of our knowledge, no feature design is
based purely on applications’ communication channels. )is
study sought to find the difference between the benign
application and the malware on the TLS communication
channel and propose a preprocessing method to exclude the
benign TLS traffic. Applying this method to the NIDS can
significantly reduce the processing pressure on the detection
system.

3. Benign Traffic Characteristics

Before introducing feature design, it is necessary to analyze
the behavioral differences between benign applications and
malware on the TLS communication channel. We consid-
ered flows with the same destination IP address or server IP
address and destination port, namely, port 443, as flows on
the same communication channel. )ere are many differ-
ences between the communication behaviors of benign
applications and those of malware. Firstly, in the trans-
mission direction, benign applications usually initiate a
request to the server and obtain resources, such as text,
picture, audio, and video data from the server. )e trans-
mission payload is concentrated from the server to the client,
which is the inbound direction. For example, by analyzing its
historical traffic records, github.com has a total of 19 TLS
communication channels (19 independent destination IP
addresses), which carry a total of 4,080 network flows.
Further analysis shows that there are a total of 3,933 flows
and that the inbound payload is greater than the outbound
payload, which accounts for 96.40% of the total flows.
However, malware that focuses on stealing information from
the users’ host usually produces more outbound traffic. By
collecting large amounts of traffic samples as described in
Section 4, we compared the inbound and outbound traffic
differences between benign and malicious application
samples on their communication channels. Figure 1 shows
the distribution of the outbound and inbound payload sizes
using the same number of samples.

As shown in Figure 1, the abscissa represents the in-
bound payload sizes, and the ordinate represents the out-
bound payload sizes. Red dots represent malicious samples
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and blue dots represent benign samples. It can be seen that
malicious samples are more distributed near the vertical axis,
whereas benign samples are mostly distributed near the
horizontal axis. )e proportion of the malicious flows is
insignificant when the inbound payload size is higher than
1,000 kB.

Additionally, as a result of the users’ online habits, some
benign applications are frequently used to obtain resources
from the server. )is means that the communication fre-
quency to benign application servers is higher than that of
malware C&C servers. Because concealment is put first by
malware, the frequent connection to the C&C server should
be avoided. Figure 2 shows the top 100 servers in terms of
communication frequency for both benign and malicious
samples.

In addition to some niche applications, other applica-
tions have a specific user base, which results in more hosts
accessing certain servers. On the contrary, malware generally
chooses high-value targets for infection, so that there are
relatively fewer devices that connect to the C&C servers in
the local area network. Figure 3 shows the top 100 servers in
terms of connected devices.

Based on the above analysis of the differences between
benign and malicious traffic and their characteristics, we can
categorize the network traffic into two types of clusters. )e
first type is characterized by a larger inbound payload, a
higher communication frequency, and more connected
devices. )is type of cluster can be regarded as the network
traffic generated by benign applications. However, theo-
retically, the other type of cluster contains not only malicious
traffic but also traffic generated by some benign niche
software.

4. Feature Representation

Based on the analysis of the characteristics of benign traffic
mentioned in the previous section, this section mainly in-
troduces the statistical features from five aspects, namely,

inbound payload size, outbound payload size, inbound and
outbound payload ratio, communication frequency, and
connected devices. However, in terms of statistical features,
the statistical feature values among benign applications vary
significantly. For example, the inbound payload size of some
benign applications, such as youtube.com, can reach the
gigabyte (GB) scale, while the inbound payload size of other
benign applications, such as baidu.com are only at the ki-
lobyte (kB) scale. At the same time, other statistical features
show the same problem. )erefore, quantization is needed
before extracting features.

)e quantitative scheme adopted in this study is divided
into three steps. )e first step is to set granularity. Based on
the historical network traffic records, different statistical
intervals can be divided according to different granularities,
and these statistical intervals can represent the candidate
features.
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)e second step is to calculate and normalize the feature
values on each interval. For a server, there may be many
instances of communication behavior, and the statistical
value, such as payload size, is different each time. )erefore,
we need to map these values into different statistical intervals
and use the number of mapping times to calculate the feature
value. Figure 4 shows a mapping process for calculating the
feature value.

)e third step is to compare the differences between
benign and malicious samples in each interval and select the
training features. To select more appropriate features, we
used 5 kB, 10 kB, 50 kB, and 500 kB as the granularities for
dividing intervals and compared the proportion of the in-
bound payload size between the benign and malicious
samples in each interval using the same sample size.

As shown in Figure 5, benign and malicious samples
show great differences in these intervals. It can be seen that
the inbound payload size of malware is mainly concentrated
in the 0–5 kB interval, accounting for more than 80% of the
total traffic. When the interval is greater than 5 kB, the
proportion of the malware is always smaller than that of
benign applications. When the interval is greater than
500 kB, the proportion of malicious flow accounts for only
1.30%, which is almost negligible. Other features like out-
bound payload size, inbound/outbound payload ratio (in-
and out-payload ratio), communication frequency, and
connected devices show the same trend as shown in Figure 6.

)erefore, for these statistical features, it is feasible to
divide the statistics according to different granularities. We
designed our feature set, as shown in Table 1, which contains
a total of 500 features.

)e feature set in Table 1 mainly describes the network
behavior in a TLS communication channel.)is feature set is
completely different from the traditional single flow-based
feature set described in other studies [14, 16, 17]. )e feature
design used in this study can express the accessing behavior
of a certain server from a higher level and bring together TLS
communication channels with similar network behaviors.

4.1. Spectral Feature SelectionAlgorithm. )is study adopted
the spectral feature selection algorithm (SPEC) [22] to select
relevant features for an unlabeled sample set. SPEC is a
feature selection algorithm based on spectral graph theory
[23].)e theory of SPEC is not complex and its performance
is superior to other algorithms such as Laplacian Score. It
can be used for both supervised and unsupervised feature
selection. SPEC calculates the relevance of a feature by
evaluating the feature consistency of the spectral matrix
derived from the similarity matrix S. )e similarity between
the two samples xi and xj is evaluated using a radial basis
function (RBF):

Sij � e
− xi − xj

����
����
2
/2σ2 

. (1)

By calculating Sij, the similarity matrix S can be con-
structed to represent the relationships among samples.
Given S, the undirected graph G and adjacency matrix W
can be constructed, where W(i, j) � wij and the weight wij is

determined by S. )e defining vector
d � d1, d2, d3, . . . , dn , where di � 

n
k�1 wik. )e degree

matrix D is defined as follows: D (i, j)� di, if i� j, and zero
otherwise. Given the adjacency with W and the degree
matrix D, the Laplacian matrix L and the normalized
Laplacian matrix L are defined as follows:

L � D − W,

L � D
− (1/2)

LD
− (1/2)

.
(2)

)e weight of each feature vector fi can be obtained
using three ranking functions, namely, φ1,φ2,φ3. Consid-
ering that the φ2 function performs better on the test set used
in Zheng and Huan’s research study [22], this study selects
the φ2 function as the ranking function:

φ2 Fi(  �
f′Ti Lfi
′

1 − f′Ti ξ0
, (3)

in equation (3), where fi
′ � (D1/2fi), Fi represents the i-th

feature. Given the normalized Laplacian matrix L, its
spectral decomposition (λi, ξi) can be calculated, where λi is
the eigenvalue and ξi is the eigenvector. According to
spectral graph theory [23], we have the following:
λ0 � 0 and ξ0 � D1/2e. Accordingly, using the ranking
function φ2, the weight of a feature can be readily calculated.
)e entire calculation process is shown in Algorithm 1
which can be used to obtain the top k relevant features.
)ere are three steps in the feature selection process: (1)
building similarity set S and constructing its graph repre-
sentation according to equations (1) and (3) (lines 1–3); (2)
calculating φ2(Fi) according to equation (3) (lines 4–6); (3)
ranking features in ascending order for φ2(Fi) (lines 7-8). In
fact, a smaller φ2(Fi) represents the improved separability
among samples. Hence, the smaller the value of φ2(Fi), the
more important the feature fi is.

To evaluate the selected feature set, we prepared 6,978
samples and used Algorithm 1 to rank the importance of the
features. Table 2 shows an example of the top 20 features. It
can be seen that the features of the downstream payload size
have the highest proportion, meaning that these types of
features are the most important.

We selected the top 200-feature subsets as our candidate
feature subsets by using Algorithm 1 to quickly exclude
ineffective features due to the sparsity of the designed feature
set. To further select the relevant features, we used the
wrapper method to evaluate whether the feature subset
could meet the requirements of clustering. )is part can be
seen in the next section.

Payload size (kB) : 11.817.52.9 7.8 16.4

Statistical interval :

0 5 10 15 20 25

Statistical value: 1 1 1 2 0

Normalized value: 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0

(kB)

Figure 4: Mapping payload sizes to statistical intervals.
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5. Model Training

)e goal of preprocessing is to mine the TLS communication
channels used by benign applications as much as possible.
However, the feature subset selected by the SPEC algorithm
did not necessarily meet the requirements of the clustering
model; i.e., the cluster of benign TLS channels should
contain as few malicious TLS channels as possible. Figure 7
shows an example of the description of different clustering
effects that originated from different feature subsets. Labeled
samples are represented by + and − where + indicates benign
TLS samples and − indicates malicious TLS samples. Unla-
beled samples are represented by △. Fi and Fi

′ are used to
denote different feature subsets. In the clustering process, we
labeled the attribute of a cluster by calculating its proportion
of positive and negative samples. If the proportion of
positive samples in the cluster is higher, the cluster is
considered to be benign; otherwise, it is marked asmalicious.

We did not require distinguishing the two types of
samples. We only needed to ensure that the benign cluster
contained as few malicious samples as possible. In Figure 7,
although the clustering results based on Fi

′ were better, we
preferred the clustering result based on Fi to ensure the
purity of the benign cluster. Hence, we needed to redesign
the evaluation algorithm used in the process of training the

model. In this process, two goals can be achieved simulta-
neously: (1) selecting the best performance feature subset; (2)
selecting a more appropriate clustering algorithm.

Semisupervised clustering was adopted to evaluate the
clustering effect, and the wrapper method was used to select
a subset of the best performing features based on the ranked
top 200-feature sets obtained in the previous section. Two
rules were used to evaluate the performance of each subset of
features: (1) whether the subset of features reduced the
proportion of malicious channels in the benign cluster; (2)
whether the subset of features could improve the recognition
rate of benign channels when the proportion of malicious
channels in the benign cluster did not change. We evaluated
the performance of the feature subsets by calculating two
indicators of the labeled samples: the false positive rate
(FPR) and the true positive rate (TPR). )e evaluation al-
gorithm is outlined in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 is divided into three main steps: (1) selecting
a clustering algorithm and calculating the confusion matrix
of the Xlabeled (labeled samples) to obtain the initial FPR and
TPR (lines 1-2); (2) constructing feature subsets using
backward selection and judging whether a feature should be
excluded by comparing FPR and TPR with the last result
(lines 3–13); (3) obtaining the final feature subset and
clustering result of the labeled and unlabeled samples (lines
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Figure 5: Proportions in different intervals.
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14-15). Additionally, by comparing the clustering effects of
different clustering algorithms, the best performing clus-
tering algorithm can also be obtained.

6. Experiment and Evaluation

)e experiment was composed of three steps: (1) data
collection and pretreatment; (2) algorithm selection,
whereby the best performing algorithm could be selected
from the four clustering algorithms; (3) method comparison.
)emethod proposed in this study was compared with other
existing methods and their effectiveness evaluated.

6.1. Data Collection. )e test data of TLS traffic used in this
method were collected from the gateway of our laboratory;
we mirrored all network traffic including TLS flows to our
experimental platform. In this study, we only used TLS
traffic to mine TLS benign communication channels.

)e network flow was collected using a tool developed by
us [24]. )e basic information of the flow included the
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Figure 6: Comparison of other feature expressions.

Table 1: Designed feature set.

Feature name Description Number
Inbound payload size Interval granularities with 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 5000 kB 100
Outbound payload size Interval granularities with 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50,100, 200, 500, 5000 kB 100
In-and-out payload ratio Interval granularities with 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 5000 100
Communication frequency Interval granularities with 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 5000 100
Connected devices Interval granularities with 2, 3, 5, 10, ,20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 5000 100

Input: X, c(·), k, Fi

Output: SFSPEC–the ranked feature list
(1) construct S, the similarity set from X (and Y);
(2) construct graph G from S;
(3) build W, D and L from G；
(4) for each feature vector fi do
(5) fi

′←(D1/2fi/‖D1/2fi‖); SFSPEC(i)←φ2(Fi)

(6) end
(7) ranking SFSPEC in ascending order for φ2(Fi)

(8) return SFSPEC.

ALGORITHM 1: SPEC.
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Figure 7: Comparison of clustering results using different feature subsets.

Table 2: Top 20 features.

Feature description φ2(Fi)

Proportion of payload ratio in [200, 400) to the total 0.5381
Proportion of payload ratio in [8, 10) to the total 0.5421
Proportion of in-payload size in [0, 2) kB to the total 0.5433
Proportion of payload ratio in [30, 40) to the total 0.5436
Proportion of out-payload size in [20, 40) kB to the total 0.5451
Proportion of in-payload size in [40000, 45000) kB to the total 0.5473
Proportion of in-payload size in [25000, 30000) kB to the total 0.5531
Proportion of payload ratio in [150, 200) to the total 0.5553
Proportion of in-payload size in [450, 500) kB to the total 0.5558
Proportion of in-payload size in [1500, 2000) kB to the total 0.5572
Proportion of payload ratio in [500, 1000) to the total 0.5575
If the communication frequency in [20, 40) 0.5642
Proportion of payload ratio in [6, 8) to the total 0.5656
Proportion of in-payload size in [45000, 50000) kB to the total 0.5663
Proportion of out-payload size in [16, 18) kB to the total 0.5664
If the communication frequency in [200, 400) 0.5670
Proportion of out-payload size in [90, 100) kB to the total 0.5704
If the communication frequency in [70, 80) 0.5726
Proportion of payload ratio in [18, 20) to the total 0.5735
Proportion of in-payload size in [50, 60) kB to the total 0.5738

Input: Ftop− 200, Xlabeled, Xunlabeled
Output: Best feature subset (BFS), Clustering result (CR)

(1) select a cluster algorithm
(2) calculate initial confusion matrix for Xlabeled

obtain FPRini, TPRini
(3) for backward selection Ftop− 200 and exclude fi do
(4) calculate confusion matrix for Xlabeled
(5) if FPR< FPRlast:
(6) exclude (fi)

(7) FPRlast � FPR, TPRlast �TPR
(8) if FPR� FPRlast and TPR≥TPRlast:
(9) exclude (fi)

(10) FPRlast � FPR, TPRlast �TPR
(11) if FPR> FPRlast:
(12) retain (fi)

(13) end
(14) obtain feature subset as BFS, CR for Xunlabeled and Xlabeled
(15) return BFS, CR.

ALGORITHM 2: SMFS.
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source IP address, destination IP address, inbound and
outbound payload size, number of inbound and outbound
packets, and the inbound/outbound payload ratio. )is
information on network flow can also be acquired using
tools such as NetFlow [25], which was developed by Cisco or
Moloch [26].

To verify this method, we collected all the network traffic
based on the TLS protocol generated from July 1, 2019, to
July 15, 2019. We collected a total of 1,655,498 TLS flows
containing 18,357 TLS communication channels (18,357
unique destination IP addresses). In the experiment, we
mined the benign TLS channels from the abovementioned
18,357 communication channels. In addition, this study also
used the malicious traffic samples provided by Stratosphere
Lab [27]. We downloaded a total of over 300GB in traffic
samples and extracted 14,544 TLS flows generated by
malware, which makes up a total of 970 TLS communication
channels. )ese malware samples were mainly used to verify
the reliability of benign TLS channels mined using this
method.

Before the experiments, it was necessary to carry out
some pretreatment work on the samples to improve the
efficiency of our method and reduce noise samples. Some
channels with low accessing behaviors and low payload sizes
were excluded in advance. )e pretreatment rules were as
follows: (1) )e total number of access behaviors must not
exceed 20 times; (2) )e inbound payload size must not
exceed 40 kB. Samples that satisfied these two rules were
filtered out in advance. After pretreatment, we had 6,700 test
samples and 278 labeled malicious samples remaining.

6.2. Algorithm Selection. )e preprocessing method pro-
posed in this study adopted a semisupervised clustering
method to mine the benign TLS channels. )e requirements
for clustering were clear. We only needed to train two
clusters. )e first cluster was the cluster that conformed to
the benign communication characteristics described in
Section 2. )is cluster was mainly composed of benign TLS
channels. )e other cluster was composed of malicious TLS
channels and also contained some benign TLS channels
generated by niche applications. Additionally, it should be
noted that the method used in this study focused on clus-
tering part of the benign TLS channels and not all the benign
TLS channels. )e reason is that some benign applications
also have similar communication behaviors as malware.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the clustering algorithm,
we selected 297 representative benign samples and 278
malicious samples and mixed these labeled samples with
unlabeled samples for training the model. We used labeled
samples to determine the cluster in which the benign
samples were located and to verify whether the method
could effectively mine benign TLS channels.

Because different sample sets were adapted to different
types of clustering algorithms, we needed to determine the
clustering algorithm that was more suitable for training the
samples. Four clustering algorithms were selected for
comparative experiments, namely, K-means [28], based on
the central point of samples; DBSCAN [29], based on the

density of samples; Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [30],
based on the distribution of samples; and Unweighted Pair
Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) [31],
which is a hierarchical clustering algorithm. We used Al-
gorithm 2 to test these four clustering algorithms and
compared the clustering results among them. Table 3 shows
the clustering results of the four clustering algorithms.

It can be seen that the UPGMA and GMM clustering
algorithms cannot effectively distinguish the labeled sam-
ples, indicating that the characteristics of the sample set are
not suitable for these two clustering algorithms. )e
K-means clustering algorithm can recognize all the labeled
malicious samples. However, a majority of the labeled be-
nign samples are also identified as malicious. Only 95 of the
297 benign samples are correctly distinguished. )e
DBSCAN algorithm has the best clustering effect, whereby
204 benign samples are correctly recognized, and the rec-
ognition rate of labeled malicious samples reaches 100%.
)is means that all the labeled malicious samples are in the
same cluster, which guarantees the purity of the benign
samples contained in other clusters. Additionally, the testing
set contained 6,700 TLS channels, with 4,889 in the mali-
cious cluster, and 1,811 in the benign cluster. In other words,
we mined 1,811 benign TLS channels that can be excluded
through preprocessing. In the DBSCAN clustering algo-
rithm, the selected best feature subset is shown in Table 4,
with a total of 25 features.

6.3. Method Comparison and Evaluation. To further verify
the effectiveness of our method, we compared it with a
classification method proposed by Anderson et al. [13] and a
clustering method proposed by Su [8], respectively. )ese
methods are used to recognize benign traffic and mine
benign TLS channels.

In the process of reproducing the method proposed by
Anderson [13], we first selected 11,500 malicious samples
and 11,500 benign samples. We then completed the feature
extraction according to the feature set given in the method.
)e logistic regression algorithm (the random forest algo-
rithm works best in actual tests) was used to train the sample
set and evaluate the model using 10-fold cross-validation.
)e average accuracy of the classification model was 94.44%,
and the recall rate was 89%. )e test results achieved the
effect described in the literature [13].

In the method proposed by Su [8], they built a hierar-
chical clustering process. In their method, the 7-dimensional
structural features were first used for coarse-grained traffic
clustering, after which the 7-dimensional temporal features
were used for fine-grained traffic clustering. Finally, using
Näıve Bayes classifiers, a small number of samples were
selected from each cluster, and the classification results of
these samples represented the classification results of the
entire cluster. )erefore, their methods can also be used to
identify benign network traffic.

In the first comparative experiment, we also used 297
labeled benign samples and 278 malicious samples as our
experimental dataset. Our method used a feature set derived
from TLS communication channels, whereas Anderson et al.
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and Su et al. used feature sets based on a single flow in their
proposed methods. )erefore, in the methods of Anderson
[13] and Su [8], we stipulate that in a communication
channel, as long as any of the flows is determined to be
malicious, the entire communication channel is untrust-
worthy. By reproducing these two methods, we obtained the
results of the comparative experiments as shown below.

As shown in Figure 8, the A-Method represents the
method proposed by Anderson et al. [13], and the S-Method
represents the method proposed by Su et al. [8]. It can be
seen that the A-Method has the highest recognition rate for
benign samples, reaching 97.97%. However, it cannot
identify all malicious samples, which means that the
A-Method is not reliable. Both the S-Method and our
method can identify all malicious samples, but the S-Method
has a lower recognition rate for benign samples. Our method
can not only cluster all the malicious samples but also have
the highest recognition rate for benign samples.

In the next experiment, we compared the ability of these
three methods tomine the benign TLS channels based on the
test set. At the same time, we used open-source threat in-
telligence and manual inspection methods to evaluate the

candidate benign TLS channels by checking whether the
server IP address contained in the TLS channels was used by
malware.

We selected the AlienVault [2] threat intelligence
community, which owns a significantly comprehensive
threat intelligence library that can be used to determine
whether a server IP address is malicious. In AlienVault,
some of the benign IP addresses, such as 8.8.8.8 (Google
Public DNS), are also considered to be malicious ()is is
related to AlienVault’s strategy for collecting the indicator of
compromise (IoC). Further discussion is not required here).
Hence, manual inspection is also needed to evaluate whether
the malicious results provided by AlienVault are correct. It is
worth mentioning that we cannot directly mine the benign
TLS channels using AlienVault because it is unable to collect
all malicious IP addresses worldwide. Another reason is that
some benign IP addresses are also marked as malicious.
However, AlienVault can reflect the reliability of the mined
benign TLS channels to some extent. )e test results are
shown in Table 5.

It can be seen that the number of candidate benign
channels mined using the A-Method is the largest, reaching

Table 3: Comparison of the clustering results of the four clustering algorithms.

Clustering algorithm
Testing samples Labeled benign samples Labeled malicious

samples Features in BFS
Benign Malicious Benign Malicious Benign Malicious

K-means 733 5967 95 202 0 278 82
DBSCAN 1811 4889 204 93 0 278 25
GMM 4115 2385 229 68 129 149 93
UPGMA 2 6698 0 297 0 278 39

Table 4: Subset of features in DBSCAN.

Feature description Category
Proportion of in-payload size in [10, 15) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of in-payload size in [15, 20) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of in-payload size in [20, 30) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of in-payload size in [0, 500) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of in-payload size in [500, 1500) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of in-payload size in [1500, 2000) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of out-payload size in [5, 10) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of out-payload size in [20, 30) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of out-payload size in [50, 100) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of out-payload size in [300, 400) kB to the total Numerical
Proportion of payload ratio in [5, 10) to the total Numerical
Proportion of payload ratio in [10, 20)to the total Numerical
Proportion of payload ratio in [30, 40) to the total Numerical
Proportion of payload ratio in [150, 200) to the total Numerical
Proportion of payload ratio in [200, 400) to the total Numerical
Proportion of payload ratio in [500, 1000) to the total Numerical
If the communication frequency in [20, 40) Boolean
If the communication frequency in [40, 60) Boolean
If the communication frequency in [70, 80) Boolean
If the communication frequency in [100, 150) Boolean
If the communication frequency in [200, 300) Boolean
If the communication frequency in [400, 500) Boolean
If the connected hosts in [3, 6) Boolean
If the connected hosts in [9, 12) Boolean
If the connected hosts in [15, 20) Boolean
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11,286, and that of benign channels mined using the
S-Method is the least. Our method’s results are slightly
higher than those of the S-Method. However, through the
step of checking using AlienVault, the candidate benign
channels mined using the A-Method fall the fastest from

11,286 to 11,166. Manual inspection demonstrates that these
IP addresses are mostly benign. However, there are still 25
malicious IP addresses in the candidate benign channels
mined using the A-Method. We also found six malicious IP
addresses mined using the S-Method. )e candidate benign

Methods/category
A-method S-method Our method

Benign MaliciousBenignMaliciousMalicious Benign
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Figure 8: Comparison of different methods used on the labeled dataset.

Table 5: Evaluation of benign channels mined using different methods.

Benign channels A-method S-method Our method
Candidate benign channels 11,286 1,722 1,811
Checking by AlienVault 11,166 1,699 1,779
Manual inspection 11,261 1,716 1,811
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Figure 9: Statistics related to the benign TLS channels.
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channels mined using our method did not contain any
malicious IP addresses. )erefore, the results show that our
method is more reliable than the other two methods.

Using our method, we mined 1,811 benign channels
from 18,357 channels. )ese channels account for 9.87% of
the total mined IP addresses, as shown in Figure 9. )e
number of network flows carried by these 1,811 channels
accounts for 65.37% of the total number of network flows. In
other words, applying our preprocessing method in the
NIDS can reduce the processing pressure by at least 65.37%.
Other TLS channels are not all malicious because the
characteristics of some niche benign applications are in-
consistent with our assumptions. )erefore, our method is
only suitable for mining benign TLS channels and cannot be
used to identify malicious TLS channels.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the benign channels
can be used to form IP whitelist rules. )e preprocessing
method we proposed can also be used for mining whitelist IP
addresses.

7. Conclusions

Because of the increasing TLS traffic, importing them into
the NIDS indiscriminately will undoubtedly result in sub-
stantial processing pressure. Hence, it is a consensus to
preprocess network traffic before completing detection.
However, current studies seldom evaluate the impact of the
results brought about by the preprocessing methods.
Moreover, the classification and clustering models based on
the single flow-based features are not significantly reliable in
the preprocessing of TLS traffic. )is study proposed a
semiunsupervised model for quickly mining benign TLS
channels to cope with such problems. We analyzed the
differences between benign applications and malware on the
communication behaviors of TLS channels in detail and
proposed a set of new features. By adopting a spectral
clustering algorithm and a wrapper method, a set of relevant
features were selected, and a preprocessing model was
established by applying a semiunsupervised algorithm.
)rough a set of experiments, the DBSCAN algorithm was
selected from three other clustering algorithms to build a
preprocessing model. Additionally, by comparing our
method with two other methods, our experiments dem-
onstrate that it not only performs better in terms of pro-
cessing efficiency but is also significantly reliable for mined
benign TLS channels.

)e preprocessing model based on TLS channel features
proved that it can mine the benign TLS channels used in this
study. Indeed, TLS channel features have the potential to be
further mined, and subsequently used to recognizemalicious
channels based on supervised models. For high camouflaged
TLS flows produced by malware, it is difficult to detect them
only based on a single flow, but we can observe and evaluate
their behaviors, such as data-stealing behavior, from the
perspective of their communication channels.

)erefore, in future studies, two main points need to be
further explored for recognizing malicious TLS channels.
One is to explore new TLS channel features that are solely
effective in detecting malware traffic; the other is to ascertain

whether the performance of classifiers can be improved by
combining TLS channel-based features with traditional
single flow-based features.
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Context. )e improvements made in the last couple of decades in the requirements engineering (RE) processes and methods have
witnessed a rapid rise in effectively using diverse machine learning (ML) techniques to resolve several multifaceted RE issues. One
such challenging issue is the effective identification and classification of the software requirements on Stack Overflow (SO) for
building quality systems. )e appropriateness of ML-based techniques to tackle this issue has revealed quite substantial results,
much effective than those produced by the usual available natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Nonetheless, a complete,
systematic, and detailed comprehension of these ML based techniques is considerably scarce. Objective. To identify or recognize
and classify the kinds of ML algorithms used for software requirements identification primarily on SO.Method. )is paper reports
a systematic literature review (SLR) collecting empirical evidence published up to May 2020. Results. )is SLR study found 2,484
published papers related to RE and SO. )e data extraction process of the SLR showed that (1) Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
topic modeling is among the widely used ML algorithm in the selected studies and (2) precision and recall are amongst the most
commonly utilized evaluation methods for measuring the performance of these ML algorithms. Conclusion. Our SLR study
revealed that while ML algorithms have phenomenal capabilities of identifying the software requirements on SO, they still are
confronted with various open problems/issues that will eventually limit their practical applications and performances. Our SLR
study calls for the need of close collaboration venture between the RE and ML communities/researchers to handle the open issues
confronted in the development of some real world machine learning-based quality systems.

1. Introduction

)e RE activity is steered in the very first phase of software
development lifecycle and plays a very pivotal role in en-
suring the development of quality and secure software
systems [1, 2]. )ere are various activities (i.e., elicitation,
specification, validation, and management) associated with
it that need to be effectively performed to somehow guar-
antee developing a quality software [1–8]. )ere has been a
rapid surge in the RE community of effectively using the
diverse online user feedback offered on various social media/

online platforms, for instance, the Stack Overflow Q&A site
[9], Twitter, bug reporting systems, and mobile app stores
(i.e., Google’s Play Store and Apple’s Play Store) [10] as
amongst the latent and rich sources of diverse user re-
quirements [11, 12]. SO Q&A online programming com-
munity is commonly used by diverse programmers for
learning, problem solving, and sharing knowledge on var-
ious issues of software development. For instance, the posts
of SO can be about pursuing assistance on programming
issues/problems, stating a bug in a software development
tool, and requesting or recommending new software
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requirements (both functional requirements (FRs) and
nonfunctional requirements (NFRs)) omitted in the soft-
ware development tool, which were totally overlooked
previously [13].

Normally software requirements are of two types,
namely, FRs and NFRs. )e research work on the difference
between FRs and NFRs is defined and well known; however,
the automatic identification and classification of the software
requirements stated in different natural language is still a
huge challenge [14–21]. )e problem situation becomes
more complicated and worst when identifying software
requirements from the Q&A on SO (unstructured text)
[13, 22, 23]. In addition, some other reasons which make this
task problematic are the diversity of stakeholders, difference
in the terminologies used, structures of the sentences, and
the language used to specify the same kind of requirements
[14, 24]. )ese high levels of inconsistencies and the
unstructuredness of the Q&A posts text data on SOmake the
automatic identification and classification more intricate
and challenging [13].

To overcome this complex challenge, several RE re-
searchers have suggested software requirements extraction
methods or techniques through using and integrating var-
ious ML algorithms applicable in several domains: for in-
stance, effectively eliciting software requirements from the
Q&A posts text on SO [22, 23], software requirements
elicitation from the documents [12], and automatically
classifying user requests in diverse crowd sourced require-
ments [11]. )e results obtained from using these different
ML algorithms/techniques for software requirements
identification/extraction are significant andmore specifically
for the SO platform. Nonetheless, a complete, systematic,
and detailed comprehension of these emerging ML based
techniques for identification or recognition of software re-
quirements on SO is currently unavailable in the existing
literature [13]. )is SLR study is aimed at filling this gap for
both researchers and practitioners’ community.

For this SLR study, we have thoroughly followed the
systematic literature review (SLR) method as our primary
research method [25, 26], with the aim of identifying and
classifying the available empirical evidence about the use of
emerging ML methods or algorithms for diverse software
requirements identification on the SO platform for devel-
oping quality systems. )e SLR method has been used
successfully on diverse topics within the area of require-
ments engineering [27–30].

)e research method will assist in getting a more in-
depth understanding of different emerging ML algorithms
or methods for identifying/recognizing and comprehending
software requirements on the SO, facilitating the following:

Identifying research gaps (research opportunities)
Better decision-making (practitioners) when selecting
an ML algorithm
Effectively planning the software requirements iden-
tification and avoiding pitfalls

)is work presented a detailed SLR work of 12 primary
studies related to the emerging ML based approaches or

techniques for software requirements recognition or iden-
tification on the SO platform. )e main research goal of this
SLR study is to recognize or identify and categorize or
classify the type of machine learning algorithms or tech-
niques used for identifying software requirements on the
Stack Overflow platform. Our SLR work is aimed at iden-
tifying various types of machine learning algorithms or
techniques that have been properly utilized to identify the
diverse software requirements on the SO, their working, and
evaluation mechanisms.)ese outcomes will ultimately help
and enable us to recognize the main complex issues and
challenges that need to be properly tackled to enhance the
working capabilities of the different machine learning based
techniques. )e specific contributions of our SLR study
worth mentioning are as follows.

Contribution 1: detecting and categorizing the type of
software requirements (RQ1) and ML algorithms or
techniques used for identifying diverse software re-
quirements on the SO (RQ2)
Contribution 2: identifying the processes (RQ3) and the
performance evaluations of the used ML algorithms
(RQ4)
Contribution 3: identifying and collecting basic de-
mographic data, for instance, active researchers (DQ1),
types of organizations (DQ2) and countries involved
(DQ3), and the most frequently reported publication
venues (DQ4)
Contribution 4: collecting diverse evidence giving a
centralized source to facilitate the research

)e goal of our SLR work is broad enough so we divided
it into the set of different research questions (RQs) specified
as follows.

RQ1: what types of software requirements identified or
reported in the selected studies?
RQ2: what are the types of ML algorithms that have
been used for identifying software requirements on SO
in the selected studies? Do the ML based approaches
outperform the non-ML based approaches? Are there
any ML based techniques that considerably outperform
the other ML based techniques?
RQ3: what are the types of procedures the reported
machine learning algorithms use to identify software
requirements on SO?
RQ4: what are the methods utilized to assess the
performance of the machine learning algorithms ap-
plied in the selected studies? What are the performance
outcomes of the reported ML algorithms?

)e remainder of the research paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 basically describes all the related work.)e
research methodology followed for this study is explained
comprehensively in Section 3. In Section 4, we briefly
presented the main results and discussion of the SLR study.
Section 5 briefly summarizes the key findings, limitations,
and open challenges identified in our SLR study. )e dif-
ferent types of the validity threats of the SLR study are
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discussed in detail in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes
the paper and discusses briefly how the key findings of our
SLR study can be further effectively used by the researchers
and practitioners in their future research endeavors.

2. Related Work

As per our knowledge till now, there is no single SLR study
performed on utilizing machine learning algorithms or
techniques for identifying software requirements on the SO
online Q&Awebsite.)ere are some surveys available on the
SO [13, 31], but as of now none of them are related in any
way to ML algorithms or methods for detecting/identifying
software requirements on the SO online Q&A website.

In 2018, Ahmad et al. [13] performed an ad hoc literature
review, by selecting 166 research papers on the SO that were
mainly classified about software development life cycle from
the start of the SO website till the year 2016 positively. )ey
categorized the studies on SO platform into two: “SO design
and usage” and “SO content applications.” )is categori-
zation not only gives detailed comprehensions to the SO
Q&A forum or platform providers about the possible lim-
itations in the design and usage of such platforms but also
offers ways to address them in the days to come. It also
empowers software programmers to utilize such platforms
for the recognized underutilized different tasks of software
development lifecycle, e.g., software requirements specifi-
cation, design, analysis, and validation.

Similarly, the work of Baltadzhieva and Chrupała [31]
thoroughly reviewed and analyzed various questions quality
posted on diverse community question answering (CQA)
websites like SO. Besides, they pointed out the different
metrics through which the quality of the posted questions
can be identified, which in large ultimately lead to affecting
the question quality.

)ere are various other surveys available [32–34] that
are performed for identifying ML algorithms used for
recognizing, collecting, and categorizing/classifying the
nonfunctional requirements in software documents. In
2013, Meth et al. [32] conducted an SLR on investigating
the works on automated requirements elicitation. )ey
selected 36 primary papers published between January
1992 and March 2012. )ey categorized the identified
works through an analysis framework, including tool
categorization, technological concepts, and assessment
approaches.

Later on, Binkhonain and Zaho [33] conducted an SLR
onML algorithms for identifying and classifying NFRs.)ey
have selected 24 primary studies published. )e key findings
of their work revealed that ML approaches could identify
and classify NFRs, but they still have many challenges that
need more attention. Recently, Iqbal et al. [34] presented a
survey on ML algorithms and requirements engineering.
)ey provided a bird’s-eye view of how ML algorithms are
aiding different requirements engineering activities. )e
results revealed that the impact of ML algorithms could be
found in different phases of RE lifecycle, e.g., software re-
quirements elicitation, analysis, specification, validation,
and management.

Besides, there are some surveys, SLR’s, and systematic
mapping studies done in other areas on sentiment analysis of
scientific citations [35], data preprocessing methods for class
imbalance problem [36], ML algorithms or techniques based
software development effort estimation models [37], us-
ability in agile software development [38, 39], and re-
quirements prioritization [40], among others.

Unlike the different related works cited above, our study
is focused on identifying and classifying ML algorithms or
techniques used for identifying diverse software require-
ments on the SO only. We have selected 12 primary studies
for our SLR work published until May 2020.)us, we are the
first to perform a comprehensive SLR study aimed at
identifying, reviewing, summarizing, assessing, and thor-
oughly reporting the diverse works of ML algorithms or
techniques for identifying diverse software requirements on
the SO.

3. SLR Research Methodology

)ere has been a rapid surge in the popularity of using the
Evidence-Based Software Engineering (EBSE) among re-
searchers due to the applicability of systematic literature
review (SLR) in various domains [41–43].)e key goal of the
SLR study is to systematically identify, classify, and thor-
oughly synthesize any new evidence based on the data
extracted from the selected research publications.

We conducted a comprehensive SLR study, thoroughly
following the systematic guidelines defined and stated in
[25, 26, 44–46], with the aim of identifying and classifying
the types of machine learning algorithms or techniques used
for identifying the software requirements on the Stack
Overflow. )e steps of the SLR research method encom-
passed the following activities:

(1) Planning for the SLR study (the SLR protocol):

(a) Proper definition of the research goals and the
set of different research questions

(b) Description of the strategies for search, selection,
and data extraction processes

(c) Identification and description of potential val-
idity threats

(d) Tasks allocation and assignment (roles and re-
sponsibilities of every researcher involved)

(2) Conducting the SLR study (executing the SLR
protocol):

(a) )oroughly searching for the primary studies
(b) Selecting cautiously the relevant primary studies
(c) Data extraction and thorough analysis of the

selected primary studies to produce a classifi-
cation schema (the map)

(3) Reporting the SLR results:

)e initial findings of our SLR study have been
published previously in a conference [47]; since
then, the research questions have been added
(demographic research questions) and modified a
little bit (specifically RQ2 and RQ4). In addition, we
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have also added snowballing search strategy [48] as
a complementary strategy in addition to the au-
tomated electronic data sources with the aim of not
overlooking any relevant paper. Basically, the
conference paper just reported the initial findings
with no detailed analysis of the results. In this work
we have deeply assessed all the findings of the
research questions, reported the key findings and
limitations, and discussed the open challenges for
future researchers. )e subsequent subsections give
comprehensive information regarding the main
activities of the SLR protocol used.

3.1. Goal and Research Questions. )e key research goal of
our SLR study is to recognize or identify and classify or
categorize the different types of machine learning algorithms
or techniques used for identifying the software requirements
on the Stack Overflow.

)e goal of our SLR work is broad enough, so we divided
it into the set of different research questions (RQs) specified
in Table 1.

We also collected evidence to answer some interesting
demographic questions (DQs) as suggested in [44–46]
associated with the identification of the most actively
participating researchers, organizations affiliations (aca-
demia or industry), and countries, as well as the top
publication venues. Table 2 presents briefly the description
of every DQ.

3.2. Search Strategy (EDS and Snowballing Method). )e
EBSE technique is totally dependent on the approach of
identifying, collecting, and summarizing all the existing
empirical evidence. Nonetheless, it is quite hard to fully
ensure that all the existing empirical evidence was recog-
nized; we ultimately need to abate the validity threat of not
relying on single search strategy [49]. )erefore, two diverse
search approaches, i.e., EDS and snowballing, were con-
sidered, with the aim of complementing each other, re-
trieving the highest number (recall) of potentially relevant
studies (precision).)e relevant experts on the RE and Stack
Overflow areas validated the diverse search strategies.

)e search was thoroughly performed in four diverse
electronic data sources (EDS), namely, the ACM Digital
Library, IEEE Xplore, Scopus, and Web of Science (WoS),
respectively [50, 51]. )ese different EDS ensure including
the diverse main venues (i.e., conference proceedings,
workshops, and journals) specifically in the field of Software
Engineering [52, 53]. )e automated search strings were
developed from the combination of the key terms extracted
from our defined research questions, keywords from the
different research publications retrieved by a pilot search,
and the list of synonyms.

)e initial set of search terms were integrated and
adopted to the particular EDS with the help of using the
“AND” (if allowed) and “OR” (if allowed) logical operators
wherever possible. We conducted several search rounds in
the diverse EDS until we accomplished the best balance

between precision and recall measures. Table 3 presents the
set of final selected search strings, adapted to each of the four
electronic data sources, respectively. )e automated search
strategy was carried out on 23/08/2019 and successfully
retrieved 1,073 results only.

We also performed both backward and forward snow-
balling search methodology as outlined in [48, 54] in ad-
dition to the automated electronic databases search strategy
on 27/05/2020. To start the snowballing process, the 12
primary studies were used as initial seeds that were selected
from the automated search strategy. In the snowballing
process, it is vital to consider only the suitable or relevant
research studies, so to ensure this, we adopted a top-down
sequential process to include only the relevant research
papers for each stage of the new iteration. To guarantee the
relevance, we also performed the data extraction with the
aim that the preselected papers were suitable for answering
the defined research questions. All those papers were se-
lected as the new seeds for the next stage or iteration of the
snowballing process which passed the data extraction
criterion.

Finally, the snowballing process retrieved 1,411 papers
and ended the process at the third iteration with no new
primary papers found. To minimize the possible biasness,
two of the authors individually conducted the selection of
the papers, and a third author carefully reviewed the data
generated from every iteration, integrated the individual
outcomes, and thoroughly assessed them for any dis-
agreements. Tables 4 and 5, respectively, present the out-
puts of the two adopted search approaches for the SLR
study.

3.3. ResearchPaper SelectionCriteria (Inclusion andExclusion
Criteria). )e selection process primarily consists of two
tasks: a principally perfect definition of both inclusion and
exclusion criteria and truly applying these definite bench-
marks to select the pertinent primary research studies
[55, 56]. As inclusion and exclusion are principally two
conflicting activities, we chose to categorically focus our
efforts on the exclusion criterion, by outlining a clear set of
criteria, both objectively and subjectively appropriate. )e
former one does not cause any sort of threat to the validity,
and, henceforth, its application is much easier and simpler.
While applying the very first exclusion criterion, specifically,
those related to the language and duplicity assisted us to
remove irrelevant data quite rapidly. For this SLR study, the
following objective exclusion criteria were applied to all the
retrieved papers:

(a) Exclusion criterion 1: research papers not written in
English language

(b) Exclusion criterion 2: short research papers (less
than four pages in length)

(c) Exclusion criterion 3: research papers not published
in peer-reviewed publication venues

(d) Exclusion criterion 4: research papers that are not a
primary research study (secondary and tertiary re-
search studies)
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(e) Exclusion criterion 5: any kind of grey literature
(books, presentations, poster sessions, forewords,
talks, editorials, tutorials, panels, keynotes, etc.)

(f ) Exclusion criterion 6: all sorts of research thesis
whether Ph.D. or master or bachelor theses

It is obvious that subjective criteria are very complex to
address adequately in any SLR study including this one.)ey
are prone to create biasness into the SLR study, and, thus, a
predefined protocol principally needs to be applied with the
aim of minimizing this threat. On the contrary, applying
these criteria might also leads to a substantial reduction in
the number of research papers to consider as being relevant.
For this SLR study, the authors applied the two exclusion
criteria described as follows:

(a) Not focus: research studies not related to any of the
RE activities on the Stack Overflow

(b) Out of scope: research studies not related to any of
the RE phases of software development lifecycle

Any research paper not excluded by the aforementioned
criteria was deemed relevant and included in the set of final
selected primary research studies. )e authors primarily
adopted a top-down method to the application of these
criteria on the research papers. In the first stage, some
metadata information such as the title, abstract, and key-
words of the research paper was taken into consideration. If
these data were not sufficient to exclude any research paper
at hand, then the authors reviewed the full text of the re-
search publication, more specifically the introduction

Table 1: Description of the research questions.

Research question Description

RQ1: what are the types of software requirements that are identified
or reported in the selected studies?

)e different types of software requirements are functional
requirements (FRs) and nonfunctional requirements (NFRs), or

others.
RQ2: what are the types of ML algorithms that have been used for
identifying software requirements on SO in the selected studies? Do
the ML based approaches outperform the non-ML based
approaches? Are there any ML based techniques that considerably
outperform the other ML based techniques?

To identify all the techniques or methods (algorithms) used in the
selected primary studies.

RQ3: what are the types of procedures the reported machine
learning algorithms use to identify software requirements on SO?

To know all the processes (natural language processing); those are
used in the selected primary studies.

RQ4: what are the methods utilized to assess the performance of the
machine learning algorithms applied in the selected studies? What
are the performance outcomes of the reported ML algorithms?

To know the different performance evaluation criteria applied in the
selected primary studies, their results, strengths, and weaknesses,

respectively.

Table 2: Descriptions of the demographic questions.

Demographic questions Description
DQ1: who are the most actively participating researchers? All authors, ordered by the number of papers
DQ2: which organizations are the most active? Based on the affiliations of all the authors
DQ3: which countries are the most active based on authors
affiliations? Based on the affiliations of all the authors

DQ4: which are the top venues for the publications? Type (conference, journal, or workshop) and the name of the publishing
venue

Table 3: Set of search strings, adapted to each of the EDS.

EDS Search strings

IEEE Xplore

((“Document Title” : “requirements∗”) OR (“document Title” : “NFR”) OR (“document Title” : “functional
requirements”) OR (“document title” : “non-functional requirements”) OR (“document title” : “quality

requirements”)) AND ((“Abstract” : Stackoverflow) OR (“Abstract” : “stack overflow”) OR (“Abstract” : techniques)
OR (“Abstract” : “machine learning”)) AND ((“author Keywords” : “requirements∗”) OR (“author Keywords” : “stack
overflow”) OR (“author Keywords” : stackoverflow) OR (“author Keywords” : “NFR”) OR (“author keywords” : “non-

functional”) OR (“author keywords” : “functional”))

ACM Digital
Library

(acmdlTitle : (+requirements∗ +NFR+ quality + functional + non-functional) OR acmdlTitle : (Stackoverflow stack
overflow)) and recordAbstract : (algorithm techniques “machine learning”) OR keywords.author.keyword :

(+requirements∗ + stackoverflow+ functional + non-functional + FR+NFR))

Web of Science
(WoS)

TI� (“requirements engineering” OR “NFR” OR “non-functional requirements” OR “quality requirements” OR
“functional requirements”) AND TS� (Stack overflow OR Stackoverflow OR “machine learning” OR algorithms OR
techniques) and language: (english) refined by: web of science categories: (computer science software engineering)

Scopus
TITLE (“requirements engineering” OR NFR OR non-functional OR functional OR quality) and TITLE-ABS-KEY

(stack overflow OR stackoverflow OR “machine learning” OR techniques OR algorithms) AND (LIMIT-TO
(SUBJAREA, “COMP”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (LANGUAGE, “English”))
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(problems and contributions of the research study), the
results, and conclusions sections of the research study.

To handle appropriately with any disagreements, the
authors primarily followed the inclusive criteria as sys-
tematically suggested in [44] and described in detail in
Table 6. )e authors excluded a research publication at hand
only when both of the reviewers agreed (category “F”) or
marked the research publication as the borderline (category
“E”).

)e complete diagrammatic flow of both the searches
performed (EDS and Snowballing), detailed systematic
selection processes and the outcome of every task of the
SLR study are reflected in Figure 1. A final set of 12 re-
search papers was selected for this SLR study (the detailed
list with full bibliographic references is provided in Table 7).
Besides, the details of the quality assessment criterion
adopted for the SLR study are described in the next
section.

3.4. Quality Assessment Criteria. For any research publica-
tion to pass the defined selection phase, a comprehensive
quality assessment criterion was defined. )e authors de-
fined principally “4” quality assessment criteria questions to
assess the rigorousness, reliability, and significance of the
relevant studies as suggested by [6, 57–59] for the research
paper as shown in Table 8. )us, a research study which
accomplished a quality score of “4” was thus considered in
the final selection.

3.5. Data Extraction Process. To minimize any sort of bi-
asness in the data extraction process, one of the authors’
developed a comprehensive data extraction form (DEF) in
the spread sheet format. )e DEF (see Table 9) was mainly
used to extract and store the data for each of the selected
research studies. )e rest of the authors thoroughly
reviewed, improved, and agreed upon the DEF before
properly starting the data extraction process. )e proper use
of the DEF facilitates a detailed, systematic, explicit, and
consistent approach to conduct the data extraction process
of an SLR study [60, 61].

To conduct the data extraction process properly, the
authors distributed the set of selected primary research
publications into two halves, as stated below.

)e first half of the research papers was blindly al-
located to the reviewers R1 (the first author) and R2 (the
second author), respectively. Both of the reviewers R1 and
R2 thoroughly gauged the work independently and, after
finishing their respective tasks, fixed all the discrepancies
(if any) to yield an agreed dataset. )e second half of the
research papers, too, was blindly allocated to the re-
viewers R1 (the first author) and R3 (third author), re-
spectively. Each pair of the reviewers populated the DEF
individually. When any sort of disagreements arose, a
consensus meeting was arranged, with the participation of
a third reviewer, until all (if any) discrepancies were fixed
[62].

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the authors present and discuss briefly the
results of the SLR study. For each of the RQs, the authors
instigate them with a summary of the most noteworthy
results, a discussion about the most relevant facets, and,
based on them, a suggestion of some explanatory
hypotheses.

Table 6: Dealing with disagreements.

Reviewer X
Include Uncertain Exclude

Reviewer Y
Include A B D

Uncertain B C E
Exclude D E F

269 481 104 219

(1,073)
Removal of duplicates

(996)
Inclusion/exclusion criteria

–77

–984

12

12

(12)
Candidate papers

(1,411)
Snowballing method

0

(12)
Selected primary papers

ACM DL IEEE Xplore Scopus WoS

Figure 1: Summary of the searches and selection processes of the
SLR study.

Table 4: Automated searching in EDS results.

Source Works retrieved
ACM Digital Library 269
IEEE Xplore 481
Scopus 104
Web of Science 219
Total 1,073

Table 5: Snowballing method search results.

Snow balling iterations Number of seeds Number of citations
First iteration 12 783
Second iteration 82 624
)ird iteration 3 4
Total 97 1,411
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4.1. RQ1: What Are the Types of Software Requirements
Identified or Reported in the Selected Studies? For the data
extraction process, the authors started with a preestablished
classification scheme of software requirements to group the
types of reported software requirements. )e classification
scheme includes primarily two types of software require-
ments: that is, functional requirements (FRs) and non-
functional requirements (NFRs). )e authors found direct
evidence about the presence of both types of software re-
quirements, FRs and NFRs, on the SO. )e authors iden-
tified seven primary papers (S01, S03, S07, S09, S10, S11, and
S12) related to functional requirements and five studies (S02,
S04, S05, S06, and S08) related to nonfunctional require-
ments identified on the SO, as depicted in Table 10. Table 7
shows the full list of selected papers.

)e majority (approx. 58.33 %) of the selected primary
studies specifically focused on extracting functional re-
quirements (FRs) related to general software development

tools. Some examples of the identified and extracted FRs
questions were about extracting developers’ needs of Eclipse
IDE tools (e.g., S01), suggesting features (e.g., S03), reporting
issues (e.g., S07), and requesting new features (e.g., S09, S10,
S11, and S12) among others. )e remaining approximately
41.66% of the selected primary studies, identified the non-
functional requirements (NFRs) on the SO. Some examples
of the identified/recognized NFRs were primarily related to
themobile application development tools (e.g., S02, S04, S06,
and S08) and the web (e.g., S05).

4.2. RQ2: What Are the Types of ML Algorithms 9at Have
Been Used for Identifying Software Requirements on SO in the
Selected Studies? Do the ML-Based Approaches Outperform
the Non-ML-Based Approaches? Are 9ere Any ML-Based
Techniques 9at Considerably Outperform the Other ML-
Based Techniques? )ere is a plethora of diverse machine
learning algorithms and techniques available for text pro-
cessing; however, they can be classified primarily into two
main categories named as the supervised learning (SL) and
the unsupervised learning (USL) algorithms/techniques.)e
aim of the supervised learning algorithm is to deduce a
function from the labelled training comprised of data in-
stances and the anticipated outcome value for each of the
instances. )en, the inferred function could be utilized to
predict the label for all the hidden data instances [63]. On the
contrary, the unsupervised learning algorithm deduces a
function to specify the unseen structure of the unlabelled
data [63]. Hence, it explores the data for similar patterns,

Table 7: List of selected primary studies.

Paper ID Full bibliographic reference

S01
Yin, H., and Pfahl, D. (2017, November). A preliminary study on the suitability of stack overflow for open innovation in
requirements engineering. In Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Communication and Information Processing

(pp. 45–49). ACM.

S02
Zou, J., Xu, L., Guo, W., Yan, M., Yang, D., and Zhang, X. (2015, May). Which non-functional requirements do developers focus
on? An empirical study on stack overflow using topic analysis. In 2015 IEEE/ACM 12th Working Conference on Mining

Software Repositories (pp. 446–449). IEEE.

S03 Pinto, G., castor, F., and liu, Y. D. (2014, May). Mining questions about software energy consumption. In Proceedings of the 11th
Working Conference on Mining Software Repositories (pp. 22–31). ACM.

S04 Ahmad, A., li, K., Feng, C., and sun, T. (2018, October) “An empirical study on how iOS developers report quality Aspects on
stack overflow,” international journal of machine learning and computing vol. 8, no. 5, pp. 501–506, 2018. IJMLC.

S05 Treude, C., Barzilay, O., and storey, M. A. (2011, May). How do programmers ask and answer questions on the web?: Nier track.
In 2011 33rd International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) (pp. 804–807). IEEE.

S06 Zou, J., Xu, L., Yang, M., Zhang, X., and Yang, D. (2017). Towards comprehending the non-functional requirements through
developers’ eyes: An exploration of stack overflow using topic analysis. Information and Software Technology, 84, 19–32.

S07 Bajaj, K., pattabiraman, K., and mesbah, A. (2014, May). Mining questions asked by web developers. In Proceedings of the 11th
Working Conference on Mining Software Repositories (pp. 112–121). ACM.

S08 Ahmad, A., Feng, C., li, K., Asim, S. M., and sun, T. (2019). Toward empirically investigating non-Functional requirements of
iOS developers on stack overflow. IEEE Access, 7, 61145–61169.

S09 Xiao, M., Yin, G., wang, T., Yang, C., and chen, M. (2015). Requirement acquisition from social q&a sites. In Requirements
Engineering in the Big Data Era (pp. 64–74). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.

S10 Rosen, C., and shihab, E. (2016). What are mobile developers asking about? A large scale study using stack overflow. Empirical
Software Engineering, 21(3), 1192–1223.

S11
Abad, Z. S. H., shymka, A., pant, S., currie, A., and ruhe, G. (2016, September).What are practitioners asking about requirements
engineering? An exploratory analysis of social q&a sites. In 2016 IEEE 24th International Requirements Engineering Conference

Workshops (REW) (pp. 334–343). IEEE.

S12 Pinto, G. H., and Kamei, F. (2013, October).What programmers say about refactoring tools?: An empirical investigation of stack
overflow. In Proceedings of the 2013 ACM workshop on Workshop on refactoring tools (pp. 33–36). ACM.

Table 8: Quality assessments.

Quality criteria Score
Are the findings and results explicitly mentioned in the
study?

Yes� 1
No� 0

Is there any empirical evidence on the findings in the
study?

Yes� 1
No� 0

Are the arguments well-presented and justified in the
study?

Yes� 1
No� 0

Is the study well referenced? Yes� 1
No� 0
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and then grouping (clustering) of the similar instances is
produced. Besides, there is another type called the semi-
supervised learning (SSL) that lies between the supervised
and the unsupervised learning algorithms/techniques. )e
aim in the semisupervised learning is to deduce a function
grounded on lesser amount of labelled training dataset and
huge amount of unlabelled dataset [63].

)e Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is one of the most
widely adopted and naı̈ve statistical topic modeling algo-
rithms. )e basic idea behind LDA is that each document in
the text corpus may be related to several different topics.
LDA is clearly defined by its generative process, the process
by which it is expected that each text document of the corpus
is produced. In this generative model, it is supposed that
each text document of the corpus is created mainly in two
stages: in the first stage, the set of topics are selected for the
text document based on the distribution of the topics. In the
second stage, to generate each word in the text document, a
topic is selected based on the distribution in the first stage,
and then a word is arbitrarily chosen conferring to the
distribution of words for each of the topics. In this manner, it
generates a set of words and places it together as a text
document. In this generative model, each of the text doc-
uments is characterized as a bag-of-words, that is, a naive
characterization of a text as a multiset of words, ignoring
grammar and the ordering of the words in the text document
[64, 65].

)e Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a group of SL
ML algorithms, primarily utilized for classifications or/and
regressions. )e SVM method is basically grounded upon
the statistical learning theory and the certain dimensions
mentioned in [66, 67]. )e purpose of the SVM technique is
to create the optimal separating line aimed at categorizing all
of the input data into various classes.

)e thematic analysis is not an ML algorithm but a
process/technique (manual or automatic) that involves ex-
ploring, identifying, extracting, and storing the patterns (or
themes) that emerge within data at hand. Besides, the
identified themes are basically the patterns that emerge

across the datasets significant to the description of an oc-
currence and are related to a specific research question (RQ).
Nevertheless, the themes are recognized by combining the
modules or pieces of concepts or experiences, which are
usually worthless when examined in separation. Finally,
these themes ultimately serve as the categories for the
analysis [68–70].

)e outcome of this RQ revealed that there were mainly
two different machine learning algorithms identified in the
selected primary research studies. )ese machine learning
algorithms basically fall into two types, comprising one SL,
and eight USL ML algorithms. Besides, we also found three
primary studies that used thematic analysis or qualitative
coding techniques, as comprehensively summarized in
Table 11. Table 11 also depicts that USL algorithms, spe-
cifically LDA, are the most popular/common type of ma-
chine learning algorithm, as they were utilized in eight
primary research studies (averaging approximately 67%).

Besides, the FRs were identified in the four studies (e.g.,
S01, S07, S10, and S11) and the NFRs were also identified in
the four selected studies (e.g., S02, S04, S06, and S08), re-
spectively, out of the eight primary studies that used the LDA
algorithm. SVM was the second most popular ML algorithm
category (approximately 8.3%). It was quite interesting to
observe that three of the selected primary studies (25%) did
not use any algorithm and have used thematic coding or
qualitative coding technique for identifying and classifying
the different types of software requirements on the SO.

)e detailed performance evaluations of all the ML al-
gorithms and techniques of the selected studies of our SLR
study are discussed in the results and discussion section of
RQ4 (see Section 4.4).

4.3. RQ3: What Are the Types of Procedures the Reported
Machine Learning Algorithms Use to Identify Software Re-
quirements on SO? )e outcomes of the detailed analysis of
the 12 selected primary research studies of the SLR study
have depicted a general process pattern for utilizing or

Table 10: Papers reporting different types of software requirements.

Primary papers Type of software requirements Support level
S01, S03, S07, S09, S10, S11, S12 FRs 7
S02, S04, S05, S06, S08 NFRs 5

Table 9: Description of the data extraction form.

Data item Description

Bibliographic information Authors, title of the paper, name and type of the organization, country, publication type and venue,
and year of publication.

Study goal )e main intent of the selected primary research studies.

ML algorithm/technique )e different types of the ML algorithms/techniques employed to identify and classify the
software requirements.

Types of the requirements )e different types of software requirements FRs/NFRs.
Process/approach )e process/approach used to identify the FRs/NFRs from posts.

Performance evaluation How were the performance and efficiency of the ML algorithms measured in the selected
primary research studies and what were their actual outcomes?
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applying the machine learning algorithms approach to
recognize or identify and categorize or classify the different
types of software requirements on the SO. )is whole
process could possibly be classified into three (3) main stages
or phases: the text preprocessing phase is the phase in which
the irrelevant text from the data is removed (RQ3); the
learning phase basically involves applying the actual dif-
ferent ML algorithms (addressed in RQ2); and finally the
evaluation phase (addressed in RQ4) involves assessing or
evaluating an ML algorithm’s approach to identify or rec-
ognize and categorize or classify the different types of
software requirements on the SO as depicted in Figure 2.

)e text preparation phase is the text preprocessing
phase, where it takes textual data of SO Q&A as input and
applies some NLP techniques to clean the textual data for
further processing. A total of six different NLP pre-
processing techniques were identified in the selected re-
search papers as depicted in Table 12. )e identified
different preprocessing techniques are explained briefly as
follows:

Stop words removal: it is the process of removing
certain auxiliary verbs (e.g., be, do, and have), con-
junctions (e.g., and, or), and different articles (e.g., the,
a, and an) from the text [71]
Case unification: it is the process of converting the text
into a uniform style, i.e., lowercase or uppercase
Tokenization: it is the process of splitting the sentence
into words [71]
Stemming: it is the process of stemming or reducing the
words to their origin or roots. For instance, words like
‘goes,’’ gone,’ and “going” will be reduced to ‘go’ [72]
Punctuations removal: it is the process of removing
different punctuations (e.g., commas, semicolons,
question marks, and exclamation marks) from the text

)e outcome of this research question (RQ) revealed that
approximately 66.67% of the selected studies used different
preprocessing techniques. )e remaining studies averaging
approximately (33.33%) lack reporting about using any of
the preprocessing steps. )e different preprocessing ap-
proaches or techniques used in the selected research studies
are the stop words removal (approx. 58.33%), case unifi-
cation (approx. 50%), tokenization (approx. 41.66%),
stemming (approx. 25%), punctuations removal (approx.
16.67%), and filtration (approx. 8.33%) as depicted in Ta-
ble 12. )ese findings reveal that there is lack of using

different appropriate and uniform NLP techniques for
preprocessing the SO Q&A text.

As depicted in Figure 2, predefined data is a prerequisite
for building or constructing FRs/NFRs classifiers using the
various ML algorithms. Specifically, the SL machine learning
algorithms need a prelabelled dataset, whereas the USL
machine learning algorithms need a set of predefined groups
or keywords. Besides, the SSL machine learning approaches,
alike the SL machine learning approaches, also need a
prelabelled dataset. )is process is not been explicitly stated
in the surveyed techniques/approaches of this SLR research
study. In addition, most of the selected primary research
studies treat the machine learning based methods as ‘black
boxes’ and offer no explicit explanation on how actually all
these machine learning methods work.

In the evaluation phase, the assessment of both the FRs/
NFRs classifier is performed using several methods to find
the efficacy of the classifiers. Besides, the performance
evaluation of the techniques and results is discussed in the
results and discussion section of RQ4 (see Section 4.4).

4.4. RQ4: What Are the Methods Utilized to Assess the Per-
formance of the Machine Learning Algorithms Applied in the
Selected Studies? What Are the Performance Outcomes of the
Reported ML Algorithms? Out of the 12 selected research
studies of this SLR study, merely 6 of them (averaging
approx. 50%) have stated their performance evaluation
criterion. Table 13 briefly sums up the four performance
evaluation criteria recognized from the selected research
studies and their respective outcomes.

It was quite significant to observe (as depicted in
Table 13) that though the LDA and SVM were used in
various selected research papers, their performance results
considerably vary from one another. For instance, LDA
performed well in S08; however it did not perform that
good in the S11. In the S04, LDA got a fairly well recall
outcome compared to the precision outcome. Neverthe-
less, all of the selected studies achieved considerably good
recall results compared to the precision results irre-
spective of the ML algorithm applied, that is, LDA and
SVM.

Amongst the four different performance evaluation
criteria, the precision and the recall are deemed amongst the
famous ones, trailed by the F-measure and the word and
topic intrusion. In the following, we briefly describe how
effectively the four measures are used to enumerate and

Table 11: Different ML algorithms.

Type ML algorithms/
technique Purpose Type of software requirements Support

level

USL
LDA Finding the hidden or latent topic(s) that the documents

(posts) contain based on their probabilities
FRs (S01, S07, S10, and S11), NFRs

(S02, S04, S06, and S08) 8

)ematic coding It involves exploring, identifying, extracting, and storing the
patterns or themes FRs (S03 and S12), NFRs (S05) 3

SL SVM It is primarily used for classification and is grounded upon
the statistical learning theory FRs (S09) 1
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evaluate the performances of the described ML techniques/
algorithms in the 12 selected research studies of the SLR
study.

4.4.1. Precision and Recall Measures. Out of the 12 selected
research papers of this SLR study that state their diverse
performance measures, merely 4 of them (averaging approx.
41.66%) have properly employed these two matrices with the
aim of effectively assessing the performance of the utilized
machine learning techniques and algorithms. )e precision
measure could be defined as the aggregate number of cor-
rectly classified FRs/NFRs in ratio to the number of FRs/
NFRs retrieved. It is mathematically represented as P� true
positive/(true positive + false positive). Recall measures can
be defined as the ratio of FRs/NFRs that have been correctly
categorized/distributed and mathematically can be repre-
sented as R� true positives/(true positives + false negatives)
[73]. True positive basically characterizes the number of
correctly classified software requirements (FRs/NFRs), the
false positive characterizes the amount of incorrectly cate-
gorized/distributed diverse software requirements (FRs/
NFRs), and true negative signifies the amount of diverse
software requirements (FRs/NFRs) correctly not catego-
rized/distributed, whereas false negative is basically the

amount of diverse software requirements (FRs/NFRs) in-
correctly not classified [74].

)e precision and recall evaluation measures are mostly
used together [75], and there always exists a trade-off be-
tween them. Besides, the goal of the precision evaluation
measure is to ensure that all of the retrieved diverse software
requirements are correctly relevant, while the recall aims at
retrieving all of the relevant diverse software requirements.
Nevertheless, which value (Precision or Recall) is highly
significant to quantify the identification or classification
results can be considerably argued. )e research studies S02,
S04, S06, S08, and S09 emphasized on accomplishing a high
recall value as it was considered that the accuracy of au-
tomatic software requirements labeling (FRs/NFRs) in the
topics/posts is important. It is worth mentioning that the
selected studies S02, S04, S06, S08, and S09 have achieved
high recall rate which indicates the acceptability of accu-
rately labeling or classifying the requirements (FRs/NFRs)
identified. Among the selected 12 studies, S09 achieved high
recall and precision rates followed by S04 and S08, which
signifies the performance of the ML algorithms used.

Nevertheless, S09 viewed that precision was also equally
significant if the recall was satisfactory for the automatic
categorization/classification to ignore huge number of ir-
relevant diverse software requirements (FRs/NFRs) from

Table 13: Performance evaluations used.

ML algorithm Study ID Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%) Word and topic intrusion (%)
LDA S02 68.7 75.9

S04 70.33 77
S06 68.7 75.9
S08 70.33 77
S11 58

SVM S09 72 77 74.42

Stack overflow Q&A Predefined data Testing dataset

Text preparation
(Text preprocessing)

Learning using different
ML algorithms

Identified
FRs/NFRs

Evaluation

Figure 2: A generic process of using MLl algorithms to identify software requirements on the SO.

Table 12: NLP techniques used for text processing.

NLP process Paper ID Support level
Stop words removal S02, S04, S06, S07, S08, S09, and S11 7
Case unification S02, S04, S06, S08, S09, and S11 6
Tokenization S02, S04, S06, S08, and S09 5
Stemming S07, S09, and S11 3
Punctuations removal S09 and S11 2
Filtration S10 1
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being wrongly classified as pertinent (false positives). It is
also evident from the values of both the precision and the
recall as depicted in Table 13 that there are no studies that
achieved higher recall and considerable lower precision
results, or there were no such research papers that have
achieved considerably higher precision and considerably
lower recall results.

4.4.2. F-Measures. )e F-measure takes into consideration
both the precision and the recall measures and is basically the
weighted average of the precision and recall measures. F-mea-
sure can be defined as F-measure� 2× (precision× recall)/
(precision+ recall). We can also define the F-measure as the
harmonic mean of precision and recall measures [76]. Only
one (8.33%) of the selected primary research studies applied
the F-measure. However, they did not give explicitly the
reasons and importance of employing this measure in their
study. )ey only claimed that this measure is commonly
used for information extraction tasks. Nevertheless, they
utilized this measure to integrate the precision and recall
measures as the F-measure corresponds to the weighted
average value of precision and recall measures [77] and then
used the output value as a gauge for the performance
evaluation.

4.4.3. Word and Topic Intrusion. Only one (averaging
approx. 8.33%) of the selected studies used the word in-
trusion and topic intrusion method for evaluating the
performance of the applied ML algorithm. )e word in-
trusion method basically assesses the quality of the inferred
topic(s) by computing their level of “cohesiveness.” )e
topic intrusion method assesses whether the content of a
document matches with the topic(s) it has been allotted to,
conferring to the human judgment [78]. )e authors did not
give any reasons for employing this measure in their study
and just claimed to assess the performance of the used ML
algorithm (topic modeling) following the stepwise guide-
lines of [78].

4.5. DQs: Who Are the Most Actively Participating
Researchers? A total of 45 researchers appear as authors in
the 12 primary papers selected by our study. We only report
the top 10 active researchers, based on their number of
published works. It is worth stating that the data allowed us
to identify groups of researchers who often published col-
laborative works (e.g., Zou, Xu, Zhang and Yang and
Ahmad, Li, Feng and Sun). Besides, all of the active re-
searchers are affiliated with academic organizations. It is also
worth mentioning that all of the active researchers, those
with two publications, are based in China except one author
(Pinto) who is based in Brazil. Moreover, all of the identified
researchers are currently active. )e identified top ten active
researchers and their affiliations are depicted in Table 14.

4.6.DQs:WhichOrganizationsAre theMostActive? We have
identified a total of 13 different organizations based on the
number of mentions in the selected studies. All of the

identified organizations are academic institutions, and the
majority is based in China. Table 15 shows a list of the ten
most active organizations. It is noteworthy that there is no
single study reported from the industry; thus, there is a huge
imbalance and gap between the amount of research from
academia and industry (100% academic, 0% industry), which
highlights the need for research in industrial contexts, or in
academia-industry collaborations.

4.7. DQs: Which Countries Are the Most Active Based on the
Authors’ Affiliations? Based on the affiliations of all the
authors, we have been able to identify seven different
countries located in the four continents. )e top three
countries with the greatest representation are China,
Canada, and Brazil. )e rest of the countries do not reach a
representation higher than 50% of the previous three.
Figure 3 shows the number of authors whose affiliations
belong to the seven countries with the number of
mentions.

4.8. DQs: Which Are the Top Venues for the Publications?
)e outcome of this DQ revealed that the favorite venues for
publication of the selected studies were mainly conferences
with 50% of the primary works as depicted in Figure 4. )e
ACM/IEEE Working Conference on Mining Software Re-
positories, with the most significant primary papers pub-
lished, topped the list of the most cited, as shown in Table 16.
Combining with the workshops (16.7%), the conferences
cover approximately 66.7% of the selected studies. None-
theless, 33.3% of the papers, published in journals, are a
worthy fact and provide a solid empirical basis, considering
the quality and the standard prestige of publication venues
(e.g., Information and Software Technology, Empirical
Software Engineering, and IEEE Access). Table 16 shows the
complete list of mentioned conferences, journals, and
workshops.

Moreover, Figure 5 shows that the interest in identifying
software requirements on SO has remained at a moderate
level (approximately two papers per year) since 2014, with
higher peaks in 2014, 2015, and 2017, respectively.

5. Findings, Limitations, and Open Issues

In this section, we will primarily discuss in brief some of the
key research findings, the limitations of the reviewed ML
approaches, and finally the open issues from our SLR results.

5.1. Key Findings of the SLR. Some of the significant findings
that can be drawn from the SLR study are mentioned as
follows:

)e identified ML based techniques/approaches have
considerably performed well by accomplishing an ac-
curacy of approximately more than 70% in detecting/
identifying and categorizing/classifying the software
requirements (FRs and NFRs) on SO.
Overall, the SVM (SL algorithm) performed better than
LDA (USL algorithm) though having the same recall
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but better precision/F-measures and was used in only
one of the selected primary studies. Besides, among the
reviewed ML algorithms, SVM proved to have the
excellent performance, with LDA (USL algorithm)
being the most recurrently utilized ML algorithm.
)e machine learning algorithms seem to perform well
when separate words are employed as features requests,
rather than the different phrases. Likewise, the ML
techniques/algorithms used in the selected studies tend
to yield better results when the words used are in the
original form, instead of performing some pre-
processing steps (stemming and lemmatization, among
others) on the words.

)e key findings discussed above depict that despite of
the fact of being still at the infancy stage of the research, the
machine learning based methods have produced consider-
ably good results for identifying and classifying software

requirements (FRs/NFRs). )is is deemed to be an en-
couraging prospect.

5.2. SLR Limitations. During this SLR study, we have no-
ticed some limitations specifically related to reporting and
evaluating the ML techniques used in the selected research
studies discussed as follows.

5.2.1. Deficient Reporting Standards. Predefined data is a
needed both for SL and USL algorithms: the SL algorithms
need a labelled data, whereas the USL algorithms require
predefined classifications and related terms to accomplish
better performance. Nonetheless, before employing any
machine learning algorithm (the SL or the USL algorithm),
the machine learning methods must follow some phases to
preprocess the input data (in our case the SO posts) and
find the pertinent features for the machine learning algo-
rithm. But, this process is not explicitly stated in the
surveyed techniques in the selected research studies of our
SLR study. Besides, the majority of the chosen primary
research studies treat the machine learning approaches as
‘black boxes’ and offer no explicit explanation on how
actually all these machine learning approaches work.
Consequently, this makes the SLR study fairly challenging.
To guarantee the consistency of our SLR study, we have
made a general process (see Figure 2) as a common
framework to evaluate each of the selected studies indi-
vidually. Moreover, we also thoroughly assessed the re-
ported results of the selected studies to infer how the
employed approaches worked.

Table 14: Active researchers based on number of papers published.

Author’s name Organization Support level
Pinto Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil 2
Zou )e School of Software Engineering, Chongqing University, China 2
Zhang )e School of Software Engineering, Chongqing University, China 2
Yang )e School of Software Engineering, Chongqing University, China 2
Xu )e School of Software Engineering, Chongqing University, China 2
Ahmad Beijing Institute of Technology, China 2
Feng Beijing Institute of Technology, China 2
Li Beijing Institute of Technology, China 2
Sun Beijing Institute of Technology, China 2
Yin Institute of Computer Science, University of Tartu, Estonia 1

Table 15: Top 10 active organizations.

Organization’s name and country No. of mentions
)e School of Software Engineering, Chongqing University, China 11
Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China 8
College of Computer Science, National University of Defense Technology, China 5
Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary, Canada 5
Federal University of Pernambuco, Brazil 4
Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of British Columbia, Canada 3
Institute of Computer Science, University of Tartu, Estonia 2
Department of Computer Science, University of Victoria, Canada 2
Department of Statistics, University of Peshawar, Pakistan 1
SUNY Binghamton, USA 1
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Figure 3: Most active countries (by authors’ affiliation).
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5.2.2. Deficient Performance Evaluation Standards. In our
SLR study, half of the selected research studies gave the
evaluation results (6 out of 12 studies); the majority of them
did not give the reasons behind using a certain performance
evaluation technique. For instance, considering the preci-
sion and recall measure, the selected research studies did not
entirely clarify which one was more significant: low recall
and high precision measures or low precision and high recall
measures. Besides, they did not state the reasons behind
providing F-measure, word intrusion, and topic intrusion

measure and not providing accuracy measure, or vice versa.
)us, we can conclude that the majority of the selected
studies of our SLR study did not determine why they have
used a certain technique that varies from others or how to
describe their outcomes.

5.3. Open Issues. )rough thorough assessment and
thinking on this SLR study, we finally managed to identify
five open issues normally confronted by practitioners or
researchers, briefly explained as follows.

Table 16: Most cited conferences, journals, and workshops.

Publication name Type of publication Support level
ACM/IEEE Working Conference on Mining Software Repositories Conference 3
IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering Conference 1
ACM International Conference on Communication and Information Processing Conference 1
Requirements Engineering in the Big Data Era Conference 1
Information and Software Technology Journal 1
Empirical Software Engineering Journal 1
IEEE Access Journal 1
International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing (IJMLC) Journal 1
IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference Workshops Workshops 1
ACM workshop on Workshop on Refactoring Tools (WRT) Workshops 1
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5.3.1. Need for Shared Standard Prelabelled Datasets. )e
first critical issue identified in the existing research is the
deficiency of a standard prelabelled dataset. A preclassified
standard dataset is mandatory to employ or utilize the SL
algorithms more effectively. It considerably needs a lot of
efforts and time to develop such a standard dataset. Besides,
it needs the pool of real-life FRs/NFRs, the standard clas-
sification of these requirements FRs/NFRs, and the valida-
tion of the classifications from researchers and practitioners
(domain experts). As per our knowledge, unfortunately
there are no shared prelabelled datasets available; developing
a shared prelabelled dataset can assist the researchers/
practitioners to perform more experimentation and offer
benchmarks for future performance. Nonetheless, the
abundance of such prelabelled dataset will not only solve the
problem of automated learning, but also aid in improving
the systematic authentication of such applications.

5.3.2. Need for Standardized Nonfunctional Requirements.
RE plays a key role in any software project. Specifically, the
role of NFRs is considered significant and critical to the
ultimate success of any type of software projects [79];
nonetheless, till now the RE community (both researchers
and practitioner) could not develop a consensus on what
actually nonfunctional requirements (NFRs) are and how
effectively can they be classified and represented [79].
Subsequently, there exists a plethora of varied terms (e.g.,
qualities, attributes, properties, characteristics, constraints,
and performance) used to define the nonfunctional re-
quirements, ultimately causing not only terminologies, but
also vast conceptual differences [79].

)e variety in the definitions of the NFRs ultimately
causes different classification of the NFRs. Our SLR results
show that only few of the selected studies (e.g., S04 and S08)
used the sameNFRs categorization while S05 used a different
category. )us, there is a need for standard definition and
framework of NFRs which will ultimately assist future re-
searchers to do more consistent experimentation.

Along with the problems of the standardized definition
and categorization or classification of the NFRs, the third
challenge is the proper NFRs representation: till now there is
no standard agreement on how uniformly the NFRs could
possibly be described and particularly what precise level of
detail is desired [79]. One possible effect is that an NFR
might turn into a functional requirement, dependent upon
how you describe or express it. For instance, the software
requirements example stated by Glinz [79], “the probability
for successful access to the customer data by an unautho-
rized person shall be smaller than 10–5,” is actually an NFR.
Nevertheless, if we further polish this software requirement
to “the database shall grant access to the customer data only
to those users that have been authorized by their user name
and password,” it eventually converts to a functional
requirement.

)ese three aforementioned issues make the different
machine learning algorithms quite problematic, as they
could possibly be merely trained and utilized for particular
NFRs with particular terminologies and categorization.)ey

specifically could not be generalized or scaled up. )ese
issues ultimately make the automated categorization/clas-
sification of the software requirements quite difficult and
easily disposed to errors. Moreover, these sorts of issues
create difficulties for comparing and evaluating the per-
formance of similar methods or techniques and to set up
some performance milestones.

5.3.3. Finding and Selecting Useful Features. Mining and
extracting precisely the valuable features from the SO posts
is a challenging task. )e ML approaches utilized by the
selected research studies do not necessarily offer significant
features. In the USL ML approaches (LDA), the features
were either too abstract or worthless. For instance, the
abstract features adapted by S06 are, for example, ‘failed’ and
‘fails’ for reliability and the features adopted by S08 are, for
example, ‘user’ and ‘friend’ for usability. Besides, in S06 the
“node” and “code” can be deemed as worthless features for
the category of the usability. On the other hand, the SL
approaches too revealed considerable performance; how-
ever, no clear examples of insufficient or inappropriate
features were reported which can be discussed here.

It is obvious that worthless features could considerably
cause the surge in the number of the false positives and will
ultimately lead to the poor performance of the classifiers.
Nevertheless, this also hints that the classifiers can be
limited in effectively recognizing and extracting NFRs
from the domain for which they are trained leading to
creating the overfitting problem. We also think that the SL
approaches might not be enough capable of bing effectively
useful with a diverse style of writing in the similar
domains.

Besides, the text of SO posts is considerably in various
lengths (shorter or longer) and composition (code written
inside texts) compared to the sentences utilized in routine
language. )ese likely cause the lower cooccurrences of the
words and the sparse features. )us, we think that identi-
fying and extracting precisely the meaningful features for
NFRs is still an open challenging issue which needs more
investigations in the future.

5.3.4. Need for Sentiment Analysis. )e selected studies of
our SLR study revealed that all the ML approaches (both the
SL and USL) and other techniques did not perform any
sentiment analysis. For instance, they just found the list of
requirements (FRs/NFRs) from the SO posts and did not
further analyze the extracted requirements. More specifi-
cally, they just treated all the extracted requirements as
“black box” and none of the selected studies further classified
whether the extracted requirements are feature requests, bug
reports, praise, and positive or negative, among others.)us,
one possible way of addressing and performing the senti-
ment analysis would be adopting the work of [80, 81] for
Q&A posts. Nevertheless, another challenging issue that
needs to be addressed is investigating the suitability of
adopting different sentiment analysis techniques as reported
in [82–85] for our domain.
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5.3.5. Need for Applying Advanced ML Algorithms. In our
SLR study, there were mainly two ML algorithms used LDA
(USL) and SVM (SL) for identifying requirements in SO
posts. )ere is a lack of applying not only other SL and SSL
algorithms but also advanced ML algorithms. )e results
and performance of both of these ML algorithms were good
enough; however, keeping in view the importance and
structure of the text and volume of the data and applying
some advanced algorithms (i.e., deep learning) are worth
investigating in the future.

6. Validity Threats

In this study, we have considered the five most frequently
reported validity threats of software engineering research
[60, 86]. )ese validity threats include descriptive validity,
interpretive validity, theoretical validity, generalizability,
and reliability. In the subsequent sections, each of these
validity threats is discussed in detail.

6.1. Descriptive Validity. )is type of validity is associated
with the threats to a person’s ability to apprehend and
document the observations in an objective and accurate way.
In SLR, the most significant activity related to this kind of
threat is the precise extraction of data since the researchers’
biasness may affect the type and quantity of the extracted
data. Besides, there might be variations in the interpretation,
meaning, and description of the extracted data among re-
searchers. To minimize this threat, the authors arranged
work sessions using examples to realize a uniform meth-
odology for determining how and what data need to be
extracted. To accomplish this aim, we designed a form called
DEF, which was unanimously agreed upon by all the au-
thors. To ensure uniformity and traceability and ultimately
reduce the researcher’s bias, every entry in the DEF was
commented that linked the value assigned by the researcher
to a specific text in the original source. Finally, two of the
researchers independently reviewed every piece of data
extracted, and agreement sessions were arranged whenever
there is a discrepancy in the outputs or situations when some
descriptive problems arose.

6.2. Interpretive Validity. )is kind of validity threats is also
called conclusions validity, as they might occur while fig-
uring out any conclusions. Nevertheless, again, the main
threat is the researchers’ bias when comprehending the
extracted data.

To minimize this threat, we applied two different
mechanisms. First, regular sessions were arranged after the
data extraction, to make sure that all the authors agreed on
the correct interpretation of the results, a set of coding rules,
and their effects. Secondly, four of the authors in two in-
dependent teams acquired the conclusions from the results.
Besides, the first author steered, matched, and combined the
conclusions, harmonizing the writing style. Finally, all of the
authors double-checked the conclusions to ensure that they
could be traceable to all of the previous results stored in the
DEF.

6.3. 9eoretical Validity. )is is one of the crucial types of
validity threats that contain the highest risk. )ere are
many activities that are mostly affected which are searching
and selecting primary papers; nonetheless individual re-
searchers’ bias during data extraction (descriptive validity)
is also a crucial factor. )e main problem related to the
search process is the inability to discover all the related
available evidence. During the selection process, three
challenging situations may occur: selection of the irrele-
vant papers, or exclusion of the relevant papers, or both.
Some other threats are publication bias towards positive
results and the quality of the selected works, which ulti-
mately have impact on the data extracted and the acquired
conclusions.

To reduce the threat to the search process, we developed
the automated search strings from the diverse key terms
generated from our defined set of the research questions
(RQs), keywords from the research publications retrieved by
a pilot search, and the list of various synonyms. Besides, we
performed an automated search in four separate electronic
database sources.)e protocol to perform the search process
is detailed in Search Strategy (Section 3.2). )e details
concerning the selection process and the protocol followed
to minimize the theoretical validity threats can be found in
Research Paper Selection Criteria (Inclusion and Exclusion
Criteria) (Section 3.3).

6.4. Generalizability. )ere are two types of validity threats
that need to be considered under this validity category,
namely, internal validity threat and external validity threat.
Both of these types are related to the possibility of gener-
alizing the results, within the groups known as internal
validity or between the groups known as external validity.

Internal generalizability is related to the validity of our
results within other groups identifying software require-
ments on SO. )is validity is reliant on the selected primary
paper because of the diversity in reported contexts (type of
Q&A, number of Q&A, techniques or algorithms used,
domain, assessed metrics, and so on) and the low number of
primary studies. It is also dependent upon the fact that the
quality of the reported information is also low, due to the
scarcity of enough details).

External generalizability is primarily related to other
external groups or communities. We did not investigate the
identification of software requirements in other settings
different from the SO. All of the selected studies deal with
identification of software requirements on SO. Henceforth,
it is impossible to make judgments regarding other contexts.

To lessen the possible internal generalizability threat, we
depend upon the objectivity of the data extraction process and
form (DEF) and the SLR protocol to assess the results and
acquire significant conclusions. Nonetheless, due to the sample
size (12 primary studies), the generalization of the results cannot
be guaranteed by our study and needs more investigation.

6.5. Reliability. )is kind of the validity threat is concerned
about the capability of other researchers to replicate the
work and to get similar outcomes. It is challenging to
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replicate the experiments in the software engineering do-
main [41]; nevertheless SLR is an objective mechanism that
assists the critical facets of this replication. By providing
adequate detailed data on the different information sources
(e.g., research databases, search engines, and search strings),
well defined exclusion and inclusion criteria, an objective
DEF, and granting access to all of the data, comprising those
obtained in intermediary processes, the probabilities of other
researchers to replicate the study increase.

To improve the reliability of our work, we conducted a
comprehensive report of the entire process pursued, from
the start of the protocol to the final conduction phase. Lastly,
to minimize the validity threats during the conduction phase
of this work, we described the rubrics used for the self-
evaluation, pursuing the detailed procedures defined by
Kitchenham et al. [25, 26].

7. Conclusions

)is research study reports comprehensively the planning,
conducting, and execution phases of the SLR work on using
ML techniques for recognizing diverse software require-
ments on the SO online Q&A platform. )e SLR study was
primarily based on the identification, analysis, and classi-
fication of 12 selected primary studies that were published
until May 2020. )e authors have thoroughly investigated
several RQs pertaining to what machine learning algo-
rithms/techniques have been effectively utilized for diverse
software requirements identification/recognition on the SO,
assessed the actual working of these approaches/techniques,
and eventually identified the performance measures that
have been utilized to assess these techniques or approaches.
)e authors have thoroughly investigated addressing these
RQs and provided a systematic comprehension of the
identified machine learning based techniques.

One of the conclusive points that come from the SLR
outcomes is that properly using machine learning algo-
rithms to extract or identify software requirements on the
SO platform is a very challenging job, as it needs suitable
techniques to elicit features and to identify and categorize/
classify the text. For the SL machine learning approaches, a
prelabelled dataset is compulsory as well. On the other side,
comparing with the old-fashioned manual classification
methods, using machine learning approaches can possibly
support in improving the identification and extraction
process of the NFRs, as it decreases the human labours and
mistakes. )is SLR revealed that machine learning algo-
rithms, specifically SVM (SL algorithm), possess great po-
tential in the RE domain, as they proved to have
considerably better performance, LDA (USL algorithm) is
the most widely used machine learning algorithm, and the
precision and recall are amongst the commonly utilized
evaluation methods to measure the performance of these
machine learning algorithms in the selected research studies.

Our SLR study, being of an empirical research nature,
pointed out several avenues for future researchers, in terms
of not only tackling the gaps identified, but also developing
new and improved machine learning methods. We have
thoroughly discussed the suggestions derived from this SLR

study in Key Findings (see Section 5.1), Limitations (see
Section 5.2), and some of the avenues for future researchers
in the open issues (see Section 5.3).

In conclusion, our SLR findings advocate that this area of
research is neglected before and believe that our SLR study is
the first step in improving the knowledge base, as it briefly
reported the outcomes of all the recent developments related
to the RE research on SO. Another interesting finding from
our SLR revealed that it appears like this domain is passing
through a prescientific phase: all the selected studies ana-
lyzed in our SLR seldom compared themselves with the
existing works. Finally, we conclude that this SLR study calls
for the effective collaboration venture between the RE and
machine learning researchers or practitioners to tackle the
open challenges confronted in the development of the real
world machine learning applications to the enormous field
of RE.
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Most of the traditional cryptanalytic technologies often require a great amount of time, known plaintexts, andmemory.+is paper
proposes a generic cryptanalysis model based on deep learning (DL), where the model tries to find the key of block ciphers from
known plaintext-ciphertext pairs. We show the feasibility of the DL-based cryptanalysis by attacking on lightweight block ciphers
such as simplified DES, Simon, and Speck. +e results show that the DL-based cryptanalysis can successfully recover the key bits
when the keyspace is restricted to 64 ASCII characters. +e traditional cryptanalysis is generally performed without the keyspace
restriction, but only reduced-round variants of Simon and Speck are successfully attacked. Although a text-based key is applied,
the proposed DL-based cryptanalysis can successfully break the full rounds of Simon32/64 and Speck32/64. +e results indicate
that the DL technology can be a useful tool for the cryptanalysis of block ciphers when the keyspace is restricted.

1. Introduction

Cryptanalysis of block ciphers has persistently received great
attention. In particular, recently, many cryptanalytic tech-
niques have emerged. +e cryptanalysis based on the al-
gorithm of algebraic structures can be categorized as follows:
a differential cryptanalysis, a linear cryptanalysis, a differ-
ential-linear cryptanalysis, a meet-in-the-middle (MITM)
attack, and a related-key attack [1, 2]. Differential crypt-
analysis, which is the first general cryptanalytic technique,
analyses how differences evolve during encryption and how
differences of plaintext pairs evolve to differences of the
resultant ciphertext pairs [3]. +e differential cryptanalysis
has evolved to various types of differential cryptanalysis such
as an integral cryptanalysis, which is sometimes known as a
multiset attack, a boomerang attack, an impossible differ-
ential cryptanalysis, and an improbable differential crypt-
analysis [1, 2]. Linear cryptanalysis is also a general
cryptanalytic technique, where it analyses linear approxi-
mations between plaintexts bits, ciphertexts bits, and key
bits. It is a known plaintext attack. +e work in [4] showed
that the efficiency of the linear cryptanalysis can be im-
proved by use of chosen plaintexts. +e authors in [5]
proposed a zero-correlation linear cryptanalysis, which is a
key recovery technique. +e MITM attack, which employs a

space-time tradeoff, is a generic attack which weakens the
security benefits of using multiple encryptions [6]. +e
biclique attack, which is a variant of the MITM attack,
utilizes a biclique structure to extend the number of possibly
attacked rounds by the MITM attack [6]. In a related-key
attack, an attacker can observe the operation of a cipher
under several different keys whose values are initially un-
known, but where some mathematical relationship con-
necting the keys is known to the attacker [7].

However, the conventional cryptanalysis might be im-
practical or have limitations to be generalized. First, most of
conventional cryptanalytic technologies often require a great
amount of time, known plaintexts, and memory. Second,
although the traditional cryptanalysis is generally performed
without the keyspace restriction, only reduced-round vari-
ants are successfully attacked on recent block ciphers. For
example, no successful attack on the full-round Simon or the
full-round Speck, which is a family of lightweight block
ciphers, is known [8–10]. +ird, we need an automated and
generalized test tool for checking the safety of various
lightweight block ciphers for Internet of +ings [11]. +ere
are various automated techniques that can be used to build
distinguishers against block ciphers [12–14]. Because re-
sistance against differential cryptanalysis is an important
design criterion for modern block ciphers, most designs rely
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on finding some upper bound on probability of differential
characteristics [12].+e authors in [13] proposed a truncated
searching algorithm which identifies differential character-
istics as well as high probability differential paths. +e au-
thors in [14] applied a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) to search for differential characteristics and linear
approximations in ARX ciphers. However, most automated
techniques have endeavoured to search for differential
characteristics and linear approximations. Hence, the ma-
chine learning- (ML-) based cryptanalysis can be a candidate
to solve the above problems.

+is paper proposes a generic deep learning- (DL-) based
cryptanalysis model that finds the key from known plain-
text-ciphertext pairs and shows the feasibility of the DL-
based cryptanalysis by applying it to lightweight block ci-
phers. Specifically, we try to utilize deep neural networks
(DNNs) to find the key from known plaintexts. +e con-
tribution of this paper is two-fold: first, we develop a generic
and automated cryptanalysis model based on the DL. +e
proposed DL-based cryptanalysis is a promising step to-
wards a more efficient and automated test for checking the
safety of emerging lightweight block ciphers. Second, we
perform the DL-based attacks on lightweight block ciphers,
such as S-DES, Simon, and Speck. In our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to successfully break the full rounds of
Simon32/64 and Speck32/64 although we apply the text-
based key for the block ciphers.

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the related work; Section 3 describes the
attack model for cryptanalysis; Section 4 introduces the DL-
based approach for the cryptanalysis of lightweight block
ciphers and presents the structure of the DNN model;
Section 5 describes how to learn and evaluate the model; in
Section 6, we apply the DL-based cryptanalysis to light-
weight block ciphers and evaluate the performance of the
DL-based cryptanalysis; finally, Section 7 concludes this
paper.

Notations: we give some notations, which will be used in
the rest of this paper. A plaintext and ciphertext are, re-
spectively, denoted by p� (p0, p1, . . ., pn−1) and c� (c0, c1, . . .,
cn−1), where n is the block size, pi is the ith bit of the
plaintext, ci is the ith bit of the ciphertext, and pi, ci ∈ 0, 1{ }.
A key is denoted by k� (k0, k1, . . ., km−1), wherem is the key
length and ki is the ith bit of the key, ki ∈ 0, 1{ }. Let k|

j
i

denote the key bits from the ith bit to the jth bit of the key,
that is, k|

j
i ≜ (ki, ki+1, . . . , kj). A block cipher is specified by

an encryption function, E(p, k), that is, c� E(p, k).

2. Related Work

ML has been successfully applied in a wide range of areas
with significant performance improvement, including
computer vision, natural language processing, speech, and
game [15]. +e development of ML technologies provides a
new development direction for cryptanalysis [16]. +e idea
of the relationship between the fields of cryptography and
ML is introduced in [17] at 1991. After that, many re-
searchers have endeavoured to apply the ML technologies
for the cryptanalysis of block ciphers.

+e studies on the ML-based cryptanalysis can be
classified as follows: first, some studies focused on finding
the characteristics of block ciphers by using ML technolo-
gies. +e authors in [18] used a recurrent neural network to
find the differential characteristics of block ciphers, where
the recurrent neural network represents the substitution
functions of a block cipher. +e author in [19] applied an
artificial neural network to automate attacks on the classical
ciphers of a Caesar cipher, a Vigenère cipher, and a sub-
stitution cipher, by exploiting known statistical weakness.
+ey trained a neural network to recover the key by pro-
viding the relative frequencies of ciphertext letters. Recent
work [20] experimentally showed that a CipherGAN, which
is a tool based on a generative adversarial network (GAN),
can crack language data enciphered using shift and Vigenère
ciphers.

Second, some studies used ML technologies to classify
encrypted traffic or to identify the cryptographic algorithm
from ciphertexts. In [21], an ML-based traffic classification
was introduced to identify SSH and Skype encrypted traffic.
+e authors in [22] constructed three ML-based classifica-
tion protocols to classify encrypted data. +ey showed the
three protocols, hyperplane decision, Näıve Bayes, and
decision trees, efficiently perform a classification when
running on real medication data sets. +e authors in [23]
used a support vector machine (SVM) technique to identify
five block cryptographic algorithms, AES, Blowfish, 3DES,
RC5, and DES, from ciphertexts. +e authors in [24] pro-
posed an unsupervised learning cost function for a sequence
classifier without labelled data, and they showed how it can
be applied in order to break the Caesar cipher.

+ird, other researchers have endeavoured to find out
the mapping relationship between plaintexts, ciphertexts,
and the key, but there are few scientific publications. +e
work in [25] reported astonishing results for attacking the
DES and the Triple DES, where a neural network was used to
find the plaintexts from the ciphertexts. +e authors in [26]
used a neural network to find out the mapping relationship
between plaintexts, ciphertexts, and the key in simplified
DES (S-DES). +e author in [27] developed a feedforward
neural network that discovers the plaintext from the ci-
phertext without the key in the AES cipher. +e authors in
[28] attacked on the round-reduced Speck32/64 by using
deep residual neural networks, where they trained the neural
networks to distinguish the output of Speck with a given
input difference based on the chosen plaintext attack. +e
attack in [28] is similar to the classical differential crypt-
analysis. However, the previous work failed to attack the full
rounds of lightweight block ciphers, and moreover, they
failed to develop a generic deep learning- (DL-) based
cryptanalysis model.

3. System Model

We consider (n,m) lightweight block ciphers such as S-DES,
Simon, and Speck, where n is the block size andm is the key
length. Our objective is to find the key, k, in which the
attacker has access to M pairs, [p(i), c(j)], of known
plaintexts, and their resultant ciphertexts encrypted with the
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same key, that is, c(j) � E(p(j), k), j� 1, 2, . . ., M. Hence, the
cryptanalytic model is a known plaintext attackmodel. Because
the algorithms of block ciphers have been publicly released, we
assume that the algorithms of block ciphers are known.

4. Deep Learning-Based Approach

4.1. DNN Learning Framework. +e modern term “DL” is
considered as a better principle of learning multiple levels of
composition, which uses multiple layers to progressively
extract higher level features from the raw input [29]. In the
DL area, a DNN is considered as one of the most popular
generative models. As a multilayer processor, the DNN is
capable of dealing with many nonconvex and nonlinear
problems. +e feedforward neural network forms a chain,
and thus, the feedforward neural network can be expressed
as

f(x; θ) � f
(L+1)

f
(L)

· · · f
(1)

(x)  , (1)

where x is the input, the parameter θ consists of the weights
W and the biases b, f(l) is called the lth layer of the network,
and L is the number of hidden layers. Each layer of the
network consists of multiple neurons, each of which has an
output that is a nonlinear function of a weighted sum of
neurons of its preceding layer. +e output of the jth neuron
at the lth layer can be expressed as

j
(l)

� f
(l)


i

w
(l)
ij u

(l−1)
i + b

(l)
j

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (2)

where w
(l)
ij is the weight corresponding to the output of the

ith neuron at the preceding layer and b
(l)
j is the bias. We

apply a DNN to find the key of lightweight block ciphers.+e
multilayer perceptionmechanism and special training policy
promote the DNN to be a commendable tool to find affine
approximations to the action of a cipher algorithm.We train
the DNN by using Nr pairs of (p, c) randomly generated
with different keys in order that the system f finds affine
approximations to the action of a cipher, as shown in
Figure 1. In Figure 1, the loss function can be the mean
square error (MSE) between the encryption key, k, and the
output of the DNN, k. +e performance of the trained DNN
is evaluated by using Nt pairs randomly generated with
different keys. Finally, givenM known plaintexts, we find the
key by using the trained DNN and the majority decision.

4.2. DNN Structure for the Cryptanalysis. +e structure of a
DNN model for the cryptanalysis is shown in Figure 2. We
consider a ReLU function, fReLU(x) � max(0, x), as the
nonlinear function. +e DNN has ηl neurons at the lth
hidden layer, where l� 1, . . ., L. Each neuron at the input
layer associates each bit of the plaintext and ciphertext; that
is, the ith neuron represents pi, and the (j+ n− 1)th neuron
represents cj, where i, j� 0, 1, . . ., n− 1. +e number of
neurons at the input layer is 2n. Each neuron at the output
layer associates each bit of the key; that is, the output of the
ith neuron corresponds to ki, where i� 0, 1, . . ., m− 1.
Hence, the number of neurons at the output layer is m. +e

output of the DNN, k, is a cascade of nonlinear transfor-
mation of the input data, [p, c], mathematically expressed as

k � f([p, c]; θ) � f
(L+1)

f
(L)

· · · f
(1)

([p, c])  , (3)

where L is the number of hidden layers and θ is the weights
of the DNN.

5. Model Training and Testing

5.1. Data Generation. +e ML algorithm learns from data.
Hence, we need to generate data set for training and testing
the DNN. Because the algorithms of modern block ciphers
are publicly released, we can generate N plaintext-ciphertext
pairs with different keys, where N�Nr+Ns, Nr is used for
training the DNN, and Ns is used for testing the DNN. Let
the jth sample represent [p(j), c(j); k(j)], j � 1, 2, . . . , N,
as shown in Figure 3, where c(j) � E(p(j), k(j)) for i≠ j,
p(i) ≠p(j), and k(i) ≠ k(j).

5.2.TrainingPhase. +e goal of our model is to minimize the
difference between the output of the DNN and the key. LetX
represent the training plaintext-ciphertext pairs [p(j), c(j)],
and let K represent the training keys k(j) corresponding to
the jth pair [p(j), c(j)], where 1≤ j≤Nr.

+e DNN learns the value of the parameter θ that min-
imizes the loss function, from the training samples, as follows:

θ∗ � argmin
θ

L(f(X; θ),K), (4)

where because the samples are i.i.d., the MSE loss function
can be expressed as follows:

MSE �
1

Nr · m


Nr

j�1


m−1

i�0
k(j)

i − k
(j)

i 
2
, (5)

whereNr is noted as the number of training samples, k(j)
i is the

ith bit of the key corresponding to the jth sample, and k
(j)

i is the
ith output of the DNN corresponding to the jth sample.

5.3. Test Phase. After training, the performance of the DNN
is evaluated in terms of the bit accuracy probability (BAP) of
each key bit. Here, the BAP of the ith key bit is the number of
the DNN finding the correct ith key bit, divided by the total
number of test samples.

Because the output of the DNN is a real number, ki ∈ R,
we quantize the output of the DNN into {0, 1}.+e quantized
output of the DNN can then be expressed as

ki �
0, if ki < 0.5,

1, otherwise.

⎧⎨

⎩ (6)

+en, the BAP of the ith key bit is given as

ρi �
1

Ns



Ns

j�1
XNOR k(j)

i , k(j)

i , (7)

where Ns is the number of test samples. XNOR(a, b) has one
if two input values, a and b, are identical, and otherwise, it
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has zero. k(j)
i is the ith key bit corresponding to the jth test

sample, and k(j)

i is the quantized output of the DNN with
the input of the jth test sample.

5.4. Majority Decision When M Plaintexts Are Known.
Assume that we haveM plaintext-ciphertext pairs encrypted
with the same key. If we have a probability of finding the ith
key bit, ρi, then the attack success probability of finding the
ith key bit, which is the probability of a correct majority
decision, is given as

αi(M) � Pr X≥
M

2
+ 1  � 1 − Pr X≤

M

2
 

� 1 − 
M/2

j�0

M

j

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ρj

i 1 − ρi( 
M−j

.

(8)

By using the de Moivre–Laplace theorem, as M grows
large, the normal distribution can be used as an approxi-
mation to the binomial distribution, as follows:

αi(M) � 1 −Φ
(M/2) − Mρi����������

Mρi 1 − ρi( 

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠, (9)

where Φ(z) � 
z

−∞ 1/
���
2π

√
e− x2/2dz. Hence, in order to find

the ith key bit with a success probability greater than or equal
to τ, the number of required known plaintexts is

M
∗
i � min M αi(M)≥ τ

 . (10)

6. Performance Evaluation

6.1. Data Set and Performance Metric. For the data set, we
generate the plaintext as any combination of a random
binary digit, that is, pi ∈ rand 0, 1{ }. However, for the en-
cryption key, we consider two methods.+e first method is a
“random key,” where the key has any combination of a
random binary digit, that is, ki ∈ rand 0, 1{ },
i � 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. Hence, the probability that the ith key bit
is one is 0.5 for all i. +e other method is a “text key,” where
the key has any combination of characters. For the sim-
plicity, as shown in Figure 4, the character is one out of 64
ASCII characters, which consists of lowercase and uppercase
alphabet characters, 10 digits, and two special characters:
T � a, b, . . . , z, A, B, . . . , Z, 0, 1, . . . , 9, ?,@{ } and
|T| � 64. Hence, in the text key generation, each eight bits
belongs to the set of T, that is, k|8·i+7

8·i ∈ rand(T), where
i � 0, 1, . . . , [m/8] − 1. For example, for a 64-bit key, the key
consists of 8 characters. In the text key, the probability that
the ith key bit is one depending on the order in each
character. Let the occurrence probability denote
μi � max(Pr(ki � 1), Pr(ki � 0)), where Pr(ki � x) is the
probability that the ith key bit is x. Figure 5 shows the
occurrence probability of the ith key bit μi. For example, the
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the DL-based cryptanalysis.
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BIN
00000000 0 NUL
00000001 1 SOH
00000010 2 STX
00000011 3 ETX
00000100 4 EOT
00000101 5 ENQ
00000110 6

BEL
ACK

00000111 7
BS00001000 8
HT00001001 9
LF00001010 0A
VT00001011 0B
FF

00001101 0D CR
00001100 0C

00001110 0E SO
00001111 0F SI
00010000 10 DLE
00010001 11 DC1
00010010 12 DC2
00010011 3 DC3
00010100 14 DC4
00010101 15 NAK
00010110 16 SYN
00010111 17 ETB
00011000 18 CAN
00011001 19 EM
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00011100 1C FS
00011101 1D GS
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21 !
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24 $
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HEX Char. BIN
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00110010 23
300110011 33
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600110110 36
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00111000 38 8
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00111000 39 9
00111010 3A :
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00111100 3C <
00111101 3D =
00111110 3E >
00111111 3F ?
01000000 40 @
01000001 41 A
01000010 42 B
01000011 43 C
01000100 44 D
01000101 45 E
01000110 46 F
01000111 47C G
01001000 48 H
01001001 49 I
01001010 4A J
01001011 4B K

01001101
4C L
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4D M

01001111
4E N
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4F O
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01010010
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a01100001 61
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01100101 65 e
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01101101 6D m
01101110 6E n
01101111 6F o
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01110001 71 q
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01110011 73 s
01110100 74 t
01110101 75 u
01110110 76 v

01111000
77 w
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W

Figure 4: Characters used in the text key generation.
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first bit of the key character is always 0, and the second bit is
one with the probability of 0.828.

Taking the occurrence probability of each key bit into
consideration, the performance of finding the ith key bit can
be expressed as the deviation as follows:

εi � ρi − μi, (11)

where ρi is the BAP and μi is the occurrence probability of
the ith key bit. If M known plaintexts is given, the perfor-
mance of finding the ith key bit is given by
εi(M) � αi(M) − μi, where αi(M), which is the probability
of a correct majority decision, is obtained from equation (9).

6.2. Simulation Environment. +e performance of the DL-
based cryptanalysis is evaluated for the lightweight block
ciphers: S-DES, Simon32/64, and Speck32/64, as shown in
Table 1.

In order to train the DNN with an acceptable loss rate, it
is necessary to expand the network size. Hyperparameters,
such as the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons
per hidden layer, and the number of epochs, should be tuned
in order to minimize a predefined loss function. +e tra-
ditional way of performing hyperparameter optimization
has been grid search or random search. Other hyper-
parameter optimizations are Bayesian optimization, gradi-
ent-based optimization, evolutionary optimization, and
population-based training [30, 31]. Moreover, automated
ML (AutoML) has been proposed to design and train neural
networks automatically [30]. In our simulation, by using the
data set of Simon32/64 and Speck32/64 ciphers, we simply
perform an exhaustive searching to set the number of hidden
layers, L, and the number of neurons per hidden layer, ηl,
through a manually specified subset of the hyperparameter
space, L ∈ {3, 5, 7} and ηl ∈ {128, 256, 512}. Additionally, to
reduce the complexity, we choose a smaller number of
hidden layers if the performance difference is not greater
than 10−5. If the number of epochs is greater than 3000, the
error becomes small, and when it reaches 5000, it is suffi-
ciently minimized, so we set the number of epochs is fixed to

5000. Consequently, the parameters used for training the
DNNmodels are as follows: the number of hidden layers is 5,
the number of neurons at each hidden layer is 512, and the
number of epochs is 5000. We use the adaptive moment
(Adam) algorithm for the learning rate optimization of the
DNN.

+e powerful “Tensorflow” is introduced to design and
process the DNN. Also, we deploy a GPU-based server,
which is equipped with Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti and its
CPU is Intel Core i9-9900K. +e implemented DL-based
cryptanalysis tool is shown in Figure 6. +e GUI was
implemented by using PyQt over Python 3.7. +e imple-
mented tool provides various combinations of ML archi-
tectures, hyperparameters, and training/test samples.

6.3. Simplified DES

6.3.1. Overview of S-DES. S-DES, designed for education
purposes at 1996, has similar properties and structure as
DES but has been simplified to make it easier to perform
encryption and decryption [32]. +e S-DES has an 8-bit
block size and a 10-bit key size. +e encryption algorithm
involves five functions: an initial permutation (IP); a
complex function labelled fK, which involves both permu-
tation and substitution operations and depends on a key
input; a simple permutation function that switches the two
halves of the data; the function fK again; and finally a
permutation function that is the inverse of the initial per-
mutation (IP−1). S-DES may be said to have two rounds of
the function fK.

Because the length of the key is limited, the brute-force
attack, which is known as an exhaustive key search, is
available. Some previous work presented an approach for
breaking the key using genetic algorithm and particle swarm
optimization [33, 34], which is concluded that the genetic
algorithm is a better approach than the brute force for
analysing S-DES.

6.3.2. Test Results. For training and testing the DNN, we
generate N plaintext-ciphertext pairs with different keys, as
follows:

c(j)
� S − DE S p(j)

, k(j)
 , j � 0, 1, . . . , N, (12)

where k(i) ≠ k(j) for i≠ j and N � Nr + Ns. Here, Nr is the
number of samples for training and Ns is the number of
samples for testing. In the simulation, we useNr � 50000 and
Ns � 10000. +e plaintext is any combination of a random
binary digit, that is, pi ∈ rand 0, 1{ }. We generate the en-
cryption key by using two methods: a random key and a text
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Figure 5: Occurrence probability in the text key generation.

Table 1: Block ciphers used in case studies.

Item S-DES Simon Speck
Block size (bits), n 8 32 32
Key size (bits), m 10 64 64
Round, R 2 32 22
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key. In the S-DES with a 10-bit key, the text key has any
combination of one character and two random binary bits.

Figure 7 shows the BAP of the DNN when we apply a
random key and a text key. +e results show the DL-based
cryptanalysis can break the S-DES cipher. When we apply a
random key, the key bits, k1, k5, and k8, are quite vulnerable
to the attack and the key bit of k6 is the safest. Because the
minimum value of the BAP is ρmin � 0.5389 at the 6th key
bit, from equation (10), we need M � 271 known plaintexts
to find all the key bits with a probability of 0.9 and we need
M � 891 known plaintexts to find all the key bits with a
probability of 0.99. When we apply a text key, the BAP
becomes high, thanks to the bias of the occurrence proba-
bility of each key bit, μi, as shown in Figure 5. Because the
minimum value of the BAP is ρmin � 0.6484 at the 6th key
bit, from equation (10), we need M � 19 known plaintexts to
find all the key bits with a probability of 0.9 and we need
M � 59 known plaintexts to find all the key bits with a
probability of 0.99.

Figure 8 shows the deviation between the BAP and the
occurrence probability of each key bit. Because of the bias of
the occurrence probability of each key bit in the text key, we
need to eliminate the bias characteristics of each key bit. +e
DNN shows that the key bits, which are quite vulnerable to
the attack, are (k2, k5, k8) in the text key and (k1, k5, k8) in the
random key.+e key bit of k6 is the safest both in the text key
and in the random key.

6.4. Lightweight Block Ciphers

6.4.1. Overview of Simon and Speck. Lightweight cryptog-
raphy is a rapidly evolving and active area, which is driven by
the need to provide security or cryptographic measures to
resource-constrained devices such as mobile phones, smart

Figure 6: Implemented DL-based cryptanalysis simulator.
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Figure 7: Bit accuracy in the S-DES with a random key.
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cards, RFID tags, and sensor networks. Simon and Speck is a
family of lightweight block ciphers publicly released in 2013
[35, 36]. Simon has been optimized for performance in
hardware implementations, while Speck has been optimized
for software implementations. +e Simon block cipher is a
balanced Feistel cipher with a u-bit word, and therefore, the
block length is n� 2u. +e key length,m, is a multiple of u by
2, 3, or 4. Simon supports various combinations of block
sizes, key sizes, and number of rounds [35]. In this paper, we
consider a Simon32/64 which refers to the cipher operating
on a 32-bit plaintext block that uses a 64-bit key.+e Speck is
an add-rotate-xor (ARX) cipher. +e block of the Speck is
always two words, but the words may be 16, 24, 32, 48, or 64
bits in size. +e corresponding key is 2, 3, or 4 words. Speck
also supports various combinations of block sizes, key sizes,
and number of rounds [35].

As of 2018, no successful attack on full-round Simon or
full-round Speck of any variant is known. +e authors in
[37] showed differential attacks of up to slightly more than
half of the number of rounds for Simon and Speck families of
block ciphers. +e authors in [38] showed an integral attack
on 24-round Simon32/64 with time complexity of 263 and
the data complexity of 232. +e work in [39] showed an
improved differential attack on 14-round Speck32/64 with
time complexity of 263 and the data complexity of 231.

6.4.2. Data Generation. For training and testing the DNN,
we generate N plaintext-ciphertext pairs with different keys,
as follows:

c(j)
� Simon

32
64

p(j)
, k(j)

 ,

c(j)
� Speck

32
64

p(j)
, k(j)

 ,

(13)

where j � 0, 1, . . . , N and N � Nr + Ns. Here, Nr is the
number of samples for training and Ns is the number of

samples for testing. +e plaintext is any combination of a
random binary digit, that is, pi ∈ rand 0, 1{ }. We generated
the encryption key by using two methods: a random key and
a text key. In the text key, the 64-bit key consists of 8
characters, where each character is one of 64-character set,
T. Hence, although the total keyspace is 264, the actual
keyspace is reduced to 248. For training, we use Nr � 5 × 105
samples, and for the test, we use Ns � 106 samples.

6.4.3. Test Results. Figure 9 shows the BAP of the Simon32/
64 with a random key in unit of character. +e DNN shows
that the BAP of each key bit varies randomly with an average
of almost 0.5. Moreover, the results vary with each simu-
lation with different hyperparameters. +at is, the DNN
failed to attack the Simon32/64 with a random key.

Figure 10 shows the BAP and the deviation of the Si-
mon32/64 with a text key in unit of character. +e BAP of
each key bit is almost identical to the occurrence probability
of the text key because the DNN learns the characteristics of
the training data. However, when we eliminate the bias
characteristics of the text key, the DNN shows the positive
deviations, which means the DNN can break a Simon32/64
with a text key. For example, from equation (10), we need
just M � 215 known plaintexts in order to find the key bit of
k2 with a probability of 0.99. +e minimum value of BAPs is
0.51603 at k3, which is greater than μ3 by about ε3 � 0.00040,
except the last bits of each character. Hence, we can find the
encryption key with a probability of 0.9 given M ≈ 210.58

known plaintexts, and we can find the encryption key with a
probability of 0.99 given M ≈ 212.34 known plaintexts.

Figure 11 shows the BAP of the Speck32/64 with a
random key in unit of character. +e BAP of each key bit
varies randomly with an average of almost 0.5, similar to the
results of the Simon32/64. Moreover, the results vary with
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different hyperparameters. +at is, the DL-based attacks
against the Speck32/64 with a random key have been failed.

Figure 12 shows the BAP and the deviation of the
Speck32/64 with a text key in unit of character. +e DNN
shows the positive deviations. +at is, the DNN shows the
possibility of breaking a Speck32/64 with a text key. +e

minimum value of BAPs is 0.51607 at k3, which is greater
than μ3 by about ε3 � 0.00044, except the last bits of each
character. Hence, we can find the encryption key with a
probability of 0.9 given M ≈ 210.57 known plaintexts, and we
can find the encryption key with a probability of 0.99 given
M ≈ 212.33 known plaintexts.
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Figure 10: Bit accuracy probability and deviation of the Simon32/64 with a text key.
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7. Conclusions

We developed a DL-based cryptanalysis model and evalu-
ated the performance of the DL-based attack on the S-DES,
Simon32/64, and Speck32/64 ciphers. +e DL-based
cryptanalysis may successfully find the text-based encryp-
tion key of the block ciphers. When a text key is applied, the
DL-based attack broke the S-DES cipher with a success
probability of 0.9 given 28.08 known plaintexts. +at is, the
DL-based cryptanalysis reduces the search space nearly by a
factor of 8. Moreover, when a text key is applied to the block
ciphers, the DL-based cryptanalysis finds the linear ap-
proximations between the plaintext-ciphertext pairs and the
key, and therefore, it successfully broke the full rounds of
Simon32/64 and Speck32/64. When a text key is applied,
with a success probability of 0.99, the DL-based cryptanalysis
finds 56 bits of Simon32/64 with 212.34 known plaintexts and
56 bits of Speck32/64 with 212.33 known plaintexts, re-
spectively. Because the developed DL-based cryptanalysis
framework is generic, it can be applied to attacks on other
block ciphers without change.

+e drawback of our proposed DL-based cryptanalysis is
that the keyspace is restricted to the text-based key. How-
ever, although uncommon, a text-based key can be used to
encrypt. For example, the login password entered with the
keyboard can be text based if the input data are not hashed.
Modern cryptographic functions are designed to be very
random looking and to be very complex, and therefore, ML
can be difficult to find meaningful relationships between the
inputs and the outputs if the keyspace is not restricted.
Hence, our approach limited the keyspace to only text-based
keys, and the proposed DL-based cryptanalysis could suc-
cessfully break the 32 bit variants of Simon and Speck ci-
phers. If the keyspace is not limited, the DL-based

cryptanalysis failed to attack the block ciphers. In the future,
the accuracy of ML will be improved, and the accuracy
becomes more precise, thanks to the development of al-
gorithms and hardware. Moreover, advanced data trans-
formation that efficiently maps cryptographic data onto ML
data will help the DL-based cryptanalysis to be performed
without the keyspace restriction.
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+e spam detection is a big issue in mobile message communication due to which mobile message communication is insecure. In
order to tackle this problem, an accurate and precise method is needed to detect the spam in mobile message communication. We
proposed the applications of the machine learning-based spam detection method for accurate detection. In this technique,
machine learning classifiers such as Logistic regression (LR), K-nearest neighbor (K-NN), and decision tree (DT) are used for
classification of ham and spammessages in mobile device communication.+e SMS spam collection data set is used for testing the
method. +e dataset is split into two categories for training and testing the research. +e results of the experiments demonstrated
that the classification performance of LR is high as compared with K-NN and DT, and the LR achieved a high accuracy of 99%.
Additionally, the proposed method performance is good as compared with the existing state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

Mobile message is a way of communication among the
people, and billions of mobile device users exchange nu-
merous messages. However, such type of communication is
insecure due to lack of proper message filtering mechanisms.
One cause of such insecurity is spam, and it makes the
mobile message communication insecure. Spam is consid-
ered to be one of the serious problems in e-mail and instance
message services. Spam is a junk mail or message. Spam
e-mails and messages are unwanted for receivers which are
sent to the users without their prior permission. It contains
different forms such as adult content, selling item or services,
and so on [1]. +e spam increased in these days due more
mobile devices deployed in environment for e-mail and
message communication. Currently, 85% of mails and
messages received by mobile users are spam [2]. +e cost of
mails and messages are very low for senders but high for
receipts of these messages. +e cost paid some time by
service providers and the cost of spam can be measured in

the loss of human time and loss of important messages or
mails [3]. Due to these spam mails and messages, the values
able e-mails and messages are affected because each user
have limited Internet services, short time, and memory [4].

To handle these problems caused by the spam, re-
searchers proposed different techniques to detect the spam
e-mails and messages and secure the communication. De-
tails of some of the techniques are presented in this article.
Sharaff [5] proposed a method based on machine learning
classifiers to classify ham and spam. In the proposed
methods, they used four classifiers including iterative
dichotomiser, decision tree, simple cart and active directory
tree. +e weka tool was used for experimental simulations.
+e proposed method achieved high performance in terms
of accuracy. In [6], the e-mail classification method was
proposed for the detection of spam. In the system, four
predictive machine learning classifiers were used with var-
ious data partitions for training and testing of the models.
Additionally different hyper parameters values were used in
the models. +e system obtained good results. Bhat [7]
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designed ensemble methods based on techniques such as
bagging, boosting, and stacking for classification of spam
and ham. +e data set used in the study was collected from
Facebook. +e experimental results demonstrated that the
bagging ensemble learning approach, using J48 (decision
tree) base classifier, performs well than its individual model,
and the method achieved high performance in terms of
detection accuracy. In [8], a method is proposed for ham and
spam detection and principle components analysis and
support vector machine were used in the designing of the
system. Additionally, the performance evaluation and cross
validation methods were used in the system. +e proposed
technique achieved high performance, and the method ef-
fectively detected the spam. Kumar [9] used various clas-
sifiers for ham and spam detection. +ey used different
feature selection algorithms for selection of suitable features.
+e experimental results show that the classifier random tree
with fisher algorithm achieved high results. +e proposed
method achieved 99% accuracy. In [10], the spam detection
method was proposed using machine learning classifiers and
92% accuracy was achieved. Yang at al. [11] proposed spam
detection approach based on multimodal fusion (SDAMF).
+ey used the deep neural networks model for detection of
spam and achieved 98.48% accuracy. In [12], a spam de-
tection method was proposed based on the artificial immune
system (ISAIS) and 98.05% accuracy was achieved. In [13],
the Phishing e-mail detection system framework was pro-
posed based on supervised and unsupervised methods.
Ruano-Ordás et al. [14] proposed the spam detection
method. +ey used evolutionary computation for discov-
ering spam patterns from e-mail samples.

In this research study, we proposed a spam detection
method using machine learning algorithms such as LR,
k-nearest neighbor, and decision tree for classification of
ham and spam messages. +e SMS spam collection dataset
was considered for testing of the current research. +e
dataset was divided into two categories: 30% for testing and
70% for training purpose for the predictive models. +e
evaluation metrics for performance such as specificity, ac-
curacy, and sensitivity were considered evaluating the
proposed study. +e results obtained from experiments
confirmed that the proposed research achieved high
accuracy.

+e remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is
about the related work to the methodology. In Section 3,
experimental work is analyzed and presented in detail. +e
paper concludes in Section 4.

2. Methods and Materials

+is section shows the researchmethods andmaterials of the
paper.

2.1. Dataset. +e dataset considered in the current research
is available on kaggle, a machine learning repository [15].
+e dataset “SMS spam collection dataset” contains 5572
instances and two attributes v1 and v2. +e v2 is the input
messages which are either spam or nonspam. +e predicted

label v1 has two classes: 0� nonspam and 1 spam. In the
data, 4900 are nonspam samples and 672 are spam samples.
+e dataset is given in Table 1.

2.2. Classification Algorithms. +e following machine
learning algorithms were considered for classifications of
ham and spam.

2.2.1. Logistic Regression. LR is a classifier [16, 17]. +e
problem in binary classification is computing the value of
predictive y while y ∈ [0, 1]; 0 and 1 are for class negative and
positive. +e LR predicts the variable value of multi-
classification such as y ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3].

2.2.2. Decision Tree. ADT is a supervised machine learning
algorithm [18, 19]. Its shape is like a tree in which each
node is a decision node or leaf. +is technique of DT is
easily understandable and simple for making the deci-
sions. A DT contains external and internal nodes inter-
linked with each other. Decision can be made based on the
internal nodes and the child node to access the preceding
node. +ere is no child of the leaf node and is linked with a
label.

2.2.3. K-Nearest Neighbor. K-NN is a classification su-
pervised learning algorithm [18]. It predicts the label of
class as a fresh input and utilizes the same to its inputs in
the training set. +e performance of K-NN is not enough
good. Let (x, y) be the the training observation and the
learning function h: X⟶Y, so that an observation x, h
(x) can establish y value.

2.2.4. Division of Dataset. +e set data were split into 30%
and 70% for validation and training of the predictive model.

2.2.5. Measure for Evaluation of Performance. To validate
the classifier performance, we used metrics such as speci-
ficity, accuracy, sensitivity, and execution time which are
expressed in equations (1), (2), and (3) which are computed
from confusion matrix as given in Table 2.

+e formulation of measures is as follows:

accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100%, (1)

sensitivity (Sn) �
TP

TP + FN
× 100%, (2)

specificity (Sp) �
TN

TN + FP
× 100%. (3)

3. Experiments and Result Analysis

Diverse approaches are used for spam detection. Abayomi-
Alli et al. [22] presented a comprehensive review of the soft
techniques in spam classifications. Acceptability users of
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SMS spam application on the store of Android App were
assessed. Roy et al. [23] proposed a technique to identify
short-text spam messages. +e proposed model is helpful for
different strategies of business. Kaur et al. [24] presented a
detailed report on techniques of detection-cum-analysis of
compromised accounts and spam detection. Jeong et al. [25]
presented a spam detection approach. Cheah et al. [26] pro-
posed an approach for security testing of automotive interface
of Bluetooth. Halabi and Bellaiche [27] presented an approach
to quantify the performance and service evaluation of cloud
security. Tsui et al. used diverse composition for the conse-
quences of development of components on the properties of
security [28]. Zhang et al. [29] presented a novel method for
evaluating the crowd security of OSN trustworthiness. Mao
et al. [30] made a security network of dependency from the
access behavior to measure the significance of object security
from with broad perspectives.

We performed experiments to classify the ham and spam
using the SMS spam collection dataset. Classifiers LR, de-
cision tree, and k-nearest neighbor were used for the clas-
sification in this study.+e dataset is divided as follows: 30%
for validation and 70% for training. +e results obtained
from experiments are shown in tables and presented in
figures graphically. +e python on an Intel (R) Core™
i5 -2400CPU and Windows 10 were used for the experi-
ments and setup to obtain the computation results of the
experimental work.

3.1. Visualization of SVM Spam Collection Dataset. In the
data, 4900 are ham samples and 672 are spam samples which
are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows the ratio of spam and ham messages.

Table 1: Description of SMS Spam collection dataset.

Sample no number V1 V2

1 Ham Go until jurong point, crazy.. Available only in bugis n great world la e buffet...
Cine there got amore wat...

2 Ham Ok lar... Joking wif u oni...

3 Spam Free entry in 2 a wkly comp to win FA cup final tkts 21st May 2005. Text FA to 87121 to
receive entry question (std txt rate) T&C’s apply 08452810075over18’s.

. . .

. . .

. . .

. .

. .

. .

. . Rofl. Its true to its name

.
5572 Ham

Table 2: Confusion matrix [20, 21].

Predicted spam (1) Predicted ham (0)
Actual spam (1) TP FN
Actual ham (0) FP TN
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Figure 1: Classification of spam and ham messages.

86%
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Figure 2: Ratio of ham and spam messages.
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3.2. Classification Results of Classifiers. To perform the
classification of the ham and spam messages, in this paper,
we used the classification algorithms such as LR, decision
tree, and K-nearest neighbor with essential basic hyper-
parameters. +e dataset was divided into two parts for
training and testing. +e classifiers were trained with 70% of
the samples and validated with 30% samples of the data set.
All the experiential results are reported in Table 3. According
to Table 3, the LR at hyperparameter C� 1 achieved 99%
accuracy, 100% specificity, sensitivity 86%, and MCC, 93%
and the processing time is 0.494 seconds. +e classifier
decision tree obtained 98% accuracy, 94% specificity, sen-
sitivity 86%, and MCC 95%, and the processing time is
46.032 seconds. Similarly, the k-nearest neighbor classifier
achieved 95% accuracy, 100% specificity, sensitivity 60%,
andMCC 80%, and the processing time is 0.630 seconds.+e
experimental results (according to Table 3), the classification
performance of LR is high as compared with the decision
and k-nearest neighbor in terms of accuracy. +e classifi-
cation accuracy of classifiers is shown in Figure 3. Similarly,
the computation time of LR is low as compared with k-NN
and DT. Figure 4 shows the processing time graphically for
better understanding. From these experiential results anal-
ysis, we concluded that the LR effectively classifies the ham
and spam because the achieved accuracy is high. +e 100%
specificity of the LR model correctly detected the ham
messages. Similarly, 86% sensitivity shows that LR spam
message capability is good. +us, the experimental results
suggest that LR is a the best classifier for the classifications of
ham and spam successfully.

Figure 3 shows the performance of classifications for
classifiers including LR, K-NN, and DT.

+e classifier processing time for K-NN, LR, and DT is
shown in Figure 4.

3.3. Comparison of Performance with Existing Methods.
+e comparison performance of classifications of the current
approach is done with the existing approaches in term of
accuracy.+e current approach achieved an accuracy of 99%
which is high as compared with the available approaches.
Table 4 shows the accuracy obtained from the current ap-
proach along with other approaches available.

+e performance comparison is graphically shown in
Figure 5.

Table 3: Classification performance of classifiers.

Predictive model
Evaluation performance measures

Accuracy (%) Specificity (%) Sensitivity (%) MCC (%) Processing Time (s)
Logistic regression (C� 1) 99 93 86 93 0.494
K-nearest neighbor (K-NN, K� 1) 95 80 60 80 0.630
DT 98 95 86 95 46.032
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Figure 3: Performance of classifications for classifiers.
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Figure 4: Processing time of classifiers.

Table 4: Comparison of the current study with existing approaches
in terms of accuracy.

Reference Method Accuracy (%)
[11] SDAMF 98.48
[12] ISAIS 98.48
Our study 2019 LR 99
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4. Conclusion

Detection of spam is important for securing message and
e-mail communication. +e accurate detection of spam is
a big issue, and many detection methods have been
proposed by various researchers. However, these methods
have a lack of capability to detect the spam accurately and
efficiently. To solve this issue, we have proposed a method
for spam detection using machine learning predictive
models. +e method is applied for the purpose of de-
tection of spam. +e experimental results obtained show
that the proposed method has a high capability to detect
spam.+e proposed method achieved 99% accuracy which
is high as compared with the other existing methods.
+us, the results suggest that the proposed method is more
reliable for accurate and on-time detection of spam, and it
will secure the communication systems of messages and
e-mails.
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Feature-based software birthmark is an essential property of software that can be used for the detection of software theft andmany
other purposes like to assess the security in end-to-end communication systems. Research on feature-based software birthmark
shows that using the feature-based software birthmark joint with the practice of software birthmark estimation together can
deliver a right and influential method for detecting software piracy and the amount of piracy done by a software. +is can also
guide developers in improving security of end-to-end communication system. Modern day software industry and systems are in
demand to have an unbiased method for comparing the features-based birthmark of software competently, and more concretely
for the detecting software piracy and assessing the security of end-to-end communication systems. In this paper, we proposed a
mathematical model, which is based on a differential system, to present feature-based software birthmark.+emodel presented in
this paper provides an exclusive way for the features-based birthmark of software and then can be used for comparing birthmark
and assessing security of end-to-end communication systems.+e results of this method show that the proposed model is efficient
in terms of effectiveness and correctness for the features-based software birthmark comparison and security assessment purposes.

1. Introduction

Software piracy is considered to be a foremost anxiety for the
industry of software. Software piracy is done due to the large
growth of Internet and software industry. Wide-ranging
research [1] into the way to do piracy of software detection
has encouraged the progress of techniques such as water-
marking in software, fingerprints, and recently the birth-
mark of software. Birthmark of software is inherent
characteristic or property of software to be effectively used
for theft of software and detection of software piracy.
Software watermark and fingerprint have been used for a
long time with the realization but these techniques have
some limitations. Some of the researchers and practitioners
of industry are using forward-looking versions of software
watermark [1–12], fingerprints [13, 14], software clone

[15, 16], and software birthmark [17–29]. Detection of
plagiarism is relevant area to these mentioned software
detection methods which are used for source code theft and
discovery of similarities among the original and duplicated
source codes [30–35]. Watermark of software is used to
express the proprietorship of a software. +e watermarks
add some supplementary code or detail information to the
existing software to show the ownership. Software finger-
print is used to find the intellectual property. Cloning of
software is done by copy-past of source code of copyrighted
software that may be in parts or full in another version of the
software. +e methods of clone detection of software are
used to sense the piracy in such cases. Software birthmark is
considered to be the recently used technique for the software
piracy detection. Birthmarks of software use the inherent
characteristics or software properties to identify the
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originality of software. Birthmark similarities of two soft-
ware programs show the extent of piracy done among the
software.

+e concept of birthmark of software is offered for the
similar determination of theft identification of software and
detection of piracy. Birthmark of software is till now rec-
ognized to be resilient to any obliteration or obfuscation
technique(s). Several researches have been accomplished to
recognize diverse types of birthmark of software
[20, 24–27, 29, 36–40]. Nazir et al. [36] offered the strategy of
feature-based software birthmark and a proper estimation
process for birthmark of software [37]. +ough birthmark of
software has been extensively deliberated in research from
several viewpoints of the area of software piracy and de-
tection of theft, yet there is no objective measure to compare
birthmarks of software efficiently for the detection of piracy
and to assess the security of end-to-end communication
systems. +e aim of the proposed work is to deliver a
mathematical model for the purpose of comparison of
feature-based birthmark of software and to assess the se-
curity of end-to-end communication systems. +e proposed
model is based on differential equations system and uses the
features of birthmark, presented by Nazir et al. [36] and can
be assessed for the comparison purpose of features-based
birthmark of another (duplicate) software and assessment
purpose of the security of end-to-end communication sys-
tems.+ese comparisons will ultimately endorse or reject the
piracy performed in software and security changes that
occurred in the applications.

+e organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 of
the paper presents related work done for software birthmark
and detection of piracy. Section 3 gives the details of the
mathematical model used for the proposed research, with
logic of using mathematical model for birthmark compar-
isons.+is section further provides explanation for the use of
differential equations as system model. +e results and
discussion of the proposed research are discussed in Section
4.+is section further discusses the case study of themethod.
+e paper concludes in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Software industry and productions are facing with a dreadful
problem of piracy and changes of security in software. On
the other hand, the pirates of software make vast sums of
money from the trade performed in piracy and changes in
security of software. According to the report of Business
Software Alliance (BSA) [41] of year 2013, about 43% of
software programs that are configured on personnel com-
puter systems in the globe were pirated and not appropri-
ately licensed. +e marketable value of these unlicensed
software programs was about 62.7 billion dollars. Taking this
point further, Myles and Collberg [29] outlined the three
foremost threats to industry of software. +ese threats in-
clude the illegal re-selling of the legitimate software, mali-
cious reverse engineering, and software tampering. +e
industries of software adopt diverse practices to trace the
theft of software. Among these practices, the software
birthmark is one of the techniques which are used for the

detection of pirated software and by the assistance of which
the pirated or duplicated version of the software would be
traced. +e software birthmark types and history could be
taken at length. Tamada et al. [42] designed the very first
birthmark method which is based on four types of birth-
mark; these birthmarks are constant values in field variables
(CVFV), inheritance structure (IS), sequence of method calls
(SMC), and used classes (UC). +is technique of birthmark
was effectively used by the software industry for the purpose
of detection theft of software. Myles and Collberg [29]
suggested a method of “Whole Program Path Birthmark.”
+is method is based on the whole control flow of the
program. +e properties of resilience and credibility were
used to assess the effectiveness of the method. +e method
further reveals that the WPPB is more resilient than the
existing methods of birthmark. Zeng et al. [43] proposed a
framework of semantic-based abstract interpretation for
software birthmark. Mahmood et al. [44] proposed a
method-based similarity level for software birthmark. By
help of the proposed method, the elements of code and their
properties can be found. +is method traces the modifica-
tion occurring in the program.Wang et al. [45] suggested the
operand stack dependence-based static software birthmark
for the difficulty of semantic lost when mining birthmark
with the help of k-gram algorithm.

Moreover, through offering different types of birthmark,
several researchers have provided some case studies for the
work of their analysis and evaluation they performed. Choi
et al. [23] analyzed the static API-based birthmark of
software for binary executable ofWindows and compared 49
executables. +ey described that the birthmark used by them
can easily distinguish and identify the program copies. +e
birthmark is checked with the Windows dynamic birthmark
and presented to likely suitable for the applications with
Graphical User Interfaces. Kakimoto et al. [28] did analysis
of the birthmark similarities in Argo UML and then visu-
alized them using multidimensional scale. Park et al. [24]
proposed a static API trace birthmark for detection of theft
of Java-based programs. +is technique assesses the birth-
mark for the properties of resilience and credibility. Results
obtained from their experiment of the proposed method
show that the static API birthmark can identify related
components of two packages while the other techniques of
birthmarks fail to do so. Xie et al. [46] suggested a static
birthmark for k-gram and their weights. +e weight is
computed by analysis rate of change in the k-gram frequency
of the actual andmodified version of the program.Myles and
Collberg [47] accomplished an empirical analysis of the
k-gram-based software birthmark by analysis of 111 pro-
grams in the Java programming language. Several studies
[20, 24–27, 29, 35, 36, 42, 43, 48–51] were explored for the
types of birthmark, their analysis, and assessment, but the
work of [48, 49] analyzed the birthmark in depth used for
different purposes. From most of the studies, it is derived
that in majority of the cases only the results of case study and
empirical suggestions are provided to support the given
studies.

+e current research work is endeavouring to propose a
mathematical model for the purpose of comparisons of
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feature-based software birthmark and to evaluate the se-
curity of end-to-end communication systems. +e model is
based on differential equations system and uses the features
of birthmark presented in the literature.

3. Methodology

+e methodology is described in the following subsections
which present the proposed research methodology for the
features-based birthmark of software.

3.1. Need for a Mathematical Model. Diverse methods based
on mathematics are used by the researchers and practi-
tioners for modelling the real life occurrences. A number of
these techniques include exact equations, linear equations,
separable variable methods, substitution solution, and nu-
merical method. +ese techniques are used to solve the first-
order differential equations [52].

Software industry is endeavouring to have a policy and
strategic independent description for birthmarks of soft-
ware, which can then be used as proper estimating and
comparisons of birthmark of software. +is definition and
description will ease the industry of software to detect
software theft and piracy with further changes in security of
end-to-end communication systems. +e recommended
feature-based software birthmark [36] is currently mathe-
matically modelled to enable the birthmark comparison
based on the defined features. +is feature-based birthmark
comparison will identify the similarities among software
programs for the purpose of piracy detection and changes in
security of end-to-end communication systems.

In this research work, the essential model is planned in
the form of homogeneous linear differential system. For the
design of this type of system, generally three methods are
used. +ese methods are repeated Eigen values, distinct real
Eigen values, and Complex Eigen values. In the situation of
the proposed research, the Eigen values are complex.

Mathematically, if λ1 � α + iβ and λ2 � α − iβ, where i ����
−1

√
are Complex Eigen values of the matrix “A,” then the

corresponding Eigen vector also contains complex values
[52]. +is study proposed a mathematical model for the
features-based software birthmark to enable the compari-
sons among the birthmark based on the predefined features.

3.2. Terminologies Used for Modelling Software Piracy
Detection. +e following subsections briefly discuss the
method and terminologies used in this research for mod-
elling features-based birthmark of software.

3.2.1. Differential Model for Software Birthmark. +e dif-
ferential equations have the derivatives of one or more
dependent variable(s), with respect to one or more inde-
pendent variable(s) [52]. Let there be an equation with
unknown variables, without any information available about
its construction. Such type of an equation (function) can be
represented as, for example, y′� ϕ(x)?

3.2.2. Eigen Values and Eigen Vector. +e characteristic
polynomial of a square matrix “A” is defined by [53]

p(λ) � det(A − λI). (1)

If p is the characteristic polynomial of matrix “A”, then
the roots of p are the Eigen values of matrix “A.” If λ is Eigen
value of “A” and x≠ 0 satisfies (A− λI)x� 0, then x is Eigen
vector corresponding to the Eigen value λ. In the context of
this research, there are three main features (categories), from
which a differential system is obtained. +is differential
system is also called linear differential system. To solve this
differential system, we need the Eigen vector for the cor-
responding Eigen values.

3.3. Model for Comparison of Birthmark for Detection of
Software Piracy and Assessment of Security in End-to-End
Communication Systems. Diverse approaches have been
used in literature in the area of development of healthcare
mobile applications. +e proposed technique for compari-
sons of suggested features-based software birthmark is
mathematically modelled to enable and facilitate the com-
parisons of birthmarks and assessment of security of end-to-
end communication systems based on the identified fea-
tures. +e features followed by the proposed study are the
features that are already identified in the previous research
work [36, 48, 49]. +is features-based comparison advises
the similarity among different modules of the software
which can further investigate the changes occurring in the
security of end-to-end communication systems. Here, in this
study, we considered the four main features that were
previously identified [36]. +ese features include pre-
conditional features, input features, nonfunctional features,
and functional features. +ese categories are further divided
into subcategories of features. +e preconditional features
have three subfeatures categories that are program avail-
ability, runnable, and identification of components. +ese
features are significant which can be patterned even for all
kinds of programs for detecting the similarities. Figure 1
shows the detail of the feature-based birthmark of software
as already defined [36].

After performing the early analysis, the rest of the
three features categories are used as the base of mathe-
matical model for the proposed study, while the category
of preconditional features is excluded, as this features
category can be examined for all types of software while
detecting the piracy and changes in security of software.
+e input feature category is further divided into 17
features that are program context, program contents,
internal data structure, program flow, configurable ter-
minologies, program responses, control flow, size of
program, interface description, number of statements in
program, naming, functions, restriction, limitation and
constraints, comprehensive documentation, global data
structure, user interface, and internal quality. +e non-
functional feature category is further divided into 12
subfeatures that are automation, ease of use, friendly,
scalability, applicability, interface connections, robust-
ness, dependency, portability, scope, standard, and
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external quality. +e functional feature category is divided
into further four subfeatures that are data and control
process, functional specification, behaviour, and func-
tionality. All the categories of these features are combined
and then plotted in the form of differential system
mathematically as

x′(f) � 17x + 12y + 4z,

y′(f) � 4x + 17y + 12z,

z′(f) � 12x + 4y + 17z,

(2)

where x, y, and z are the three features. +en, from equation
(2), we have

X′(f) � AX(f). (3)

To find these three features x, y, and z, we need to find the
solution of equation (2). For this purpose of finding the exact
solution, we have to find the Eigen values and Eigen vectors
of the matrix A. +e proposed process has been carried out
in the following steps.

Step 1. To find Eigen value,

SinceA �

17 12 4

4 17 12

12 4 17

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (4)

According to Section 3.2.2, by using equation (1), the
characteristic polynomial of the matrix “A” is given by

det (A− λI)� 0. +at is,

17 − λ 12 − 0 4 − 0

4 − 0 17 − λ 12 − 0

12 − 0 4 − 0 17 − λ





� 0. (5)

After simplification, we have

λ3 − 51λ2 + 723λ − 4257 � 0. (6)

By using syntactic division, we have

λ1 � 33,

λ2 � 9 + 6.9282i,

λ3 � 9 − 6.9282i.

(7)

+us, the Eigen values of the matrix “A” are 33,
9 + 6.9282i, and 9 – 6.9282i, where λ1 is real, λ2 is complex,
and λ3 is complex conjugate of λ2.

Step 2. To find Eigen vector of corresponding Eigen values,
If λ� 33, then the corresponding Eigen vector is given by

AX� λX.
17 12 4

4 17 12

12 4 17

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

a

b

c

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � 33

a

b

c

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (8)

By solving this, we have

−16a + 12b + 4c � 0,

4a − 16b + 12c � 0,

12a + 4b − 16c � 0.

(9)

Excluded Included

Features model

Preconditional
features Input features Nonfunctional

features
Functional

features

Program availability (PA)
Runnable (Ru)
Identification of components
(IoC)

Data and control transfer
(DCT)
Functional specification
(FS)
Behaviour (B)
Functionality (Fnl)

Program context (PCnxt)
Program flow (PF)

Program responses (PR)

Program contents (PCnt)
Internal data structure (IDS)

Configurable terminologies (CT)
Control flow (CF)
Number of statements in program
(NoSP)
Naming (Na)
Functions (F)
Interface description (ID)
Restrictions, limitations, and
constraints (RLC)
Size of program (SoP)
Comprehensive documentation (CD)
Global data structure (GDS)
User interface (UI)
Internal quality (IQ)

Automation (A)
Ease of use (EoU)
User friendly (UF)
Scalability (Sc)
Applicability (Ap)
Interface connection
(ICn)
Robustness (R)
Dependency (D)
Portability (P)
Scope (S)
Standard (Std)
External quality (EQ)

Figure 1: Software features and their subfeatures.
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By solving this, we have

a � 1,

b � 1,

c � 1.

(10)

+us, the corresponding Eigen vector for Eigen value

λ� 33 is V1�

1
1
1

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠.

Similarly, the corresponding Eigen vectors for
9 + 6.9282i and 9− 6.9282i are given by

V2 �

1
2

i(i +
�
3

√
)

−
1
2

i(−i +
�
3

√
)

1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

V3 �

−
1
2

i(−i +
�
3

√
)

1
2

i(i +
�
3

√
)

1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

(11)

Step 3. +us, the solution of equation (2) is given by

X � c1V1e
λ1f

+ c2 B1 cos βf − B2 sin βf( e
αf

+ c3 B2 cos βf + B1 sin βf( e
αf

,
(12)

where λ� α+ iβ, B1 � real part (Eigen vector) and
B2 � imaginary part (Eigen vector). Putting the values in the
above equation, we get

X � c1

1

1

1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
e
33f

+ c2

−
1
2

−
1
2

1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

cos 6.9282f −

�
3

√

2

−

�
3

√

2

0

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

− sin 6.9282f

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

e
9f

+ c3

�
3

√

2

−

�
3

√

2

0

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

cos 6.9282f +

−
1
2

−
1
2

1

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

sin 6.9282f

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

e
9f

,

x(f) � c1e
33f

+ c2(cos(6.9282f))e
9f

+ c3(sin(6.9282f))e
4f

.

(13)

Similarly, we have

y(f) � c1e
33f

+ c2 −
1
2
cos(6.9282f) +

�
3

√

2
sin(6.9282f) e

9f
+ c3 −

�
3

√

2
cos(6.9282f) −

1
2
sin(6.9282f) e

9f
,

z(f) � c1e
33f

+ c2 −
1
2
cos(6.9282f) −

�
3

√

2
sin(6.9282f) e

9f
+ c3

�
3

√

2
cos(6.9282f) −

1
2
sin(6.9282f) e

9f
.

(14)

Putting the value of f� 0 in the above equations and
using the initial conditions, we have

c1 −
1
2
c2 +

�
3

√

2
c3 � 17,

c1 −
1
2
c2 −

�
3

√

2
c3 � 4,

c1 + c2 � 12.

(15)

By solving these equations, we get

c1 � 11,

c2 � 1,

c3 � −7.5056.

(16)

+us, the required solution of (2) is given by

x(f) � 11e
33f

+ cos(6.9282f)e
9f

− 7.5056 sin(6.9282f)e
4f

,

y(f) � 11e
33f

+ −
1
2
cos(6.9282f) +

�
3

√

2
sin(6.9282f) e

9f
− 7.5056 −

�
3

√

2
cos(6.9282f) −

1
2
sin(6.9282f) e

9f
,

z(f) � 11e
33f

+ −
1
2
cos(6.9282f) −

�
3

√

2
sin(6.9282f) e

9f
− 7.5056

�
3

√

2
cos(6.9282f) −

1
2
sin(6.9282f) e

9f
,

(17)
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where x(f ), y(f), and z(f) represent the required solution of
the differential system (2) for the available features of
software birthmark.

For the process of comparisons of birthmark of software
for the detection purpose of software piracy and assessment
of security of end-to-end communication systems, birth-
mark(s) of various occurrences of (the same) software ap-
plication defined over the same features based birthmark
[36] can be modelled using the given differential system. If
the solutions of both of the resulting differential systems are
found the same or nearly the same, then the software is copy
of the original software; hence, it is proved to be pirated and
changes have occurred in the security of end-to-end com-
munication systems.

4. Results and Discussion

+e following subsections briefly discuss the results and
discussion section of the paper.

4.1. Experimentation with a Case Study and the Results.
+e proposed research work based on mathematical model
for features-based software birthmark has been validated by
performing a case study. +e case study was intended to test
an Android mobile application for features-based software
birthmark. Multiple versions of the application were gen-
erated to bear and validate the process of comparison.
Copies instances of the Android mobile applications were
modified (in parts) to enhance and eliminate a portion of
functionality.+ese modifications were made through third-
party developers. +is process was done to mimic pirated
copies of the test cases application and to assess the security
of end-to-end communication systems.

After getting modified copies of the mobile (Android)
application, the features-based birthmark of software was
individually derived from all of the copies of the application
as shown in equation (2). +is was performed by extracting
each individual copy of the features-based application. +e
features along with their details were taken into consider-
ation for checking the piracy among the applications and to
assess the security of end-to-end communication systems.
+e features of each copy were then extracted and the
birthmarks of pirated copies of the applications were then
compared with the features-based software birthmark of the
actual application to show that piracy and changes in se-
curity were done/or not to further show the similarities and
security view among the actual and pirated copies of the
application. Figure 2 shows case study performed for fea-
tures extraction from the actual and pirated version of the
software and their comparison process.

A case study of the equations below was taken as an
example to show the validity:

zu(x, y, z)

zx
� 17x + 15xy, (18)

zu(x, y, z)

zy
� 17y + 15xz, (19)

zu(x, y, z)

zz
� 17z + 15xy. (20)

And the exact equation of the above system of partial
differential equation is

u(x, y, z) �
17
2

x
2

+ y
2

+ z
2

  + 15xyz. (21)

Equation (21) satisfies equations (18)–(20) and hence
shows that the proposed model works well. If equation (21)
is put in equations (18)–(20), then the left-hand side is equal
to the right-hand side. Equation (21) is the exact solution of
equations (18)–(20). So, it will satisfy for all values of the
variables x, y, and z. It can be any real number.+e threshold
can be any real number for the variables x, y, and z.

+e proposed features-based model accepts inputs of
software for comparison of features of original and pirated
software that is fully or partially pirated. +is comparison
can ultimately show the extent of piracy and changes done in
security of end-to-end communication systems. In the
current scenario of the case study, features of original
software were extracted as shown in the top of Figure 2.+en
features from pirated copies of software as shown in the right
side of Figure 2 were extracted. A comparison of these
features was done which is mathematically shown as
equations (18)–(20) and their solution in equation (7). From
the above description, it is clear that the proposed model

Original so�ware
application for

Android

Extracting
features

Cloning/obfuscation of 
original so�ware

Pirated copies of
original so�ware

Extracting features

Comparison of
features-based

birthmark

Figure 2: Case study for feature extractions and comparisons
process of actual (original) and pirated software.
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works very well; hence, piracy and changes can be found up
to optimal level.

Furthermore, some other examples were tried to show
the validity of the proposed method. +ese examples follow:

zx(x, y, z)

zx
� 34xyz + 16y

2
z + 2xz

2
, (22)

zx(x, y, z)

zy
� 17x

2
z + 32xyz + 2xz

2
, (23)

zx(x, y, z)

zz
� 17x

2
y + 16xy

2
+ 4xyz. (24)

We can find the numerical solution which always
contains some error. +e proposed mathematical model
accepts features as input(s) shown in equation (2) to check
the piracy and changes in security of features-based software
birthmark. In the context of the current case study, features
were extracted from multiple copies of the Android mobile
application to show the piracy and security changes among
multiple copies of the application.

5. Discussion

Industry of software development and end-to-end com-
munication systems is using diverse approaches and
methods to detect and identify the software piracy and
assessment of security in end-to-end communication sys-
tems. Different techniques like watermarks, fingerprints, and
digital signatures were used for showing the originality of the
software, but these techniques have some limitations such as
with the use of code obfuscation and semantic preserving
transformation the watermarks and digital signature can be
removed. Due to these limitations, the concept of software
birthmark came into existence. +e software birthmarks are
considered to be of the utmost value and resilient to
obliteration, and uniquely identify specific software. Soft-
ware features are categorised into several categories. A
program of software is a combination of several types of
features of software. +e investigation of code of a program,
based on the defined features, resultantly supports the de-
tection of similarity among more than one instance of
seemingly the identical application of software. Such de-
tection of similarity will eventually facilitate identifying and
detecting the theft and piracy of software.+e features-based
birthmark of software provides further wide-ranging
birthmark and hence representation of a software. +e
proposed differential-system-based mathematical model in
this study using the idea of Eigen values and Eigen vector
provides an exclusive solution for the features-based
birthmark of software. +is exclusive solution provides an
unbiased measure for comparisons of features-based soft-
ware birthmark that can be checked to piracy and assess-
ment of security in end-to-end communication systems.

5.1. <reat to Validity. Software birthmark is the inherent
characteristic of software used for the detection of theft in
the software and can also be used for other purposes like to

show the ownership of the software and detect the level of
piracy in the software. So far, the existing literature was
searched to analyze the existing efforts made in the area of
software birthmark but maybe some work is missed due to
the open access and availability of the research work. Val-
idation of the work is also mandatory which is not mostly
covered by this research and the work was validated through
experts’ opinion.

6. Conclusion

+e proposed research work has presented a mathematical
model based on differential system for comparisons of
features-based birthmark of software and assessment of
security in end-to-end communication systems. +ese
comparisons of feature-based software birthmark will
eventually find piracy and changes in security performed
among the end-to-end communication systems. +e main
objective of the proposed study is to do comparisons of the
feature-based software birthmark that was addressed by
Nazir et al. [36]. +e birthmark of software in terms of
feature-based birthmark is categorised into different types.
+ese categories include input features, functional features,
and nonfunctional features. +ese features-based software
birthmark categories are jointly known as software birth-
mark. +is paper contributes to present a mathematical
model based on differential system for the features-based
software birthmark to support the comparisons of software
birthmark to be checked for piracy and security assessment
of end-to-end communication systems. +e solutions of the
differential equation as defined by using the idea of Eigen
values designed for the feature categories of the birthmarks
provide an unbiased measure and an effective means to
compare birthmarks of software for the purpose of detecting
piracy. +erefore, this comparison of model can make the
process of software piracy and theft detection smooth and
assesses the security of end-to-end communication systems.
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